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11 INTRODUCTION

Frankfurtt am Main and Amsterdam as
officee cities
1.11

Office structures versus office planning in Frankfurt and Amsterdam:
aa first look

Visitorss to the inner city of Frankfurt am Main1 find themselves looking up most of
thee time — up at the crown of the DG Bank headquarters (Kronenhaus), or up at
thee towers of the Deutsche Bank, to name just two of the many office colossuses
thatt dominate the urban structure. Despite its impressive skyline, the city of
Frankfurt,, with its 650,000 inhabitants, is only a middle-sized German city. It is
locatedd in the centre of the country, at the crossroads of the main north-south and
east-westt highways. It is part of the Rhine-Main conurbation in the southern part
off the Land (State) of Hesse (see figures 1.1 and 1.3 on pages 2 and 4). This region
hass developed into one of Europe's major economic growth regions. The
conurbationn includes Wiesbaden, Darmstadt, and Offenbach am Main in the Land
off Hesse, Aschaffenburg in the Land of Bavaria, and Mainz in the Land of
Rhineland-Palatinate.. The part that is located in Hesse occupies only 10 percent of
thee state's territory, but accommodates 40 percent of its inhabitants and over 50
percentt of its employed. The whole region accommodated 5.26 million people in
2001. .
Withinn Frankfurt's inner city, the persistent pressure exerted by offices on
thee built-up area is clear: At many locations across the city, big plots of land are
readyy for new development. Existing real estate has been demolished, and
alongsidee the remaining houses, hoisting cranes are ready to start the construction
off yet another enormous office building. It is only in the small historical centre —
thee Altstadt — that office towers do not dominate the direct surroundings. But
becausee of the limited size of the Altstadt, the glass towers are never out of sight,
inevitablyy forcing upon the visitor the image of Frankfurt as an economic centre.
Visitorss to the inner city of Amsterdam are in for a completely different
experience.. They will not find high-rise office blocks, but mixed residential, leisure,
andd retail areas where the apartment blocks are no more than five storeys high.
11

In the remainder of this book, the city of Frankfurt am Main will be referred to as Frankfurt.
11
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Amsterdamm (735,000 inhabitants) is the capital of the Netherlands, and part of the
northernn wing of the Randstad — the built-up area of the western Netherlands. The
Randstad,, which includes the cities of Rotterdam, Utrecht, and The Hague, is the
country'ss main economic centre. Its northern wing, of which Amsterdam and
Utrechtt are a component, houses the main parts of the Dutch service economy as
welll as the airport-related distribution complex, while the southern part specialises
inn harbour-related trade and industry (Rotterdam) and government (The Hague).
Sincee 1945, the city of Amsterdam has developed into a node of national and
internationall culture and trade, and has become a multicultural metropolis and a
centree for international financial capital.
Despitee the relative importance of Amsterdam as a financial centre, the
biggerr offices in Amsterdam's city centre — such as the seat of De Nederlandse
Bankk o n Frederiksplein — seem incidental. In the refurbished canal belt of the large
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historicall inner city, with its seventeenth-century architecture, the corporate suits
fillfill the streets, signalling the presence of a small office cluster, which is housed in
smalll but impressive offices in historical buildings along the main canals. However,
thee big headquarter offices will not be found here. For those, the visitor will have
too travel to the edge of the city, where Amsterdam is building its business centre —
orr centres, one

should

say: Orderly, planned

office

locations

are in

full

developmentt along the Amsterdam beltway (A 10) — namely Zuidas, Westas,
Telepoort/Sloterdijk,, and Diemen — and along the A2 highway to Utrecht (Amstel
1,, 2 and 3) (see figure 1.2).
Att Frankfurt's urban edge, such orderly, planned office locations (e.g.,
Eschbornn and Frankfurt-Niederrad, see figure 1.3) are outnumbered by ad hoc and
large-scalee developments along the exit roads from the inner city to the airport. The
developmentss in the metropolitan periphery and the suburbs correspond somewhat
moree in Amsterdam and Frankfurt, especially closer to the airport, which in both
casess is situated approximately 10 kilometres to the southwest of the city. In both
urbann regions, the periphery is the place for smaller, m o n o functional,

and
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hypermodernn office parks that house the headquarters of companies in software,
dataa processing, business services, or trade.
Inn line with the international economic transformation, the economic
structuree

in

both

Amsterdam

and

Frankfurt

has

undergone

considerable

restructuringg since the beginning of the 1970s. In both cities, the rise of
employmentt in the service sector has countered the decline of industry from about
300 percent of total employment in the 1960s to roughly 6 (Amsterdam) and 9
(Frankfurt)) percent at the present time. In Frankfurt, the chemical industries — with

44
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Hoechst22 as historically the main component - have always been the driver of
industriall development, and they still employ almost 50 percent of the city's
industriall workers. Recently, Hoechst has sub-urbanised, and the life-sciences
clusterr around Hoechst Marion Roussel has developed its base in Kronberg (see
Freund,, 2002: 133). The regional statistics show that industry is still a substantial
employerr in the Rhine-Main region, with 23 percent of the employed. The contrast
withh the Amsterdam region is striking: Here, only 8 percent of the employed are
activee in industry, only slightiy more than the percentage in the city of Amsterdam
(66 percent). The main industrial cluster in Amsterdam is the publishing, printing,
andd paper industry, which has grown despite the decline of the other industrial
sectorss and currendy employs more than a third of Amsterdam's industrial workers.
Inn both Amsterdam and Frankfurt, the international airport is a major source
off employment, both with regards to direct employment at the airport (62,000
employeess at Frankfurt Airport (Freund, 2002), and 54,000 employees at Schiphol
Amsterdamm Airport in 2002) and with regards to airport-related businesses
settlementss along main infrastructure in the region. In both the Rhine-Main region
andd the Amsterdam region, important clusters of airport-related businesses settled
downn from the 1970s onward, especially in suburban business parks located close
too the main highways (for instance, Hoofddorp, Schiphol Rijk, and the Amsterdam
Harbourr in the Amsterdam Region, and Eschborn and Niederrad in the Rhine
Mainn region).
Ass Tables 1.1 and 1.2 indicate, both Amsterdam and Frankfurt are service
sectorr oriented cities. Both cities profited from the general economic transition
fromm industrial production to service provision in the Western world during the
1970s.. Both cities and regions have strong clusters in financial and business
sendees,, with banking being the main trigger of development in especially the city
off Frankfurt. In 1996, a total of 230,000 people (ca. 54 percent of all those
employedd in the city) were working in offices in Frankfurt. In 2000, 215,600 people
(366 percent of all those employed in the city) were employed in finance, real estate,
andd business services. Currently, 69,000 people work in one of the 349 banks
locatedd in the city of Frankfurt, including the German and European Central
Banks,, making it one of Europe's major banking cities. A "global city," according
too Kratke (1995), especially because 201 of these banks are foreign, indicating the
importancee of Frankfurt as an international financial node, the most important
Europeann financial centre after London and Zurich. The city accommodates, in
22
As a result of international mergers, Hoechst AG now is part of Arenlis AG, which has its
headquarterss in Strasbourg. The estate in Frankfurt is now called Industriepark Hoechst.
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TableTable 1.1 Economic development in in the municipalities ofAmsterdam and Frankfurt Frankfurt a.M.
Cityy of Amsterdam

City of Frankfurt

1970**

1970**

Industryy

77,144

Tradee

51,160

Businesss Services

22,404

Financiall Services

36,593

Governmentt

n/a

2002*(1970=100)

24,2299 (31)
55,630(109) )
88,9499 (397)
44,397(121) )
107,001 1

2002***

161,110 0
95,245 5
75,708 8
40,261 1
39,503 3

55,8966 (35)
51,6177 (54)
115,589(153) )
77,6733 (193)
84,4488 (214)

538,473 3
595,375 5
Total l
344,527 7
417,711 1
Sources:Sources: O+S Amsterdam (*), Statisiisches jabrbuch Frankfurt am Main 1970 (**), Vlanungsverband
BallungsraumBallungsraum Frankfurt/ Rhein-Main (***).
Note:Note: total employment includes categories such as public administration, that were not included in this list
TableTable 1.2 Economic structures of the Amsterdam and Frankfurt Frankfurt region in 2002
Amsterdamm region *
Industryy

79,900

Tradee

69,500

Businesss Services

189,900

Financiall services

62,700

Governmentt

100,300

919,000 0
Total l
Sources:Sources: Amsterdamse Economische

Frankfurtt region **
Planungsverband d

Rhinee / M a i n

196,391 1
150,321 1
200,834 4
103,243 3
175,161 1

455,801 1
309,171 1
308,266 6
144,578 8
424,755 5
1,966,392 2

1,012,508 8
Verkenningen 2002

(*),

Planungsverband Ballungsraum

Frankfurt/Frankfurt/ Rhein-Main (**)
Note:Note: total employment includes categories that wen not included in this list

additionn to the majority of savings and cooperative banks present in Germany, the
absolutee majority of investment and real-estate funds, credit card institutions, and
futuress banks, leaving the cities of Diisseldorf and Hamburg far behind (data
obtainedd from Freund, 2002).
Althoughh the numbers in Amsterdam are of a different order, they too
indicatee specialisation in office-related economic categories. Currently, most office
spacee is occupied by companies in the growing cluster of business services (Boer
Hartogg Hooft, 2000). The whole financial cluster, thus including financial services
otherr than banks, employs 44,000 people, and the headquarters of the main
nationall banks are all located in Amsterdam, excluding Rabobank whose
headquarterss are located in Utrecht. Moreover, the Amsterdam Exchange and the
Dutchh Central Bank contribute to the national importance of the financial cluster
inn Amsterdam. However, the spatial scale of Amsterdam's command and control
functionss is considerably less developed than that of Frankfurt, which, according to
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Kratkee (1995), makes Amsterdam a European urban region, whereas Frankfurt is a
globall city (see above).
Thee importance of office-related economic activities in both cities obviously
hass its repercussions both on the amount of office space in the city and on the
officee

development

cycles. The

city

of

Frankfurt,

including

the

adjacent

municipalityy of Eschborn, had an estimated total of 8.8 million square meters of
officee space in 1996 (Plötz, 1997), 3 and the Amsterdam region - including Schiphol
Airportt and the suburban municipalities of Diemen, Amstelveen, and Hoofddorp —
hadd 5.6 million square meters of office space in 2002 (Boer Hartog Hooft, 2002).
Withh regards to total office space, both cities can therefore be considered as
medium-sizedd European cities, far smaller than such cities as Paris and L o n d o n
(Rienstraa & Rietveld, 1999).
O n ee logical question that arises after such observations is to what extent the
developmentt of the urban economic structure and its spatial manifestation in office
landscapess is regulated at the local level, for instance at the platform of the local
state,, through strategic planning. An exercise often employed by critics of the
planningg profession is to compare the plans for an area with the concrete built
environment.. If such an empirical test of the similarities between the desired and
thee concrete spatial form were to be conducted in both Amsterdam and Frankfurt,
thee planning profession would indeed turn out inadequate and

insignificant.

Plannerss in Amsterdam, where the central business district (CBD) is located along
thee beltway at the urban periphery, considered the south-western part of the
historicall inner city as the country's CBD until the early 1990s. Planners in
Frankfurtt on the other hand have changed the spatial structure plans for office
developmentt many times (from clustering, via inner city corridors, back to
clusteringg and intensification), whereby at present the western part of the city is
coveredd with a mishmash of big office buildings located only partly in the projected
clusterss or along the projected corridors.
However,, this does not automatically imply that spatial regulation has failed,
orr that urban planning for that matter was a meaningless exercise of public power.
Inn the light of the study of the dynamics behind urban office development, the
fundamentall point of departure is to gain a better understanding of the processes
andd dynamics behind urban change and, as a vital component of this, real-estate
development. .

hh

This was before the office boom of the late 1990s.
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1.22

T h e office and urban development

AA main premise of this thesis is that the processes mediating urban change partly
takee place through struggles on the platform of the state, over strategic plans and
overr planned concrete investments in urban space. These struggles and their
outcomess are formative, path-shaping events in the constant evolution of a citv.
Struggless over office plans and concrete office developments are very interesting
casess in point, because of a number of characteristics that distinguish offices from
otherr commercial investments in the city, notably in retail and industry. These
characteristicss evolve over time and pose different challenges to urban planners.
Thiss section gives an overview of the office as a formative element of the urban
fabric. .
Beforee the Second World War, the office was an urban function that did not
demandd the full attention of urban planners. Offices were small and did not
producee the negative externalities (noise, air pollution, traffic, etc.) that industry7
produced.. Also contrarv to industry', offices did not impose practical demands on
thee existing urban fabric, such as big greenfield sites alongside highways and
waterways.. And, contrary to the retail sector, the office sector seemed independent
off the purchasing power of consumers, and therefore did not follow the evolution
off a city's residential structure. Rather, offices were established in small inner-city
clusters,, and the resulting small-scale crowding out of residential functions posed
n oo real planning problems. Moreover, the first post-war years were generally
dominatedd by planning for the needy (overcoming the housing shortage and
supportingg trade and industry), and because offices were perceived as working
placess for limited numbers of workers, office planning had no priority.
Thiss changed rapidly as a result of the growth of office use in the post-war
era.. In this period, the office replaced the factor}' as a symbol of "contemporary
urbann economic development" (Daniels, 1975: 1). First, it made an advance as a
workingg place as a result of scale increases, specialisation, and new divisions of
labourr in industrial companies and the connected clustering of managerial activities.
Second,, it made an advance because of the growth of the service sector. Armstrong
(1972)) calls the growth of white-collar employment during the twentieth century a
"quiett revolution" because of its gradual nature. Thus, offices in cities are
illustrationss of the fundamental post-war economic shift in Western capitalist
countriess from the production of goods to the production of services. Scale
enlargementss in the sendee industries, especially in the financial sendees sector,
causedd a spatial hierarchy in office centres to develop from the 1950s onward. At
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SupplySupply at the office markets of Frankfurt and Amsterdam
thee national level, a city or region would become the location where banks and
otherr companies in the financial sector clustered, and from the 1960s onward
withinn these top centres, the pressure of ever-larger offices on the urban fabric
increasedd rapidly.
Inn the same period, developers and investors recognised the office as an
investmentt object, which led to the birth and gradual growth of the office market.
Ass Harvey (1985: 6-7) notes, this rise of investments in the "secondary circuit o f
capital"" (the flow of capital into fixed assets) is associated with the drive o f
"capitalists"" to move capital into the formation of longer-term assets. This usually
occurss in times of over-accumulation in the primary circuit of capital (accumulation
throughh

the

production

and

consumption

of

commodities), which

makes

investmentss in the secondary circuit of capital more appealing, especially in
situationss where "long-term, large-scale projects with respect to the creation of the
builtt environment" are guaranteed by the state (Harvey, 1985: 7). Thus, state
institutionss have an important role to play in mediating the relations between the
primaryy and secondary circuit of capital. 4 In the post-war period of rapid
accumulation,, surplus capital began moving into the circuit of office capital. This
ledd to the rise of a market for offices. This office

market propelled

the

developmentt of a more dynamic office development cycle: O n the waves of
nationall and international accumulation/over-accumulation in the primary circuit
off capital, the new development of offices began to experience high peaks and
deepp slumps.
Thiss research focuses on the new offices that appear in Western cities as a
resultt of the quiet revolution, the scale enlargements in the service sectors, as well
ass the rise of the office market. For a long time, offices were the only centripetal
44

Of similar importance are financial institutions that condition the flow of capital into the
secondaryy circuit of capital by influencing the functioning of the capital market.
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forcee in urban development, at a time when the centrifugal movement of retailing,
industry,, and population dominated most metropolitan areas (cf. Daniels, 1975: 2).
Therefore,, many city administrations welcomed offices as the new carriers of the
urbann

economy. Since the rezoning of urban spaces became necessary to

accommodatee this expansion, frictions over urban land arose. Also, during periods
off high supply on the office market, the pressure on the existing built environment
generallyy increases accordingly, and it is interesting to research the way in which the
processs of regulation both mediates and is influenced by such pressure.

1.33

Toward a plausible set of claims on the regulation of urban office
development t

Wheree the spatial structure, density, and architecture of their office markets are
concerned,, Amsterdam and Frankfurt show fundamental differences. However, the
divergencee between the plans as drawn on maps and the real spatial tendencies of
clusteringg in C B D s at urban transport nodes and along transport corridors are
visiblee in both
developmentt

cases. Taking into consideration

trajectories

in Amsterdam

this divergence of

and Frankfurt,

autonomouss development dynamics in office

urban

and the increasingly

development, the goal of this

researchh is to gain an insight into the complex relationships between processes of
sociall and spatial reguladon, processes of accumuladon through the provision of
thee built environment (with the emphasis on offices), and their combination into
path-shapingg regimes of urbanisation, which emerge out of these complex multifacetedd struggles and interrelations. We define a regime of urbanisation as an
emergentt property: a combination of non-linear, independent and often unplanned
processess of accumulation, regulation and urbanisation.
Explicidy,, the goal of this study is therefore not to describe in detail the ins
andd outs of office development at a certain moment in time, but rather to understand
thee ebb and flow in processes of accumulation, regulation, real-estate supply, and
urbanisationn in the period 1945-2003. The question then remains whether a
comparativee study of the diverging development trajectories of Amsterdam and
Frankfurtt can help in the search for the relationship between office development,
urbanisation,, and regulation.
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" N o "" say those researchers who assume similarities, and who search for
generall laws of urbanisation. s These researchers dismiss differences in appearance
ass less important, because there is one singular development path that ever)' city
goess through. A departure from this path means that the city is lagging behind, or
thatt it is a matter of variation on a known basic structure, for instance through
differencess in political institutions or culture. Where sociospatial regulation and
urbann planning are concerned, they should be instrumental, and adaptive to the
unavoidablee development path. These analyses are based on a "universalist
epistemology"" (Jones & Hanham, 1995) and rarely problematise the link between,
forr instance, economic change and urban (spatial and functional) development.
Litdee attention is paid to the processes that mediate structural change and physical
developmentt (see Ploeger et al. 2001), an example being the meagre attention paid
too the dynamics on the real-estate market, which is said to adapt itself to economic
andd subsequent urban change. Another example is the limited attention paid to the
rolee of government agencies (of all agencies, for that matter): Their role is related
onlyy to the structural processes in urban economic development, and the only thing
governmentt agencies can do is adapt as much as possible to this structural process.
Alsoo those researchers who stress difference, and who assume that every city
orr metropolitan area develops along its own, singular, subjective path, say "No." 6
Thesee researchers reject the usefulness of comparative research and the existence
off theories of urbanisation. For these researchers, the influence of sociospatial
regulationn is eminent, but very time and place specific, and therefore

non-

theorisable.. Such ideographic approaches refuse to look for causes that go beyond
"context;"" they "celebrate particularity," which is not the best way

to avoid the

"impositionn of rigid meta-narratives on the diversity of social life" (Jones &
Hanham,, 1995: 186).
However,, "Yes" is the present author's answer, following people like Massey
(1984),, Harvey (1982, 1985), Terhorst & Van de Ven (1997), and Savitch and
Kantorr (2002, 2003). In line with the current greater theoretical awareness within
urbann studies, this dissertation starts from the premise that the development of a
theoryy on urbanisation, office development, and sociospatial regulation in different
urbann contexts is possible without reverting to a quest for natural laws, and without
E.g.,, van den Berg et a/. (1982); van den Berg & Klaassen (1986); van den Berg & van Klink
(1992);; van den Berg & Braun (1999); Begg (1999); Lever (1999); Cheshire eta/. (1986); Cheshire
(1990,, 1995, 1999); Cheshire & Carbonaro (1996); Cheshire & Gordon (1996, 1998); D'Arcy and
Keoghh (1998, 1999).
66
E.g., Janssen (1989, 1990, 1991) and van Duren (1995); see also Guelke (1977) and Entrikin
(1991)) for overviews.
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overlookingg the notion of path dependency and dissimilarity. In the words of
Masseyy (1984: 300): "the challenge is [...] to understand the general underlying
causess [of urban development] while at the same time recognising and appreciating
thee importance of the specific and the unique." Central, then, is the notion of
contingency,, understood as a locally grounded difference that intervenes in a larger
processs (Jones & Hanham, 1995: 193).
Thus,, this dissertation aims to surpass both functionalist and time- and
place-specificc explanations of urban development. The goal is therefore to present
aa plausible set of claims on the influence of sociospatial regulation on the spatial
andd functional outcomes of office provision and wider urbanisation processes, and
too use these claims when looking at the diverging realities of Amsterdam and
Frankfurt. .
T h ee mentioned search for a theory of urban development that can lead us to
aa "plausible set of claims" that can be used to understand "different or diverging
urbann trajectories" (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 23) starts from ideas on the
relationshipp between the economy and the city as developed by Harvey, who was
inspiredd by the work of Lefebvre. In his work, Harvey (1982, 1985) builds on the
premisee that capital accumulation and urban space are mutually constitutive: Each
phasee

of capitalist development

builds on a distinctive form

of

territorial

organisation,, and mobile capital is temporally fixed to a certain geographical place
byy way of long-term investments in cities. This spatial fix is the landscape through
whichh capital accumulation is enabled. In this theory, the form of urban and
regionall spaces and the demands of capital and society are mutually constitutive:
Harveyy views location as a fundamental attribute of human activity, but refrains
fromm

seeing spatial organisation

as a mere reflection

of the processes

of

accumulation.. Rather, he recognises that location is socially produced (1982: 374).
Inn developing a theory on the role of urban planning in social processes
throughh which location is produced, it is important to note that a spatial fix is a
temporall monopolisation of a concrete place by a particular functional entity that
placess a physical object in that place in order to accommodate an urban function
(fromm capital accumulation to extra-economic activity, ranging from social welfare
functionss and cultural facilities, to sports facilities etc.). N o t all urban functions are
marketablee commodities (private parties will not, for instance, put roads, cheap
sociall housing and utilities in place, because there is no or only meagre profit to be
hadd from doing so), but this does not make them less indispensable for the
functioningg of an urban system. There are numerous interdependencies between
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differentt urban functions, and a certain amount of fine-tuning between them is
necessaryy in order to overcome negative externalities.
Thatt fine-tuning is what we mean when we talk about the outcomes of
sociospatiall regulation. A central agent in this fine-tuning process is the urban
planner.. There are various possible interpretations of the planner's role, ranging
fromm a minimalist position in which the development of a street plan is the basis
andd the urban planner tries to correct or prevent the market failures

and

externalitiess (a liberal perception of planning), to a more broad interpretation, in
whichh urban reform is central, and the planner intervenes in order to plan the ideal
city.. The whole range of interpretations between these two polar interpretations,
however,, is based on legal instruments that give planners the opportunity to
intervenee in property rights (see also Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997).
Becausee of the legal possibilities of the government, the monopolisation of a
placee by a physical object is dependent on the approval of the government.
Planningg as the allocation of urban land for specific functions is thus a conflictive
activity,, over which manifold struggles can exist. Thus, before a spatial fix comes
intoo existence on the ebb and flow of processes of accumulation, social struggles
overr space occur in the state and the economic realm. These struggles can be
infusedd by a collision of interests between those that profit from the existing
physicall state and those that see more profit in a future, perceived state, or between
variouss agents that have diverging perceptions of an ideal future use of the space. It
hass to be noted that in these struggles over space, economic agents - in contrast to
politicall and societal interests - often do not have a collective voice. This makes
struggless over spatial plans often implicit, since many economic agents express
theirr perception of present and past decisions on spatial development by voting
withh their feet, namely by relocating or making extra investments.
AA landuse plan can be a formal result of such struggle, and can function as
ann interlude on the way to concrete urban space. Such a plan, which is backed by
legall instruments, has two functions: First, it legally divides urban spaces into
realmss for specified urban functions, and second, by setting the margins for the
futuree development of an area, it serves as an investment horizon for private agents
thatt want to make profits through the provision of physical objects in concrete
urbann space.

Off course, despite its legal status, real development may diverge from a concrete landuse plan.
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1.44

Research question and structure of this book

T h ee divergence between planning ambitions (the outcomes of regulator}' processes)
andd real developments in cities, as well as the divergence of the urban development
pathss of Amsterdam and Frankfurt, calls for a further investigation of the margins
forr urban planners to manage space. Keeping in mind the goal of this research, the
mainn questions then are:
HowHow can the co-evolution of the economic, political, and spatial systems be characterised in both
AmsterdamAmsterdam and Frankfurt?
WhatWhat was the influence of these patterns of socio-spatial regulation on the successive generations of
officeoffice landscapes in Amsterdam and Frankfurt during the periodfrom 1945 to the present time?
Thesee two questions can be broken down into three sub-questions:
/.. How did the generalprocesses of economic and societal change work out spatially
withwith regards to offices in Amsterdam and Frankfurt?
2.2. What were the contingent local processes of regulation on the platform of the
economyeconomy and state that mediated the larger process of accumulation and
urbanisation,urbanisation, and what was their role in bringing about unique periods of
spatialspatial fix and flux?
3.3. To what extent did these unique processes combine into a spatiotemporal regime
ofof urbanisation supporting or diverting these processes of urbanisation,
accumulation,accumulation, and regulation?
Inn the search for the localised processes of regulation that influence the unfolding
off urbanisation and urban office development, this book takes the configuration of
officess in a metropolitan area (the material manifestation) as the explanandum (the
p h e n o m e n o nn to be explained), and the structural, complex and co-evolving social
(economic,, political) processes through which agents act as the explanans (that
whichh explains).
First,, to understand the dynamics inside the secondary circuit of capital, we
askk the question how the key positions in the process of office provision are
performedd in a time- and space-dependent specific configuration. This question is
theoreticallyy addressed in Chapter 2. Following a review of key debates in critical
urbann theory (urban economic geography, urban real-estate theory, urban planning
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theory),, Chapter 2 argues for an institutional approach to the office development
industry,, and argues that such an approach should not be limited to an agencycentredd explanation of urban phenomena, but should include structural analysis.
Thee second task, then, is to think about the way in which the process of
accumulationn and regulation unfolds from the interactions between these agents
andd agents that put competing claims on space, inside both the state realm and the
economicc realm. That is, to develop an abstract theory of social interaction, to
developp a plausible set of claims and hypotheses about office development and
sociospatiall regulation, and to present a research methodology fit to test this theory
inn practice. Chapter 3 addresses these tasks by arguing for the institutionalism of
thee regulation approach. This general political economy approach is adapted to the
needss of this study by teasing out the questions and hypotheses related to office
provisionn and urbanisation.
Thee third task is to test the resulting analytical model in

concrete

circumstances.. Chapters 4 to 9 apply the concepts and ideas developed in Chapters
22 and 3 by analysing two cases of urban change and office development. These
chapterss interpret the histories of office development and urban planning in
Amsterdamm (Chapters 4-6) and Frankfurt (Chapters 7-9), and distinguish various
subsequentt regimes of urbanisation.
Thee fourth task is to reflect on the plausible set of claims, the theoretical
modell and its hypotheses, and to contrast and compare the histories of post-war
officee planning and development in Frankfurt. This task is performed in the final
chapterr of this book (Chapter 10).
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22 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON "ACTUAL"
URBANISATION N

Thee city as a node of accumulation
2.11

Introduction

Thiss dissertation examines the relationship between the accumulation of capital
throughh

investments in the built environment

and

the ebb and

flow

of

urbanisation,, assuming that this reladon is mediated by processes of sociospatial
regulation,, both on the platform of the state and on that of the economy. This asks
forr an understanding of three phenomena: the phenomenon of office development,
thatt of sociospatial regulation, and that of urbanisation. The obvious interrelations
betweenn the three make it peculiar that they have barely been investigated together.
Inn research, spatial regulation is often confined to spatial/urban planning.
Recentt

planning

research

is

mostly

geared

toward

the

reframing

of

the

multidimensionall process of plan making, and the optimising of this planning
processs in a complex development arena through mechanisms of public-private
governance.. Section 2.2 of this chapter aims to shed broader light on the position
off the urban planner in complex processes of urban change and development.
Subsequently,, section 2.3 aims to illuminate the structural relationship between
economicc change and urban change. Although the material manifestation of
functionss in cities and urban agglomerations differs from location to location, it
wass argued in the previous chapter that all too often the evolution of urbanisation
iss theorised in generic terms. This is a result of the long-lasting dominance of
unilinearismm in urban research. These studies are very helpful in understanding the
generall underlying causes of urban development,

but as said, they

rarely

problematisee the link between, for instance, economic change and urban (spatial
andd functional) development. Recently, within the disciplines of urban geography,
economicc geography, and regional economics, a number of "location" theories
havee gained momentum. These theories aim to link economic change and urban
developmentt by trying to understand the locational preferences of companies.
Althoughh not aiming to give a complete and coherent overview off all theories,
sectionn 2.2 discusses the relevant theories on urbanisation and office location
derivedd from this line of work.
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Subsequently,, section 2.4 presents a first step in the unravelling of the real
processess at hand in the making of cities in the secondary circuit of capital, by
introducingg the agencies involved in the actual development of real estate, as well
ass a method of ordering and evaluating their interrelations. In Chapter 3, the social
relationss that can be derived from these theories will be integrated into a
theoreticallyy informed research model that will guide the reader through almost 60
yearss of office development and office planning in both Amsterdam and Frankfurt.

2.22

Urban planning and urban development
PlanningPlanning theory's emerging paradigm

Ass an outgrowth of the practice of theoretically confining the regulation of
urbanisationn to practices of urban planning, there has been a long-lasting tendency
inn planning theory- and practice to overvalue the role of urban planning and urban
plannerss in processes of societal and urban change. This led to the genesis of a
theoryy of planning that was mainly concerned with finding rational ways of
planningg (cf. Den Hoed et a/., 1983; Salet, 2000), and practices that emphasise
spatiall categories instead of decision-making agents (see De Vries, 2002: 310),
leadingg

to

the

drafting

of

encompassing

plans

that

should

be

integrally

implementedd (see Wissink, 2000: 217). Although the emphasis has shifted away
fromm theories about the planner as a rational technocrat, toward theories that see
thee planner — including the urban landuse planner — as one among many agents
influencingg the spatial development of an area, this tendencv to overvalue planning
hass not disappeared. According to Yiftachel and Huxley (2000a), the new attention
inn planning theory to emerging forms of collaborative planning, recently labelled
thee "communicative turn" (see Healey, 1996), has revived the search for best ways
off rational planning as an end in itself. In this new stance in planning theory,
interactionism,, which claims intersubjectivity instead of subjectivity, is dominant.
So,, debates in planning theory revolve around the planning subject. The new
theoriess normatively provide new ways forward for urban planners, in order to deal
withh complexity7 in issues of real future planning, thus underlining the futureorientedd identity' of the planning profession. Obviously, the emphasis on strategic
actorr behaviour and on the different positions that are manifest in the real-estate
provisionn process gives communicative planning theory an important institutional
flavour.. However, in contrast to the "institutional turn" that has invaded studies of
urbann and regional development recendy, aiming to explain urban development in
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neww ways (MacLeod, 2001), the institutional turn in planning theory did not lead to
aa grand shift away from the path of prescribing best planning practice in an
instrumentall way. Rather, scholars in planning theory set out to find new ways of
planningg with even greater enthusiasm than before (see, e.g., Innes, 1995; Sager,
1994),, without critically reflecting on the position of subjects in the wider political
andd economic arena: Intersubjectivism explains the world of planning from the
viewpointt of dedicated actors.
Byy focusing on planning as a procedural field of activity, communicative
planningg theory7 remains detached from the "messy political and economic realities
off urban and regional development," in the eyes of Yiftachel & Huxley (2000a). It
obscuress such fundamental questions as "Why are things as they are?" and "What
aree the underlying material and political processes which shape cities and regions?"
(cff Yiftachel & Huxley, 2000a). However, since this is a conscious choice in
planningg theory — which positions itself as a normative, forward-looking discipline
-- it cannot be blamed for not doing things it did not set out to do in the first place.
Therefore,, other disciplines are better suited to both ask and answer these
questions. .
Ass said before, this dissertation aims to enter a field relatively untouched by
planningg theory, but central to most other studies of urban and

regional

development,, by answering questions such as the ones posed above, which can be
summarisedd as " H o w does urban space come about?" (cf. Yiftachell & Huxley,
2000a).. By doing so, this dissertation ranks with those planning theorists who look
att planning from a sociological institutionalist perspective (see, e.g., Bolan 2000;
Kreukelss 1997; Salet 1999, 2000; Hajer 1995). These scholars propose that the
strategicc power of planning efforts made by planning agencies can benefit from the
appreciationn that spatial planning practice is only one amongst many forces in the
processess that ultimately shape urban space. Their contributions focus o n the
questionn how planning can make a difference in a disorganised multilevel world
thatt includes many opposing interests and diverging development processes.
Therefore,, a first task is to look for the origins of planning, and for the position of
thee urban planner in processes of urban change.
UrbanUrban planning: between minimalism and utopianism
Theoretically,, the constitution of the built environment and, relevant to this
dissertation,, office provision, is a private process on the free market, where
individuall development profits are sought. If indeed the development process were
too be left to the price mechanisms, the negative excesses of urban development
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wouldd be abundant, since the development that promised the largest private
(money)) return would prevail over the development with the largest public (social)
return.. The distribution of land between competing uses would inevitably lead to a
racee to the bottom between short-sighted private deyelopers seeking development
gain,, and only a small and affluent proportion of society would reap the benefits of
suchh urban deyelopment. Moreover, since much of what we call "the urban" is a
non-marketablee commodity (Scott, 1980), capitalists encounter formidable barriers
too switching capital into the built environment (the large scale, the long term, the
difficultt pricing, and the oftentimes collective use character) and tend to cause
underinvestmentt in the secondary circuit of capital (Harvey, 1985: 7).
Statee institutions, such as urban planning frameworks, were introduced long
agoo in order to overcome this problem, and to regulate the struggles oyer land
betweenn competing uses. A certain amount of "control over the layout and design
off urban settlement" has been exercised since the days of early civilisations, and
everr since then, planning has been a matter of the "reconciliation of social and
economicc aims, of private and public objectives" (Rattcliffe & Stubbs, 1996: 2-3), in
whichh the tools of planning derive from civic actions in the realm of sanitation
(sewage,, water supply, housing), the overcoming of poverty and social problems,
publicc housing, and urbanistic quality.
T oo secure such reconciliation, the state usually provides institutional barriers
too unbridled urban development, by way of urban planning regulations to which
privatee agents have to adhere. Through these regulations, public authorities seek to
"directt and control the nature of the built environment in the interests of society as
aa w h o l e " {ibid.: 6). However, because the structure of the state differs from location
too location — as does, for instance, the political a n d / o r economic embeddedness of
urbann planning, or the local history of the planning profession — the role of
planningg in processes and structures of office provision differs from location to
location. .
Thiss position can be minimalist/reactive, in that planners only aim to
preventt or correct market failures, coping with bottlenecks as they arise and mainly
engagingg in infrastructure planning (Scott, 1980: 61). In order to do so, a judicial
basiss for intervention in landuse patterns and in landownership is necessary. In this
way: :
" . . .. state intervention takes the form of a political/legal intervention [...]
Buildingg regulations, for instance, place legal limits on the actions of [...]
builderss rather than alter the social relations of provision. The same is true
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forr most planning controls. Zoning regulations, for example, are akin to
otherr building controls" (Ball, 1986: 161).
Becausee of this intervention in landownership/property rights, planning is a
conflictivee undertaking, over which many struggles occur.
Post-warPost-warplanning practice
Let'ss take a look at twentieth-century planning practice. We find that through
strugglee over planning regulations and their legal foundations, the authority of
plannerss and their tasks description was stretched: Urban planners did more than
justt guide investments in the urban environment in such a way that private and
publicc objectives were matched. As Harvey (2000, in MacLeod and Ward, 2002)
observes:: "Most of what passes for city planning has been inspired by Utopian
modess of thought." The so-called socialist utopianism of the post-war urban
reformm movement is rooted in the imagined urban spaces (cf. Baeten, 2002) of
famouss pre-war city planners like Ebeneezer Howard (Garden City) and Le
Corbusierr (Radiant City), who did more than weigh the public and private interest
inn urban development (see Hall, 1996). They saw the development of the city and
off "good city form" as a way to create a better future for all. Their plans
encompassedd comprehensive programs of radical reform, both social and spatial,
leadingg to a world in which social solidarity could be the norm (MacLeod & Wrard,
2002). .
Post-warr planning practice was characterised by the increasing influence of
plannerss on the development of the city, and by a functionalist belief in separate
urbann realms for separate urban functions. The broad definition of tasks that
plannerss gave themselves in these years was generally backed by their dominant
legall position on the land market and their tight grip on the provision of housing.
Thee period of deindustrialisation of the 1970s and 1980s and the suburbanisation
off high-income households forced municipal governments to think of new ways of
managingg the progress of their city, because urban planners no longer controlled
thee development process: Funds were lacking, land markets and housing markets
weree liberalised, and social problems became insurmountable. Slowly, the idea of
competitivenesss took root, which meant that mobile capital in the post-industrial
areaa was "out there" and had to be captured by cities, so that new investments in
fixedd capital would be made on their territories.
However,, to attract these investments in waterfronts, offices, shopping
centres,, science parks, and the like, local planners had to change their way of
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workingg and become more active in pursuing investments (Hall & Hubbard, 1996).
Thiss new urban entrepreneurialism replaced the old habits of urban managerialism
andd produced "developers' Utopias" (Harvey, 2000).
TheThe position of the landuse planner
Iff this entrepreneurial approach to urban governance has become hegemonic, is a
plannerr more than an instrument for capital accumulation? If so, does this mean
thatt urban planning has become an uninspiring undertaking of the management
andd attraction of capital investments? T h e planner, as an extension of politicians,
hadd to design institutional armatures that obliged agents in the urban development
processs to act partly through the platform of the state. The ways in which this
objectivee of planning is met vary over time and space, but it is clear that, as a
relativee outsider in the provision of real property, the urban planner has acquired a
pivotall position amidst the agents whose main concern is to maximise private
profit.. The problem in planning theory has been that this pivotal position was
takenn too seriously, as though urban planners rather than the agents in real-estate
provisionn create the urban environment. However, we described the role of the
statee and of landuse planning practices as only one of the processes that lead to the
productionn of space. Therefore, the urban planner is treated as an agent that has to
"conquer"" its position, by creating or upholding arrangements that drag the agents
inn real-estate provision from the platform of the economy to the platform of the
state,, and by mediating the organisation of a balanced flow of individual capital
investmentss in the secondary circuit of capital.
Thee following section explores a number of theories on the structural
relationss between processes of economic and urban change. Although these general
theoriess usually do not aim to provide an explanation of contrasting developments
inn real spaces, they do provide us with a broad understanding of structural
processess in urbanisation.

2.33

Theories of structural urban e c o n o m i c change

O ff all the elements that impact on a city's evolution — which range

from

demographicc

basic

transitions,

culture

and

history, via urban

planning to

morphologyy — the impact of economic change on urban development has received
thee most widespread attention in recent debates. The exploration of the structural
relationss between radical transformations
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functionss and the spatial organisation of economic relations in real metropolitan
areass is central in theories of economic location. The basis of much reasoning in
thesee theories is the notion that capitalist accumulation is a phased process in
whichh different industrial paradigms 1 succeed each other. 2
Buildingg from this notion, the observation that different industrial paradigms
demandd different kinds of spaces leads to the premise that every period of capitalist
accumulationn can be associated with a certain built-up urban structure. 3 In this
tradition,, the process of urbanisation is conveniently summarised by Knox:
"Eachh new phase of capitalism saw changes in what was produced, how it
wass produced and where it was produced. These changes called for new
kindss of cities, while existing cities had to be modified" (Knox, 1993, p.10).
T h ee line of reasoning in such theories of urban change starts from the notion that
duringg the early phases of capitalism, the locational demands of businesses could be
mett within the borders of the cities. During these periods, cities became centres of
rotationn for functional economic activities. Although these activities were not
necessarilyy bound to urban environments, their clustering brought about surplus
valuee for these activities. Consequently, the city became the point of concentration
off living and working. Today, it is argued that in the current era of economic
globalisation,, economic activity is becoming increasingly detached from central
cities,, but that cities remain important because, for instance, "the basis of the
comparativee

advantage

of

financial

centres

is

based

upon

agglomeration

economies"" (Budd 1995: 359). Gradually, functionally varied concentrations of
economic,, cultural, and social activities originate outside the central city. These new
concentrationss become competitors for old centres in these central cities. They
havee received many labels and names, ranging from "minicity" to "technoburb."
Thee term that gained most popular acceptance is "edge city" (Garreau, 1991).
Inn many cases, several intersecting processes made the decentralisation of
economicc activity necessary, possible, and inviting. Most explanations place the

'' Industrial paradigm: "model[s] governing the technical and social division of labour" (Jessop,
1997:: 291).
"" See for instance Knox' (1993) analysis of the "evolution of capitalism," in which he
distinguishess between three subsequent phases of capitalist accumulation, namely competitive
capitalism,, organised capitalism, and disorganised capitalism.
33
See, for instance, Soja's (2000) depiction of the evolution of urban form, based on American
cities:: mercantile city - competitive industrial capitalist city - corporate monopoly city - Fordist
regionall metropolis - postmetropolis.
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logicc of the becoming of "new urban economic configurations" in the light of new
demandss on space exercised by companies that are active in the new7 economy, the
pushh factors of congested urban cores, and the possibilities of new communication
andd transportation technologies. In this section, three related theories on the
relationshipp between structural economic change and urban development are
brieflyy reviewed, in order to provide an understanding of the general processes of
urbann change that are central in this dissertation. These are the "new industrial
spaces"" literature, the global city/world city literature, and the Fordism - postFordismm literature.
Firsdy,, scholars from the California School (e.g., Scott 1988a and b; Storper,
1992,, 1994; and Soja, 1989, 2000) make the link between changes in the
organisationn of capitalism, the rise of new economic sectors (e.g., new media,
telecommunications,, air trade) and their demands on space, and urban form.
Ultimately,,

these

authors

argue, the

process

of

spatial

economic

urban

developmentt is steered by trends such as the rise of new, flexible organisational
formss and production techniques, the increasing importance of the internationally
connectedd global economy, the crucial role of cities in this respect, and the coming
intoo being of "edge cities" and the like (Hall, 1998). Such location theories reason
fromm the idea that the social setting of a company is key to that company's
functioningg . T h e majority of these types of contributions to the debate with
relevancee to urban office development discuss "the rise of locally agglomerated
productionn systems" (Amin & Thnft, 1992). Such contributions lean on the
industriall district theory put forward by Alfred Marshall (1910, 1961). Authors like
Scottt (1988b) and Amin and Thrift (1992) use Marshall's name as an adjective to
makee clear what they mean when talking about post-industrial economic spaces; for
example,, the "Marshallian industrial district," which consists of a tight network of
connectedd companies in a relatively small geographical area. The new growth poles
off the economy, as these districts are also named, are located outside the old
centress of Fordist mass production. Correspondingly, Scott (1988a, 1988b, 1993)
speakss of "new industrial spaces."
Althoughh

such

theories are mainly associated with

flexible

industrial

productionn because of the great number of case studies that focus on that sector, it
hass also been applied to the service sector. Amin and Thrift (1992), for instance,
characterisee the city of London with its financial headquarters as a Marshallian
district,, combined with global networking. The characteristics of a Marshallian
districtt in the service sector are (1) the fact that most needs can be satisfied locally,
despitee the external linkages, and (2) a strong, "thick" social interaction and
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collectivee consciousness. Together, these form the points of departure for the
developmentt of a CBD: A "social centre of the global corporate networks of the
financialfinancial service industry" {ibid).
Secondly,, the global cities and world cities thesis of Sassen (1991) and
Friedmannn (Friedmann & Wolf, 1982; Friedman, 1986) is an attempt to theorise
urbann spatial economic development as a response to structural changes in the
economy.. A central thesis in this work is that, because of global financial flows,
controll functions of the global economy cluster in certain places. Sassen calls these
citiess "global cities," while Friedmann speaks of "world cities." These control
functions,, the ideal of many cities, demand spacious and appealing locations, which
hass its effect on urban space.
Friedmann calls world cities the bases of international capital. This
internationall capital, Friedman argues, has created a complex hierarchy of cities.
Sassenn uses a more functionalist way of reasoning. She argues that the global cities
aree the material manifestation of the structural process of globalisation. In the
wordss of Smith (2001: 55):
"Globaii cities, as command centres, locations for financial and other
specializedd producer sendees, sites for the production of financial and
technologicall innovations, and markets for these innovations, are seen [by
Sassen]] as 'required' by the 'new global dynamic' because they concentrate
controll over vast resources."
Thesee kinds of theoretical notions are open to both empirical and theoretical
testing,, and subsequent refinement. Firstly, Sassen's theory about global cities was
testedd theoretically, for instance by linking it to the industrial agglomeration thesis
discussedd above. Secondly, quantitative and qualitative analyses have recendy been
conducted.. In the quantitative tradition, academics are searching for proof of the
existencee of agglomeration economies, for models that combine the determinants
off service sector agglomeration economies and the like (O hUallachain 1989;
Suarez-Villa,, 1988; in D'Arcy & Keogh, 1997). In the more qualitative approach to
Marshalliann agglomeration economies, industrial districts have a central position.
AA vast number of contributions have focused on constructing taxonomies,
developingg lists of world cities, and finding ways for cities to compete in this
world-cityy race. In 1995 Friedmann looks back at the debate that followed on from
hiss work, and regretfully observes that scientists as well as urban planners and
policyy makers primarily tried to bring new candidates for world-cityness into the
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race.. In their view, global/world city formation is a functional process that has
spatiall consequences. \XTien the global/world city is seen as a functional entity, in
whichh global command centres concentrate in a limited space, the question remains
whichh are the processes that transform urban

space to accommodate

"the

economy"" with the concrete urban environment it needs. This cannot be regarded
ass just an apolitical adjustment or adaptation process, leading to the natural order
off things, because there is no natural order of things.
Thee third relevant contribution t o this overview comes from the Fordism post-Fordismm debate. Explanations of urban change in this debate emphasise the
neww demands on space resulting from the transition to a post-Fordist/flexibly
specialised/disorganisedd

form of capital accumulation. There is a variety of

manifestationss of the Fordist phase of organised capitalism. Although Fordism is
generallyy associated with an urban form dominated by large-scale industrial estates
housingg extensive industries (e.g., the steel industry, car industry, chemical industry,
andd the electrical equipment industry), Fordism's influence on cities is much
broader:: It is characterised by large-scale traffic

development schemes, the

depopulationn of inner cities, functionally specialised areas, and the extension of
inner-cityy branches of the economy (cf. Esser & Hirsch, 1989).
Ass Esser and Hirsch (1989: 79-80) argue, facilitated by new technologies in
production,, information,

communication

and transport, the globalisation

of

productionn processes and management and control operations took off, which
causedd the deindustrialisation of Western metropolitan regions. Several issues have
confrontedd

cities

since

this

decline

of

manufacturing

and

the

rise

of

unemployment,, with the unavoidable polarisation between the excluded and the
" b e t t e r - o f ff (Jewson & MacGregor, 1997: 2). For a long period after the crisis in
manufacturing,, the city was the setting for struggle and conflict. The resulting
deregularisedd and more flexible labour market, geared toward white-collar and
high-technologyy

sectors

of

industry,

with

globally

competitive

innovative

companies,, is often called the postmodern or post-Fordist city. The authors
witnessedd the development of expansive urban administration centres as nodal
pointss of connection between internationalised production, circulation, and finance
(globall cities). T h e existing stock of offices from the Fordist phase of urban
developmentt was too small and unable to accommodate the demands of the new
servicee economy. The new phase of economic development brought with it a new
typee of user of offices, and also a new type of demand for office environments.
Also,, existing "office holding functions" grew rapidly, already during the Fordist
phase,, which created considerable demand.
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Inn overview, these three theoretical debates provide some understanding of
thee structural processes at hand in urban change and development. The growing
importancee of agglomeration, also in the services sector, shifted the factors
producingg an urban environment away from "natural conditions of location"
towardd "economic strategies" (cf. Esser & Hirsch, 1989: 80). Moreover, the new
CBDss of the new flexibly specialised global economy are in need of new locations.
Thesee are the "neo-Marshallian nodes" that Amin and Thrift talk about, Storper's
"flexiblee production environments," Scott's "new industrial spaces," and Sassen's
"globall cities." Therefore, users look for new environments that can fulfil these
needs. .

2.44

The actual shaping of cities

Althoughh the theories described above hint at processes that are undeniably at
hand,, to a varying degree they lack an appreciation of the shifting power relations
inn the coming about of new metropolitan economic configurations. As Soja has
indicated,, the model should therefore not be read as a blueprint for post-industrial
urbann development. Although there is definitely a changed spatial order (Marcuse
&& van Kempen, 1998) both between and within cities, the production of "urban
formm after Fordism" (Keil, 1994) is hardly a univocal process leading to similar
citiess across the globe. Because cities are the product both of their past (past
trends,, prior investments, and social commitments that slow the pace of spatial
change)) and of present, contingendy shaped processes, the impacts on cities vary.
Thus,, the post-Fordist global city with its new industrial spaces is neither a
general,, univocal, generalisable spatial entity, nor a new kind of city that has no
connectionss with the pre-existing urban form associated with Fordism:
"Thee contemporary city is still under the influence of processes —
decentralisation,, agglomeration, property- market dynamics — associated with
thee modern or Fordist city7, and its form the result of overlapping historical
eventss and forces" (Beauregard & Haila, 1997: 35).
Citiess are shaped from the inside out: Real actions, by real agents, acting through
reall localised networks on local institutional spaces (local state, local markets), that
contingendyy developed into specifically local structures, shape the spaces of a city.
So,, post-Fordist development/redevelopment and restructuring of urban spaces 27 7
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suchh as harbour waterfronts, former centrally located manufacturing areas, vacated
brownfieldd locations, central city office locations, growing suburbs, exploding edge
cities,, and refurbished historic landmarks (Marcuse & van Kempen, 1997: 257) - is
mediatedd through historically developed and path-dependent localised production
cultures,,

political

spatiotemporallyy

and

social

institutionalised

habits,
modes

conventions
of

and

regulation,

structures,

and

urbanisation,

and

accumulation. .
Thee general theories on urbanisation and office location do not strengthen
thee knowledge on the why and how of real-estate development, because the
availabilityy of real estate is generally assumed to be unproblematic: It is there, or
willl be realised (Brouwer, 1994: 1; see also D'Arcy & Keogh, 1997). They do not
givee an explanation of "actual" urbanisation, namely the real development of
objectss in space that causes the further change of a city or metropolitan area.
Therefore,, a study of office development, sociospatial regulation and urbanisation
shouldd combine the mentioned notions on general economic and urban change
withh a theory of local interaction and institutional change. The following section
emphasisess the local interaction part of this combination.
Real-estateReal-estate theory
Withh regard to the constitution of the built environment, an approach that focuses
onn the realisation of the real object is called a physical approach (Brouwer, 1994).
Real-estatee theory offers such an approach. Real-estate theories try to answer the
questionss why and how a certain piece of real estate is created, and why and howsupplyy fluctuates through time and across space. In this line of work, a multitude of
real-estatee theories, varying from macro-economic property cycle models to microeconomicc provision models, can be distinguished. A central premise in these
modelss is that a piece of real estate is only realised if profits can be made from it.
T h ee office is an investment object, or a source of wealth. In real-estate theory, the
backgroundd of investment issues for real estate is investigated in three main ways
(Balll eta/., 1998).
First,, there are the macro-economic issues in property markets. Here, the
emphasiss is on the "role of commercial property in the economy, the possibility of
'crowdingg out' or overinvestment in property, property cycles and the need to
modell property market behaviour" (Ball et a/., 1998: 2). The main focus in such
researchh is on finding the causes and consequences of property booms and busts,
andd here the link between macro-economic change and commercial property
marketss is central.
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Second,, the financial issues in commercial property markets have become
moree and more important. In recent decades, real estate has become an increasinglv
signiflcantt asset in the investment portfolios. Especially after the opening up of
financiall markets and the rise of international investment in the 1980s, which was a
consequencee

of financial

liberalisation

and deregulation, the importance

of

discoveringg the origins of capital which finds its way into a metropolitan area
increased.. It became increasingly clear that the investment considerations were not
onlyy between different national locations, but also between international locations,
andd between real estate, stocks, and bonds.
Third,, there are researchers who approach real-estate development from a
micro-economicc perspective. Insights from the first two perspectives meet in
theoriess about the daily decisions made by individual agents on the various markets
inn real-estate development. These theories come closest to the daily decisionmakingg practices related to investments in concrete objects in space. In the microeconomicc approach, the decision-making on the production and consumption of
reall estate is investigated in many ways.
Inn the search for the processes that form the foundation

for actual

urbanisation,, this dissertation makes use of institutional theories. These theories do
nott necessarily oppose the studies discussed in the previous sections, but add to
theirr view of urban development processes. These theories argue that the existing
builtt environment and the institutional structure of the local real-estate market
decisivelyy shape the spatial-economic development of metropolitan areas (e.g.,
Keivanii et a/., 2001; Van der Krabben & Lambooy, 1993; Van der Krabben, 1995;
D'Arcyy & Keogh,

1997, 1999; Rattcliffe

& Stubbs, 1996). Most of

these

contributionss try to provide a clearer overview of the true relations between
organisationss that participate in the real-estate development process. Although
manyy adherents of institutional theories react against the lack of appreciation of
reall

dynamics

which

they

witness

in

neoclassical/mainstream

economic

approaches,, institutional analysis has also entered the world of mainstream
economicss and mainstream real-estate analysis (Ball 1998; Ball et ah 1998). Since
theree are not many examples of this work, the following section is restricted to the
institutionall real-estate analyses outside the mainstream economic literature. The
mainn premise in these institutional theories is that there are many organisations in
thee real-estate development process that participate with varying and maybe
multiplee interests. This makes the process ven y complex, and invites strategic
behaviourr by the organisations involved (Ball eta/. 1998).
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StructuresStructures of provision
Nextt to historical studies, Bal] et al. (1998) distinguish four important applications
off institutional analysis of the real-estate market. First, in "conflict institutionalism"
thee focus is primarily on the opposed interests of developers and the local
communityy in real-estate development, and on the ways in which the goals of
differentt groups in the development process can be brought together in large-scale
redevelopmentt projects. Second, in "behavioural institutionahsm" the emphasis is
onn the different behavioural characteristics/preferences that can be witnessed from
variouss

types of

actors. These

preferences

are attributed

to the

different

institutionall frameworks. The third line of institutional real-estate analysis is
"structure-agencyy institutionalism," as advanced by Patsy Healey. Central to this
approachh are the roles, strategies, and interests of agencies that are related to
underlyingg structural sources, rules, and ideas. Finally, in the "structures of
provisionn institutionalism" attention is paid to the concrete network of relations
"associatedd with the provision of particular types of building at specific points in
time"" (Ball, 1998: 1513).
Forr our purposes, the structures of building provision (SoP) approach,
developedd by Ball, provides helpful analytical tools. SoP networks are empirically
observablee combinations of social agents involved in building provision. Ball
(1986a:: 158) warns against using his approach as an "exercise in taxonomy," and
emphasisess the central theme of his suggestions: "Most structures of [building]
provisionn contain contradictions and tensions forcing change." T h e SoP approach
consequendyy rests on two pillars: First, it aims to define a structure of provision,
andd second, it aims to explain its internal dynamic and the "components of
change"" {ibid.). For the first task of defining the structure of provision, Ball defines
buildingg provision as a "physical process of creating and transferring a [building] to
itss occupiers, its subsequent use and physical reproduction and, at the same time, a
sociall process dominated by the economic interests involved" (Ball, 1986a: 160).
Thiss means that he delimits his direct analysis to those social relations that are of
directt relevance to the physical process of production, allocation, consumption, and
reproductionn

of

a

building,

including

only

necessary

relations,

such

as

"landownership,, relations of production, exchange agencies (where they exist) and
[...]] consumers" (Ball, 1986a: 160).
Becausee the notion of SoP is more than an exercise in taxonomy, Ball
proposess some formulation
constituentt social agents:
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"Itt is the economic interrelations between them that are central. Examining
aa structure of building provision consequently involves specifying the
economicc roles of particular social agents, their influence on each other, and
evaluatingg the factors which determine those economic mechanisms" (Ball,
1986b:: 455).
Becausee of this, "the social relations of building provision cannot be isolated from
thee wider social context in which they exist" {ibid).
Itt is clear that the economic role of an agent inside the SoP is often defined
outsidee the direct structure of provision. This does not mean that these agents are
nott part of the SoP. However, caution is necessary. Large-scale

financial

institutions,, for instance, have recendy become important owners of

office

7

property .. So, while they are not in the SoP as mere financiers that have no direct
relationshipp with the physical process of intervention, they are in the SoP as
owners.. But because their interests in ownership derives from their role as investor
anticipatingg future property7 yields, they have an important influence on other
agentss in the SoP, even to the extent that offices may be provided before office
demandd is expressed (Ball, 1986b: 455).
Statee agents, such as urban planners, exert the same indirect influence on an
SoP.. Through struggles in the institutional realm of the state, landuse planning
controlss and building ordinances exert an important influence on the possibilities
andd types of office building at particular locations {ibid). However, as a landowner
orr office user, state agents may be directly involved as a component part of an SoP.
Thus,, explanation of the dynamics within an SoP is not delimited to the
interrelationss between the organisations responsible for developing, constructing,
owning,, and using the provided building, but also includes the institutional spaces
off the market and the state, which have an important, contingent role in explaining
ann SoP and its changing nature. As Ball (1986b: 456) puts it, there are three forms
off social struggle over building provision:
"Conflictss between the social agents in a structure of building provision, [...]
conflictss involving one or more of those agents and wider social and
economicc

processes,

[and]

competition

between

agents

in

different

structuress of provision" (1986b: 456).
Iff we aim to understand the role of sociospatial regulation in urban
developmentt in general, and in office provision in particular, "the analysis of
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structuress of building provision is a means of ordering and evaluating particular
setss of empirical material" (Ball, 1986b: 457).
Beforee trying to define the workings of the SoP and the contingent role of
thee state, we must first define the main necessary positions in office development.
Inn the office provision process, at least specific agents must necessarily fill the
followingg positions: the user, the landowner, and the developer. A fourth position,
althoughh not necessarily part of a structure of provision in Ball's terms, is that of
thee investor. This is dealt with in a final part of this chapter. The fifth position, that
off the urban planner, has been dealt with in a separate section, because of its more
ambiguouss relation to the provision process.

2.55

Positions in the real-estate development process
TheThe user

Inn order to understand the main focus in the user market, it is vital to understand
thatt for users, the office is no more than a concrete time- and place-specific asset
(meanss of production) in the course of being valorised. The simplicity of this
propositionn is striking, but hidden behind it are numerous social relations in as well
ass outside the purely economic realm.
Firsdy,, means of production can wear out. The description given by Ball et
a/.a/. (1998: 20) of the user market puts the emphasis on this element of the user
market: :
"Inn the user market, there exists a stock of offices, which house the activities
off office users or are temporarily vacant. This stock may be owned directly by
thee users themselves, as owner occupiers, or rented from a property company
orr financial institution. The existing stock of offices is subject to wear-and-tear
depreciation,, requires regular maintenance, and becomes

technologically

obsolescent." "
Secondly,, the technical or technological obsolescence is not the only reason
forr users to look for new stock. The evolution of capitalist production paradigms
continuouslyy places new demands on the working environment. Increasing scales
off production due to endogenous growth or mergers, and improved transport
possibilitiess (for both products and employees) resulting from the growth of
motorisedd traffic, cause spatial shifts of economic activities: Industries relocated to
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outerr city locations because of congestion in inner-city industrial districts and a
biggerr demand on space caused by changing production techniques, such as
assemblyy line production. This initial flight from the cities by monofunctional
industriess was subsequendy followed by more varied economic, cultural, and social
activities.. Certain locations exert particular push and pull factors on companies.
Thee relocation of banks and insurance companies, for instance, generally occurs
becausee of the growing need for accessibility, parking space, room for future
expansion,, and a suitably impressive/modern office environment. Since these
qualitiess are found more often in new office parks than in central urban districts,
officee parks (and to a lesser extent, also mixed company parks) become more
popular,, while the popularity of the central urban locations slumps (cf. Beernink et
a/.,a/., 1998: 8-12). A new working environment thus entails more than just the office.
Sociall networks outside the office also play an important role.
Thirdly,, it is clear that it is not only a question of users being inspired by
considerationss of internal efficiency or production processes: They often look
beyondd these purely economic profit calculations. Power relations outside the
economicc system are another important trigger for the decision to relocate or to
embarkk on new development of economic activity in suburban spaces. More often
thann not, firms choose new suburban spaces that are politically independent of the
centrall city and have a much smaller scale, while the services and facilities needed
byy inhabitants and economic activities stay available in the central city. As Ashton
(1978:: 65) notes, "this smaller scale makes the suburb much more amenable to
dominationn by a single interest group (or coalition of interest groups) than a large
heterogeneouss city." This "possibility of dominance" is an important trigger for
capitall to locate in the suburban spaces of the metropolitan area, instead of in the
centrall city, where many pressures challenge capital's interests.
Fourthly,, the interests of the political representatives of localities in the user
markett for offices is a result of the perceived growing placelessness of capital, and
thee wish to capture some portion of this placeless capital, since it has to find its
concretee space of production. This rescaling in the user market can best be
illustratedd by the concepts of deterritorialisation and reterritorialisation of office
users. .
TheThe landowner
Landd is more than a mere neutral space or container of activities and objects:
Itt is an intrinsic part of the social relations shaping urban life (cf. Kivell, 1993).
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Urbann land is both a form of property and a structural resource for urban
development. .
Whenn we look at land as a structural resource for urban development,
conflictt over space immediately comes to the fore. As Ball et al. contend:
"Givenn the limited availability of land at any location, competition over land
usee generally exists. Existing offices have to compete with new

office

developmentss and other land uses for a plot of land" (Ball et al, 1998).
Thus,, the land question as a political issue is ven' complicated. As Scott (1980)
argues,, as the economic system moves forward, landuse patterns are in continuous
flux.. Different

categories of landowning social fractions — such as

companies,, construction

firms,

and households -

have different

finance

"functional

orientations,"" and therefore conflict over future landuse generally arises. This is
especiallyy the case in a period of rapid changes in the processes of accumulation
andd technical change, which are identified by Scott as the fundamental mechanisms
behindd landuse change.
Secondly,, land is a form of property-, which has a certain value. It gives its
ownerss great economic (and, in cases o f important planning issues, also political)
power.. Land is owned by various fractions of owners, and an important question is
whetherr

the

division

of

landownership

between

these

fractions

changes

fundamentallyy over time, especially in relation to expanding urban areas, and what
implicationss this has for land values. Massey and Catalano (1978), in analysing the
(predominantiyy

private)

British land market,

for

instance, distinguish

three

subgroupss of landowners: "former landed property'," "industrial landownership,"
andd "financial landownership." These groups have significantly different relations
too the land that they own:
" . . .. in terms of history, present economic relation to the land, and prospects
forr the future. It is also the case that these differences in economic situation
existt in the politics, and in the ideological context and base, of the different
sub-groups"" (Massey & Catalano, 1978: 62).
Forr these subgroups, land has a different economic significance. The authors use
thiss notion to explain the growth of certain fractions of landownership, and the
declinee of others, by answering questions about the specifics of land rent form: Is
landd a goal in itself, or a means to reach other goals? What is the basis of the land
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rent,, and how is it collected? And how does a certain form of ownership
correspondd to the process of capital accumulation?
Nott included in Massey and Catalano's research is public landownership,
whichh grew markedly during the twentieth century. Land is an important basis of
townn planning, which is often said to balance an uneven distribution of power and
too protect the interests of weaker groups. This naive "Robin Hood" perspective is
challengedd by efforts in the field of urban renewal (where relatively weak local
communitiess have been pushed aside by a collusion of local authority and property
developmentt interests) and pro-development policy (where the power of local and
communityy interests have been downgraded) (Kivell, 1993: 8).
TheThe developer

"Officee building takes place in the development market. In this market, developers
-- in conjunction with construction companies - generate new office buildings to be
ownedd by investors" (Ball et a/., 1998: 21). In the development market, the political
andd the economic system are closely intertwined, since this is where office
constructionn in its most concrete form - the building of the actual piece of real
estatee - comes to the fore in all its guises. Three essential elements of office
constructionn influence developers' daily behaviour: demand for offices (the
buildingg cycle), location of the development, and scale of the development.
Iff one looks solely into the economic system, the social relations that dictate
thee building cycle guide behaviour in the development market. The emphasis in the
economicc system is then on the exchange value of offices. Together, user demand
andd associated expected revenue cause the action on the development market.
Fluctuationss in the property cycle are the most obvious result of the direct actions
inn the development market. Ball et al (1998: 196-197) distinguish five phases in
property77 cycles:
1..

2..

Business upturn and development In periods of high user demand, usually
connectedd with upturns in the business cycle, available space is absorbed
quicklyy and thus new development is needed. New development is also
attractivee for investors, because of lower interest rates and higher rents. The
lagg between demand and new supply creates even higher expected rents.
Business downturn and overbuilding. At the moment the new development comes
onn the market, real interests tend to rise in response to this boom, and the
businesss cycle turns downward. As vacancy rates rise again, rents falter and
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neww development is postponed, although for some time new development
keepss reaching the market because of the pipeline effect.
3..

/Ujitstmtnt

Because the peak in supply and the fall in demand coincide,

vacancyy levels rise rapidly and rents fall gradually. Money is taken out of the
propertyy market.
4..

Slump'. All the characteristics of the adjustment phase are continued and
intensifiedd in the slump phase.

5..

The next cycle. In a new upswing of the business cycle, vacancies are filled again,
andd if necessary, new supply is started, and the process starts all over again.

Inn theory, developers will only be tempted to take a piece of real estate into
productionn when they see a profit with low risk. This will only be the case if thereiss a fair chance that the office will be bought after completion, for instance by an
investor,, or when an end user commissions a developer to build a new office for its
personall

use. This

rational

decision-making,

however,

is not

what

guides

developmentt behaviour completely. Developers seem to fail to learn from past
experiencee (Ball et al. 1998: 212) and each boom period sees the same speculative
behaviour. .
Secondd and third, considerations o n both location and scale are essential in
thee face of the use value of an office, and therefore its marketability. For
developers,, choosing the right location and the right scale and format for new
projectss is an important source of the future income generated by a project. In the
developmentt process, location selection, finding financial solutions, programming,
andd physical designing therefore go hand in hand. This is where social relations
iromm outside the economic system enter the development market. Location
selectionn and physical designing are, of course, essential for the future exchange
ratee of the office, but at the same time these issues arc part of larger political
debates,, since they affect life inside many political communities, from the local to
thee global.
TheThe investor
Inn the financial asset market, the emphasis is on the exchange value of offices. Ball
etal.etal. (1998: 21) put it like this:
" . . .. a stock of offices is {...] a set of financial assets to those owning it. If
ownerss are economically rational, they will compare the risks and rewards of
propertyy
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with

those of holding other

financial

assets.
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behaviourr of the markets where property is a financial asset consequently is
drivenn by the opportunity cost of the capital invested in offices."
Ass a financial asset, an office has to compete with other investment categories on
thee financial markets. In comparison to other financial assets, property is good for
long-termm returns, and as a hedge against inflation (Moricz & Murphy, 1997). T o a
certainn degree, nothing is more interesting for investors than long-term steady
returns.. These are offered by sound property investment. O n the other hand, many
riskss that are alien to other investment categories are associated with real-estate
investments:: The object is bound to a certain place, it has a high capital value, and
usuallyy it is financed on credit, which makes the setting of the lease price difficult
becausee of changing interest rates.
Sincee the 1980s, financial markets have become increasingly liberalised from
previouss regulator}7 constraints by national institutions.
"Marketss have opened, exchange controls have been removed, interest rates
havee become more volatile and financial institutions have become among the
mostt important arbiters in the global political economy." (Tickell, 2000)
Althoughh international investment in offices has grown (especially pension funds
andd insurance companies, in their search for balanced investment portfolios, search
forr investment opportunities

in more

than only their home locality), this

liberalisationn of financial asset markets does not free investment in offices from
nationall or even local embeddedness in non-economic systems. As opposed to
otherr financial assets, investing in real estate is very much carried out in complex
andd regulated environments. Therefore, it is better not to view offices as purely
financiall assets, but rather as quasi-financial assets (Coakley, 1994: 701, in Moricz &
Murphy,, 1997). In order to protect their investments, institutional investors in real
propertyy try to increase their market power by, for instance, collaborating in
specificc projects, and in that way forming a gigantic power on an urban real-estate
investmentt market - a power that competing investors will find hard to beat and
thatt is difficult to control by public intervention.
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2.66

Conclusion: toward a theoretical research agenda

Officess are vital elements of the temporal spatial fix underlying capitalism's current
andd future expansion. Through offices, the accumulation of capital is facilitated,
b o t hh because of their use value and because of their investment value. As we saw,
thesee offices are produced through social relations that encompass a variety of
institutionall spaces: In the previous chapter, four markets in office provision were
distinguished,, and the process of planning, as well as the production of urban
planningg regulations, by nature partly

unrolls on the platform of the state. The

structuree of the local state, and the local structure of the various markets in office
provision,, help to determine the configuration of agents in the structure of office
provision. .
N o ww that we have defined the main positions in office provision, and have
browsedd the theories on the relation between urbanisation, office provision, and
thee planning profession, we can abstract a first theoretical understanding of the
officee provision process. First, office provision originates in incentives. These
incentivess derive from private interests that are expressed in the economic realm
(profitss for landowners, financiers, and developers, and means of production for
users)) and from the c o m m o n interest as expressed by planners and politicians in
thee political realm (exactly how these c o m m o n interests are defined on the
platformm of the state is the subject of the following chapter). Second, these
incentivess cause agents in various pivotal positions of the office provision market
too engage in contact with one another. T h e form these interactions take is called a
structuree of office provision (SoP). The form of this SoP is defined by the specific
characteristicss of the various agents that have filled the positions in the office
provisionn process, their embeddedness in the institutional spaces of the market and
thee state, and their mutual interrelations and interactions. Such an SoP carries with
itt some major sources of contradiction and struggle, so that its form is defined only
temporarily.. If the causes of contradiction and struggle take the upper hand in a
specificc period in time, new rounds of office provision may be in need of a new
configurationn of agents that take o n the various positions in an SoP. A specific SoP
createss specific types of offices at specific places in the urban structure. A different
configurationn of the SoP would create other types of offices in possibly other areas
off the urban structure. Therefore, the structure of the SoP and the spatial
manifestationn of the urban structure are linked. The challenge for the next chapter
iss to tease out the real dynamics behind the becoming of an actual SoP, and to
developp a theory of interaction on the various levels of abstraction discussed above.
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Thee regulation of urbanisation
3.11

Introduction

Markett spaces and state spaces, both platforms on which the agents in office
provisionn act, exist for different reasons: An economic system comprises "all those
activities,, organisations and institutions organised around (or at least involved in)
capitall accumulation," whereas a state system comprises "all those activities,
organisationss and institutions organised around (or at least involved in) making
collectivelyy binding decisions for an imagined political community" (Jessop, 2000:
349).. The fundamental difference in the rationales behind their existence does not
meann that they should be studied in separation.
Thiss dissertation has argued for an institutional approach to explain real
officee

provision

processes.

It

is important

to

note

here

that

the

"new

institutionalism"" that informs this study does not constitute one coherent body of
thought.. Rather the opposite: A multitude of contributions draw on a vast number
off disciplines across the social sciences. Still, one main assertion unites most of
thesee institutional theories and approaches: When trying to explain actually existing
capitalistt economies, a redefinition of what is considered to be "the economic" is
vital.. As MacLeod (2001: 1147) puts it:
" . . .. markets are socially constructed; economies are diachronic, evolutionary
andd volatile; and economic behaviour is itself embedded in and shaped
throughh a whole range of institutional habits, seemingly nonrational cultural
mores,, knowledge-creating networks, and place-based ties of proximity."
So,, in light of these considerations, this chapter presents an institutional approach
too

the

analysis

of

urban

office

development

and

sociospatial

regulation,

concentratingg mainly on the state as a site of struggle over these issues. First, in
sectionn

3.2,

this

chapter

presents

the

dialectical

relationship

between

the

territorialisationn of accumulation and the structure of the local state. Then, in
sectionn 3.3, the institutionalism of the regulation approach is presented as an
analyticall theoretical framework that offers explanations for spatial and temporal
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variationss in structures and processes of planning, office provision, and state
formation.. The subsequent sections present the theoretical concepts derived from
thiss approach, the research questions associated with them, and the methods of
analysis. .

3.22

T h e role of the city-state in the production of space

Itt was argued in the previous chapters that urban space is not just the outcome of
eitherr political or economic processes. It was also argued that it is wrong to regard
spacee as merely a container of social relations. Instead, it was contended that space
shouldd be regarded as the materially anchored medium and outcome of economic
andd political processes. In relation to this, the theoretical connection between
capitall accumulation and space is also dialectical: Both are mutually constitutive.
Drawingg on Lefebvfre (1978) and on Harvey (1982), who contends that each phase
off capitalist development has been grounded upon distinctive forms of territorial
organisation,, Brenner (1998) argues that "there is a spatial fix for even 7 successive
regimee of accumulation. Social space operates at once as a presupposition, medium
andd outcome of capitalism's globalising development dynamic."
T h ee so-called territorialisation of capital is always temporal, and manifests
itselff in long-term investments in immobile cities and territories" (ibid). In the
productionn of these spaces, the role of cities remains important. Although the old
territoriall infrastructures currently need restructuring (Swyngedouw & Baeten,
2001),, cities potentially remain the fundamental locational nodes through which
globall systems of production and exchange are organised (Brenner, 1998). As noted
byy Swyngedouw (1989; 1996b; in Brenner, 1999: 63), key forms of industrial,
financial,, and service capital use glocal accumulation strategies that attempt to secure
competitivee advantages within global production filières through the promotion and
exploitationn of locally and regionally specific conditions of production (e.g.,
industriall districts, technopoles, and the office parks of the global city).
T h ee state, which is always spatially organised, is one of the relatively fixed
andd immobile spatial infrastructures within, through, and upon which each
successivee wave of capitalism has been grounded (Swyngedouw, 1996a; Brenner,
1998).. Consequently, the local state is bound to be caught up in the various rounds
off fundamental economic "reshuffling," and should be brought to "centre stage" if
wee want to understand urban economic development (Swyngedouw, 1996a).
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Forr instance, national states were the central political scaffoldings underlying
Fordistt accumulation. They were among the main agents in the rescaling of the
economy,, and were central in state rescaling. In a way, processes of state rescaling
createe part of the new geographical infrastructures upon, within, and through
whichh economic flows can circulate (Brenner, 1999). When new institutional spaces
aree introduced, they may be instrumental to overcoming the growing territorial
non-coincidencee between the scales of state territorial organisation and those of
capitall accumulation (Brenner, 1998).
Iff we, for matters of heuristics, view the rescaling of the state as a conscious
politicall effort to re-coincide the scales of state territorial organisation and capital
accumulation,, this process of rescaling the state and of economic governance is a
state-orchestratedd accumulation strategy. New constellations of territorial politics
aree produced, in which cities have become increasingly important coordinates of
statee territorial power; after all, local and regional states are well fit to mobilise
urban-regionall territorial organisation for purposes of accelerated accumulation
(Brenner,, 1998). In practice, the rescaling of the state is one of a wide range of new
policyy instruments and institutional forms which have been created in order to
exercisee control over the geographical reconcentration of capital in urban spaces.
Recentt mediation processes include "spectacular development perspectives and
politicall programmes," and the construction of new urban landscapes through the
channellingg of capital into speculative real-estate-based projects

(Swyngedouw,

1996a). .
Thiss approach acknowledges the importance of institutions and forms of
governancee in the economic process. Therefore, it can be called an institutional
analyticall approach, since it "insists on how, in addition to merely economic
advantages,, the social, cultural and institutional armature contributes to the creation
andd the perpetuation of an economically dvnamic environment" (Swyngedouw &
Baeten,, 2001). An analytical approach, which builds on these notions, is presented
inn the following section.

3.33

T h e regulation approach
TheThe origins of the approach

MacLeodd (2001: 1156) says that a "well-established body of theory" associated with
thee institutional turn in studies of urban economic development is the regulation
approachh (RA), which originated in the 1970s at the C E P R E M A P research institute
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inn Paris. Two deficiencies in mainstream economic theory formed the basis for the
developmentt of the RA. These deficiencies are 1) the premise that there is an
economicc sphere that can be clearly distinguished from other social spheres, and in
whichh purely economic relations tend to follow a path toward general equilibrium,
andd 2) exchange within this economic realm is said to be driven by the optimising
behaviourr of rational individuals. Aglietta - the first Parisian regulationist - was
dissatisfiedd when he observed that real markets continuously function remarkably
differentlyy than the abstract markets in mainstream economics do, and that instead
off doubting the models, mainstream economists treated real markets as exceptions
too the rules of mathematical models.
Epistemologically,, the RA argues that it is inadequate to try to develop
scientificc knowledge on the basis of constant conjunctions or other empirical
regularitiess (Jessop, 2001b). Instead, the RA:
" . . .. poses questions about the necessary a n d / o r sufficient conditions of a
givenn explanandum (that which is to be explained) and thus to develop
knowledgee of real causal powers or mechanisms. It also implies that an
explanationn

is

only

adequate relative

to

a given

definition

of

the

explanandum"" (ibid.).
T h ee RA argues that the abstract relations that are the defining features of the
capitalistt mode of production cannot guarantee the reproduction of capitalist social
relations.. Since these abstract relations are only realised in concrete and complex
sociall practices (institutional structures, political and social processes, cultural
discourses),, these changing and geographically varied political, cultural, and social
formss are turned into the explanans, (that which explains), while the accumulation
progresss is turned into the explanandum. T o really understand actually existing
markets,, Aglietta argued, it is vital to see society as a network of social relations,
andd to look at the economy as a part of this society, as "solely a methodological
demarcationn within the domain of social relations" (Aglietta, 1979). This part
cannott be studied in separation from the whole.
Ass Jessop (2001a) argues, three key aspects of the capital relations explain
whyy capitalism needs regulating. Firstly, he refers to the inherent incapacity of
capitalismm as a mode of production to achieve self-closure: This self-closure is
renderedd impossible by the dependence of capital accumulation on
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commodities 11 and extra-economic supports. Second, every commodity has both an
exchangee value moment and 2L use value moment. This structural contradiction,
whichh appears in different

forms in different

conjunctures, poses

strategic

dilemmass for opposing agents, institutions, and systems that are the prime bearers
off one or another aspect of a given contradiction or dilemma (ibid?). Third, Jessop
arguess that since there are different ways to seek the closure of the circuit of capital
andd to compensate for its lack of closure, modes of regulation and governance vary
widely,, both in the economic and extra-economic relations.
Thus,, the economy is not a fixed and stable autonomous sphere that can be
capturedd in sophisticated equations; nor is economic rationality. Instead it is socially
andd historically constructed, and varies over space and time. Variation over space
existss because social relations outside the economic realm (from family and
educationn to the state and law) shape the characteristics

of the

fictitious

commoditiess that function inside the economic realm. The commodity's placespecificc characteristics influence the relations in the economic realm, which
thereforee take on forms other than the social relations in other economic realms,
whichh are embedded in other social realms. As Boyer (1990: 44, in Jessop, 1997c:
296)) puts it: "Even perfectly competitive markets derive from the organisation of
sociall space; they are constructed on the basis of power relations and legal rules."
Byy focusing

on

the

"historically

contingent

economic

and

extra-economic

mechanismss which lead specific economic agents to act in specific circumstances in
accordancee with the unevenly changing, objective requirements of capitalist
reproduction,"" regulationists argue that "economic development is path dependent
andd irreversible" (Jessop, 1997c: 295).
Theree is also temporal variation in the social relations that define the
economicc realm. Since, as argued above, the economic realm is so dependent on
thee commodification of extra-economic social relations, stability in the economic
sociall relations is not the natural order of things, and crisis is a much more logical
event.. Thus, a period of prolonged stability in the configuration of social relations
thatt define capitalism, which is called a "regime of accumulation," 2

needs

11

Elements of the economic system that form the basis of exchange relations in the economic
spheree (e.g., labour power and money) are produced in realms other than the economic realm.
Forr instance, labour power is produced primarily through the family and education, while money
iss produced through through law and the state. Therefore these commodities, according to the
RA,, should be regarded as fictitious commodities (Jessop, 1997c: 295).
22
This regime of accumulation should not be confused with the "industrial paradigm," which
referss to "the dominant technical and social division of labour" (Goodwin, 2001), and thus onlv
includess the purely economic social relations.
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explanation.. Rcgulationists argue that extra-economic supports of capitalism (which
cann be found in social norms, governing networks, and state policies, as well as in
customss and consumption norms, etc.) contingently combine to ensure this unity,
regularisation,, and normalisation of the accumulation process (Goodwin, 2001).
Thesee contingent supports are called the mode of regulation. When, after a series
off social and political struggles, the regime of accumulation and the mode of
regulationn are "contingently coupled" (MacLeod, 2001), the conditions for a "long
wavee of capitalist expansion" (Goodwin, 2001) are present. By way of this model of
development,, the inherent contradictions are only contingently overcome. In other
words,, crisis is postponed, albeit indefinitely.
Third-generationThird-generation regulationist work: introducing space, scale, and politics into the
framework framework
Mostt Parisian regulationist scholars initially looked for contingent couplings of
accumulationn and regulation at the national institutional level, and in the process
discernedd

various

"Fordisms" and "post-Fordisms." In the current

era of

globalisationn Parisian scholars have reoriented their research toward supranational
couplingss of accumulation and regulation (second-generation regulationist work),
whilee the sub-national level has been the object of inquiry by scholars primarily
locatedd outside France (see MacLeod 2001: 1158; also MacLeod 1997). The RA
becamee increasingly popular among primarily British observers of local governance,
whosee work was labelled third-generation regulationist work by Jones (1997)
(amongg others Jessop,

1990, 1997a/b/c, 2000; Goodwin, 2001; Painter

&

Goodwin,, 1995; MacLeod & Goodwin, 1999a, 1999b; Goodwin & Painter, 1996,
1997;; MacLeod 1997, 2000, 2001; MacLeod & Jones, 1999; Peck & Tickell, 1995;
Jones,, 1997). In this section 1 highlight some of the characteristics of this work.
Inn a review of third-generation work, MacLeod (1997) distinguishes several
neww conceptualisations that were formerly alien to the RA. New theorisations were
madee that extended the scope of the RA toward understanding, among other,
thingss the political and sociocultural sensibilities of regulation, the role of discourse
inn mediating processes of social and economic change, and issues of gender, race,
nationalism,, and other social schisms (MacLeod, 1997). For the study of urban
officee development, the most vital element in the third-generation regulationist
approachess is the "heightened significance accorded to space, place and scale" {ibid:
533). .
Forr students of planning or of urban and regional development, the
spatialisedd RA can offer a way to understand the economic history of various
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territoriess from a theoretical vantage point. It builds on the idea of temporal and
spatiall uneven economic and political development that was put forward in section
11 of this chapter, and tries to conceptualise the underpinnings of this unevenness.
Here,, we focus on Painter and Goodwin's (1995; also Goodwin, 2001) idea of
regulationn as a process that, because it operates through particular sites and
institutions,, is temporally and spatially variable. It is the regulation itself that is
uneven,, because of varying social struggles and conflicts. From Painter and
Goodwin'ss perspective, multiple and interacting regulatory processes constitute a
relativee regulatory- flux. These processes operate in and through a variety of spatial
scales,, and are therefore inherently complex, producing unique processes of social
andd institutional struggle and temporally and spatially uneven regulation.
Inn order to grasp this uneven, multi-scalar and spatially unique process of
regulation,, Tickell and Peck (1992; also Jones, 1997) introduced the concept of the
locall mode of social regulation, a formal concept that can be:
"operationalisedd at lower levels of abstraction, by analysing the emergent
complex,, concrete regulator}7 systems and their manifestations via specific
regulatoryy forms and mechanisms which operate in and through a variety* of
spatiall scales" (MacLeod, 1997: 539, drawing on Peck and Tickell, 1992: 350353;; see also section 3.4).
Thee local level is operationalised in terms of "regional couplings" of distinctive
productionn cultures and powerful sub-national legislative frameworks, which give
risee to particular regional or local modes of social regulation (MacLeod, 1997: 540).
Thus,, a local mode of social regulation is analytically not distinct from a national
modee of social regulation; rather, they are mutually constitutive.
"Keyy sites and spaces of regulation" (Goodwin, 2001) can be distinguished
usingg the concept of mode of social regulation. In the era of "scalar flux," cities
havee become strategic arenas (Brenner, 2000). However, as indicated above, they
shouldd not be regarded by researchers as "separate territorial islands of social
relations"" (Brenner, 2000). Because "each set of social practices has its own key
sites,"" a strategic "quest" for a spatial scale adequate for economic development
andd governance is manifest across different sites, and issues at the urban level
thereforee

"must be related to wider sets of social, economic and political

processes"" (Goodwin, 2001). At the same time, spatial scales are not only the
settingg of social and political conflicts, but also one of their principal stakes
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(MacLeodd & Goodwin, 1999b). Many theories fail to consider the becoming and
structurationn of place and scale (Goodwin, 2001).
Throughh political and social struggle, state institutions at various scales try to
maintainn a "variable mix of institutional forms and governance

mechanisms

involvedd in stabilising specific economic spaces in however provisional, partial, and
temporaryy a manner" (Jessop, 1998, in Brenner, 2000). In this conceptualisation,
rescalingg of the state can be conceived as an important accumulation strategy. In
thiss context, Jones (1997) introduced the concept of spatial selectivity':
"Spatiall selectivity implies that the state has a tendency to privilege certain
placess through

accumulation strategies, state projects, and

hegemonic

projects.. T h e process of geographical privileging, which is implied by the
notionn of spatial selectivity, takes on both material and ideological forms"
Qones,, 1997).
Concludingg his overview of the third-generation regulationist research, MacLeod
(1997:: 546) identifies two "chief lessons," which centre on (1) the need to consider
thee RA as an analytical framework
typologies,typologies,

rather than as an invitation to develop

ideal types, or binary historical geographies, and (2) the injudiciousness

off merely invoking the original, unadulterated regulationist framework (and its
specificc inquiry of the economy) into political or sociocultural research phenomena.
MacLeodd gives credit to the third-generation regulationist work for filling in parts
off the RA's weak causality structures, by stressing for instance space, scale, state,
andd politics. O n the other hand, he emphasises the importance of fitting the
particularr regulation-inspired approach to the specific object of inquiry'. Following
Painterr and Goodwin (1995), MacLeod stresses the importance of grounding any
analysiss in its concrete and complex practice: He argues that only an appreciation
off the contingent articulation of practice brings us closer to an understanding of
regulatory'' processes. So, using the RA entails conducting a theoretically informed
studyy "rationally abstracting from (but grounded in) concrete circumstances" {ibid.:
547).. Section 3.4 will address both the issue of fitting the RA to the particular type
off study and the issue of abstracting from concrete circumstances.
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3.44

Theoretical concepts as analytical lenses

Inn the third-generation applications, the RA linked the processes of urban
restructuringg to various ongoing transformations of state territorial organisation
(Brenner,, 2000: 366). The concepts developed for this aim can help to shed light on
thee relationship between the development of a local social support space for
capitalism'ss expansion on the one hand, and sociospatial regulation and office
provisionn on the other. Three concepts are especially applicable, namely:
The local mode of social and spatial regulation;
The spatial imaginary and the regime of urbanisation;
Urban accumulation strategies.
Thesee concepts are briefly described below.
TheThe local mode of social and spatial regulation
Thee practices that together constitute sociospatial regulation originate from various
scalee levels. An RA-inspired analysis of urban office development should therefore
startt from a multi-scalar theory. The mentioned analysis by Peck and Tickell (1992)
iss a good starting point for such an analysis. The local scale occupies a central role
inn their analysis, which is based on the premise that "different

regulatory

mechanismss and forms are rooted a n d / o r dispensed at different spatial scales"
(Peckk & Tickell, 1992: 352). They distinguish five categories of regulatory forms
andd mechanisms 3 that are in operation at these different spatial scales. These are
outlinedd in Table 3.1 below.
Followingg Boyer (1990), Peck and Tickell ask a series of questions about the
naturee of regulation, using the five categories as points of reference. These
questionss focus on the nature and coherence of regulatory forms and mechanisms,
33
In developing a framework for the analysis of local modes of social regulation, Peck and Tickell
observedd that when the "mode of regulation" is formalised inadequately, it remains a somewhat
slipperyy concept, prone to confusion because it is easily used casually at different levels of
abstraction.. Unhappy with this danger of theoretical slippage, they propose a formal framework
off analysis, introducing five levels of abstraction (from abstract to concrete) (Peck & Tickell,
1992:: 350):
1.. The mode of social regulation (MSR): a generalised theoretical structure abstracted from
concretee conditions;
2.. Regulatory functions;
3.. Regulator)' system: concrete and geographically specific manifestation of an MSR;
4.. Regulator}' mechanisms: historically and geographically distinctive responses to the
regulator}-- requirements of the accumulation system;
5.. Regulator}' forms: concrete institutional structures through which regulator}' mechanisms
aree realised.
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TableTable 3.1: Regulatory forms and mechanisms in a local context
Regulatoryy form/mechanism

Regional/locall manifestation

Businesss relations

Locall growth coalitions

Labourr relations

Locall

Localisedd inter-firm networks
labour

market

structures

and

institutions s
Institutionalisationn of labour process
Moneyy and finance

Regionall housing markets
Locall and regional land market
Venturee capital and credit institutions

Statee terms

Formm and structure of local state

Civill society

Locall trade union/production politics

Locall economic policies
Genderedd household structures

andd their relationship with the regime of accumulation. Less developed is the way
inn which these regulatory forms and mechanisms come to exist; thus regulation is
regardedd as a "quantifiable expression of more or less regulation" rather than as an
"unfoldingg quality." As we saw, various authors have picked up this theme since
thee early 1990s and emphasised the need to investigate the process of regulation
(Goodwin,, 2001; Painter & Goodwin, 1995; MacLeod & Goodwin, 1999a/b).
TheThe spatial imaginary and the regime of urbanisation
Sociospatiall regulation is a contingently emerging process. Much like this more
broadlyy defined concept of "regulation," spatial/urban planning is thus defined as a
processs originating from multiple institutions and organisations at various spatial
scales,, and it can be analysed at various levels, ranging from the abstract to the
concrete. .
Jessopp (1997a) introduced the concept of "spatial imaginary" to refer to the
strategicc "quest" for a spatial scale adequate for economic development and
governance.. All social forces, Jessop argues, attribute different importance to space
andd scale. Therefore, depending on the economic discourse they adhere to, relevant
economicc space is perceived in different ways by these different social forces.
Consequendy,, their spatial imaginary will vary (cf. MacLeod & Goodwin, 1999b:
712)..

"Through

political

and

social

struggle over

these

competing

spatial

imaginaries,, an economic space is demarcated in however provisional, partial, and
temporary 77 a manner" (Jessop, 1998, in Brenner, 2000). This implies that spatial
scaless are amongst the principal stakes of social and political conflicts

(see

MacLeodd & Goodwin, 1999b; also: Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997), and that the
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becomingg and structuration of place and scale is a central element of regulationists'
researchh of local modes of social regulation (Goodwin, 2001).
O ff course, these imagined spaces do not automatically coincide with formal
territoriall and functional demarcations. So, the key for those behind the dominant
spatiall imaginary is to transform it into a real space amenable to regulation or
governancee practices (Jessop, 1997a: 61). This demarcation of scale is a strategic
endeavourr in that it creates the arena in which actual development through
governmentt and governance practices is to be pursued (cf. MacLeod & Goodwin,
1999b:: 712-713).
Inn recent case study research that uses the RA analysis of the actual
demarcationn

of

space

mostly

entailed

analyses

of

institutional

governance

experimentss with regards to for instance regionalism and learning economies (e.g.
Brenner,, 1999b; Jones, 1997, 1999, 2001; MacLeod, 2000; Jones & MacLeod,
1999). .
Thesee

applications

emphasise

social space over concrete

space,

and

institutionall change over stability. However, the struggle over competing spatial
imaginariess does not always lead to distinct breaks with existing spatial fixes. O n
thee contrary, once in place, the territorial scaffoldings of accumulation - be they
particularr regulatory forms and mechanisms or real fixed and immobile capital —
co-evolvee with the process of accumulation, as the regulatory process progresses.
Inn order to demarcate the role of urban planning in regulatory processes this
thesiss uses the concept of "regime of urbanisation" (Soja, 2000), vi%. a period of
prolongedd stability in the configuration of social relations that define

urban

development. .
Sincee urban planning is concerned primarily with urbanisation processes, the
struggless over this demarcation of urban space are conceptualised in this paper as
battless over competing imaginaries of urban space. Such battles occur over both
thee definition of relevant territories for urbanisation and the desirable functional
developmentt of this territory. These competing imaginaries do not necessarily
complyy with formal territorial demarcations and their associated political powers.
Processess of urban planning, especially those that imply very visible choices drawn
onn maps, bring together different worlds of action that all put their claims on urban
space. .
UrbanUrban accumulation strategies
Inn the range of extra-economic activities to be coordinated in order to realise an
economicc development strategy, the demarcation of a relatively autonomous
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economicc space is essential (Jessop, 1997a). The final, official demarcation of space
cann occur at various scale levels and at various levels of detail, ranging from overall
visionss on urbanisation in a regional context, via structural outlines of urbanisation
andd detailed landuse plans, to master plans for the development of a limited urban
space. .
Thiss actual demarcation of space, as well as the definition of a general
strategyy appropriate to its realisation, occurs through accumulation strategies.
Anticipatingg

the

actual

(spatial-economic)

strategies

of urban

and

regional

economicc development, translating the spatial imaginary into a workable spatialeconomicc environment is a contested undertaking in which planners have an
importantt voice. However, the resulting planningg documents are not necessarily the
representationn of a dominant urban imaginary. For the already mentioned problem
withh the planning profession is its rather introverted way of working. It is my
assertionn that only plans and strategies to fulfil these plans which relate somehow
too

the

dominant

urban

imaginary stand

a

chance

of

being

successfully

implemented. .

3.55

T h e set of claims regarding the regulation of office provision

AA set of claims on office provision and sociospatial regulation can be derived from
thee two sets of analytical tools described above (namely the SoP approach and the
RA).. This set of claims (or hypotheses) leads to a set of questions, which will be
usedd in this dissertation to identify the role of the sociospatial regulation in
processess of urbanisation and office provision.
Urbanisationn (the production of urban space) derives from processes of
accumulationn and regulation that, because of necessary interrelations, cannot be
studiedd separately. Accumulation, situated primarily in the economic

realm,

dependss on extra-economic supports for its further development. On e of these
supportss is the spatial fix: A distinctive form of territorial organisation — the
landscapee through which capital accumulation is enabled - that consists partly of
long-termm real-estate investments in cities. The social production of such spatial
organisationn through the process of accumulation is delicately intertwined with
processess outside the realm of the economy, such as processes of political decisionmaking,, processes of household formation, and processes of consumption.
Thee office, as an element of this temporarily fixed urban environment, is
bothh the medium through which the capital accumulation process can proceed (the
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officee as a means of production), the milk cow for capital's further accumulation
(thee office as a financial asset), and the material manifestation of a particular round
off capital accumulation (the office as an object in space). These different
definitionss of an office in different institutional realms cause the interests in the
officee development process to diverge.
Becausee of its societal impact, office provision is subject to local state
regulation.. This spatial regulation, an outcome of the process of urban planning, is
partt of the local process of regulation. This regulation is a process that partly
unrollss on the platform of the local state. On this state platform the struggles over
imaginedd futures for local spaces are fought out between the agents that have
assumedd the described roles in the office provision process and agents that have
interestt in space and functional change from another background (e.g., residents,
environmentall groups, etc.). These agents try to obtain dominance on the platform
off the state, so that the regime of urbanisation (a stable configuration of social
relationss that defines urbanisation) reflects their particular interests.
AA structure of office provision — a concrete network of relations associated
withh the provision of particular offices at specific points in time — contains
contradictionss and tensions forcing change. These contradictions are inherent in
thee different markets in office provision, but also result from their extra-economic
supportss on the platform of the state. If a contingent coupling of a regulator}7 fix (a
long-termm and stable local mode of social regulation) with a specific regime of
urbanisationn results from the struggle over diverging ideas of Utopia, the chances of
aa stable longer-term structure of office provision increase, because the
contradictionss and tensions resulting from the components of change are
postponedd indefinitely. Ultimately, however, the inherent contradictions in all
economicc and extra-economic spheres (the ever-contested regulator}7 fix, regime of
urbanisationn and regime of accumulation) will get the upper hand. Because
regulationregulation and accumulation are two communicating vessels, turbulence on the
levell of the state (e.g., a local regulator}7 flux) necessarily influences the
destabilisationn of the social regimes of accumulation and urbanisation that are
foundedd upon it. The result is new instability in the social relations in office
provision,, which forces a state of flux and struggle, until a new balance is reached
andd a new round of regulated urban development can occur.
Too breathe life into this set of theoretical claims, and to guide the further
concretee research into the post-war office development histories of Amsterdam
andd Frankfurt, a list of theoretical statements based on the theories presented in the
firstfirst three chapters and a derived list of research questions will be presented.
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Buildingg on the theoretical notions on time- and place-specific struggles in various
statee

and

market

spaces, the theoretical relations between urban

planning,

urbanisationn and office provision are:
1.. If an office is realised, it is the result of a plethora of social interactions
cuttingg across a number of institutional spaces at various lavered and
intersectingg scales. Therefore, an urban planner who operates for and
fromm the platform of the local state can have only limited influence on
thee provision of an office.
2.. The margins for urban planners to have an impact on office provision
derivee from the fact that agents inside a structure of office provision are
legallyy bound to interact partly through the local state, because local
planningg regulations, plans, and guidelines are indispensable in any
processs of office provision. T h u s , because an office is a real object, in
needd of real urban space, which is subject to local state rules, regulations
andd plans on which urban planners have important influence, a certain
amountt of influence is always guaranteed.
3.. These rules, regulations, and plans are developed

on the

various

platformss of the state. O n these platforms, they are objects of struggles
thatt bring together agents operating at a variety- of spatial scales. Agents
withh pivotal positions in a structure of office provision may find it
beneficiall for their future profits to enter into these struggles, in order to
tryy to influence such decision-making. The struggle over the definition of
futuree urban space thus is a struggle between agents with competing
imaginaties.. The winners of such struggles fit neatly within the local
modee of social and spatial regulation and its associated regime of
urbanisation.. Therefore, their interests are direcdy reflected in new state
accumulationn and urbanisation strategies and projects.
4.. The other way around, urban planners can enter the institutional space of
thee market in order to participate in a local structure of office provision.
Therefore,, they have to adopt one of the key roles in the realm of office
provisionn (user, investor, landowner, developer), and in this way try- to
influencee the provision of an office.
T h ee theoretical notions on the actual evolution of post-war urban planning,
urbanisationn and office provision are:
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5.. The state is the platform for social mobilisation and struggles over
landusee regulations, guidelines, plans, and scales of intervention. Because
off its privileged position in the legal framework of urban landuse
planningg and regulation, the urban planner is one of the pivotal agents in
thee network of agents that compete for dominance in deciding the future
modell and scale of urbanisation. However, social forces mobilise in and
throughh the platform of the state and engage in political struggle.
Ultimately,, a group of agents gain a dominant position and decide on
strategiess that will further the development of the regime of urbanisation
thatt suits their particular shared interests, at the costs of the interests of
excludedd agents.
6.. During the heydays of industrialisation, a belief in the necessity of
plannedd industrialisation and guided urbanisation caused the rise of an
elitee and corporatist regulatory7 fix. This fix, because of its embeddedness
inn local social relations, differed per locality. Because the provision of real
estatee was in the hands of those that decided upon the regime of
urbanisation,, the model of development remained stable for a long time.
7.. The fundamental changes in the industrial paradigm guiding capitalism —
whichh were preceded by the gaining of relative influence by extraeconomicc social forces that propagated social, ecological, and noneconomicc urban development — kicked off regulator} 7 instability and new
struggless over the regime of urbanisation. The demise of the Fordist
modell of development created a vast number of problems for cities,
whichh saw their vast urban spaces become derelict, the industrial working
classess lose their jobs, and their planning processes become obsolete and
ineffective..

that

arose

subsequentlyy were provided by different agents for different

The

post-Fordist

spaces

of

accumulation

social

groupss that had never been incorporated into the local mode of social
andd spatial regulation, and whose activities and strategies could not be
affectedd

by regulator}' processes deriving from

the old model

of

development. .
8.. The growing prosperity that was associated with the heydays of Fordism
andd with the growth of post-Fordist accumulation caused the rise of
livingg and working standards, the associated higher demands on urban
development,, and a growing political consciousness amongst a broad
groupp of urban inhabitants. Combined, this led to the questioning of the
dominantt regime of urbanisation and the call for new ways forward.
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9.. With the gradual demise of Fordist accumulation, pivotal agents in the
newlyy developing structure of office provision won the struggle for
dominancee on the platform of the state and thus obtained central roles in
locall modes of social and spatial regulation, which at the same time
meantt that they gained dominance over the regime of urbanisation and
thee associated accumulation projects and planning processes.
10.. The

evolution

of

regimes

of urbanisation

is a multilayered

and

multifacetedd process, carried out by a multitude of agents on a multitude
off state and market platforms. Post-Fordist urbanisation therefore is not
aa

singular

process,

fundamentallyy

but

different

a

contested

combinations

undertaking
of

that

leads

to

regulation-urbanisation-

accumulation. .
AA series of research questions on the real practices that have unfolded in
Amsterdamm and Frankfurt since 1945 will guide the investigation. The answers to
thesee questions build toward an answer to the following main research questions:
HOJPHOJP can the co-evolution of the economic, political, and spatial systems be characterised in both
AmsterdamAmsterdam and Frankfurt?
WhatWhat was the influence of these patterns of socio-spatial regulation on the successive generations of
officeoffice landscapes in Amsterdam and Frankfurt during the periodfrom 1945 to the present time?
Ass stepping stones toward answering these questions, the following questions will
bee answered systematically for the cases of Amsterdam and Frankfurt, using
qualitativee research data (interviews, and primary and secondary literature).
First,, on the nature of the structure of provision:
1.. Which social agents were/are actually involved in office provision in the
periodd under investigation, and how d i d / d o these social agents intervene
inn the physical process of provision?
2.. H o w does the involvement of agents change over time, and what is the
rationalee behind either stability or change?
Second,, on the nature of regulation:
3.. H o w have the multi-scalar regulatory forms and mechanisms unfolded in
thee period under investigation?
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4.. What is the rationale behind this time- and place-specific manifestation of
regulator}-- forms and mechanisms?
5.. To what extent does the set of regulatory forms and mechanisms
identifiedd cohere as a group?
Third,, on the nature of change and struggle:
6.. What contradictions inside and between the spheres of office production,
planning,, exchange, and consumption were important causes of struggle
inn structures of building provision?
7.. Which of these struggles were fought out on the platform of the state,
andd how were they reflected in the unfolding of regulatory forms?
Fourth,, on the nature of planning:
8.. How did the process of planning unfold from this diversity- of processes
inn the period under investigation?

3.66

Analysing the e m e r g e n c e of regulation

Withh Holden and MacLeod (2003), I believe that one of the main challenges for
scholarss who use the RA in inquiries into urban and regional development is to
thinkk of avenues of explaining the becoming of regulation. The RA itself, with its
causall arrow pointing from modes of regulation (that which does the explaining)
towardd the accumulation process (that which is to be explained), does not offer us
suchh theories.
Sincee the state is more than just the organisation that we call government,
butt rather an institutional ensemble in and through which different social and
politicall forces act (Jessop, 1990, 2000), the process of regulation and the
enactmentt of state power should be analysed in terms of the power of these social
forces.. The state thus is an operationally autonomous system that provides a
structurall site for political action. This state system comprises "all those activities,
organisationss and institutions organised around (or at least involved in) making
collectivelyy binding decisions for an imagined political community" (Jessop, 2000:
349). .
Collectivelyy

binding

decisions

on

future

urban

development

-

and,

associatedd with that, the production of economic spaces for a new round of
accumulationn - are thus pardy fought out on the state platform. As the outcome of
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earlierr struggles that made certain powerful agents more dominant than others, the
state,, as an institutional ensemble, is biased toward certain dominant political and
sociall forces: "particular forms of state privilege some strategies over others,
privilegee the access by some forces over others, some interests over others, some
timee horizons over others, some coalition possibilities over others" {jessop, 1990:
10).. These privileges arc manifestations of what Jessop calls "strategic selectivitv."
AA regulatory fix — in its most concrete form, the emerged structure of
provisionn — is thus contingently shaped in a specific space and time, and open to
sociall and political forces to contest or reinforce. So the changes in these
strategicallyy selective regulator}' fixes and the associated regimes of urbanisation,
andd the changes in concrete actions, are mutually constitutive, co-evolve over time
andd space, and should therefore be analysed in relation to each other Qessop,
2001a). .
AnalysingAnalysing hegemonic regimes of urbanisation: the platforms for interaction
Inn the previous chapters I argued for the analysis of the interplay between the
fundamentallyy autonomous worlds of action of the economic system and the
politicall system, which meet each other in the production of urban space. A regime
off urbanisation — being a period of prolonged stability in the configuration of social
relationss that define urban development - was said to come into existence when
thee irregularities in either or both realms are postponed through a temporal
hegemonicc urbanisation project that unites the interests of the dominant fractions
inn both worlds. Thus, the development of a regime of urbanisation is more than
justt the settling of claims on space with regard to the content of urbanisation
(economyy - ecology - society') and the spaces of urbanisation (core - periphery suburbs)) through the drafting of a spatial plan.
Thee analysis of processes of regulation and urbanisation therefore entails the
descriptionn of place-specific production of space, through case study research, with
speciall emphasis on:
1.. The dominant local processes of accumulation as played out on the
platformm

of the economy, and the resulting claims on space (the

economicc mode of spatial regulation);
2.. The processes of economic and social mobilisation as played out on the
platformm of the state (the social mode of spatial regulation).
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Bothh platforms for interaction are contingently structured through past processes
off regulation, accumulation, and urbanisation. First, the state's contingently and
temporarilyy shaped spatial/scalar, fiscal, and electoral representation decisively
influencess the path of urbanisation; for example, it selectively influences the
outcomess of struggles over urban development issues, intergovernmental relations,
andd urban accumulation strategies (cf. Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997; Elkin, 1985,
1987;; WRR, 1990). Therefore, next to an elaboration of the concrete struggles over
urbanisation,, the analysis of the regime of urbanisation will also entail an analysis of
thesee spatial/scalar, fiscal and electoral representations. Second, the economy's
contingentlyy and temporarily shaped industrial paradigm, scalar reach, and regime
off accumulation decisively influence the path of urbanisation through selectivity
withh regards to the perceived possibilities for excessive yields; for example, the
functionall economic reach, the preferred spaces of production, and the preferred
circuitt of capital investment (cf. Harvey, 1985). So, as with the analysis of the state,
somee attention will be paid to these structural components of economic change,
beforee reverting to the direct struggles over space.
Thee main emphasis in this dissertation is on those struggles over space that
unfoldd in the realm of social regulation (the level of the state). The real production
off urban real-estate is a private undertaking, originating from the economic realm.
However,, these processes are partly pulled into the state realm because of their
broader,, contested, effects on society, their spatial implications that need legal or
politicall approval, a n d / o r their perceived beneficial effects for society at large,
implicatingg the interference by government bodies.
Throughh qualitative research of both secondary and primary sources, these
struggless over urban space on the platform of the local state will be illustrated in
thee following chapters. Because the availability of comparable statistical data over
thee described period is limited, 4 and because the main aim of this study is to give a
qualitativee account of regime shifts in urbanisation in both cases, the presentation
off statistics throughout the following chapters is not the main aim of the study;
rather,, statistics are presented in order to give an indication of the dimensions of
urbanisationn and accumulation in the subject cities, so that the reader will be able to
graspp and contextualise the struggles over space that are discussed.

44

Urban statistics in Germany focus mainly on residential data. Moreover, commercial property is
usuallyy measured in cubic meters and, moreover, it was only in the mid 1980s that agents started
too collect office development data.
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3.77

Conclusion: the role of sociospatial regulation in processes of urban
developmentt and office provision

Inn this chapter it was made clear that this dissertation's search for a better
understandingg of the interplay between urban development, office provision, and
sociospatiall

regulation

is

undertaken

from

an

institutional

perspective

on

urbanisationn practices, regulator)' practices, and planning practices. Therefore, the
aimm of the following case studies is not to give an extensive, all-encompassing
descriptionn of all facets of urban office planning and development since 1945, but
ratherr to tease out the tendencies that or have actuallv operated in the contexts of
Amsterdamm and Frankfurt (cf. Lawson, 2003: 19). For this reason, this work
divergess from

both geographical and planning studies, man}' of which

are

concernedd with the detailed description of the factual development trajectories of
specificc geographical areas, or with the detailed description of factual planning
processes.. In this study, the description of urbanisation processes, planning
processes,, and real-estate developments is made instrumental to the analysis of the
ebbb and flow of regulator}' processes, and of their interrelations with the evolution
off office provision.
Thee following chapters will present a reinterpretation of the histories of
planningg and urbanisation in Amsterdam and Frankfurt, making use of the set of
claimss put forward in the previous sections. Both case studies consist of three
chapters,, each of which covers a formative episode in the evolution of office
planningg and urban development. Each chapter thus consists of a theoretically
informedd qualitative account of this specific formative period, and a preliminarv
analysiss

of

the

processes

of

sociospatial

regulation,

office

provision,

and

urbanisation.. Together, these processes give an indication of the evolution of the
regimess of urbanisation and their backbones. Finally, a concluding chapter will look
backk on both cases and contrast the path-dependent change of the regimes of
urbanisationn in both cities. It will also confront the hypotheses formulated above
withh both case studies, in order to enrich the understanding of the interplay
betweenn processes of sociospatial regulation, office provision, and urbanisation in
urbann development trajectories.
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Thee inner city as a CBD
4.11

Introduction

Thee Second World War had dealt severe blows to the social fabric and spatial
economicc structure of Amsterdam. Before the War, Amsterdam was a city in which
peoplee worked in trade, shipping, storage and finance. The post war disappearance
off trade partners Germany and Indonesia affected the whole Dutch economy and
hitt Amsterdam hard. Nevertheless, the political institutions were quickly reinstalled,
enablingg urban planning to be taken up with new enthusiasm. The main challenge
wass of course the recovery from the war. Towards this goal, this study examines
howw a stable regime of urbanisation emerged from the contingent coupling of local
processess of capital accumulation and socio-spatial regulation.
Thiss chapter thus searches for the emergence of new modes and nodes of
accumulation,, by looking for the market led processes of accumulation that propel
orr thwart the re-emergence of Amsterdam as an economic node. In light of the
centrall attention in this dissertation for the regulatory processes associated with the
locall or metropolitan territorialisation of capital, the interrelations between
economicc recover)' and growth, socio-spatial urbanisation strategies and the
emergencee of new regulatory arrangements are central.
Givenn the post-war predicament of Amsterdam, one would expect
regulatoryy processes to be characterised not only by dedicated civic movements
andd co-ordination and co-operation between tiers of government, but also between
politicall and market forces. In light of the undisputed need for economic
reanimation,, the expectation is logical that spatial-economic interventions gain
absolutee priority, and the electoral correcting mechanism is of less significance. At
thee municipal level, the expectation is that the scarcity of public money for
recoveryy will animate co-ordination between the municipality of Amsterdam with
thee national government. Also, the abundance of free available greenfield sites at
thee city's edges and the pre-war national and local intentions to profit from modern
extensivee space demanding industrialisation also feed the hypothesis that
urbanisationn and accumulation strategies at the level of the state will both be driven
byy and infuse the dynamics of capital accumulation. This all leads to the emergence
off a regime of urbanisation that combines national-infrastructure based
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Tablee 4.1 Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1945-1968
PointsPoints of departure
--

Market demolished economic structure - pre-war transition to industrialisation disappearedd export markets;
-- State: fiscal centralisation (poor local government, dependence on national funds) politicall urgency for socio-economic recovery;
Space:Space: abundance of greenfields at the outskirts of the municipality.
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation
MarketMarket extensive industrialisation
-- State: subordination of electoralism to economic recovery - national state led development
politicss - local inner city accommodation;
Space:Space: peripheral industrialisation - extension of key infrastructure - extensive housing
accommodation. .
governmentt intervention, a local planning culture that was supportive of the wishes
off capita] and national accumulation strategies, strong ties between capital and
labourr enacted at the platform of the state, and a laissez faire attitude towards the
manifestationn of capital territoriaüsation (see table 4.1).
Thiss

chapter

examines

the details of

Amsterdam's

spatial

economic

evolutionn and associated office planning and development, by focusing upon the
strategicc political decision-making on economic development policy during these
years.. Emphasis is placed upon the carriers of the emerging regime of urbanisation,
andd the forces that worked against it. Attention is given to the definition of the
regimee of urbanisation during this period, and the ways in which it evolved over
time. .

4.22

Recovery plans and policies for Amsterdam

T h ee War struck Amsterdam's economy quite severely and the city- was subject of
Nationall economic interest. Already in 1945, the Minister of Economic Affairs
arguedd that in his view, the development of Amsterdam (historically grounded on a
freee economy, money exchange and colonial products) was of national importance.
H ee was afraid that the new circumstances could not provide the room

for

Amsterdamm to pick up its historical position in world trade, and insisted to seriously
pickk up harbour related industrialisation. Moreover, to offer support, the national
governmentt decided that Schiphol Airport would become the national airport for
worldd traffic (De Vries, 1961).
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Locall

companies,

while

supporting

Amsterdam's

(and

national)

industrialisationn politics, made a plea for the recover}' of the city as a trade centre.
Theyy found a ready ear at the city, which supported the introduction in 1946 of an
advisoryy committee on trade-relations. Moreover, in 1948, the Rotterdam and
Amsterdamm chambers of commerce wrote a petition to the cabinet, arguing that
internationall markets were crucial for the economic recovery' of the Netherlands,
andd that the strengthening of international trade should be high on the policy
agenda.. Thus, trade

and

industry were perceived

as the

two

engines

of

Amsterdam'ss recover}' and there was space for this recover}- through urban
expansion. .
RootsRoots in the 1920's: preparationsfor the General extension Plan
Duringg the post-war recover} 7 period, the development of a (functional and spatial)
visionn on the future of the city continued to build upon pre-War discussions and
decisionss (for a more detailed discussion, see Hessels et al, 1985). Already by the
earlyy 1920s, the jacket of Amsterdam's territory was constraining development.
Thiss lead to a struggle over future urban form bv various groups with different
stakess at urban space.
First,, capital wanted to expand. Already long before the war the financial
sectorr (the main office holding sector in the Amsterdam economy) was clustered in
thee historic inner city, which had been the financial CBD of the Netherlands since
thee establishment of the Amsterdam Exchange in 1609 (Advokaat, 1985: 135). In
thee 1920s the historic inner city was subject to radical functional changes in the
urbann fabric: economic functions, especially retail and offices, were

rapidly

supercedingg residential ones.
Second,, the small but influential fraction of rich local inhabitants asked for
moree space for living, financial service companies also expanded and demanded
moree space, while the urban middle class majority demanded lower density
affordablee housing. Therefore, in 1921, the arguments that had long prevented the
annexationss of the municipalities of Buiksloot, Watergraafsmeer, Nieuwendam,
Ransdorp,, and Sloten were swept off the table, giving Amsterdam room to prosper.
Combinedd with the broad zoning powers that the municipality of Amsterdam
possessed,, this gave way to the development of a 'Plan for Great Amsterdam'
duringg the 1920s. In this plan, the municipality had developed a policy addressing
thesee functional changes, such as solving traffic problems with public transport
(Hesselss e t a l , 1985:65-66).
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Inn

the

preparations

for

the so-called

'General

Extension

Plan

for

Amsterdam'' (GEP) more emphasis than initially intended was placed on traffic
plans.. T h e first plan that was developed, the 1926 Outline Plan {Schemaplan voor
GrootGroot Amsterdam en de binnenstad, 1926) was criticised for adopting a 'laissez faire'
attitudee towards especially development processes in the historic inner city {ibid.:
66).. Only in the

1931 Report on Urban

Development

and Traffic

{Nota

stadsontwikkelingstadsontwikkeling en Verkeer, 1931) was the case made for a more integrated and
strategicc consideration of urbanisation problems. In this Report the historic inner
citvv was depicted as the centre of a strong city, but the laissez faire attitude was not
dropped.. A traffic plan was made, consisting of important roundway-arteries
surroundingg the inner city combined with radial arteries, which would guide both
economicc development and urban renewal: concentration of offices and large
shopss in the historic inner city, new residential neighbourhoods at the southern and
westernn fringe of the existing city, and industry in especially reserved grounds.
Moreover,, the ideas in the 1931 Report regarding inner city development were also
takenn up in the General Extension Plan (GEP), which were formalised when
ratifiedd by the City Council in 1935 (see also Hessels eta/., 1985: 69; Wallagh, 1994:
88).. This G E P also voiced the ambition to quickly develop a detailed plan for the
innerr city. However, the G E P did not give an indication of the required spaces for
non-industriall economic activities, and the way in which these demands should be
met:: contrary to the many investigations on the future development of industry,
nott a single investigation was done for the development of trade, banking and
insurances,, to name just a few sectors of employment (Nozeman, 1980: 134).
Thee G E P was the spatial foothold for an important part of the post war
accumulationn strategies for Amsterdam. During the development of the G E P
demographicc prognoses were toned down. This meant that the projection of the
wholee new demand for urban space on the (recendy expanded) territory of the city
itselff

was

possible.

Both

the

claims

of

social

democrats, demanding

the

developmentt of decent, affordable and healthy living conditions for working class
familiess - preferably in 'garden cities' — and the leading economic interests,
demandingg space for economic growth, could now be met in a compromise that
wass guided through the council meeting with ease. T h e G E P gave scarce attention
too the future land uses of Amsterdam's now enormous territory. Most concrete
choicess were left open to future deliberations (see also Terhorst & Van de Ven,
1997). .
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PostPost war urban accumulation strategies - creating industrial spaces
Amsterdam'ss

post

war economic

politics

focused

much

attention

on

the

developmentt of Amsterdam as an industrial centre. Traditionally, the main pre-war
driverss of the industry in Amsterdam had been shipbuilding and reparation,
graphic/publishingg

industries, diamond

industries

and

food.

Especially

the

shipbuildingg industries in Amsterdam could not retain their strength after the war,
ass foreign

competition has eroded Amsterdam's position. Nevertheless, the

industrialisationn policy focused on the driving role that port related industries
playedd in the urban and regional economy which necessarily required ample room
forr growth. This approach was tied to the national policy of industrialisation. 1 The
firstt Report on Industrialisation in 1949, which was based on the detailed
investmentt schemes that were developed in response to the requests of the
Europeann Recovery Programme, 2 pleaded for heavy investments in especially metal
industriess and chemicals (Van Zanden & Griffiths, 1989: 242-243). This was well
receivedd amongst industrialist in Amsterdam w h o successfully laid a claim on
centrall state budgets for reconstruction. So, in the period until 1960, Amsterdam
andd its region requested and received generous sponsorship from the national state
inn order to improve its basic infrastructure for especially sea harbour development.
T h ee first years after the war were mainly used to refurbish the urban and economic
structuree of the city by large projects such as a power plant at the Hemweg. The
powerr plant was an enormous investment that influenced the emerging industrial
11

Following global economic doctrine which perceived of industry as the motor of the national
economy,, the Dutch government set about to shape the economic structure of The Netherlands.
Agriculturee and commercial interests, which had been the main carriers of the Dutch economy,
becamee of secondary importance in economic policy, and industry got the limelight. Traditionally
Thee Netherlands was a country with a poorly developed industrial sector possessing inadequate
technicall skills. Thus the new strategy required the implementation of a new regime of
accumulation,, based on industrial competitiveness on world markets. Quick agreements between
capital,, labour and the state were indispensable to reach these goals. The main regulatory
instrumentss that were used were a guided wage policy and an industrialisation policy. The
industrialisationn policy in the first after war years until 1949 did not have the characteristics of the
typee regional policy that came about later, with the industrialisation reports of the 1950s, and the
subsequentt broader socio-economic policies. In the period between 1945 and 1950, the aim of
industrialisationn policy was mainly to give as much freedom as possible to private initiative.
Nationall recovery politics in these years mainly aimed to strengthen the historical concentration
off economic power in the western part of The Netherlands, by coordinating the actions of
privatee agents, and initiating large scale infrastructure projects in this part of the country (Bartels,
1980).. Moreover, the Company for the Finance of National Recovery [Maatschappij tot Financiering
vanvan Nationaal Herstel), a co-operation between the government, the Dutch National Bank, trade
andd credit banks and a number of institutional investors, was founded in 1945, and invested
heavilyy in industry (Messing, 1981: 52).
22

The official name of the Marshall help
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areaa once completed in 1953. Other (central state sponsored) investments in the
city'ss infrastructure included waterways (the Amsterdam-Rijn channel), motorways
(mainlyy focusing on the fast traffic connections from the city to the region), the
openingg of the West Harbour, and the re-opening of the Coenhaven (Coen Harbour)
inn 1950. Moreover, plans for the Coentunnel in the new harbour area were
developedd in the 1950s. The development of a ring motorway, that was discussed
inn the Amsterdam City Council, connected well with this intention (the Coentunnel
wass finally built between 1961 and 1966). Finally, in 1955, when Schiphol Airport
wass still a municipal service, 3 large investments were made in new runways. About
twenty'' years later this was complemented with a freeway tunnel to facilitate fast
trafficc from Amsterdam to The Hague.
Duringg this period, the rivalry between Amsterdam and Rotterdam escalated.
Rotterdamm was not impressed by Amsterdam's wish to expand its sea harbour and
inn turn, compete directly with Rotterdam's harbour. In particular the competition
forr Central State funding was a point of constant rivalry. So, wrhile Rotterdam,
graspedd by growth fever, positioned its harbour as the Huropoort, Amsterdam's
harbourr officials urged the municipality of Amsterdam to write a report as a
response.. Their report entitled

'The place of the harbour of Amsterdam in the

futuree Western E u r o p e ' (1958), was written after the National State voiced its
intentionn to invest in the harbour entrance in IJmuiden. A first plea was made for
industrialisationn

plans, capitalising o n

the

spinning wheel

function

of

the

Amsterdamm harbour.
Inn 1960, the Commission for the Economic Development of Amsterdam
(Commissie(Commissie Delfgamv), established by the municipality of Amsterdam in 1958 to
investigatee the economic development of the city, issued the 'Report on the
economicc structure of Amsterdam' (Nota over de economische structuur van Amsterdam,
1958).. This report made a number of observations which

guided the municipal

ideass on the economic future of the city for a considerable period. These
observationss concerned the importance of spatial expansion possibilities for the
decentralisingg industrial sector, in order to capture development within

the

boundariess of Amsterdam. A plea was made for the planning of large-scale
industriall complexes for capital-intensive companies that have a need for deep
water,, such as the petrochemical industry. Moreover, wholesale trade was regarded
ass an important expansive industry; this wTas in need of locations as well as good
transportationn possibilities. Finally, a plea was made for the accommodation of the
1
1nn 1958, Schiphol became a limited company, which shares were divided amongst Amsterdam
(22%),, Rotterdam (2%) and the central state (76%).
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commerciall sector in the centre of the city to make room for so-called downtown
city-development. .
Thesee recommendations found a quick response in political circles. Already
inn I960, in the City Council budget meeting, the mayor and aldermen claimed that
developmentt of companies in the chemical sector had their fullest attention.
Especiallyy the social democrat PvdA was enthusiastic about the report, and tried to
gett the ambitious industry and harbour plans off the ground. In the business
community,, the recommendations found less applause; capital was concerned
aboutt the consequences of all these new industrial establishments for the already
tightt labour market (which was also the main complaint of the region VelsenIJJ muiden,

where

Hoogovens steal,

the

biggest

industrial

employer

in

The

Netherlands,, was situated). Only the parties that had a direct interest in reinforcing
thee position of the Amsterdam harbour were really enthusiastic. Only in 1963 did
thee chamber of commerce plea for the further development of chemical industries.
Tendenciess in real investment behaviour of large harbour related industries,
however,, pointed towards Rotterdam as the main sea harbour of The Netherlands.
Itt soon became the countries largest oil port, accommodating ever-larger oil
tankers.. These developments were supported by investments in the harbourinfrastructuree (deep harbours, pipelines through the harbour area, and to the
Rhine-Ruhrr area, etc.) that increased Rotterdam's competitive advantages over
Amsterdam..

Alongside

oil

refineries

(Shell,

Esso,

BP,

KPC, Nerefco),

a

petrochemicall industry emerged (Esso, Shell, BP, Dow, Continental Columbian
Carbon,, ICI, BASF, Hoechst, A K Z O , DSM), establishing their main factories in
Rotterdamm and Pernis, close to the Rotterdam harbour. Together, these factors
triggeredd the success of the Rotterdam harbour. These petrochemical companies
locatedd in Rotterdam because of the presence of these oil refineries that provide
thee raw materials for the petrochemical industry. The petrochemical cluster thus
developedd in the Rotterdam area and gave an impetus for the development of the
harbourr related industrial complex there (for a more detailed account of the
developmentt of the Rotterdam harbour related industrial cluster, see Atzema &
Wever,, 1999). This industry became the engine of Dutch national economic
growth.. So, even in this period of enthusiasm for harbour expansion amongst
nationall and local policymakers 4 and the Harbour Company itself, nothing much
happenedd in Amsterdam (De Hen, 1985: 40), except for the settling down of Mobil
44

Especially Den Uvl, who was Alderman for economic Development from 1962 to 1965, and
subsequentlyy national Minister of Kconomic Affairs, was a fierce proponent of harbour related
industrialisation n
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inn 1968, after long negotiations and many promises made by Amsterdam to the
companyy on required infrastructure adaptations. But the capture of Mobil Oil was
ann isolated incident, and an oil refinery industry never established in Amsterdam.
T h ee decision not to grant a permit for Progil Oil in 1969, because of the dangers
associatedd with the transport of sulphur carbon to and from the company, was an
illustrativee example of the minor eligibility of Amsterdam as an industrial city. Both
thee City Council and the chemical industry itself were very hesitant to strive for a
changee in this mentality, and Mayor Samkalden, looking back on this period, speaks
off a small industrial basis that did not have close ties with the local authorities, and
couldd therefore never clench its fist (De Hen, 1985). Moreover, the targeted
industriess did not offer the driving function that was anticipated: the growth in the
sen-icee industry for instance, was unrelated to the growth in harbour related
industry'.. The oil crisis in 1973 smothered the remaining ambitions for expansion in
thiss sector in Amsterdam (De Hen, 1985: 60-61).
Twoo things were obvious: firstly, Amsterdam (and especially the communist
C P NN political fraction in the City Council) was increasingly taking harbour related
industriall planning seriously, and secondly, although the private sector was not
interestedd in Amsterdam, this caused many conflicts of interest among various
territoriall as well as functional entities. T h e Amsterdam harbour was situated in an
areaa close to other large industrial sites in neighbouring municipalities, who where
busyy with their own expansion plans. Many coordination efforts came off the
ground.. In 1966 the national government issued the Sea Harbour Act, in order to
preventt oversupply of sea harbour facilities in the Netherlands. The establishment
off the Commission Sea Harbour Deliberation quickly followed this Act. The Act
meantt that Amsterdam, alarmed by the national priority on Sea Harbours, tried to
acceleratee the construction of new harbours within its jurisdiction. In the mean
time,, the Province of N o r t h Holland intervened in industrial and harbour planning.
T oo overcome conflicts, and to overcome competition over scarce labour, the
provincee tried to coordinate a compromise. In 1963, after lobbying by the Zaanstad
chamberr of commerce, the decision was made to start the procedure for the
developmentt of a regional plan for the N o r t h Sea channel area (the area in which
bothh the Amsterdam harbour as Hoogovens and the industries of Zaanstad were
situated).. It was not a traditional regional plan in the sense that the province made
thee plan by itself. In this plan process, the cities involved had an important say in
thee ultimate plan. From this process conceived in 1968, emerged a new vision for
thee area, which envisaged enormous amounts of land available for especially heavy
metall industries and chemical industries, as well as infrastructure adjustments.
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FirstFirst expansion plans for the inner city financial district

Wass there no office construction or planning for financial and service sector
activitiess at all during the period of industrialisation policies? Of course there was.
Butt during the post war reconstruction years, office activity and planning was not
thee spearhead of urban economic policy. However, the financial and service sectors
didd have their own dynamics that provoked answers from professionals in the
planningg community.
Somee important breakthroughs were made in this period. National
governmentt issued the Reconstruction Act {Wederopbouwwel) in 1950, to guide the
reconstructionn of city districts that had suffered from War damage. This Act gave
municipall government the authority to issue large-scale reconstruction plans for
thesee areas in the city. In 1953 the City- Council of Amsterdam determined four of
thesee types of plans: the Nieuwmarkt neighbourhood, the ]odenbreestraat and
surroundings,, the Weesperstraat and surroundings, and the Oostelijke eilanden, all
locatedd in the historic inner city (cf. figure 4.1). The first three of these had an
importantt role in the development of a (functional and spatial) vision on the future
off the historic inner city7, a vision that still built on the mentioned discussions and
decisionss of the pre-war period.
Thee large-scale reconstruction plans for the Nieuwmarkt neighbourhood, the
JodenbreestraatJodenbreestraat and surroundings and the Weesperstraat followed the decisions
guideliness of the pre-war vision on the inner city. One of the central aims of these
planss was to create a central urban area where traffic, urban expansion and
economicc functions were in harmony and balance (Hessels et ai, 1985: 73). The
planss aimed to reduce traffic congestion via a new network of larger motorways
surroundingg and crossing the inner city. Economic and civic functions such as
universityy buildings were to be located around the projected motorways: the City
Halll at the Waterlooplein, offices along the Weesperstraat, and industry and trade
inn the Nieuwmarkt area.
Onee of the central elements of these traffic breakthroughs was the
developmentt of the IJ-tunnel, which had already been planned in the GEP. The
actuall development of this tunnel, which would give the historic inner city an
enormouss boost in the eyes of capital, was a complicated undertaking. Finance had
too be provided by the national government which had already prioritised the
constructionn of the Coentunnel. Nevertheless, the national government gave
dispensationn for the building of the IJ-tunnel in 1955, and building started in 1956.
However,, construction works were halted for four years when the national
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governmentt ran out of money. In 1961, construction resumed simultaneously with
thee start of the construction of the Coentunnel (Nelissen & Schmal, 1980).
Inn 1955, building on the reconstruction plans, the first Report on the Inner
Cityy (Nota Binnenstad, 1955) was written focusing on traffic congestion. This was a
'bottleneck-act'' according to Wallagh (1994: 90). It named several main bottleneckissuess that still dominate discussions around inner city development. First, there
wass the obsolescence of many buildings. Second, there was the question of how to
deall with the cultural heritage of the historic inner city, whilst thirdly, still
developingg its economic potentials and addressing problems associated with traffic
andd parking. These problems were considered to be interrelated in a complex
manner,, and even reinforcing one another. The Mayor and Aldermen wanted the
Reportt to be a first integral plan for the development of the inner city, in which
somee main issues had to be resolved, especially the choice for the development of
thee inner city as a space for central economic and cultural activities. Despite these
wishes,, the Report remained focused upon traffic-issues. This was in line with the
earlierr Schemeplan (1931), which was used as a key source for the new plan. Other
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Issuess were considered as derivative from traffic problems {ibid.: 94). Alongside the
subwayy network, the most important new initiative of this plan was to plan space
forr economic functions in areas adjacent to the historic inner city and thereby relieve
pressuree for inner city redevelopment. In these areas new plans for reconstruction
weree made.
Thee Report on the Inner City was an umbrella piece, voicing the wish to
preservee the inner city as a nucleus for core functions of national and international
importance.. The new plan served as the overall vision under which several more
concretee plans could be developed, such as the reconstruction plans. These
reconstructionn plans were the only plans that rested on far reaching legal
instruments,, which meant that their realisation could be undertaken with force. In
19577 Ministerial approval was received for the plan for the Weesperstraat. After
thiss approval the acquisition, clearance and demolition of the plots that were
necessaryy for the widening of the street was immediately commenced, as was the
buildingg of four new bridges and the development of real estate along the eastern
sidee of the new important tangential road. New development along the western
partt was postponed until the plans for the subway were developed (Van der Velde,
1968:: 156).
Thee radical changes in the urban and traffic structure of this part of the inner
cityy gave rise to new discussions. The new office buildings along the enlarged
Weesperstraat/Wibautstraatt road were not integrated with the adjacent urban
structure.. The symbol of this clash between expansion and preservation was the socalledd Maupoleum building, that was built at the Jodenbreestraat.

At this place a

motorwayy

rebutted.

extension

had

been

planned

but

was

eventually

The

constructionn by Philips Pension Fund and Maup Caransa was finished in 1970, at a
timetime that the proposed extension of the motorway had been stymied .
Alsoo the new size of the Jodenbreestraat, that was enlarged from two to four
lanes,, made inhabitants doubt the traffic policies of the departments of Urban
Developmentt and Public Works (Hessels et al., 1985: 76). O n the other hand, there
wass the already mentioned report of the Delfgawv Commissie that promoted the
developmentt of the inner city as a place for financial business expansion, centred
onn the Dutch Central Bank and the Amsterdam Exchange. In 1968, Delfgauw, on
personall title, proposed the widening of the Vijzelstraat and the Ferdinand
Bolstraat,, so that a modern traffic axis would come to exist and facilitate orderly
trafficc

movement, following the example of the

Wibautstraat/Weesperstraat

(Rooijendijk,, 2001).
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However,, the pure politics for economic expansion, carried through with
forcee by the Alderman of Public Works and Economic Affairs, D e n Uyl, in the
firstt half of the 1960s, met with opposition. T h e City Council did not automatically
supportt this kind of policy anymore. The social democratic PvdA was split between
thee old left, the proponents of economic expansion, end the new left, which
emphasisedd liveability over economic expansion. This split emerged following a
periodd of full employment that had lasted from 1954, which made the relative
importancee of non-economic issues rise at the cost of economic development
politics.. Economic growth and prosperity was increasingly seen as something that
iss automatically there.
Aldermann D e Wit replaced the old guard represented by Den Uyl, following
City-- Council elections in 1966. These elections brought the anarchistic Provomovementt to the City Council, with 2,6 percent of the votes. This initially extraparliamentaryy local opposition had thus found its way into the City Council.
Despitee only limited representation, it influenced decision making by forcing those
insidee the social-democratic PvdA to rethink their old ideals. Thus, D e Wit became
thee political representative in charge o f the Public Works in a period in which
expansionn politics were being questioned. It was also a time dominated by alarming
populationn growth prognoses, a consequent rise in housing demand, and the rise of
nationall guidance in urban planning. F o r these reasons, the priority of economic
expansionn became less prominent {ibid.). Indeed, the Ban de Bank episode below,
whichh occurred during this timeframe provides an illustrative example.

4.33

E c o n o m i c e x p a n s i o n politics rebutted
BanBan the Bank

T h ee first office project in the historic inner city of Amsterdam that was met by
harshh resistance was the 1966 plan for the ABN Bank to expand its headquarters.
Thiss large-scale expansion was a break with the past, when extra space demand
couldd be provided for inside the historic buildings (for instance by joining two
adjacentt buildings together). However, now that mergers and take-overs on a
nationall scale, as well as centralisation of management activities characterised the
bankingg sector, scale enlargements needed were more pronounced (see also section
6.22 for more detail on these mergers). Because the tendency for the headquarters
wass still to cluster together in Amsterdam, banks had to look for
opportunitiess than o n site office extensions.
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FigureFigure 4.2, The location oj'various areas and locations that are discussed in following sections

Thee ABN bank bought a dilapidated apartment building in the Vijzelstraat
fromm the municipality, planning to demolish it and construct a new office building
onn the site, which was next to its headquarters. This led to an unprecedented wave
off protests. As Roegholt (1979) argues, this was the first time that the elite of old
left,, housing associations and inner city banking capital had to deal with action
groupss opposing their plans.
Thee Vijzelstraat is the first part of the southbound exit road from the inner
cityy to the urban fringe (cf. figure 4.2). The new construction after the street's
wideningg between

1907 and

1926 was

already considered

a

controversial

undertaking.. People feared that the building of large bank buildings would drive
outt the small-scale urban functions, such as shops. Specific proposals, such as the
buildingg of the office for the Nederlandse Handel-Maatschappij fuelled that fear.
Neverthelesss this office, opened in 1926, was soon followed by the opening of the
largee Carlton Hotel in 1929 to the north of the bank building (this hotel was
destroyedd during the war, and rebuilt afterwards). The third building built after the
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NederlandseNederlandse Handel-Maatschappij

AMRO Bank

wideningg of the Vijzelstraat was the apartment building, completed in 1927 to the
southh of the office of the Nederlandse Handel-Maatschappij. It is this building over
whichh the controversy started in the 1960s. Its poor construction led to the collapse
off several floors in 1955, and the tearing down of the whole building in 1962. The
owner,, Amstelstein, sold the premises to Binnenlands Beleggingsfonds Vast Goed. The
neww owner failed to meet the expectations of the City Council, who anticipated a
mixedd shopping and living apartment complex. In 1966 Vast Goed argued that
'changedd circumstances' made this impossible.
Laterr that year the ABN Bank, originating from a merger between the
NederlandseNederlandse Handel-Maatschappij and the Twentsche Bank, made an offer for the land
onn which the building of the former Nederlandse Handel-Maatschappij was built, which
wass owned by the municipality, and issued to the ABN in erfpacht (land lease). This
openedd up a round of complex negotiations between the city of Amsterdam and
thee A B N Bank that owned some former Twentsche Bank offices in the city in which
thee municipality was interested. Moreover, the ABN Bank bought the Vij^elstraatflat
fromm I 'ast Goed, in order to build an extension to its own headquarters.
Thesee negotiations generated debate on the future of the Vijzelstraat (and
thee historic inner city). At first the mayor and alderman tried to obscure the radical
naturee of the ABN bank plans, simply referring to the new building as the
Vijzelstraatt project.
T h ee 'Ban the Bank' campaign began soon after the Bank's intentions were
madee public. An artist's impression of the office was printed in ABN's internal
magazinee alongside an article touting Amsterdam as the financial centre of the
country,, and one where the ABN Bank should be located with a landmark
headquarters. .
Concernedd opinion makers, both individual architects, artists and residents,
andd organised groups as the anarchistic Provo-movement and architectural and
preservationn movements as Heemschut and Amstelodamum raised their concerns in
pamphlets,, newspapers and petitions to the City Council. They protested against
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thee economist's view on urban planning that emanated from this plan, their fears
beingg fed by the building in former years of the headquarters of the Dutch Central
Bankk as well as the Library of the University of Amsterdam. Both these buildings,
inn their view, were examples of 'modern-but-already-outdated' introspective office
buildingss that stifled the liveliness of their surrounding urban areas. In emotional
newspaperr articles and petitions to the City Council they appealed to the regents'
feelingg for a lively and architectonically rich inner city, in which there was no place
forr a modern, concrete, dark office colossus.
Inn this way, the simple exchange of premises between the city and the bank
becamee the symbol for a broader debate on the future of the inner city. Should
narroww economic interests prevail over the centuries of urban development that
madee Amsterdam into such a lively, historical and architectonically rich city? The
Mayorr and Aldermen acknowledged the fact that this debate on the future of the
cityy should take place, but they also sought a compromise that could overcome the
conflictt over the Vj^elstraatflat. They wished to maintain their decision to grant the
ABNN Bank permission to rebuild the apartment building into an office, because
theyy considered a large financial headquarter in the centre of the city as an
importantt economic asset. Indeed, Amsterdam was eager to hold on to its position
ass national financial headquarters. Anticipating the consent of the City Council,
mayorr and alderman granted the building permit, and the architectural aesthetics
committeee approved the design.
Nevertheless,, the strategic plan for the exchange of the properties still had
too be guided through the council. The recommendation of this plan to the council
byy means of an address by the mayor, accompanied by a press conference,
heightenedd the animosity of opponents. While their complaints arrived at the city
hall,, the first part of the transaction, the transfer of the ownership of the terrain of
thee former Vij^elstraatflat by Vast Goed to the ABN Bank was carried through.
Althoughh the exchange of property was guided through the City Council
withh ease (30 in favour and 10 against), it was clear that the tide had changed. The
wholee discussion had raised several important issues that opened up the urban
developmentt debate (compare Roegholt, 1979: 298). The Alderman of Economic
Affairss D e Wit realised that there was need for a new and sound vision on the
futuree of the city, and the place of the historic inner city in this, on which
complicatedd decisions like the Bank issue could be founded.
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AA final convulsion of expansion politics in the historic inner city
Inn the context of struggle over the future of urban politics, the Narwal project at
BickerseilancPP was the last successful large-scale historic inner city office project
thatt arose from the old regime. Bickerseiland was part of a group of 'islands' in the
historicc inner city, surrounded by waterways and railroad tracks (see figure 4.2). In
1953,, a reconstruction plan for the Bickerseiland was prepared. This plan was
infusedd with the pro-growth fever that had infected the city planners. Thus, there
wass little room for residential uses, whilst much space for industrv (at the
waterfront)) and offices in the interior.
Inn 1960, project developer Gaus arrived on the scene, who proposed a
visionn of a 'little Manhattan' at the Western Islands, of which Bickerseiland was a
part.. So, in 1960, he asked the city for a building permit for a large office building
onn the premises that were reserved for industry in the 1953 plan, but had been lving
idlee ever since. The city agreed and gave Gaus the building permit for his Walvis
officee building in 1963. In order to further develop his vision, Gaus terminated the
leasess of many small companies at Bickerseiland in 1970, to make place for his
secondd large office, Narwal.
Oncee residents became privy to his intentions, a wave of public opposition
wass triggered. Inhabitants organised a successful protest at first, backed by their
ownn plan for the islands, which brought about the decision by the City Council to
makee the granting of the building permit for Narwal a. council decision, instead of a
decisionn by mayor and aldermen, which was usually the case. In the mean time, the
neww left had won the struggle over dominance inside the PvdA, while other leftist
partiess were also gaining dominance. 6 So, all leftist parties in the Citv Council
backedd the plans of the inhabitants, which were turned against Narwal, but in
Decemberr 1970 the mayor and aldermen decided in favour of Narwal. This
broughtt about more protests, but in March 1971 the final decision was made: Gaus
wass issued a permit for building Narwal.
Afterr losing this battle, the local residents continued to oppose new projects,
andd demanded more to say in the future spatial and functional development of
theirr neighbourhood. Yet many large projects has passed the planning stage and
couldd not be stopped by local resistance. This powerlessness fed the unease
~"~" See Verloo (1979) for more details on the events around the construction of the Narwal office
building. .
66
This political turn will be discussed in the next chapter.
Cynically,, the Narwal and Walvis office buildings proved to be a commercial disaster. The offices
weree not taken up by businesses, but after some years, the university rented these inner city
spaces. .
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amongstt broad groups in
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politicianss and their vision of a C B D for
thee deconcentrated urban region.
Increasingly,,
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people
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opposedd to all substantial initiatives that
TheThe Walvis office building

involvedd
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demolition
and
,
.
. . . . . . .
redevelopmentt or the historic inner city.

Initiativess to make the (historic inner) city more accessible for vehicles were also
fiercelyy opposed.

It was argued that the quality of urban life should not be

subordinatee to narrow economic interests. In the City Council, political parties that
sharedd tihese ideals gained ground. For the first time since the GEP-compromise,
thee interests of capital and politicians started to diverge.

4.44

T h e end of expansion politics - T h e struggle over the Second Report
onn the Inner City

Inn 1966 the new council of Mayor and Aldermen championed the drawing u p of a
neww Report on the Inner City, in order to justify its vision on the inner city. The
neww vision was drafted in a period of changing ideas concerning spatial policy and
spatiall developments. The city of Amsterdam was expanding rapidly in all
directions,, and national spatial plans were drafted in order to relieve the pressure
onn space from the western part of the country, the so-called Randstad, of which
Amsterdamm is a part. The Second Memorandum on Spatial Policy was made public
byy national government in 1966. This gready influenced local spatial strategies,
especiallyy since growth and scale-increases were the centre of attention in national
spatiall policy. For spatial economic policy with regards to the inner city, this
growthh was especially expected to occur in the service sector (Tweede Nota over de
RuimtelijkeRuimtelijke Ordening, 1966).
Inn the city itself, the demise of support for the inner city's reconstruction in
favourr of large scale office buildings went hand in hand with Amsterdam's first real
periodd of unplanned and rapid officification (the conversion of residential real estate
intoo offices) which occurred in the second half of the 1960s especially in the
museumm district (cf. figure 4.2) (Van de Moosdijk, 1965; Grit & Korteweg, 1971;
Lambooyy & Van Geuns, 1985). This was a result of remarkable changes on the user
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market.market. The financial institutions that made Amsterdam the financial CBD of the
Netherlandss were mainly general banks (with the ABX
thee \MB
servicess

Bank, the AA1R0

Batik and

Bank as the main representatives), savings institutions, public fund
and

mortgage

banks.

Institutional

investors

and industrial

finance

institutionss were of less importance to Amsterdam (Advokaat, 1985: 137). Scale
increasess amongst banks in the early 1960s were the engines for increasing
turbulencee in the user market. Especially mergers and take-overs stood at the cradle
off the enormous expansion of activities that had to be carried out in the
headquarterss of banks. In 1964 there were two major mergers: The Xederlandsche

Handel-MaatschappijHandel-Maatschappij and the Twentsche Bank merged into the Algemene Bank Xeder
(ABNN Bank) and the Amsterdamsche Bank and the Rotterdam sche Bank merged into
thee AMRO

Bank.

Byy and large, the merger fever in the 1960 brought down the number of
Bankss in the Netherlands from 117 in 1960 to 72 in 1970. Moreover, the enormous
growthh in welfare during this period made the number of bank affairs expand
remarkably,, and simultaneously the complexity of banking affairs, necessitating an
increasee

in

headquarter

activities. With

the

concentration

of

activities

in

headquarters,, the position of Amsterdam as a financial centre grew stronger during
thiss period (Advokaat, 1985: 140). Yet as a consequence,

headquarter

office

accommodationn became inadequate. In the case of AMRO, ABN and N M B ,
officess were scattered over multiple sites in the city, mostly in the canal belt of
Amsterdamm {ibid:. 141).
Twoo consequences of this process raised the profile of office planning in
thee public arena. The development of large offices which could transform the
historicall part of the city- into a real C B D was met with increasing resistance.
Secondly,, massive relocations of financial sector companies from the inner city
outwardss toward southern part of the city had begun, consequently crowding out
residentiall functions in these districts. Indeed, this was the first extension of the
innerr city C B D functions outside its historical core. Incidentally there were also
largee companies that relocated to newly built offices along the ring motorway that
wass under construction. Examples are the Telegraaf (large newspaper), SFB
(headquarterr of the Social Fund for the Building Industry) and the GAK (social
securityy and employment agency) to the western ring motorway.
Variouss studies (Van de Moosdijk, 1965; Grit & Korteweg, 1971; Perlstein &
Schreuder,, 1980) investigate the motives of office users to leave central inner city
C B DD locations in favour of locations in Amsterdam south, but also Amstelveen
andd Buitenveldert. All these studies indicate the same push factors. In the first
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instancee there was a lack, of space for expansion in the inner city. Headquarters
wantedd to stay in the inner city, but simply could not be accommodated in the
innerr city urban structure. First they sought new and more spacious locations in the
southernn city districts adjacent to the historic inner city, implicating a growing
spatiall reach of the central city functions (Van de Moosdijk, 1965: 35).
Thesee developments proved to become particularly unfavourable for the
CBD-functionn of the historic inner city, because the new offices in southern
districtss accommodated companies that left the historic buildings in the canal belt.
Accessibilityy was becoming more and more urgent for inner city based companies.
Officee planning became indispensable.
Onee of the first strategic arrangements was made in 1957 which aimed to
plann new office developments mainly in the southern direction, where a new city
districtt (Buitenveldert) would be established and the municipality of Amstelveen
soughtt expansion (Brouwer, 1994: 168).
Thee first plans for larger scale office development outside the inner city
followedd in the wake of modern town expansion of the 1960s. While office
(re)developmentt in the inner city was plagued by conflicts and delay, more
peripherall locations could be planned according to the ideas of the developers
a n d / o rr users, because of abundant space in newly developed districts and absent
opposition. .
Urbann extensions to the south (Buitenveldert), and west (the western garden
cities)) were already planned in the G E P , in which economic interests and the
politicall left had agreed on the lobe shaped urban structure. Since there was an
agreementt to plan for new office development extending in a southerly direction,
thee plans for Buitenveldert

(the new, spacious neighbourhood

in

southern

Amsterdam,, just outside the new motorway of Amsterdam) were a first push into
thee direction of peripheral office development. Under influence of autonomous
southboundd expansion of the urban agglomeration of Amsterdam, the Province of
Northh Holland had already decided in 1957 to organise some form of coordination
regardingg the future spatial development in the area that was primarily designated
forr

large

scale

residential

development.

This

Urban

Fringe

Committee

(Stadsrandcommissie(Stadsrandcommissie Zuid en Zuidoost Agglomeratie Amsterdamf

(Wallagh, 1994: 12

preparedd the Structure Plan for Amsterdam South and South East [Structuurplan
AmsterdamAmsterdam Zuid en Zuidoost). This so-called 'urban fringe plan' was the basis for the
moree detailed structure plans that the various municipalities now had to produce.
Thiss committee included the governments of Amsterdam, Ouder-Amstel, Nieuwer-Amstel,
Diemenn and Weesperkarspel.
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Policyy makers were also alarmed by the deconcentration of the working
population.. Because the concentration of employment in the city of Amsterdam
remainedd relatively stable, commuting caused an increase in car traffic to the duandd the downtown area. Thus important choices also had to be made, and although
severall advisory committees thought of a structure plan as the logical vehicle for
this,, the city- government chose to replace the existing Report on the Inner City of
1955.. Alarmed bv the growing unease amongst social groups on expansion pontics,
inn 1966 De Wit issued the development of a general urban vision in which large
projectss (especially the metro-system) could find a place (Wallagh, 1994: 149).
Bothh inner city companies and the local government considered this report
too provide an essential vehicle for influencing the future line of urbanisation in
Amsterdam,, since the Second Report on the Inner City aimed to do two things: (1)
too integrate several projects in the Amsterdam urban region, such as the urban
railroadd

(the

metro,

which

was the

logical

tailpiece

of

the

vision

on

deconcentration),, harbour development, deconcentration of population and urban
renewal;; (2) to come to solutions for the complex problems in the inner city {ibid).
So,, both capital, local state representatives and social movements tried to influence
thee ultimate plan.
Alarmedd by the deteriorating internal (and increasingly also the external)
accessibilityy of the Amsterdam downtown area caused by the increases in car
traffic,, companies feared for the devaluation of their investments in the inner city if
nothingg was done to secure the access to the central business district. So, as a
followw up to the Kaasjager-plan of 1954, they proposed radical changes to the
urbann structure in order to 'save' the economic centrality of the inner city.
Thee chamber of commerce was in favour of the so-called Jokinen plan
(Jokinen,, 1967). Jokinen was an American professor w h o was hired by the Dutch
car-lobbyy {Stichting Weg) to make proposals for inner city traffic reorganisation to
p r o m o t ee economic revival. Jokinen based his ideas of urban development on the
premisee that the primary traffic flows should be able to travel without obstacles.
Takingg the idea of an inner city CBD, the ideal of both capitalists with vested
interestss in the inner city as well as policy-makers, as a point of departure, and the
metaphorr of flows (with reference to water flows) as a tool, he presented a radical
solution:: to optimise the accessibility of the inner city, the highways from the main
nationall network should have connections in the form of newly created main
motorwayss that penetrated into the heart of the city. Along these roads the city
functionss that inevitably would leave the congesting historic inner city could be
accommodatedd for. Jokinen envisaged a City road through the Pijp, straight from
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thee historic inner city to Schiphol airport, flanked by prestigious buildings and
offices.. Jokinen envisaged a similar City road from the southwest through the
KinkerbuurtKinkerbuurt (cf. figure 4.2).
Althoughh radical, these ideas appealed to organised capital, particularly the
Chamberr of Commerce. In 1968, the Chamber voiced its concerns over the fact
that,, while many European cities were strengthening their central areas, Amsterdam
witnessedd countertendencies. These countertendencies were a result of the lack of
expansionn and construction possibilities in the historic inner city, combined with a
lackk of parking space. This was all opposed to the relatively advantageous
possibilitiess adjacent to the ring road that was under construction.
Urbann politicians were also inclined to maintain the economic centrality of
thee inner city, but did not want to go quite as far as capital. However, state
representativess were still inclined to come to agreements with capital, although
pressuree from social groups was building up.
Thee Ban the Bank example
wass an important landmark in the
mobilisationn of these social groups,
butt by no means the only one in this
period.. The ABN plans

followed

shortlyy after the smooth destination
off
II he Dutch Central Bank

large

premises

at

the

Frederikspleinn for new construction
off the Dutch Central Bank. After the

strugglee over the Vij^elstraatflat, which was decided in favour of capital, a constant
streamm of new projects that were similar to the ABN Bank office construction had
leftt their less applauded landmarks in the inner city: successively there was the
constructionn of the 'Coffin' at the Weesperplein, the Westland-Utrecht Hypotheekbank
onn the Frederiksplein, the Marriothotel at the site of the former dome church close
too the Leidseplein, and the largest of them all, the Narwal and Walvis office project
onn the Bickerseiland in 1970 (Roegholt, 1979: 350). All these large-scale inner city
reconstructionn plans and real developments caused a perceived corrosion of the
monumentall inner city, which was problematic in the eyes of residents (Wallagh,
1994:: 150).
AA stable factor in this debate on the future of the city was the Public Works
Departmentt of the City of Amsterdam, the urban planners of Amsterdam,
responsiblee for all land policy, development of spatial plans and strategies, and thus
alsoo for the concrete preparation of the Second Report on the Inner City. Planners
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weree used to working to a model of research - consultation - plan (Wallagh, 1994:
153),, a technocratic principle that had important repercussions for their perspective
onn the future of the inner city, the city and the urban agglomeration. The planners
inn Amsterdam embraced national deconcentration policy, bv introducing the socalledd 'deconcentrated urban region' (Terhorst & Van de Yen, 1997: 304-305). This
perspectivee was in line with the ideas of national planners, voiced in the Second
Memorandumm on Spatial Policy, whose policy of anti-sprawl did not collide with
thiss defence of the inner citv as a CBD. With regard to space for economic
development,, and the future of the inner city the choice was made by the
Amsterdamm Citv Council to make space for urban economic functions at junctions
off public transport in the 19th century neighbourhoods (sub centres) and at
accessiblee locations at the urban fringe (additional centres). These additional subcentress (Sloterdijk, Station Zuid, Amstelstation, Station Bijlmer) were located close
too the new ring motorway around the pre-war city. The ideal compromise, planners
thought,, because now the pressure on the built environment in the historic inner
cityy was diverted while the need for a metro system that connected the additional
centress with each other and with the city centre was obvious. Moreover, a number
off parking garages around the historic citv centre was provided in the plan, as well
ass spacious homes in low densities with parking facilities, both within the city- of
Amsterdamm and in new towns and growth centres. Spacious and expensive houses
withinn the existing city would necessitate the application of 'suburban norms' on
innerr city neighbourhoods, which would have consequences such as corrosion of
existingg street patterns and large scale demolitions. The largest political party, the
Labourr Party (PvdA), was internally divided over this issue (Hessels et a/., 1985: 76).
Inn this way the Second Report on the Inner City did not meet the extreme
demandss put on the table by the chamber of commerce, but was considered
sufficientlyy radical to provoke resistance. The metro, the economic developments
inn the inner city and the concept of concentrated deconcentration were contested
bothh by politicians, residents of affected neighbourhoods (the Dapperbumi) and
otherr groupings, such as university professors and individuals through petitions and
alternativee plans (Hessels etal., 1985: 77; Wallagh, 1994: 156).
Wallaghh (1994: 156) lists four points of critique against the Second Report.
First,, and least important, people protested against the usage of concealing and
unclearr concepts such as inner city, citv centre and accessibility. Second, open
publicc discussion about the Report was said to be impossible, because of a lack of
differentt clear-cut options. Third, the planners were criticised for using the Report
ass a tool to validate decisions that were already taken (concerning for instance the
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metro,, harbour extension, deconcentration). Fourth, and most important, the fact
thatt an integral vision on the whole urban region was propagated on the basis of
outdatedd vision on CBD development inside the (historic) inner city.
Withh all these controversies taken together, and the perceived urgency of
urbanisationn issues one would expect harsh battles in the City Council over the
ratificationn of the preliminary design, especially when the composition of this City
Councill is taken into consideration. But quite the contrary, the preliminary design
wass never discussed in the City Council. This does not mean that the issues raised
weree of no importance to the public debate. Harbour extension, urban railroad
(metro)) and deconcentration, the main building blocks of the Report, were the
topicss that dominated urban planning debates in the City Council during this
period.. Yet the Report itself, envisaged by Alderman D e Wit as an integrating piece
thatt could offer the spatial scaffolding for expansion politics, did not bring the
city'ss philosophy on future urban development further.
Wallaghh (1994: 161-164) argues that the lack of support for and priority of
thee Second Report on the Inner City was caused by the fact that idea formulation
aboutt the future of the urban region of Amsterdam was already quite advanced at
thee time that the preparations for the Report started. This was due to the fact that
inn debates on the most important urban development issues (harbour extension,
urbann railroad (metro) and deconcentration), the philosophy on the urban region
wass already raised and discussed. So, because the decision-making on these issues
wass already in an advanced stadium, the Draft Report could not play a new and
decisivee role in the vision development.
Althoughh

not

ratified

in

an

official

document

the

spatial-functional

compromisee of the deconcentrated urban region was supported by both capital and
thee political elite. However, this compromise was fragile and could not provide
stablee long term commitment. Popular unrest remained,

fuelled by a maturing

babyy b o o m generation that demanded attention for liveability issues. Moreover, the
regionall housing policy (large scale demolition in the city of Amsterdam — new
developmentt in surrounding new towns and growth centres) lacked a co-ordinated
approachh — people who became displaced through building demolition were not
automaticallyy entided to a house in the suburbs. The overspill policy was badly
organisedd and not yet orchestrated by the national government. So the search for a
neww way forward for urban development was continued with increasingly visible
andd rival claims on existing and future urban spaces.
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Tablee 4.2 The regime of urbanisation 1945-1968
ExpectedExpected regme of urbanisation
Market,Market, extensive industrialisation
State,State, subordination electoralism to economic recovery — national state led development
politicss — local inner city accommodation — corporatist arrangements;
Space:Space: peripheral industrialisation - extension of main infrastructure - extensive housing
accommodation. .
RealisedRealised regime of urbanisation
-- Market rise national financial centre — stagnating industry
-- State-, subordination of electoralism to economic recovery - national state led physical
economicc planning — local inner city laissesfaire
-- Space: peripheral underused industrial estates - extended main infrastructures (both
peripherall and central) - extended urban residential landscape — intra-urban overspill financial
sector r
4.55

Analysis: T h e structure of office provision and regime of urbanisation
duringg the industrialisation age

T h ee changes in the urban structure of Amsterdam during the period between 1945
andd 1968 were considerable, but also rather unproblematic. The G E P compromise
thatt lay at the heart of all post war city extensions included many open spaces that
weree fit to provide r o o m for urban expansion. T h e role of the urban planner in the
processess of urban change obviously derived from its landownership in the
annexedd zones adjacent to the built up urban area.
Ass

expected

in

the

introduction,

accumulation

strategies

built

on

industrialisationn politics during this period, and the abundance of space available
forr harbour related urban development and industrial sites within the city
boundariess

caused

accumulationn

rapid

projects

urban

economic

expansion.

Straightforward

could be initiated with the support of central

local
state

investments.. This period brought Amsterdam the harbour complex, the large
infrastructuree extensions and the growing airport, all representing the new spatial
structuress of an expanding city. However, contrary to expectations, real processes
off local accumulation did not coincide with these accumulation strategies: they
weree concentrated in the inner city service and trade sectors, rather than in
industriall development, so that the regime of urbanisation during the described
periodd was unbalanced, and unprepared for inner city CBD development.
Thee revival of the financial sector that was historically concentrated in the
innerr city started in the early 1950s. This growth was unrelated to any efforts made
byy local planners, and spatial guidance of these processes was reactive, rather than
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strategic.. In the 1960s financial companies started to grow rapidly yet the
incrementall officification of the inner city was insufficient for the extra space demand.
Unplannedd decentralisation of offices began towards the residential museum
districtt as well as urban ring motorway locations. Moreover, within the inner city,
large-scalee office developments were proposed which stumbled across resistance
fromm groupings that stressed liveability and cultural heritage issues in response to
thee dominant growth oriented urban politics. This was the beginning of many
struggless over the future urban form in Amsterdam.
TheThe local structure of office provision
Althoughh there were processes of office provision in the inner city of Amsterdam
thatt had important consequences for the structure of the built environment, office
provisionn initially was incremental and thus of litde concern for

economic

developmentt politics in this period of industrialisation. Office holding activities in
thee inner city CBD were providing their need for extra space by converting
adjacentt historic residential buildings into office spaces. When the demand for
largerr offices became bigger than what could be provided for by conversion, the
government'ss attitude towards inner city office provision remained one of laisse^
fairefaire laisse^ aller. This remained even when the banking district, because of lack of
spacee and accessibility problems, began to relocate to the south and first moving
towardss the Museum district. The taxonomy of the local structure of office
provisionn

was

straightforward:

office

provision

was

essentially

a

bi-partite

arrangementt that affected other agents, but was necessarily carried out between the
state,, the inner city landowner and the financial institution seeking new premises,
orr expansion. In need of new premises, users built their own office buildings, and
whenn they needed expansion that entailed radical reconstruction, the demolition of
neighbouringg premises, or relocation to larger premises where other real estate was
situated,, they engaged in a tête-a-tête with the landowner (usually the owner of the
residentiall building where they sought expansion or new provision) and the local
government,, in order to come to an agreement.
Tablee 4.3 Urban change in Amsterdam - some indicators
1945 5

1968 8

770,886 6

857,635 5

220,168(1946) )

282,117 7

Employment t

n/a a

347,698 8

-- tertian' sector (1)

n/a a

234,967 7

Inhabitants s
Dwellings s
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SocioSocio spatial regulation, planning processes and the struggles over spatialimaginaties
Inn the period described in this chapter, the economy in Amsterdam grew and even
b o o m e d .. This occurred on the wings of medium term processes of local social and
spatiall regulation. These, in turn, developed through and within a national
regulator)'' system, largely based on state policies. T h e national economic policies
weree based on national corporatist capital-labour arrangements and piliarised social
structuress of social deliberation.
Inn Amsterdam, elite divisions were highly differentiated. Harbour capital
lobbiedd

for

continued

and

augmented

public expenditures

in port

related

infrastructuree and public land reservations for harbour extensions. Since the main
publicc investments in harbour infrastructure came from national government, the
harbourr elite used its connections within the local political elite to influence
nationall investment priorities.
Locall politicians were both eager to hitch on to the growth rates of the
petrochemicall industries, that were functioning as the motor of the Dutch
economyy and predisposed to close and amicable relations with harbour barons. The
electorall base of the socialist political parties consisted for a large part on bluecollarr industrial workers. Consequently, the political survival of the communist
party'' depended for an important part on the strengthening of the existing
householdd structure of single male blue-collar breadwinners. The combination of
heavilyy (national state) subsidised social housing (housing shortages were perceived
ass national enemy number 1 in these years), and the strengthening of the
increasinglyy industry based local labour market structure could provide for a strong
electorall base for the communists (10 t o 20 percent of the votes throughout the
years).. The so-called 'beefsteak socialism' [biefstuksocialisme) of the social democrat
PvdAA believed in the adage of providing for the basic needs (housing, work, car) of
blue-collarr workers.

Therefore, the basis for a long period of harbour based

industriall policies was strong, in spite o f the disappointing growth in industrial
companiess and employment, and the continuing weak competitive position of the
harbourr of Amsterdam, especially in comparison with the booming harbour of
Rotterdam. .
Anotherr part of the local capital elite, the inner city based financial sector,
triedd to exert influence on the local political elite through the chamber of
commerce.. This institutional lobby group for local capital expressed its interest in
improvedd accessibility of the inner city and room for physical expansion of
companyy settlements. The impact of such efforts upon local planning policy was
considerablyy less than that of harbour capital. Although the immediate post war
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recoveryy period was characterised by large-scale inner city infrastructure provision,
thee opening up of the inner city for car traffic was stopped halfway, when local
inhabitantss entered the platform of the local state in order to obstruct substantial
demolitionss of existing inner city- fabric that were carried out in favour of capital
expansionn and associated infrastructure extension.
Inn spite of this, the expansion of the financial sector in the inner city
continuedd incrementally. The steady growth of the financial sector in Amsterdam in
thee post war era tightened the cluster of companies in the inner city, with the
Dutchh National Bank and the Amsterdam Exchange as the pivotal agents. The
traditionall

inner

city location

of

this

cluster

of

financial

companies

was

consolidatedd despite the growing lack of expansion and the absence of large
buildingg sites and new infrastructure. Bipartite arrangements were the carriers of
thiss incremental physical inner city growth of the financial sector: the expansion or
reconstructionn demands of individual companies were decided on a piece by piece
basiss between the company and the responsible public departments (public works
andd the land department). These decisions were kept outside political deliberation,
andd a tradition of deal making dominated office development during this era. This
endedd when inhabitants and interest groups started to oppose such obscure and
invisiblee decision making on urban form, and in the mean time a slow but steady
decentralisationn of office holding activities alarmed local politicians.
Thee self-re-enforcing accumulation strategy based on large-scale social
housing,, industrialisation and harbour extension, and a laissez faire attitude to
incrementall inner city physical adjustment built on a local power bloc of the
socialistt political elite - elected mainly by the blue-collar working class - harbour
capital,, and the local financial companies. This power bloc primarily conducted
theirr deliberations/deal making behind closed doors, outside the democratic
politicall arena. This is both the strength and the weakness of the local regulation
system:: as long as the basic needs of the local blue collar electoral base (housing,
work,, infrastructure) were still in the process of being secured, the success of the
nationall regulator)- solution reflected positively on the local regime. In a time in
whichh urban economic problems resulting from the war were being solved, quick
locall solutions for urban development were considered indispensable and the
vigorousnesss of the power bloc, facilitated by the deliberations behind closed doors
wass appreciated by local inhabitants. Two structural changes made the methods of
thee local power bloc vulnerable. Firstly, rising problems in Amsterdam's industrial
sectorr after 1960 reflected on the blue-collar electoral base, which gradually
diminished.. Moreover, the relative decline of industry and simultaneous rise of
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servicee sector employment necessitated a shift in urban accumulation strategies.
Secondly,, the general rise in welfare amongst inhabitants increased liveability
expectationss and demands. Residents were becoming more critical of political
actionss affecting their urban environment. They wTere more willing to participate in
struggless over future issues of urban development. However, the static, elite and
corporatistt

local power

bloc

was t o o inflexible

to incorporate

these

new

developmentss and social powers into the regulator}- forms and mechanisms, and
persistedd with an urbanisation and accumulation strategy that was detached from
thee real developments inside the disintegrated regulator}- powerhouse.

4.66

Conclusion: the regime of urbanisation during the industrialisation
years s

T h ee persistence of the local powder bloc in retaining regulator}' mechanisms that
weree detached from real developments has something to do with the regime of
urbanisation,, that had proven to be rather comfortable, unproblematic and thus
'sticky'.. Figure 4.3 gives a schematic representation of this regime of urbanisation.
Thee history of urban planning in Amsterdam during the period between
19455 and 1968 built on one regime of urbanisation, that derived from the 1935
Generall Extension Plan. This plan and its underlying political-territorial

fix

underpinnedd the urban development plans of the after war reconstruction period.
Underlyingg the G E P were three main tasks: (1) enable large scale industrialisation,
(2)) initiate reconstruction of housing situation in the 19th century neighbourhoods
andd (3) immigration. In principle, the G E P was an extension plan that had little to
sayy about the historic inner city. It rested on the urban imaginary of the rapidly
expandingg central city, in which the principles of zoning were based on the
functionall logic of separate urban realms for living, working and traffic. Underlying
thiss vision on the city were the developments of large industrial sites, the
developmentt of an extensive system of urban motorways combined with heavy
investmentss in tunnels, freeways and public transport, and the large scale
developmentt of residential working class neighbourhoods on greenfields at the
urbann edge of Amsterdam. The character of this G E P and the abundance of
undevelopedd land on Amsterdam's premises gave planners considerable latitude for
guidingg and re-directing real development.
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19455 _ .

:o o

.

Statee realm
-- National corporatist expansion politics
-- National Housing program
-- National Industrialisation politics
-- Broad local political coalitions
(proportionall representation)

HousingHousing
HarbourHarbour extensions •
InfrostnjctureInfrostnjcture provision
LaissezLaissez faire economic development- , t

Spacee 1968

Spacee 1945
•• Mixed-use inner city
•• Pre-war defective infrastructures
•• Large peripheral greenfields

•• Inner city national CBD,
overspilll towards south
•• Functionally separated social
housingg residential garden city
extensions s
•• Growing suburban growth centers
•• Strong regional infrastructural
networkk - poor connections
intoo the city
•• Underused harbor

Economicc realm
-- Spatially selective Re-industrialisation
-- Rise of the service sector
-- Rise of the financial sector

Woo influx industrial capital •
LocalLocal influx national banking capital

FigureFigure 4.3, The regime of urbanisation in Amsterdam, 1945-1968

Inn the national regulatory framework, local planners assumed the position of
administratorss and 'pilots' of large national budgets for housing construction, that
weree accompanied by investments in infrastructure. When war reconstruction was
completed,, urban planners used their central position in the national structure of
sociall housing provision to direct investments towards enormous new districts on
thee outskirts of the city. Against the background of the international rise of the
Fordistt regime of accumulation, this functionally separated and extensive pattern of
urbanisationn is called Fordist urbanisation. In the 1960s, however, economic reality
begann to diverge more and more from expectations underlying the pre-war G E P
(andd post war recovery). It became especially clear that the development of the
tertiaryy sector was grossly underestimated. Although the G E P had thought of the
historicc inner city as a CBD, this unexpected growth had large impact on the
regimee of urbanisation: the historic inner city, that had been thought of as a laissez
fairee area, now became the battle ground for important struggles

between

competingg urban claims.
Inn the 1960s, when planners in Amsterdam were alarmed by the increasing
speedd of decentralisation of office-holding activities since the late 1950s.

Urban

plannerss were challenged by the complexity of inner city redevelopments for they
hadd become accustomed to technocratic greenfield planning processes. The
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decentralisationn

trend,

combined

with

the

disappointing

development

of

industrialisationn (it had become clear that the high expectations with regards to
industryy had been overstated), and continuous growth in the financial services
sector,, obliged local policymakers to refocus attention in their plans. This entailed a
partiall shift from an urbanisation strategy focused mainlv on urban industrial
development,, with the harbour complex as the main vehicle, to one that could cope
withh the whirlwind of developments in the service industry that demanded a vision
onn office development.
Thiss vision arose hesitantly. As discussed above, the inner city expansion
demandss of capital were met on a project-by-project basis, building on an
urbanisationn vision dating from 1931. Planners did not steer investments, they
couldd only mediate them. CBD development was considered desirable for the inner
cityy and thus the planner's mediating function was undertaken in a very cooperativee manner, facilitating and enticing capital to the inner city. When the
sen-icee sector began to demand more and more space, new projects were initiated
thatt implicitly built on the above cited elite compromise between capital and the
locall state on expansion politics and the 'deconcentrated urban region'. In a period
inn which civil society began raising their voices against rigorous inner city
reconstructionn plans, this 'fitting irf model was contested, and it became clear that
thee implicit compromise should be made explicit.
Planners,, still captured by obsolete regulator}- mechanisms, prepared a plan
forr on the future of the city based on this formerly hegemonic vision on
urbanisationn that had now lost hegemony. Yet, this vision was already out-of-date
beforee it was produced, and it was never presented to the City Council. It became
clearr that planners alone could not guide urbanisation, but were dependent on the
outcomee of a new struggle for hegemony that was being contested by various
fractionss of capital and labour. The development of a vision for the historic inner
coree in the context of a growing city- emerged during turbulent and unstable social
andd economic order. The important question being: what is a CBD, what is its
valuee for the city, what is its desired spatial fix, and how to plan for it? The next
chapterr will focus on these questions.
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5.11

Introduction

Thee previous chapter revealed how the first post-war regime of urbanisation in
Amsterdamm never reached full closure, and was disintegrating during the second
halff of the 1960s. The local class alliance had advocated an accumulation and
urbanisationn strategy that was based on residential expansion in greenfields,
harbourr related industrial expansion, and a laisse^ faire attitude towards

the

incrementall change of the inner city into a CBD location. This latter attitude was
maintainedd despite the planning of office developments in alternative urban areas
duringg the 1960s. However, the demand for a new urbanisation and accumulation
strategyy was increasinglv pronounced. From 1969 onwards, the call was made in the
cityy chambers for a new vision on the future development of the city which
integratedd the wider urban region and would succeed the G E P of 1935 (Wallagh,
1994:: 183).
Somee of the primary vehicles generating the deconcentrated urban region,
suchh as stable economic expansion from a central city core, were vulnerable to
variouss types of change. In the first instance, the revolutionary shift in industrial
paradigmm rocked the foundation of the policies which had underpinned growth.
Secondly,,

increasing

opposition

against

expansion

politics

from

'the

neighbourhoods'' ("no offices, but houses") stymied new office developments.
Thirdly,, there was the gradual relocation of office activities from the city centre to
moree peripheral locations.
Basedd on these shifts, the logical expectation for the necessary reorientation
off the regime of urbanisation in the period described in this chapter is that the
accumulationn strategy will be re-directed to the outgrowth of the service sector and
itss generated spin offs, being back offices in sub-centres (locations that were
hierarchicallyy subordinate to the CBD in the historic inner city), that will have to be
supportedd by spatial plans on which CBD development can be based. Such
clusteredd economic development will be accompanied by more intensive social
developmentt politics (social housing), in order to respond to claims from the
electoratee (see table 5.1).
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Tablee 5.1, Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1968-1988
PointsPoints of departure
MarketMarket relative stagnation in industry, growth of the services economy (economic engine)
—— growth air-transport cluster;
State:State: local dependence on national funding - growing influence of middle class and
culturee based interests;
Space:Space: greenfields at the outskirts of the municipality and in the wider region - expanding
CBD. .
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation
MarketMarket intensive growth financial cluster;
State:State: national state led economic development politics — the end of corporatist style back
roomm decision making — local struggle between electorate and economic interests — local
servicee sector based accumulation strategy;
Space:Space: planned CBD development - planned development of secondary service nodes for
economicc overspill — extension of main infrastructures — strategic investments in
residentiall structures.
T oo summarise, this chapter will examine the processes of regulation and office
planningg that became established during the 1970s and 1980s. It goes on to analyse
thee diminishing power of Amsterdam's industrial politics, the turn in local politics
duringg the 1970s, the struggles about housing development and their role in
urbanisation,, and the simultaneous growth of the rental office market in more
peripherall urban locations. Following this, the results of the economic crisis are
discussed,, as well as the political reactions to this crisis.

5.22

The fade out of industrial policies

Forr a number of reasons, rooted in the late 1960s, the national economic boom
camee to a halt in the 1970s. The macro-economic picture is of course relevant here.
F r o mm 1970 onwards, industrial investment declined, with diminishing profit levels
andd the emergence of a worldwide recession. The disproportionately high level of
industryy in the world economy combined with the rationalisation of industrial
productionn

processes.

These

conditions

generated

growing

unemployment,

especiallyy in the industrial and construction sectors. A few figures provide a local
illustration:: employment in the Amsterdam industry plummeted from 120,000 in
19500 to 53,000 in 1978 (Hilhorst et a/., 1980). Whilst growth in tertian- sector
employmentt partly counteracted this trend during the 1950s and 1960s, this sector
alsoo declined (from 230,000 to 213,000 employees from 1972 to 1982). O f course,
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thee tertian- sector did not supply work for those displaced from the industrial
labourr force. Ultimately, the first oil crisis made an end to the macro-compensation
off service sector growth and the overall growth in employment halted. In
1974/19755 the economy was in a recession (Centraal Planbureau, 1976).
Second,, until 1963 the guided wage policy had caused wages to lag behind
averagee productivity increases. In 1954 the first round of wage increases above the
increasess of the costs of livelihood was centrally approved. This round of
negotiationss generated little conflict between employers and employees, but later
roundss led to a cooling of relations between the 'social partners'. This was a break
withh the climate of co-operation and harmony based on corporatism

and

pillarisationn of the first after war years (De Vries, 1977: 169). N o w that prosperity
wass rising, social relations polarised more and more. During the 1960s, every group
wantedd to get its even share of the growing pie. Indeed, wage earners considered
thatt they had waited long enough and were finally entitled to their share of growing
prosperity.. Labour's competitive position began to diminish after 1964 as a
consequencee of quickly rising wages, caused by the very tight labour market,
combinedd with higher investments by companies and lower export prices in order
too conquer foreign markets, and thus lower cost-effectiveness (Van Zanden &
Griffiths,, 1989:215).
Third,, with mechanisation, the coupling of industrial investment

and

employmentt had disappeared after 1964. In order to remain competitive and escape
thee trap of decreasing cost-effectiveness, industries began to replace labour with
machines.. Mergers, take-overs and increasing exports were the strategy of the day,
alll aiming to diversify and lower the costs of production by scale increases {ibid.:
216). .
Thus,, although

the

1950s

and

1960s

seemingly

were

a period

of

homogenouss and smooth economic development, de-industrialisation tendencies,
inflationn and decreasing cost-efficiency were symptoms of a deteriorating economic
climatee {ibid:. 215).
Althoughh Amsterdam had never become an industrial city, this change in
momentumm had important consequences. The settling down of Mobil Oil in 1968
couldd not disguise the fact that Amsterdam, with all its plans for industrialisation in
thee harbour district, was hit severely by the macro-economic trends. T h e Regional
Plann for the North Sea channel area by the Province of North Holland was the last
plann that completely focused on industrialisation as the cornerstone of the
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prosperityy of Amsterdam's region. 1 By the time that it was completed in 1968, key
conditionss in the sector had changed. The expected growth in chemical industries
hadd not occurred in Amsterdam and many of the industrial sites that were
developedd before the plan was conceived remained vacant, especially after the first
oill crisis, which

can

be perceived as the kiss of death

for

Amsterdam's

industrialisationn plans. N o t surprisingly, the plan had little influence. This was quite
aa change in m o m e n t u m , because in the beginning of the 1960s the industrialisation
basedd world economy had been boosting the national economies in the western
worldd to unprecedented heights. As we saw in the previous chapter, this went hand
inn hand with the rise of complementing local modes of social and spatial regulation,
andd accumulation and urbanisation strategies.
Thee development of new industrial sites along the North Sea channel area
ceasedd in 1972. However, politicians did not remove industrialisation as the
cornerstonee of Amsterdam's economic future. The official reading was that the
harbourr did not have enough volume to facilitate all industries. So, stimulated by
thee communist CPN, whose electoral base consisted mainly of harbour workers,
thee so-called I 'oorbaren project commenced to raise the capacity- of the port. This
projectt ended in a compromise only in 1985, after a fierce battle between
proponentss (the city of Amsterdam) and adversaries (central state, province, non
portt related capital, Rotterdam port).

5.33

1968-1978: From e c o n o m i c expansion to social preservation

Accordingg to Wallagh (1994: 143) the year 1968 marks both the political and the
physicall culmination point of the politics of expansion. First, expansion politics
weree laid down in the Second Report on the Inner City, and further confirmed by
ann agreement in the City Council on the development of a 'city railroad system' (the
metro).. Moreover, as we saw above, the Province of North Holland issued the
influentiall Regional Plan for the Amsterdam North Sea Channel Area. Second,
actuall

developments

pointed

towards

expansion:

important

big

economic

functions,, such as the Conjectiecentrum and the Sint Lucas Hospital located along the
westernn part of the ring motorway of the city in 1968.

Althoughh the beacons for the economic development of the complete region of Amsterdam
weree reset from industry towards services and trade, the economic structure of the North Sea
Channell area to the north of Amsterdam remained mainly geared towards harbour related
industries. .
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Ass was discussed in the previous chapter, the Second Report on the Inner
Cityy was a final outcome of the consensus "between leading economic interests and
thee political majority in the City Council on how to preserve the historical character
off the inner-citv while offering room for additional office space at central locations
ass well as better access to them" (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 305). It consisted
off plans for a large subway system, and a large number of parking garages to the
benefitt of the CBD in the historic inner city. This compromise, supported by
capital,, albeit not wholeheartedly, was called the deconcentrated urban region: the
C B DD (a combination of main shopping centre, cultural centre and international
headquarters)) would be situated in the historic inner city, there would be an
upgradingg of surrounding inner city neighbourhoods, sub-centres for

office

developmentt would be made available along the ring motorway that was under
construction,, and new towns were to be created that would be connected to the
C B DD by a subway system (Gemeente Amsterdam, 1968).
Thiss was in line with national and provincial urban policy, in which the
'region'' was introduced in 1968. National planners mainly looked at the region as a
hierarchicallyy organised urban agglomeration (the so-called stadsgewest), organised
aroundd a principal city. Some smaller cities were labelled 'growth poles'. The extra
spacee needed for housing and some economic activity had to be provided there, to
preventt urban sprawl around the main city and to preserve green open space in
metropolitann areas.
expansionexpansion politics rebutted
Thee Amsterdam local elections of 1970 brought with them an important change in
thee constellation of the City Council. For the first time, representatives of the new
leftt fraction inside the PvdA entered the City' Council, and the political course was
reversed.. Moreover, the progressive anti-establishment Kabouterpartij gained 11
percentt of the votes. Quarrels over the distribution of aldermen amongst the
politicall parties led to the exclusion of the liberal W D from the council of Mayor
andd Aldermen. The new PvdA (23,5% of the votes) - CPN (communist party,
17,2%)) - Christian Democratic Party' (9,9%) City Council however, continued the
policiess of its predecessor.
Still,, the draft for the Second Report on the Inner City fell between two
stools.. O n the one hand the decision-making on the separate large projects (such as
thee metro line) that formed the basis of the new strategic vision was already in an
advancedd stadium, so that the report was seen as a bit 'late in the day'. O n the other
handd urban renewal plans had stolen the limelight in 1969 when the preparations
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forr the First Report on Urban Renewal started. This urban renewal policy was both
aa response to alarming pleas to the City Council that stressed that continuing
housingg shortages called for public interference, and to the pleas bv inhabitants,
w h oo were against drastic reconstruction of their neighbourhood, in favour of largescalee reconstruction. The 1969 struggles over the demolition and renewal of two
thirdss of the Jordaa/i neighbourhood are an illustrative example.
Urbann renewal marked the start of a new kind of urban politics: the
inhabitantss of the city were more than ever before involved in the decision-making
process.. Residents enforced this bigger role in planning through protests against
planss for Kattenburg, the Dapperbuurt and Bickerseiland. The planned continuation of
thee Jodenbreestraat necessitated

the widening

of

the Antoniebreestraat and

a

breakthroughh at the Lastage. Both were questioned in the Citv Council in 1971
becausee it was expected that these measures would only heighten the traffic
pressuree on the inner city. A majority in the City Council shared these doubts, and
thee traffic breakthroughs were defeated early 1972, a decision that marked the end
off the influence of the 1931 Scheme Plan on the future of the inner city of
Amsterdamm (Hessels eta/., 1985: 77).
Thee subsequent batde over the plans for the Kieuwmarkt area resembled the
protestss against the Jordaan, Kattenburg and the Dapperbuurt. The

inhabitants

protestedd against the large-scale reconstruction works that were associated with the
plannedd metro line. The proposals were one bridge too far for inhabitants of the
neighbourhoodss

that

were

to

be

reconstructed,

because

of

the

massive

displacementss that this reconstruction would entail. The tension built up during the
firstt half of the 1970s, and became even militant, culminating with the Kieuwmarkt
riotss in 1975 (Nieuwmarktrellen). The riots were primarily directed against the
buildingg of the subway, but of course, this subway was a svmbol of the
government'ss vision on the future of the city, that protesters found too closely
alignedd with the needs of capital. It all ended in a withdrawal of the most radical
planss and later in 1975 the decision by the City Council to withdraw reconstruction
planss for an area which was initially destined to become an important economic
space.. N o w the plans were reversed and based on residential functions, and the
historicc inner city was spared from further rigorous reconstruction.
Thee protests against the relocation politics were also toned down after the
19755 law on individual rent subsidy was passed through National government. As
Lawsonn (2003: 181-183) argues, this law, which made subsidies available for any
tenantt of any type of dwelling, was the crown on the system of national housing
policy,, which aimed to ensure that the new social rental dwellings were accessible
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forr those households who had to rely on a low income. The discussions on this
individuall rent subsidy had been initiated after the relocation politics proved to be
unfeasiblee without contributions to the households that were to be relocated: the
neww dwellings in the new towns and growth centres were simply too expensive.
T h ee individual rent subsidv, later introduced as a general arrangement in 1975, had
functionedd from 1970 onwards as a very restrictive arrangement for specific
projects.. It now boosted the social rental sector in The Netherlands, the planned
suburbanisationn of new towns and growth centres, as well as the policies of urban
renewal. .
AA new structure plan
Obviouslyy the very visible and practical issues surrounding the debate and
implementationn of urban renewal and traffic

policy generated

more

public

sentimentt than the preparations of the more abstract structure plan did. So the
discussionss in the City Council mainly revolved around the issue of urban renewal
andd the demise of large-scale demolitions for economy and housing in favour of
smallerr scale reconstructions. Nevertheless, preparations for a new structure plan
followingg on from the G E P commenced in 1971 amidst growing unease with the
existingg spatial economic plans for the city of Amsterdam.
Thee preparations - that progressed without much interference of other
departments,, or the City Council — were mainly carried out by the civil servants of
thee Department of Urban Development {Afdeling Stadsontwikkeling) that resided
underr the authority of Alderman Lammers, who decided to 'politicise' urban
development,, leaning on the principles of his political party, the PvdA, in
determiningg the strategic directions in the plan (Wallagh, 1994: 184). In 1974, the
draftt Structure Plan for Amsterdam was ready. It consisted of two parts (the third part
onn 'employment' did not reach completion). It reflected the altered political
landscape,, in which the new left had won the majority, and capital interests
(especiallyy their pleas for a better car-accessibility of the inner city) were considered
withh suspicion (De Hen, 1985: 86). Not surprisingly, planners refrained

from

viewingg the inner city in economic terms, although their choice remained an inner
cityy that was the core of the agglomeration and the Amsterdam city region. The
battlee by inhabitants organisations for a better urban living environment tipped the
scaless towards liveability interests. According to the draft plan, a multifunctional
andd varied historic inner city emerged as the new ideal (Hessels et a/., 1985: 78).
Withh regards to the economic role of the inner city, part A of the Structure plan
emphasisedd the shift from industry towards service sector, and the scale increases
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inn both sectors, both trends having important consequences for the inner city as an
economicc location.
ConflictsConflicts between City Council and economic interests
T h ee plea by organised capital (Chamber of Commerce, Amsterdam Industrial
Society)) to put the economic future of the inner city on the agenda (their main
demand:: improved accessibility), and, more importantly, to develop an integral
visionn for its further development was not heard by the City officials. So, the main
clashess between the business society (Chamber of Commerce) and the Citv Council
duringg the 1970s did not focus on the strategic over-all content of spatial policy,
andd the compromise that the structure plan wished to entail, but on parking issues
andd car accessibility' (De Hen, 1985: 93).
Thee new local approach to urban development had important implications
forr both the existing plans on inner city economic development and for the whole
questionn of spatial economic development in the urban region of Amsterdam. The
Schemee Plan of 1931 had long been the basis of traffic breakthroughs in the inner
cityy that formed the basis of urban economic development plans. In the new
philosophy,, support from the City Council for these traffic

'breakthroughs'

evaporated.. The most dramatic illustration of this was that auto mobility in the
innerr city lost its political priority in favour of public transport, which became
visiblee for the first time in the draft Traffic Circulation Plan of 1972. The Chamber
off Commerce argued that this measure would mean the kiss of death for the inner
cityy (De Hen, 1985: 82), and it tried to avoid it at any cost.
Afterr the 1974 City Council elections the political scene radically changed
andd the clashes were intensified. For the first time, a program-council was formed,
whichh implied an accord between the governing coalition would guide future
politicall course. This was a change with the past, when the political course of the
Cityy Council was a broader reflection of most political parties involved. The newprogram-councill was extremely left wing, and consisted of PvdA (35,4% of the
votes),, PPR (a radical off-spring of the Christian Democratic Party, 6,3%), the
radicall socialist pacifist party (PSP) (4,2%) and Communist Party (CPN) (15,9%).
Thiss radicalisation in the City Council had already started in 1970, and had had its
repercussionss for the relations between economic interests and the political scene
(seee D e Hen, 1985: 94-95), but reached its high point with the mentioned programcouncil,, that only governed for two years until it fell apart in 1976.
Thee conflict on the construction of an inner city ring for public transport
(binnenring(binnenring is an important example of these clashes. It starred the Chamber of
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FigureFigure 5.1, The inner city ring

Commerce,, acting as the agent for companies with an interest in the historic inner
city,, and the City Council, that was more in tune with the interests of residents. 2
T h ee inner city ring consists of the Sarphatistraat-Weteringschans-Marnixstraat route
aroundd the historic inner city (cf. figure 5.1). Treumann of the PvdA, who had been
ann adversary of the Metro, became the alderman in charge of traffic after the 1974
elections.. His first proposal to the City Council was the plan-Binnenring. He
suggestedd transforming these city streets in such a manner that it would provide
freee lanes for bicycles and trams. This also meant that the route would only be
openedd for a limited amount of motorised traffic. This was in line with the policy
off tramline development from 1971 onwards, that had caused annoyance amongst
business,, who feared problems for motorised traffic, and thus congestion and
accessibilityy problems. The Chamber of Commerce, after conducting a survey
amongstt affected companies, was strongly against the plans and decided to appeal
too the council decision that was made in 1976. However, this appeal was not
admitted,, and only in 1978, after a new survey, did the chamber of commerce back
down. .

22

See De Hen, 1985: 93-100 for a more detailed account of the struggles described here.
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PacificationPacification of conflicts
Ass was described in previous sections, in the early 1970s the tension between
inhabitantss and economic interests heightened, especially concerning traffic policy,
andd inner city (re)development issues on which capital felt ignored bv policymakers.
Inn order to make the problems a negotiable matter amongst the companies of
Amsterdam,, the Chamber of Commerce asked university' professor Lamboov to
writee an advice paper called 'Prosperity for Amsterdam' {Welvaart voor Amsterdam,
1975).. In this influential paper, Lamboov criticised Amsterdam's economic policies
becausee of their alleged failure to use the strengths of the local economy, which he
identifiedd in SME's and airport related business. He also stood up for the
importancee of producer services, offices and for instance tourism as carriers of the
urbann economy. O n the other hand, he gave the signal to entrepreneurs in
Amsterdamm that the city would never be an important industrial node.
Thiss discussion paper came at the right time, because contrary to earlier
decades,, when the chambers of commerce and the City Council jointly published
manyy reports, the organisations of capital were now searching for urbanisation
modelss to put up against those of the politicians (De Hen, 1985: 104). The first
followw up report in that tradition appeared in the same year. The inner city capital
lobbyy (mostly retailers) lamented the urban economic policies that could not stop
thee degeneration of the inner city-, caused by capital flight. Their 1975 report
'Amsterdam,, mind your heart' {Amsterdam, denk om je hart, 1974) was a reaction to
thee plan binnenring, and proposed the building of parking garages, as well as the
draftingg of a master plan for the car-accessibility of the inner city.
Althoughh the recommendations were taken seriously by the politicians, and
thee first parking garage in the inner city was quickly pushed through, the draft of
thee final part of the structure plan (part C on employment), which saw the light in
19788 (Gemeente Amsterdam, 1978), refrained from the idea that the inner city
shouldd be stimulated as the C B D of the Netherlands by all means. So, the urban
policiess of the 1970s ended like they began, with economic interests being
dismissedd in favour of residential interests. A suitable compromise

towards

economicc interests was found by allowing businesses and developers to develop
officess and other company settlements at open spaces along the ring motorway
aroundd Amsterdam. This was never laid down in operational policies, but was a
matterr of ad hoc bargaining.
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5.44

T h e southbound drift of the office district
TheThe growth of the market for rental offices

Inn the mean time, dynamics in the financial sector and their implications for
functionall and physical change in the existing urban fabric that had set in during
thee 1960s now began to dominate urban planning and development politics. From
19688 onwards, when it became clear that no costly improvements in the caraccessibilityy of the historic inner city would be made, the diminishing accessibility
off the central city became a more important push factor for banks and other office
holdingg activities to leave the inner city (Grit & Korteweg, 1971; Perlstein &
Schreuder,, 1980; Lambooy & Van Geuns, 1985).
Alongsidee the aforementioned conversion of the residential Museum district
intoo an office location through the development of offices inside existing buildings
(Lambooyy & Van Geuns, 1985), which was aggravated in the 1968-1985 period 3 ,
neww offices

on a larger scale were also realised, especially in

Amsterdam

Buitenveldertt and Amstelveen. When discussing the 1970s, Brouwer

(1994)

mentionss massive office building in the large Dutch cities. Already in the 1960s an
unprecedentedd wave of office construction had taken place in Amsterdam as a
forerunnerr of these developments, and especially striking is the fact that more
peripherall locations received many of the new investments in offices.
So,, the collapse of industrial development and the diffusion of the financial
sectorr from the historic inner city outwards undermined the centrality of this part
off Amsterdam. In response, strategic planning for office development became an
importantt priority for Amsterdam. The controversy associated with the Narwal
projectt in 1970/1971, as described in the previous chapter, was an indication of the
changee permeating the office development scene in Amsterdam. Moreover, the
fundamentall change on the market for office provision, namely the discover}' of
thee rental office by investors that started to build on their own risk, and for a profit
(Brouwer,, 1994), cannot be overlooked. This was the result of a period of
unprecedentedd change in both the user market for office real estate and the
financiall market, where funds started to grow and real estate investment gained
momentum. .
Firstly,, the office was discovered as an investment category in the portfolios
off institutional investors. Conditions influencing the Dutch financial markets had
radicallyy changed since the war. The extended welfare state implied considerable
-- In 1968, 493 buildings in the district were used for office purposes, whereas in 1985 this had
grownn to 683 (Lambooy & Van Geuns, 1985: 21).
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expansionn of pension arrangements, 4 and the related rapid increase of the financial
reservess of pension funds, important suppliers of services for old age and s u m ving
relatives.. This growth of pension funds was stimulated by legislation 5 and went
handd in hand with the growth of private life insurance companies, and their
growingg asset pools. T h e latter profited enormously from the spectacular rise of
reall income and individual and collective contracting, combined with the increasing
popularityy of life insurance. During this period of rapid expansion of the pension
andd insurance sector, insurance companies and pension funds were the managers
off ever growing asset pools. O f course there were rules for the way in which these
assetss should be managed. For the insurance branch, these rules were set by the
Insurancee Chamber (I 'er^ekeringskatmr). The investment behaviour of pension
fundss

was

regulated

in

the

Pension

and

Savings

Fund

Act

{Pensioen en

Spaarfondsenwet)Spaarfondsenwet) of 1954. This law carried important implications for the investment
behaviourr of Dutch

pension

funds. Investments

had to be made in The

Netherlands,, and the risk had to be spread, so that a certain amount of investments
inn the portfolio had to be made in other categories than stock, such as commercial
reall estate. This law also included the rather vague directive that investments made
byy pension funds had to be solid. Initially this directive of 'solid' was interpreted as
investmentss in assets with fixed rents.
Fromm the 1960's onwards, the share of business assets such as real estate and
stockk in the investments of pension funds grew. Because of the rules set by the

VerzekeringskamerVerzekeringskamer and the Pension and Savings Fund Act, the investments in rea
estatee were much higher in the pension fund sector than in the insurance branch.
Fromm 1960 onwards capital available for investment grew rapidly, especially after
thee first scale increases in the insurance branch in the 1960s. 6 Although the
headquarterss

of large institutional investors

were generally

not

located

in

First,, the Emergency Act Old Age Pensions {Noodwet Ouderdomsvoorziening) was enacted in 1947.
Inn 1956 this act was replaced by the General Old Age Act {Algemene ouderdomswet, AOW), which
wass the first Dutch national insurance that was based on compulsory premium payments. Hvery
inhabitantt of the Netherlands was insured, regardless of income and social position, which put a
greatt accent on the solidarity between the rich and the poor. During the heydays of the Dutch
economicc growth the system was continuously improved through raising the allowances and
decreasingg the restricting regulations
'' In 1949, the law on compulsory participation in a company pension fund {Wet betreffende verplichte
deelnemingdeelneming in een bedrijfspensioenfonds, BPF) was issued. This enabled the minister to enforce
participationn in a pension fund for all employers and employees in a certain branch of industry.
'' Firstly, in 1963, the number one and two at that time, Rationale Levensverzekering Bank and De
NederlandenNederlanden merged, and became Nationale Nederlanden. Not much later AMh'K was formed out of
variouss life- and damage-insurance companies. After a second wave of mergers and take-overs in
thee second half of the 1960s, out of which ttinia, Delta Uqyd, Amfasgroep and AGO were formed.
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Amsterdam,, the main argument is that the Dutch financial markets received an
enormouss boost during the period of welfare state expansion, which lead to their
growingg role in office investment.
PlanningPlanningf or the urban periphery: the urban extension plans and office development
Inn the Structure Plan for Amsterdam South and South East that was discussed in
thee

previous

chapter,

an

agreement

was

made

between

Amstelveen

and

Amsterdam.. The cities labelled their plans for the development of Amstelveen as
ann overspill-location for inhabitants of Amsterdam. This resulted in a quick and
largee new supply of dwellings in Amstelveen, and a related growth of inhabitants,
thatt only stopped in 1978 (the number of inhabitants grew from about 54,000 in
19655 to 73,000 in 1973). The structure plan also reserved space for supra-local
officee locations in Amstelveen, of which Kronenburg, close to Buitenveldert, was
thee biggest. Kronenburg, the first suburban office park in the Netherlands was built
inn the period from

1970 onwards. It was no big success: the location of

Kronenburgg initially appealed to companies that needed accommodating and it
tookk until 1978 before the rental offices were filled with other tenants (Brouwer,
1994:: 168).
Thee

plans

for

Buitenveldert

were

less

aimed

at large

scale

office

development,, but made room for some office concentrations as well, primarily
situatedd at the shopping centre Gelderlandplein (Perlstein & Schreuder, 1980: 3234).. After Amstelveen brought Kronenburg on the market, and the rental office
graduallyy found its place in the office market, in 1974 an institutional investor took
thee initiative to develop a large-scale office location in the municipality of Diemen,
borderingg on the eastern lobe of Amsterdam. Anticipating a continuing growth in
thee service sector, leading to higher demand for offices, the investor considered
Diemenn as a favourable

location due to its location being close to large

infrastructuree (motorways, the new metro-line) as well as living areas. The building
off his project started in 1977, at a moment that another project developer had
alreadyy sold 30,000 square meters of floor space to companies that wanted to own
theirr own premises, and that had been looking around in the Amsterdam area for
quitee some time. The rental offices on the other hand were never completely leased
too tenants because the investor had overestimated the demand for rental offices
(Brouwer,, 1994: 169-170).
Thee introduction of the rental office in the Amsterdam real estate market
hadd significant

consequences, since this brought with it the fact that

the

developmentt cycle became more pronounced. In 1974, the plans that had been in
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FigureFigure 5.2 Supply and take up of square meters of office space in Amsterdam

developmentt in Amsterdam, including Amstelveen and Diemen, led to an
unprecedentedd over supply of office space, which made the total direct available
floorr space peak at almost 350,000 square meters in the Amsterdam agglomeration.
However,, users absorbed only 111,000 square meters. Because of this oversupply,
theree were not many new plans in the subsequent years (Brouwer, 1994).
Afterr

1978 (when only 8,000 s q / m

was taken into production,

but

absorptionn rose to 124,000 s q / m ) office production in the Amsterdam area
explodedd again: the number of available square meters increased with 50% in three
years.. In 1983, the maximum was reached and office space in Amsterdam region
wass almost 400,000 square meters, which was two times the amount of 1978
(Brouwer,, 1994). Although the number of square meters sold and rented staid
relativelyy high, supply quickly began to exceed demand during this period and
vacancyy levels rose. Especially after the take-up of square meters stagnated in 1982,
andd vacancies increased to 350,000 square meters (6%) a year later (Wagemakers,
1991).. As a consequence, institutional investors became more wary, even distrustful
off office developments (Brouwer, 1994).
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5.55

1978-1985: e c o n o m i c crisis and beyond

Thee new college of Aldermen that was elected in 1978 (PvdA - CPN - CDA) had
thee difficult task of guiding Amsterdam through the growing recession. In the
secondd half of the 1970s, the Dutch economy showed the first signs of downfall
andd even crisis when the recession persisted after the second oil crisis of 19781979.. In the early 1980s, unemployment grew once again and the Dutch national
accumulationn - regulation setdement on both the national and the urban scale was
unablee to adapt and failed to supply mechanisms to emerge from this structural
crisiss (Visser & Hemerijck, 1997).
Thiss settlement, as was said in the previous chapters, was founded on a wage
structuree based on male breadwinners and low female participation on the labour
market,, extensive welfare compensations and thus high gross wages per worker. All
thesee features, that had a decisive influence on the precise form and dynamic of
economicc growth Dutch style in the golden age of capitalism, now came under
greatt pressure during the period of economic downfall and steadily

rising

unemploymentt (see also Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 312-313).
Obviously,, this crisis had its influence on urban politics in Amsterdam.
Indeed,, the structural crisis was felt mosdy in the big cities, concentrating social
problemss and their consequences there. In the early 1980s deep economic
recessionn was imminent. Nationally, unemployment had risen to 13 percent, while
broadd unemployment, which includes all those people that are unavailable for work
(becausee of for instance disability pensions, early retirement, people on social
assistancee et cetera) cumulated to 28 percent of the labour force (Visser, 1998: 269270).. Between 1980 and 1982, 200,000 jobs disappeared in The Netherlands, and
unemploymentt rose to 800,000. Amsterdam was hit hard by this crisis: the
shipbuildingg industrv disappeared when A D M closed its doors, Ford

motor

companyy closed its van-factory, automation and computerisation in the financial
servicess sector led to further job losses. By 1985 almost a quarter of the working
populationn of Amsterdam was unemployed (Tamboer, 2002).
Duringg the crisis, the phrase 'Dutch disease' was used to describe the
nationall welfare policies which had become very costly. It was alleged that the
structurall problems faced bv the Netherlands were attributable to the failure of
welfaree state arrangements, and thus part of the solution would lie in rolling back
thee presence of the government as a central player in the social order (Den Hoed et
al.al. 1983: 30).
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UrbanUrban politics keep their backs turned towards the economy
T h ee 1978 elections had made the social democratic PvdA the biggest political party
again.. It was even bigger than after the 1974 elections. Because of the bad memory
off the 1974-1976 leftist council, the CDA was invited to join. The new Citv
Council'ss program, during the period 1978-1982, was the preservation of the urban
characterr of Amsterdam, to be characterised by mixed functions, small scale and
highh densities. The Council preferred building locations inside the urban fabric, and
easingg halt to the deconcentration policy, and urban renewal based on conservation
andd restoration.
Yet,, the friction between capital and government resurfaced when the new
Cityy Council detailed its urbanisation policy based on the political course that was
sett out in the program. Capital had accepted the 'freezing' of the spatial fabric of
thee inner city (Terhorst & Van de Yen, 2002), but only because the draft structure
plann part C (on employment) and the actualisation of the traffic circulation plan
(bothh published in 1978) gave the impression that government was trying hard to
restoree the mutual trust. New struggles arose when Alderman Van der Vlis, an
exponentt of the new left within the PydA, began to develop the new urban policy
whichh involved the proposal not to develop any more parking garages in the citycentre.. Disappointed again by government's unwillingness to invest in the car
accessibility'' to the inner city-, businesses began to raise their opposition and within
aa year after the mutual peace offering in 1978, conflicts re-appeared on the issue of
trafficc policy (De Hen, 1986: 109-112).
T h ee policymaking on the basis of the program accord was more than ever
dominatedd by housing policy (Wallagh, 1994: 229), which was also central to
nationall urbanisation policy. Alderman Schaefer, in charge of local housing policies,
revivedd urban renewal policy and Van der Vlis made spatial development policy
instrumentall to these housing needs. The Structure Plan part C, which was finally
acceptedd by the City- Council in June 1981, included statements about general
urbanisationn strategies, rather than broad economic plans. Moreover, in these
statements,, it deviated from the parts A and B of the Structure Plan, of which it
wass supposed to be a mere economic elaboration. This reflected the changing
politicall scene that called for a fresh new structure plan, rather than merely an
elaborationn of the 1974 plan.
Thee vision on the spatial economic structure of Amsterdam that was
propagatedd in Structure Plan part C dated back to the draft for the Second Report
onn the Inner City of 1968. The main intention was to concentrate economic
functionss in the inner city and in the secondary- centres. In Structure Plan part C
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somee of the initial secondary centres were now re-zoned for residential purposes,
andd the remaining centres should be more mixed use than was initially proposed. In
hiss years as a councillor (until 1978) Van der VHs had already proposed the rezoningg of 352 hectares of land reserved for economic purposes to the building of
30,0000 to 50,000 dwellings. In the 1978 preliminary draft of Structure Plan part C
hiss proposal was not endorsed, but now that he was an Alderman in charge of
reworkingg the Preliminary draft into the final plan, the power of Van der Vlis over
thesee issues had grown, and he gave his department the task to study the re-zoning
off working areas into living areas (Gemeente Amsterdam, 1981b). Needless to say,
businessess were unpleasantiy surprised by the possible rezoning of industrial sites
intoo sites for housing. Indeed, the rezoning of the new business sites Venserpolder
andd Amstel III was fiercely contested by the Chamber of Commerce (De Hen,
1985:: 106). Alderman Heerma of Economic Affairs (CDA) supported capital on
thiss issue, because he was afraid that especially the re-zoning of Amstel III could
becomee an obstacle for harmonious relations between government and capital. H e
thereforee advised the Council to reconsider this re-zoning, a suggestion that was
followedd by a majority in the council, much to the relief of capital, and the rezoning
wass taken out of the final Structure plan part C (Gemeente Amsterdam, 1981a). In
thee eyes of Wallagh (1994: 234), this was a first indication that after 15 years,
economicc motives regained some importance in urban development

policy,

alongsidee housing issues. However, alderman Heerma had to fight hard to win this
politicall battle, as growing unemployment, largely due to the closure of industrial
companies,, had been creating unease amongst urban policy-makers within the City
Councill for some time.
'Strengths'Strengths have to be exploited'
Inn the early 1980s there was much confusion on how to turn around the crisis and
makee room for future economic growth. Initially, the city engaged in ad hoc rescue
operationss and employment measures. Rescue operations entailed the efforts to
savee the ADM-shipyard in order to maintain at least one last ship-repair company
inn Amsterdam. It was a time in which company mergers combined

with

concentrationn of the remaining activities in the Rotterdam harbour hollowed out
Amsterdam'ss position. Other important ad hoc employment measure was taken on
thee basis of the Action Plan on Employment of 1981, which proposed the
speeding-upp of large building projects. This was the first step towards a real estate
basedd accumulation strategy, born from the defensive desire for quick employment
measuress to aid the construction sector, rather than a positive, future oriented plan.
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O n ee of the most important real estate projects that emerged from this was the
Worldd Trade Centre at the southern ring motorway (De Hen, 1986: 122).
Withh growing unemployment and a gradually deteriorating economic base,
thee Amsterdam City Council realised that something had to change in its attitude
towardss economic development. Thus, in 1982, the City Council established the
tripartitee Andriessen Committee, with the assignment to prepare a report on the
Amsterdamm economy. This report with the name 'Strengths have to be exploited'
wass the first onset for an urbanisation strategy that included office development. It
discussedd the need for office space at strategic locations in the city centre, such as
thee Leidschep/ein and Central Station. The general discussion spinning out of the
reportt was dominated by the fact that industrialisation was put on the political
agendaa once again. In line with the discussions at the national level, where the
W R RR (1980) and the SER (1982) had proposed similar futures for the Dutch
industryy at the height (1982/1983) of the economic crisis, the report of the
AndriessenAndriessen Committee suggested industries that should form the backbone of the
industriall fabric of the region: ICT, Biotech and off shore. N o t surprisingly in the
lightt of the composition of the committee, the report echoed some of the
recommendationss of the discussion paper 'Prosperity for Amsterdam', written by
L a m b o o yy in 1975 and discussed in the previous chapter, but also of the report
'Chancess for Amsterdam', written for the Amsterdam Industrial Society (Hilhorst
ett al., 1980), and the document Amsterdam — industrial perspective for city and region by
thee Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce (Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken
voorr Amsterdam, 1984). Amsterdam, t h e Andriessen committee argued, should
focuss on the strong industrial sectors, and be active in acquisition, city promotion,
andd land development.
Thee Chamber of Commerce was n o t at all impressed by the report. It found
itt too technical, and unrewarding on the point of a number of policy issues that had
causedd major frictions between capital and society for a long time already, such as
trafficc issues and the settlement climate of the city. Therefore the Chamber of
Commercee decided to voice its priorities in combination with a number of points
forr action (ranging from more priority for a safe city, a balanced traffic policy and
betterr public relations to further development of the industrial sector, more
focusedd acquisition, and better vocational training). Since these priorities and action
pointss did not direcdy address the issues raised by the Andriessen Committee, the

Representativess of employers (Andriessen & Claus), unions (Schermer en Kroon), and
universityy research (Heertje, Lambooy) were present in the committee.
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Cityy Council was somewhat irritated by the chamber's reaction (De Hen, 1985:
126-127). .
Nonetheless,, the report was the first contribution to the struggle which to
leadd to a more strategic approach towards economic development policies. The
contentt of future economic policy was not the main problem. Although capital and
cityy government were continually struggling over economic development issues,
andd the office market went through important changes, generally most agencies
involvedd agreed on the need for more active, strengths oriented

economic

developmentt policies. After the freezing of the historic inner city in 1978, the
relocationn of economic functions from the inner city outward had become a real
flight,, especially towards locations in Southeast and West {Sloterdijk), whereas the
hesitantt gentrification of the inner city (especially the Jordaan) that had set in during
thee 1973-1980 period, disappeared. The vacated offices remained empty or underutilised,, and the decay of the inner city was visible everywhere: squatters became a
largee group, graffiti entered the public spaces, street crime grew, and so forth.
OfficeOffice boom and peripheralisation
Thee City Council indicated its wish to steer and phase office development more in
partt C of the structure plan. This was a reaction to rapid office developments since
thee late 1970s boom. Until 1982/1983, the expansion of existing office users had
guidedd new office provision. As was argued before, from 1968 onwards, the first
recipientt of many office-holding activities was Amsterdam south, especially the
Museumm district. Despite intentions by the City Council to slow down office
developmentt in this district, office development, mostly medium sised conversions
off existing buildings, continued until 1985 (Lambooy & Van Geuns, 1985).
Largerr offices

found

their locations in Amsterdam

Southeast,

where

constructionn exploded, and to a lesser extent also in Amsterdam Buitenveldert
(Lambooyy & Van Geuns, 1985). Although office construction for reasons of mere
expansionn still existed, generally, the new construction aimed to compete with
existingg offices by providing more quality at a more advantageous price. In this
situation,, more construction than was strictly necessary took place, especially at the
neww large-scale locations in Amsterdam Southeast, that had been in development
alreadyy since 1980 {Holendrecht centre) and 1981 {Atlas building). Initially these offices
remainedd vacant. It was only after the upturn in demand in 1983 that Zuidoost had
itss breakthrough, and the offices were filled. This upturn was mostly due to
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TheThe .-Iflas building in Amsterdam Southeast

companiess relocating from

the inner city.8 An example being the

ongoing

concentrationn in the banking business, where the Amro Bank decided to focus its
activitiess in three main buildings (one in the headquarter at Rembrandtplein, two in
newlyy developed sub-centres in the Amsterdam periphery, the first of these in
Southeast,, 55,000 square meters) and the N M B (pre successor of I N G Bank) that
decidedd to build a second headquarter in Amsterdam Southeast (on delivery, this
becamee the main headquarter, with an annex in nearby Diemen). Subsequently, and
moree important for the restoring of investors' trust in rental offices in Amsterdam
Southeastt was Fokker's decision in 1984 to settle down its headquarters in the Atlas
building.. In first instance the plan was to rent 20,000 square meters, but soon it
becamee clear that more space was needed, so that an additional 22,000 square
meterss were rented. Finally, in 1985 another expansion tripled the space originally
demanded.. Together with the 25,000 square meters rented by IBM, this demand
forr rental office floor space was unexpected, and restored the trust of developers
andd investors in Amsterdam Southeast (Brouwer, 1994). The abundance of newspacee for office users at locations at the urban fringe that were brought on the
markett to compete with existing offices, caused more companies to leave the inner
city.. As a result, the number of people employed in offices in the inner city fell
fromm 150,000 in 1970 to less then 60,000 in 1985 (Lambooy et a l , 1985: 20). All
thesee peripheral developments automatically forced a reorientation of the vision on
thee inner city. Although 40 percent of new companies in the quickly growing

"Thee total take up of office space doubled from 1983 (79,000 sq/m) to 1984 (148,500), and grew
yearlyy until 1989 (452,250). In the 1984-1986 period, take up was highest in Amsterdam
Southeastt (a total of 199,750 sq/m was taken up in Southeast during these three years). In
subsequentt years the locations that witnessed the highest take up levels were Amsterdam West
(195,7500 sq/m in 1988489), Amstelveen (118,500) and Hoofddorp (91,250).
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Tablee 5.2, Offices in Amsterdam, 1987
Stockk 1987

%% of total
20% %

Amsterdamm West

725,000 0
775,000 0

Amsterdamm Southeast

400,000 0

11% %

Amsterdamm South

500,000 0

14% %

Amsterdamm Buitenveldert

200,000 0

Diemen n

230,000 0

6% %
6% %

Amstelveen n

300,000 0

8% %

Location n
Amsterdamm Centre

Hoofddorp p
Other r
Total l

22% %

60,000 0

2"/.. .

410,000 0

11% %

3,600,000 0

100"/» »

Source:Source: Boer Hartog Hooft
informationn technology sector were established in the inner city (Lambooy et al.,
1985:: 21), its role as undisputed and unchallenged office C B D had faded. Especially
sincee 59 percent of the total office stock being located along the ring motorway and
thee A2 to Utrecht (see table 5.2). T h e companies in information technology were
usuallyy not bigger than 10 employees, and big companies were leaving the inner
city.. In this period, the departure of office holding companies from the inner citywass also caused bv a second motive: housing was simply more lucrative in the inner
city-,, and other functions were being pushed out by gentrifiers (Van de Ven, C o m b é
&& Westzaan, 1991).

5,66

1985-1988: persistent urban problems and the onset for growth politics

Whenn the world economy recovered in 1984,*' Amsterdam's situation deteriorated.
Inn the city, a culture of unemployment had risen, with over half the unemployed
''' The national economic recovery was partly orchestrated through national guidance and policy
change.. Visser (1998: 2^4) distinguishes three macro-economic policy shifts. First, there was the
adoptionn of wage moderation policies in 1982 on a voluntary basis, in order to increase the
worldwidee competitiveness of Dutch firms and products. Second, the social security system was
reformed,, in order to contain costs and thus to reduce the enormous deficit in government
spendingg (10 percent in 1982) through a policy of strict fiscal austerity. Third, labour market
policiess were shifted towards activating the younger long-term unemployed. During the 1980s,
thiss so-called polder model had quick success, so much even that Visser and Hemerijck (199 7 )
askedd the question if we could speak of a 'Dutch miracle'. However, a side effect of the preceding
traditionn of fiscal centralisation and a top-heavv central state bureaucracy was that part of the
burdenn of the new fiscal austerity was transferred to municipalities. However, in line with the
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underr the age of 30.

Due to the steady deconcentration of population and

employment,, the city of Amsterdam, just like the other big cities in The
Netherlands,, accommodated a disproportionate share of (immigrant) families,
unemployedd youngsters and poorly qualified unemployed (Lambooy, 1984). This
selectivee depopulation of the city did not only lead to an enormous rise of
unemployment,, but also to a growing mismatch between demanded qualities on the
regionall labour market and the qualities possessed by Amsterdam's residents.
Moreover,, the gulf between the city and its surroundings widened due to the
continuouss loss of inhabitants. Although the inner city had regained

some

popularityy amongst gentrifiers in the 1970s (Cortic & Van de Ven, 1981; Cortic et
a/.,a/., 1982), this process was halted during the 1980s. During the first half of the
1980s,, 10,000s inhabitants left Amsterdam to live in a suburban location that could
livee up to their desired housing conditions. All these trends caused the widening of
thee

income gap between

the central cities in The Netherlands, and

their

surroundingg municipalities (a process that had been developing from the late 1950s
onwards)) (Dieleman & Wallet, 2003; WRR, 1990). In the same time, the functional
tiess between the city and its surroundings intensified, especially regarding the
commuterr traffic,1" but also regarding cultural and leisure activities, making
interjurisdictionall externalities an issue o n the national policy agenda.
O nn this topic, reports and plans quickly followed each other in this period.
Inn 1982, after the publication of the report Towards a City Province Amsterdam, the
issuee of administrative reform was put high on the Amsterdam political agenda.
T h ee problem signalled by the report was that Amsterdam was too big to address
typicallyy detailed local issues, but too small too tackle the big city- problems of large
scalee unemployment, housing shortages, public transport and concentration of
ethnicc minorities in old city districts. Creative solutions for reterritorialisation of the
locall state were discussed, such as the possibility of city provinces around the large
citiess (cf. Dijkink, 1995). However, this discussion was long and laborious, and did
nott lead to radical institutional reform.
Thee City Council of Amsterdam was now forced to stop selective population
decline.. In the early 1980s the compact city policy was introduced by Rotterdam
(quicklyy followed by the other cities of the 'big four'). All four cities faced the same

postt war urban policies, the central cities were protected from being hit too hard (Terhorst &
Vann de Ven, 1995: 351).
Inn 1985, over 40% of the people working in Amsterdam were commuting into the city.
Increasingly,, the commuters exist of people with families, whereas local workers are mainly onepersonn households.
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problemss (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1995: 352). Together with the adaptation of
theirr physical planning policies, the big four cities attempted (and succeeded) to
alterr the distribution of national grants for municipalities towards their favour.
Soonn they received support from national and provincial government. It had
becomee obvious that the big cities were the main concentration points of structural
unemployment,, and suburbanisation was blamed for this. According to local
politicians,,

suburbanisation

had

to

be

reversed,

by politics

of

inner

city

densificationn on the many locations in the city that were vacated by stagnating
industries.. The policv was slowly working its way up to other tiers of government.
Inn 1983, the year of Structure Plan part C, in which the Amsterdam City Council
advocatedd the compact city approach, the Province of North Holland produced the
Provinciall Economic Plan. In it, the Province announced

the end of the

deconcentrationn policy in favour of the strengthening the city of Amsterdam and
thee North Sea Channel Area. The province argued that the city of Amsterdam
shouldd perform as a regional centre, which should be further strengthened.
Fromm then on, the compact city policy, which built on densification within
thee city boundaries, became a success in its own terms of stopping population
decline.. After a period of continuous loss of inhabitants between 1960 (866,000
inhabitants)) and 1984 (676,000 inhabitants), the trend was reversed during the
periodd 1985-1994 (724,000 inhabitants in 1994).
However,, the policy did not boost economic performance in Amsterdam
duringg this period. The dominance of residential development, especially the urban
provisionn of large quantities of social housing, and the lack of a more coherent
attackk on unemployment caused unemployment to rise after 1984, against the
(inter)) national trend of economic recovery: the Amsterdam economy lagged
behind,,

and

the

unemployment

percentage

(ratio

unemployed/inhabitants)

continuedd to grow until 1987 (Van der Vegt et al., 1998: 126). This was highly
detrimentall to the city's social structure, particularly as the type of labour offered in
thee newly developing economy did not match the group of unemployed in the city,
whichh was over 20 percent (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 318).
TowardsTowards a new Struclure Plan
Despitee the reports and plans that were produced in the mid 1980s, the change
towardss a pro growth mentality was not realised in the Municipal budget nor the
Amsterdamm

Structure

Plan

of

1986. The

development

of this latter

plan

commencedd simultaneously with the writing of Structure Plan part C. Structure
Plann part C should therefore be seen as instrumental to the wish of the City
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Councill to come to a new integral structure plan, rather than a mere sector plan on
economicc development.
Aldermann Van der Vlis wanted to put his mark on spatial policy because he
believedd that urbanisation had changed from being a matter of urban development
throughh large scale urban extensions into a matter of ordering, redirecting and
interveningg in existing urban fabric. He argued that urban planning had become an
undertakingg that affected many, so that the City Council should function as an
intermediate,, and that the old davs of rational bureaucratic planning bv technocrats
fromm the civil service were over (Wallagh, 1994: 242-243). Therefore, the Structure
plann was developed in line within the frames set bv the Program Accord 19781982.. It was all the more surprising in this light that the draft Structure Plan of
19822 still paid little attention to the existing citv, and focused on urban extensions.
Thiss was mainly due to the dominance of housing development as a carrier of the
plan.. The Draft Plan was heavily criticised in the Citv Council on these points. The
neww Program Accord 1982-1986 was the basis of the further development of the
conceptt of Compact City to an integral policy instrument.
Duee to the rapid developments o n the office development scene, and the
realisationn that the impact of office development on the economic and urban
structuree of Amsterdam was increasing, the final version of the Structure Plan was
precededd by the preparation of the first Office Memorandum {Kantorennota). This
Memorandumm (Dienst Ruimtelijke Ordening, 1984) was an evaluation and further
specificationn

of the Structure Plan part C from

1981 and aimed to make

recommendationss about the development and phasing of office locations in
Amsterdamm (Teunissen & Wagemakers, 1984). One of the main drivers behind the
updatee was the fact that the inner city did not develop according to earlier plans.
Thus,, one of the main recommendations in the Office Memorandum was to
developp an active inner city policy in order to (a) bring the declining employment to
aa halt and (b) combat vacancies.
Basedd upon a vision of accessibility derived from public transport, the
Memorandumm argued for the inner city as a central node. The additional centres
thatt were already proposed in the 1981 plan resurfaced as well as additional centres
wheree

office

development

spontaneously

developed.

Especially

Sloterdijk,

AmsterdamAmsterdam Southeast and Buiks/otermeerp/ein in the north were prioritised, whereas
StationStation Zuid, where the World Trade Centre had just been developed, and Amstel
StationStation were not considered as preferential secondary locations. Finally, the further
transitionn of houses into offices in the museum district was considered harmful to
thiss district and proposals were made to combat this process.
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Thee recommendations of the Office

Memorandum echo in the New-

Structuree Plan that was published in 1985 (Gemeente Amsterdam, 1985). Although
itt was strategic and integral, the new Structure Plan, 'The city in the centre' (De stad
centraat},centraat}, did not offer a spectacular new way forward. The structure plan proposed
aa compact city approach, because, as indicated before, the gradual loss of centrality
wass problematic from the viewpoint of local politicians. They adhered to the coreperipheryy model of urban development, and perceived the loss of centrality of the
innerr city as one of the city's main problems, because it threatened the balanced
functionall mix for the urban core. This ideology of a balanced functional mix for
thee core of the Amsterdam urban region had been undisputed since the late 1960s.
Thee underpinnings for the ideology were strongly rooted, and mostly inspired by a
"vaguee concept of urban atmosphere" and "public sentiment". Moreover, private
(capital)) support relied mainly on vested capital interests, wary of depreciation of
theirr investments (Van de Ven, Combé & Westzaan, 1991: 34).
Dwellingg on this model of urban development, the central aim of the local
governmentt wras to create a strong central city within a concentrated city region.
Thee aim was formulated to concentrate living and working as much as possible in
thee vicinity of urban services. The main concern in the structure plan was to
resolvee the enormous lack of space for housing. The spatial perspective for
economicc development also gave priority to compact city development. Emphasis
wass placed on the inner city as a multifunctional top location (with at least 80,000
jobs),, and additional specialised concentrations for large-scale establishments for
thee tertian' and collective sector along the ring way. Further, Amsterdam Southeast
wass officially designated for large scale office development for the first time.
TheThe hesitant resurfacing of economic motives in urban development
Inn the years following the 1985 Structure Plan and 1984 Office Memorandum, the
transitionn towards a more pro growth and supply side policy was gradually made,
althoughh pro growth politics in this period were largely symbolic (advertising, city
marketing),, and as mentioned above, the city budget remained dominated by social
policyy expenditures. Evidence for this include strategies to boost the image of the
cityy of Amsterdam through a two-year campaign with the tide 'Amsterdam has got
it'' {Amsterdam heeft '/), Amsterdam's nomination as 'Cultural Capital of Europe' in
1988,, and lobbying for the Olympic Games of 1992. Other initiatives were more
interventionist,, such as a pilot trip to Tokyo in 1983, revitalisation of acquisition
policyy and the re-establishment of the joint corporation for the acquisition of
foreignn

companies:

Amsterdam

Promotion.

The

corporation

included
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representativess

of

the

chamber

of commerce,

the

economic

development

departmentt of the city of Amsterdam, the World Trade Centre, Schiphol Airport,
D u t c hh Telecom (PTT) and representatives from Amsterdam accountancy and legal
firms. .
Debatess on urban competitiveness were not only central in local discussions
onn the future of the city. T h e 1988 Fourth National Report on Physical Planning
gavee cities (in spite of their poor performance in the recent past) a driving role in
economicc growth. Amsterdam was designated as an urban node holding an
importantt international position, and should accordingly develop an alluring
businesss

climate

based

on

the

catchwords

'internationalisation',

'economic

perspective'' and 'capitalising on strengths' (cf. Wallagh, 1994: 300). This was quite
aa break with the past, in which the larger cities had acted as mere providers of
nationall welfare state services. Now, the national state, especially the Treasury
Departmentt and the Department of Economic Affairs, advocated more active
involvementt of municipalities in their economic well-being. It also abandoned the
policyy of protecting non-competitive industries and subsidising backward regions,
thatt was c o m m o n during most of the post-war period (Terhorst & Van de Ven,
1995:: 353). More than ever before, the Fourth Memorandum on Physical Planning
off 1988 emphasised economic growth based on unequal distribution of physical
developments. .
Inn the same period, the temporary- slump in the office market ended. In the
periodd of 1979-1983, the take-up of square meters never surpassed 95,000, but
afterr that period the take up levels rose quickly, surpassing 200,000 square meters
inn 1986, 1987 and 1988 (Brouwer, 1994: 137).
Ass mentioned earlier, the locations on the city's fringe, such as Amsterdam
Southh East, where space was still available in abundance, provided the Amsterdam
officee market with most new development opportunities. In the period 1982-1988
thiss location boomed and 60 percent of the new office stock was built there
(Wagemaker,, 1991). The only unfavourable peripheral area was Diemen, where
officess proved to be less rewarding for investors. 11 However, in the end of the
1980ss the production of office space in Amsterdam reached

unprecedented

heights,, reaching an annual average of 255,000 square meters between 1987 and
1991. .

Vacanciess never ended (firstly, in 1982, the level was 25,000 square meters, in 1989 still 11,000
squaree meters were vacant), although the price per square meter was lowered from 235 guilders
(Brouwer,, 1994)
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TheThe end of the regime

Despitee the more growth oriented jargon and the more serious approach to
economicc development planning that revealed itself in the designation of spaces in
thee city for economic development, the transition to economic development policy
wass not made until the foundations of social housing policy had crumbled.
Afterr years of cutbacks in special grants for social housing, the national
governmentt issued a fundamental reform of the social housing sector. This system
wass criticised for being too complicated and inconsistent (Van der Schaar, 1987;
Salet,, 1987; see also Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1995), and most importantly: it was a
bigg financial burden for national government. In addition, it was argued that "the
governmentt had started to cover too many risks and initiatives in the private
sector",, while "the relationship between government and landlords had become
tooo intense" (Salet, 1999: 552). So, national government wanted to diminish its role
inn central housing provision, and the system change (Ministerie van VROM, 1989)
thatt was carried out entailed the liberalisation of the financing of social housing
constructionn and rent setting by housing associations (Lawson, 2003: 184).
Thee new system laid more responsibility for housing provision with the
housingg associations that were urged to become more self-sufficient and operate on
privatee markets. Moreover, the number of social dwellings was quickly toned down.
Alll in all, this diminished the direct grip of municipalities over the development of
dwellings,, which had been the backbone of the compact city approach, and the
urbann development strategy from 1974 onwards, and forced them to look for new
directionss for urban development.

5.77

Analysis: urbanisation and economic crisis

Thee Dutch National Fordist settlement that had guided the Dutch economy
throughh the 'golden age of capitalism' reached its demise in the 1970s and the
existingg regime of urbanisation definitely lost its grounding. The regulator}' state of
fluxx was aggravated after the worldwide recession that began after the oil crises.
Especiallyy the second oil crisis of 1978 was the onset for overall economic and
associatedd social problems, from which the city of Amsterdam, with its specific
sociall balance, got more than its even share.
Inn the 1970s the 'deconcentrated urban region', with a central city CBD, met
withh so much opposition that it was rejected as the spatial regulator}- foothold, so
thee accumulation strategy that built on that compromise was smothered. However
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Tablee 5.3, The regime of urbanisation 1968-1988
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation

MarketMarket intensive growth financial cluster;
State:State: national state led economic development politics - local struggle between electorate
andd economic interests — local service sector based accumulation strategy;
Space,Space, planned CBD development - planned development of secondary service nodes for
economicc overspill - extension of main infrastructures - strategic investments in
residentiall structures.
Realisedd regime of urbanisation
MarketMarket Stagnation financial cluster (hesitant recover}-) - final collapse harbour related
industry' '
State:State: national state led social development politics - local struggle between electorate and
economicc interests - local housing based social development strategy
Space:Space: undermining central city CBD - planned development of secondary service nodes
forr economic decentralisation - extension of peripheral infrastructures — all-encompassing
investmentss in housing and urban renewal projects in the existing city
contraryy to expectations that the accumulation strategy would be adjusted towards
thee growth sectors in the city of Amsterdam, and that a new spatial project for
capitall accumulation would be the central stake of urban politics, a no-growthcoalitionn for

the inner city became

dominant. The

choice was made

for

preservationn of the historic inner city, at the cost of inner city CBD development.
Thiss frustrated inner city capital, although the spatial infrastructure for a new round
off capital accumulation based on service sector activities was available in scattered
neww peripheral urban spaces. So, capital was pushed out of its preferred location,
andd social motives dominated urban policymaking. In the mean time, the social
situationn in the city was not very promising as local unemployment continued to
groww rapidly. In the early 1980s, development activity- in the office market increased
oncee again, following a brief decline in the late 1970s. A new boom in office
developmentt occurred in the urban periphery, where rental offices had become
popularr amongst small scale office users.
TheThe local structure of office provision

Ass depicted in the previous chapter, investors in real estate had already arrived on
thee office

provision

scene in Amsterdam

during the 1960s. However,

the

developmentt at Bickerseiland, where project developer Gaus projected and realised
hiss lucrative vision of 'little Manhattan', was an exceptional case rather than an
illustrativee

example

Nevertheless,, demand
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particularlyy with the enlarging scale of financial companies. Once the end-users, the
dominantt agents in the structure of provision, set their eyes on locations outside
thee cramped and increasingly inflexible structure of the inner city, the spatial reach
off the structure of office provision grew. This became apparent by gradual
'officification'' of areas south of the inner city, especially in the Museum district.
However,, during this initial colonisation the structure of building provision
remainedd fundamentally the same. The same main players were in the same
economicc roles, and the nature of the relations between these agents did not
change.. A financial institution, in need of a new premise, voiced its intention (or
boughtt out the existing owner of the piece of real estate) to take up residence in an
existingg piece of real estate outside the inner city, or to develop its own office on
thatt spot. Such development often entailed receiving a necessary exception from
thee zoning plan and a donation into the 'Dwelling-Withdrawal Fund'
(Woningonttrekkingsfonds),(Woningonttrekkingsfonds), as most plots of land in Amsterdam's sou
weree designated for residential purposes.
Duringg the 1970s, another structure of office provision quickly arose
alongsidee the existing one. Urban planners envisioned Kronenburg, the first, planned,
large-scale,, supra-local suburban office location in the Netherlands. This
developmentt promised to accommodate the overspill of back-office activities,
relievee tension from the inner city and invite new types of agents on to the
developmentt scene, and thus new types of economic relations and mechanisms.
Thee complicated planning deliberations in the existing urban fabric had long scared
awayy investors. Indeed, Gaus' problematic development at Bickerseiland did not
heightenn enthusiasm amongst investors for inner city office development. With the
innerr city 'closed' for office development by the City Council since the 1970s,
investorss leapt towards the straightforward, uncomplicated and undisputed office
locationss available in greenfield locations. This new market led to the establishment
off different structures of provision; with the exception of banks, office users
becamee office renters and 'middle men' (real estate brokers) came in as
intermediariess between office owners and office users. Specifically, in these new
sociall structures of office provision, investment in office real estate became
somewhatt detached from immediate office demand and shifted towards speculated
demandss and potential yields. Thus, not only in Amstelveen, but also in
Buitenveldertt and Diemen the new structure of office provision found spaces of
speculativee accumulation.
Thee new offices, in the office parks of suburban municipalities Amstelveen
andd Diemen, were mainly geared towards smaller companies, renting parts of the
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building.. Although many investors were very eager to leap into the new office
locationss in Amstelveen, Diemen, and to a lesser extent also Buitenveldert, smaller
scalee users did not follow with the same enthusiasm. With an oversupply of offices,
manyy premises in suburban locations remained totally or partially vacant for many
years,, seriously damaging the office

park concept. Nevertheless, despite the

disappointingg results obtained by investors in rental offices on the locations
D i e m e nn and Kronenburg, the popularity- of the office as an investment object kept
growingg after a short dip in the late 1970s.
Inn the time of economic downfall of the early 1980s, an office development
b o o mm period started. Since the inner city- of Amsterdam remained 'frozen' to large
officee development, major inner city banks that needed room for big, modern
officess looked to the Greenfield sites in the southern suburbs. In order to receive
somee of the southbound drift of office-investments, Amsterdam designated various
greenfieldss along the ring motorway for future office development. The most
successfull area in these years was Amsterdam Southeast [A.mstel 3), that was
suburban,, and favourably located in terms of accessibility7, expansion possibilities,
andd position in relation to international transport networks, the airport, service
clusters,, qualified labour and cultural facilities. The local government's land
departmentt did the pioneering work, together with the N M B bank that decided to
sett u p one of its main offices there. This all made the road towards development
lesss complicated and uncertain for investors, whose trust in the location grew
substantially.. So, after the development dip of the late 1970s/early 1980s, a
developmentt b o o m occurred, led investors and project developers who produced
rentall offices.
SociospatialSociospatial regulation, planning processes and the struggles over spatial imaginaties
Obviously,, these new processes in office development cannot be isolated from the
widerr ones of accumulation and regulation. During the period described in this
chapter,, increasing national guidance of societal processes carried the national
m o d ee of regulation. T h e phase of corporatist, pillarised social and spatial regulation
hadd come to end by the mid-1960s, and capital-labour relations had become
obsoletee (including the pivotal guided wages policy). Moreover, the competitive
positionn of the Dutch economy started to deteriorate during the 1970s, causing
frictionss on the platform of the state: organised capital and labour struggled over
thee way forward, causing backlog in the collective bargaining over wages and
competitiveness.. Moreover, discussions about the growing fiscal burden of welfare
statee arrangements, such as the extensive Social Housing program, on central state
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budgetss arose. When the economic recession deepened, there was the cautious
developmentt of neo-liberal policies which guided the national economy hesitandy
towardss some recover)-, with the gradual decline in unemployment as the most
visiblee result.
Thee regulatory arrangements at the national scale were interrelated in many
wayss with processes of social and spadal regulation at the local scale. Especially
afterr 1964, when wage constraints loosened, real incomes began to rise rapidly
amongstt workers for the first time since the War.

The metropolitan housing

markett became regionalised in such a way that all suburban municipalities received
privatee sector dwellings, while the city of Amsterdam was predominantly filled with
sociall housing, The nationally orchestrated urbanisation policy of 'concentrated
deconcentration'' caused a massive flight of inhabitants from the central city to
suburbann locations and associated increase in car commuter traffic. Further, the
cityy of Amsterdam accommodated a growing share of migrant families from less
developedd countries and teenage dependents of low skilled workers, all vulnerable
too unemployment during unfavourable times.
Thesee processes caused a gradual change in the social relations in economic
andd urban development in the city and region of Amsterdam. The vested economic
interestss in for instance the historic inner city and the harbour saw their economic
andd social base crumble, and slowly lost their hegemonic position in the local
regulator}77 framework: the local growth coalition fell apart when the new left, with
itss orientation towards social housing conquered the city hall. In the fragmented
sociall scene that resulted, many-sided struggles over urbanisation and accumulation
politicss were fought out. Different than before, urban planning was made subject
too party politics and discussions in the City' Council, which, together with the
stronglyy orchestrated national housing system, opened a window of opportunity for
preservation-orientedd forces to push forward their vision on compact urbanisation
andd inner city preservation and urban renewal politics.
Ass was argued in the previous chapter, planners at the Department of Public
Workss in Amsterdam were accustomed to having an important say in matters of
urbann development, but left office planning and provision to the banks. These
institutionss were the users and financers of new offices, and were very much
inclinedd to develop new and bigger property in the inner city. Thus, with little
interventionn from urban planners, the development of the inner city7 into a CBD
wass incrementally realised. However, the new policy of urban renewal and
preservationn not only closed off the inner city to radical and large-scale new
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Tablee 5.3 Urban change in Amsterdam — some indicators
19688

1989
694,990 0

Dwellings s

857,635 5
282,117 7

Employment t

347,698 8

317,919 9

-- tertian,' sector (1)

234,967 7

272,374 4

5,337,399 9

16,470,983 3

172,333 3

604,458 8

Inhabitants s

332,853 3

Airr Traffic (1)
-- travellers
-- freight (tons)

(1)(1) Air traffic: 1989 - /990, source, O+.V. rations years

developments,, it simultaneously ended the battle for better accessibility

for

motorisedd vehicles and additional parking facilities.
N o tt surprisingly, those who had invested in real property in the inner city
andd wanted to protect their investments were at ease with this new political status
quo.. The chamber of commerce, acting on behalf of especially retail commercial
interestss in the inner city-,

kept promoting the importance of accessibility- and

parkingg for the viability- of the inner city-. Their view had no success; the political
scenee remained deaf to the demands of it former economic partners, who became
increasinglyy frustrated by the City's political stance regarding urbanisation.
Thee still growing network of companies in the financial cluster was less
concernedd with the closing off of the inner city. For users seeking bigger premises
(scalee enlargements in the banking sector were still going on in the early 1980s)
thosee locations were available in office parks in the urban periphery. Many people
weree now working in the new offices located in southerly suburban locations,
whichh required good transport connections.
Outsidee the historic inner city, planners adopted a laissez faire attitude
towardss office development. Indeed, in these areas the local regulator}' landscape
hadd been dominated by housing issues and economic development policy was
absent.. This economic policy vacuum could not be disguised by the publication of
structuree plan part C, on economic development. It said that the ongoing outward
driftt alarmed planners, but the fact that the inner city- remained the strongest
employmentt district reassured them that it could still be developed into - or
rescuedd as — the C B D for the metropolitan region. However, there was no
rethinkingg of the concept of CBD, despite the fact that (a) everything was done to
ensuree the preservation of the historic inner city, its cultural heritage and its social
structure,, and (b) urban planners prevented the development of large motorways,
parkingg facilities and new large-scale office space in the inner city, generally
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consideredd to be the main components of a CBD. In other words: although the
valuee of a CBD for the city remained undisputed, and no other location than the
innerr city was indicated, all activities and choices made by urban

planners

preventedd its development. The real question, how to plan for the increasing space
demandd of the financial sector, and how to integrate its further development in a
widelyy shared regime of urbanisation, was pushed further into the future.
Thus,, the service and knowledge based regime of accumulation remained
veryy much decoupled from the local regulation-accumulation settlement. The
labourr market and capital institutions at the level of the national state developed
regulatoryy arrangements that guided the Dutch economy out of the crisis by
stimulatingg supply and demand in the new regime of accumulation. However,
Amsterdamm was trapped by the negative effects of the old regime of accumulation
andd directed its limited local economic policies to stimulate employment for bluecollarr workers. T h e city of Amsterdam found it difficult to connect to the path of
nationall recovery, local politicians merely attempted to influence the national
regulatorvv forms and mechanisms in order to be compensated through institutional
adaptationss in the fiscal structure, which gave no impetus for economic recovery.
Neitherr national nor the local efforts wTere able to reduce unemployment. The main
locall and regional employment clusters, that were increasingly leaving Amsterdam,
weree offering white-collar, knowledge based production employment opportunities,
whichh were primarily taken up by 'outsiders'.
Thee demise of the deconcentrated urban region, as the guide for urbanisation, was
completee with the recession that aggravated the differences between the city and its
surroundings.. Instead of looking for room for urban extension in new towns,
whichh was the custom in earlier decades, the city was now convinced of the
abundancee

of

room

for

residential and

economic

development

inside

the

boundariess of the city. Also, contrary to the policy of urban renewal that had
guidedd urban development decisions in the 1970s, the new compact city approach
wass geared towards new development, instead of preserving what was already
there. .
Afterr a decade of local densification policies, the national government joined
thee city of Amsterdam (and the other three big cities for that matter) in its desire to
strengthenn the central city. However, this intention was stymied by the collapse of
gentrificationn processes that had begun in the 1970s. An unprecedented decay of
thee inner city historic centre set in during the first half of the 1980s. In order to
turnn these and other detrimental trends around, the Fourth Memorandum on
Nationall Spatial Policy designated the central areas of all Dutch cities as the
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spearheadss of growth, and channelled investments to these cities: a form of spatial
selectivityy in support of the main cities. However, these investments for housing,
publicc works, education, culture et cetera were only 'leverage' for market lead
economicc growth (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1995: 354). These citv improvements
aimedd to assist local planners and politicians to entice capital back to the central
city-. .

5.88

Conclusion:

The

regime o f

urbanisation

during

the

period

of

accumulationn c h a n g e
T h ee regime of urbanisation that arose during the 1970s after the vision of the
deconcentratedd urban region lost hegemony, could not lead Amsterdam into a
prosperouss economic

future. The social welfare

urbanisation,, the 'freezing'

(housing) based regime

of

of the inner city for large scale demolition

or

redevelopmentt put a stop to the process of inner city CBD enlargements without
explicitlyy zoning it as a non-economic area. It caused both indirect struggles by
capitall to save some of the CBD qualities of the historic inner citv (accessibility
issues),, and 'voting with their feet': the relocation of businesses in financial services
too the south of the city- and to suburban office locations. Although in the draft
Structuree Plan part

C the

City Council

relinquished

its vision

that

CBD

developmentt should be limited to the geographical centre of the metropolitan area,
itt was merely a short-term defensive measure by politicians, who saw that the
diffusionn

of economic activity indicated that relevant economic spaces were

sproutingg elsewhere, shifting the delicate balances of metropolitan centrality, but
w h oo still adhered to centre oriented urban development, in which the central city
dominatedd urban development.
Thee social housing based regime of accumulation, that advocated the
freezingg of the inner city and urban overspill to suburban growth centres and new
towns,, was politically legitimate because of the economic boom of the previous
period.. The new regime was barely installed before an economic crisis severely
affectedd the city of Amsterdam and its public and private facilities. This recession,
madee worse by the policy of overspill, further aggravated the differences between
thee city and its surroundings. An answer for pending local fiscal crisis was found in
ann adaptation of housing policy: the policy of urban renewal and deconcentration
thatt had guided urban development decisions in the 1970s was replaced by a
compactt city approach, that was geared towards new housing development in the
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1988 8

1968 8

Statee realm
-- National Housing program
-- Local new left dominancy
(programme-councils) )

NN

PeripheralPeripheral and Suburban housing development
InnerInner city Urban renewal
FrozenFrozen inner city
PeripheralPeripheral Laissez faire
AdAd Hoc office planning

Spacee 1968
•• Inner city national CBD,
overspilll towards south
•• Functionally separated social
housingg residential garden city
extensions s
•• Growing suburban growth centers
•• Strong regional infrastructural
networknetwork - poor connections
intoo the city
•• Underused harbor

Economicc realm
-- De-industrialisation
-- Overall Economic Crisis
-- Spatially selective rise of the
servicee sector

Spacee 1988
•• Suburban residential landscape
•• Partially vacated inner city y
•• Peripheral office concentrations
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
•• Urbanised immigrant residents
•• Filled up urban landscape

LocalLocal influx national banking capital •
LocalisedLocalised peripheral influx
speculativespeculative real estate capital
DisinvestmentsDisinvestments from inner city

FigureFigure 5.3, The regime of urbanisation in Amsterdam, 1968-1988
centrall city. It was only when the housing system was drastically reorganised that
thee local government was forced to reorient its urbanisation strategy.
Thee political spatial framework was an expression of the core-periphery
modell supported by national and local government. Yet this vision fundamentally
divergedd from the urban imaginary of private developers. Nevertheless, this
divergencee did not lead to open struggles, as the plans for urban development were
ill-definedd and did not obstruct the actual expression of the spatial fix preferred by
capital.. Although the structure plan voiced the need for central city CBD
development,, and development plans and partnerships backed these intentions, it
alsoo offered room for development at the urban edge.
So,, while the ring-motorway office parks were considered secondary centres
inn the urban land use plans, the actual development of several of them, mainly
Amsterdamm South and Southeast, indicated the spatial shift from the CBD towards
thee southern ring motorway. In the mean time, a new regime of urbanisation, that
is,, a period of prolonged stability in the configuration of social relations that define
urbann development, had not come into existence. The absence of struggles on the
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locall state platform in recent years had just shifted attention away from the fact that
thee competing urban imaginaries of capital and the political majority fundamentally
opposedd each other. The new question was if there would be new struggles over
comperingg urban and spatial imaginaries, and whether these would finally lead to a
neww regime of urbanisation.
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Fromm economic crisis to growth fever
(andd crisis again?)
6.11

Introduction

T h ee previous chapters revealed that for most of the period after the Second World
War,, land for urban development was available in abundance in the municipality of
Amsterdam.. Moreover, most of the land for new development was in the hands of
thee municipality. Land issuance gave the municipal government a strong position in
thee process of developing new urban areas. New spaces of residence, consumption
andd production could therefore easily be realised on the territory of the city,
followingg the points of departure of the G E P . 1 These characteristics defined an
urbann development hegemony that persisted throughout the entire period from the
Secondd World War until 1988.
Ass

illustrated

by

the

previous

chapters,

the

development

of

the

deconcentratedd urban region had detrimental effects on Amsterdam's socioeconomicc structure. The regime of urbanisation had reversed into a combination of
compactt city development, preservation of the historic inner city, urban renewal
andd housing provision. In the mean time, however, the spatial processes of
accumulationn began to cross local boundaries, eroding Amsterdam's

central

positionn in the region. A final element undermining the local regime
urbanisationn

were

competitivenesss

national

and

politics,

which

increasingly

strengths, demanding more

emphasised

active policies

from

of

local
local

government. .
O n ee might expect that these points of departure will reflect in the processes
off accumulation and regulation during the most recent fifteen years. Alongside
compactt residential development, it is anticipated that commercial capital will
becomee

integral

for

work

and

welfare.

Moreover,

local

and

regional

competitivenesss are now key strategies supported by central state investments. The
promotionn and exploitation of locally and regionally specific conditions

of

productionn will become increasingly central to urban policy-making. As the main

Separationn of urban functions - lowering of the population densiues in the 19th century
neighbourhoodss - reception of urban growth on greenfields.
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Tablee 6.1, Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1988-2003
PointsPoints of departure
MarketMarket globalisation & regionalisation — services based economic expansion - growth airtransportt cluster - growth knowledge based industries - structurally unemployed urban
minorities; ;
State:State: central state influence on housing location - national emphasis on local
competitivenesss and nodal strengths based development — growing municipal
accountabilityy — pacified relations between political elite and electorate - inter local rivalry-,
Space:Space:filledup urban landscape — peripheralisation/suburbanisation service sector — longtermm no-growth coalition for the inner city - emerging multi-nodal regional economic
landscape. .
ExpectedExpected regme of urbanisation
MarketMarket growth financial cluster - growth airport related cluster;
State:State: outgrowth of national urban growth coalition - local state led economic
developmentt politics - public private partnerships;
Space,Space, planned peripheral CBD development - planned development of secondary service
nodess for economic overspill - extension of main infrastructures — strategic regional
investmentss in residential structures - regional co-operation on competitiveness issues.
infrastructuree developments were situated in the urban periphery, and the intention
wass already voiced that the accessibility of the inner city for private transport would
nott be improved, C B D development along one or more infrastructure axes would
bee logical, and regional co-operation on such issues will presumably be investigated.
Thiss chapter explores the processes of regulation and office planning during
thee new period that had set in. It subsequently analyses the rise of local and
nationall competitiveness policies and the urban and regional economic boom
periodd and their interrelations with the regime of urbanisation.

6.22

Urban competitiveness as a political doctrine

Inn order to combat the growing income gaps between central cities and their
suburbs,, as well as the economic development potential of central cities in relation
too these same suburbs

(Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1998: 472), a nationally

orchestratedd policy armature was established to boost the role of central cities in
socio-economicc development. The Fourth Memorandum on National Spatial
Policyy designated the central cities as the spearheads of growth, and since that
document,, national urban policy has been geared towards strengthening the
economicc potential of urban cores. However, as direct industrial and regional
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developmentt policies were dismantled in earlier decades in all member states of the
Europeann Union, only indirect policies could be used to fulfil this supportive task.
Thee compact city approach which had locally emerged from initiatives of the main
citiess in the Randstad, was now taken up in national spatial policy, that even
designatedd the new districts in its follow up plan for the Fourth Memorandum, the
Fourthh Memorandum Extra (Vinex). This policy, which was traditionally based on
thee old concept of 'hierarchv within the urban district' {ibid), combined with the
neww aim to preserve open green spaces, and put a stop to the overspill politics,
becausee

these

had

supported

selective

suburbanisation.

Since

market

led

suburbanisationn had always been 'planner's enemy number one' {ibid), new ways
forwardd were sought and found by way of this compact city policy.
Althoughh the Vinex had constrained the state's financial support for new
housingg provision, the Report on Housing Policies in the Nineties (Ministerie van
VROM,, 1989) had also caused a regime shift in Dutch housing policy (Salet, 1999):
limitedd funds substantially reduced the role of government in the housing provision in
designatedd areas (Lawson, 2003: 193), although it was very successful in prescribing
thee locations of housing provision. Most direct national investments were now
directedd towards strengthening the economic structure of the main cities. The
Ministryy of Traffic intensified its large-scale investments in infrastructures (for
Amsterdam::

Schiphol

airport,

transport

corridors

and

high

speed

train

connections),, arguing that this would amplify the central role of the main cities in
thee national and world economy. Additionally, the Ministry of Housing, Planning
andd the Environment (VROM) developed the Key Projects approach, in order to
supportt the urban nodes and the development of internationally competitive
businesss sites (Schuiling & Majoor, 2001: 4).
TheThe development of the IJ-banks
Thee City of Amsterdam had to adapt to new circumstances and reconsider its
spatiall and economic development priorities. The national budgets of the 'spending
departments'' were pooled and targeted at strengthening the economic structure of
thee main cities in the Netherlands, whereas budgets for social housing were toned
down.. As we saw in the previous chapter, the central city, the traditional CBD of
Amsterdam,, and historically the national CBD for financial services, quickly
declinedd in economic terms during the 1980s. This was caused by the fencing off
thee inner city from large scale office developments and major traffic intrusions,
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restrictionss to parking and the conversion of workspace into living space in the
innerr city."
Gentrifierss were able to pay more for inner city real estate than office
occupiers.":: In the second half of the 1980s, this process had intensified, when
"evenn national and international headquarters started to leave the prestigious belt
off inner city canals" (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 321). The office growth at the
locationss at the western and especiallv southern ring motorwav can thus be
perceivedd as a process of relocation within the city boundaries {ibid).
Thee speed at which the central citv's CBD was being hollowed out bv
relocatingg companies alarmed citv planners, who wanted to maintain the central
city'ss 'balanced functional mix' at all cost. Capital had been indirectly but effectively
barredd from the historic inner city from the early 1970 onwards and peripheral
officee development in sub-centres had escalated. Thus, based on the vision of
regionall economic development that was voiced in the 1985 Structure Plan and
supportedd by national government, urban planners aimed to reverse the downward
economicc spiral affecting the historic inner city. The regeneration of the IJ-banks
waterfrontt adjacent to the Central Station in the historic inner citv was now given
priorityy as Amsterdam's top office location. This area had fallen into disuse
becausee of the decline of harbour related activities and a number of scattered
regenerationn projects were in their infancy.
Inspiredd by the b o o m in waterfront developments around the world, the
Cityy Council saw opportunities for an integrated development approach. Hooking
onn

to

the

IJ-axis

(IJ-as) project,

which

entailed

enormous

infrastructure

developments,, living environments, working environments, and large mixed areas
onn 15 kilometres along the IJ (from Sloterdijk Railway Station, via Central Station
andd the Eastern Harbour to Zeeburg). Further, the City- had already announced a
competitionn for the best scheme for the waterfront development of the Central IJbankss at the Central Station in 1982. The central banks of the IJ encompassed the
HoiitbavensHoiitbavens on the western edge and the Oostelijke Handelskade on the eastern edge.
Developmentt was to be facilitated by a public private development co-operation
butt it took until 1991 before a joint venture agreement was concluded (Witbraad &
"" There was a growing number of inhabitants in the period between 1980 and 1985, and a
simultaneouss growth in the number of dwellings (Locher, 1988.: 10), a trend that continued in
thee second half of the 1980s. This is the proof of a unique process, according to Van de Ven et al.
(1991):: especiallv after the deepest crisis was overcome.
Thee number of people working in the inner citv declined from 110,824 in 1975 to 86,839 in
1985,, a loss of almost 22 percent, which is more than the 16 percent job-loss in Amsterdam as a
wholee (Locher, 1988: 6).
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Jorna,, 1993). In the mean time, the city planners continued to promote their own
vision.. They developed an overarching concept in 1985 which emphasised the
desiredd features of the final development. Initially, these were mainly guidelines to:
"Improvee

the

relationship

between

the

[historic]

inner

city

and

the

IJ

Embankmentss by creating public attractions with sufficient appeal and increasing
thee accessibility between both areas; to develop, where possible, typical inner city
usess which because of their scale and accessibility requirements are difficult to fit
intoo the [historic] city's present morphology'; and to create the linkage of the
[historic]] inner city to the IJ Embankments" (Witbraad & Jorna, 1993: 232).
Specificallyy economic feature emerged when these broad concepts were further
developed,, including a metropolitan setdement area for high-grade economic
functionss such as offices, hotels and companies, metropolitan entertainment and
culturall services and mixed housing projects. These economic features dominated
thee first concrete proposal {Nota van uitgangspunten voor de Ij-oevers) that was produced
byy the Amsterdam planning department in 1989. The urban planners stated in this
reportt that the development of the IJ Embankments would rectify the increasing
unbalancee caused by the southbound shift of economic activities in the service
sector. .
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T h ee municipality realised that its vision for the IJ-banks regeneration could
neverr be realised without enormous private investments. Therefore it was pleased
whenn a positive climate for public private partnerships was found to exist in
Amsterdam. 4 4
A.A. new structure plan - again
Duringg the period 1978-1988, new left councillor Van der Vlis was alderman in
chargee of spatial development policy. In order to continue the compact city policy
thatt was set out during his regime, Van der Vlis wanted to develop a new Structure
Plann before the elections of 1990. In the draft for this new Structure Plan, the
compactt city approach remained central, but the regional scale was now included.
Moreover,, the importance of the historic inner city- was stressed especially with
regardss to economic development. It was contended that the inner city was crucial
too the competitive position of the city, the region and even the Randstad, especially
withh

regards

to

business

and

financial

services,

information

science,

telecommunicationn related and distributive activities ('Amsterdam, Gateway to
Europe')) and thus an important strategic asset for future development. Therefore,
thee strategic position of the city in relation to the North Sea and airport Schiphol
becamee more central in the plan than ever before: in order to strengthen the
internationall competitiveness of Amsterdam, the draft Structure Plan voiced the
wishh

to

improve

the

(tele-)

communication

infrastructure

and

transport

infrastructuree of the region, and to improve the international settlement climate.
Inn the Draft Structure Plan, Van der Vlis aimed to use the process of
structuree planning to overcome the friction between short term project driven
goalss combined with the process of decentralisation on the one hand and strategic
continuityy on the other. The many different urban development projects that fit
withinn the framework of the urban renewal operations are the foundations of the
processs of structure planning.
T h ee aim of the Structure Plan was to be more than the sum of the various
projectss and Van der Vlis introduced the Program Spatial Renewal. In this
Programmee Spatial Renewal, the development of Amsterdam was to become a top
locationn for international companies. In this ambition, Schiphol airport was seen as
Thiss was apparent from the 1987 report produced by the Soetekouw Committee on
infrastructurall projects. This capital dominated Soetekouw Committee produced a report with
thee central message that business wanted to be more involved in urban development planning, if
onlyy the municipality were clearer on its long-term plans for urban renewal and the associated
projects.. In response to this, the municipality initiated a report called Programme Spatial Renewal
{Programma{Programma Ruimtelijke Vernieuwing) in which the planned urban renewal projects were outlined.
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thee central magnet, that was supplemented with the available service sector cluster
inn the inner city, a top office location (IJ-banks), a newly developed 'modern office
area'' (Zuid-Oost) and several secondary centres, such as Teleport/Sloterdijk and
Zuid/WTC. .
IntrospectiveIntrospective policymaking in public private partnership
T h ee Structure Plan that was in development had to serve the needs of both cutting
edgee of short-term projects and long term strategic planning. However, his
commitmentt to the large projects, especially the IJ-banks for which Van der VLis
becamee the responsible Alderman, made his popularity amongst the electorate
diminish.. The image of the IJ-bank development amongst local residents was poor,
duee to the enormous scale proposed and was surrounded by an air of deal making
betweenn

politicians

and

big developers.

As with

many

other

new

urban

infrastructuree projects, public and private agents worked close together on plans
forr the IJ-banks. The municipality invited the ABP (a pension fund) in coalition
withh M A B O N (a project developer) and the M B O / A M L Y N combination (NMB
projectt development bureau and an American developer) to propose project plans.
T h ee municipality thought that by involving these private developers and investors
inn the plan making process, joint investments would be a logical next step.
Logicallv,, the plans that emerged placed more emphasis than earlier plans on
potentiall tenants and the marketing of Amsterdam as a business

location.

Apparently,, high quality office and retail floor space would maximise development
gainn (Needham & Van de Ven, 1995: 61).
Thee main goal stated in this global plan was to create a new international
businesss environment in the heart of the historic inner city. This location, the plan
said,, should supplement the qualities of the inner city, and strengthen its potential
ass a top international location for offices. This ambition was soon broadly shared
throughoutt the City Council, as illustrated the policy document 'Amsterdam:
Financiall Gateway to Europe'. 3
Forr the subsequent development of the IJ-banks area, the Amsterdam
Waterfrontt Finance Company CV (AWF) was established. This was a public private
consortiumm established to secure the realisation of the entire IJ-banks project,
33
"Strengthen the inner citv so that it would be regarded as a prime location with possibilities of
expansionn on the IJ Embankments; the need to develop an environment on the IJ which meets
thee international standards of ambiance and accessibility, whereby the IJ Embankments
functionallyy supplement the qualities of the inner city; and the need to develop the location in a
mannerr that generates the image of an international business centre" (Witbraad & Jorna, 1993:
233). .
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includingg the less lucrative parts. On the basis of the first global plan the agencies
involvedd committed themselves to further develop this global vision into concrete
planss for realisation. Thus, the aim for the municipality was to secure private
investmentt from financiers and developers from the beginning, involve them from
thee start in developing plans, and granting them exclusive rights for development
andd exploitation.
AA political turn — but into what direction?
D u r i n gg the 1990 elections the historically dominant Social-democrat Party (PvdA)
wass defeated in the elections, losing nine of its 21 seats in the City Council. The
p o w e rr in the Council of Mayor and Aldermen was now shared between PvdA
(26,11 % ) , the radical liberal D66 (18,3%), the liberal W D (14,2%) and Green Left
(15,4%).. In the tradition of the previous Councils a Program Accord was prepared.
However,, responding to earlier criticisms, this program was not detailed, merely
layingg down the main strategic choices for future development. 6 A looser policy
linee emerged with only choices on priorities: tackling unemployment, re-working
thee

intergovernmental

environmentall

relationships between

policy and

the

strengthening

the city and
of

the city districts,

the economic

position

of

Amsterdam.. In this way, the new Council of Mayor and Aldermen placed political
decision-makingg back in the hands of the City Council.
Contraryy to the two previous program accords, this accord did not include a
speciall section on spatial policy. Spatial policy became subordinate to economic
developmentt policy. Economic issues concerning strategic locations for economic
activity',, and the authority issues surrounding the development of these locations
dominatedd the concrete suggestions in the program accord.
Thee new Alderman in charge of spatial policy was Saris of the Green Left
Partyy (a merger of the former Communist party, and small progressive fractions),
thatt was confronted with an almost fully developed structure plan. Saris shifted
somee of the emphasis towards issues he found important. For instance, he
perceivedd the urbanistic quality of many new large-scale urban

development

projectss to be meagre and messy; he wanted to break with the tradition of ad-hoc
publicc transport improvement, and come to strategic choices; and he wanted to
givee an impulse to environmental policy. He also supported the main building
blockss that supported the 1985 Structure Plan, and that were consolidated by Van
66

This was in response to the difficulties that the previous council had faced when it was blamed
forr too introspective policy-making, in which all the important decisions were decided upon
withinn the inner circle of Mayor and Alderman.
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derr Vlis in the new structure plan: the compact city, the strengthening of the
historicc inner city and the lobed urban structure. This last aspect of strategic spatial
policyy was subject to many challenges: decentralisation of urban functions, growing
mobilityy and the overspill of urban functions into the countryside. The spatial reach
off urbanisation increasingly exceeded the urban jurisdiction, so the necessity for
regionalisationn arose in urban policy. However, this was not clearly voiced in the
neww Structure Plan, being more defensive with regards to issues of decentralisation
andd regionalisation.
Alarmedd by the still ongoing flight of offices from the inner city to locations
inn the south of the city and region (ring-road, Schiphol), the 1991 Structure Plan
specifiedd that the main location to facilitate urban economic expansion would be
thee historic inner city. In this Structure Plan, the obsolete areas along the IJ-banks
weree mentioned for the first time in an official policy document. Urban planners
counteractt market led suburbanisation of offices, and used their planning tools to
doo so (Wallagh, 1994: 3-5; Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 322). Other large-scale
projectss mentioned were for instance Sloterdijk/Teleport, Amstel III (South East)
andd harbour extension plans. The latter were primarily placed on the agenda to
accommodatee the growth in spin-off activities from airport Schiphol. Increasingly,
Dutchh and foreign distribution companies desired locations close to the airport
(Boon*/*/,, 1988).
FinalFinal bust of the historic inner city as an economic location

Thee plans, study reports and discussions on the IJ-banks were accumulating by the
timee the structure plan emerged. Thus, the IJ-banks became increasingly central in
policyy circles, but not in the minds of office developers: indeed, the construction of
officess along the southern IJ-bank remained ad-hoc (Chamber of Commerce,
NOG-building,, Wagon Lits Hotel) rather than structurally planned (Wagemaker,
1991).. Also, the first years of the 1990s were characterised by a national slump in
thee office market. Although the production of office space remained high in
Amsterdamm (with exception of Amsterdam city centre and Southeast, where
constructionn dropped dramatically in the 1991-1993 period, after a period 198719911 in which these two locations were responsible for half the new office supply
inn the city), take up levels decreased sharply, causing absolute vacancy levels to
increasee drastically (from 194,000 square meters in 1989 to 520,000 square meters
inn 1992, 11% of total stock, see Needham & Van de Ven, 1995: 59).
Consequently,, development also stagnated, especially in the inner city that
wass not the most favourable location in the eyes of potential users of new office
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space,, because of the persisting traffic problems. Influenced by these unfavourable
developments,, by planners' unwillingness to improve the car accessibility of this
innerr city area, and by further problems over density, functional mix and the
dimensionss and use of public space (Terhorst & Van de Ven, 1997: 322) the publicprivatee coalition slowly began to disintegrate. It became rapidly clear that the top
segmentt of offices was not interested in the IJ-banks, private agents had already
beenn investing heavily in the southern part of the motorway ring, where a 'market
led'' top location had been developing. Between 1984 and 1992 more than 80
percentt of the take up of square meters in the top segment (over 400 guilders per
squaree meter) was located in this Southern axis along the ring motorway in the
Amsterdamm South District and Buitenveldert (especially around NS Railway Station
Z u i d / W T CC and the Apollolaan and surroundings): Atrium, World Trade Centre, the
SocialSocial Insurance Hank, Dijsselhofplantsoen and Villa Verde (Reinoudt & Boon, 1994). In
orderr to facilitate IJ-bank developments, the municipality even suggested slowing
downn those at competing locations, but a period of stagnation in the office marked
thee 'beginning of the end' of the IJ-banks plans. The fate of the plans was finally
sealedd when the ING-Bank, which was concerned about the return on investments
andd the long development period needed (15-20 years) (Schuiling, 1996: 284),
announcedd its retreat from the public-private partnership. Planners were obliged to
downgradee the ambition levels associated with the IJ-banks, and eventually integral
developmentt was cancelled altogether.
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TheThe WTC buildings in their presentform

6.33

E c o n o m i c recovery — Amsterdam's luck reversed

Afterr the economic dip of the early 1990s ended in 1993 the national economy
recoveredd quickly. The economy of the Amsterdam region took on above average
growthh rates (measured in added value and employment) during the 1990s, even
untill 2002, whereas the city of Amsterdam, which had been lagging behind ever
sincee the 1970s, followed the Dutch national average from 1996 onwards (Van der
Vegtt & Bijvoet, 2002; Van der Beek & Louter, 2003). This comeback of the city of
Amsterdamm can largely be attributed to economic globalisation and the spectacular
worldwidee rise of professional services {ibid). Both trends were very beneficial for
Amsterdamm that had a sectoral structure that had long been dominated by financial
andd business services. The growth of these services (banks & insurances, business
services,, ICT and N e w Media) in Amsterdam was "turbulent" and "above national
average"" during the 1996-2001 period (Van der Beek & Louter, 2003). Moreover,
ass a consequence of the office plans that were developed during the 1980s, the
largee 'secondary' office locations along the ring motorway were available for direct
development.. AH in all, the

financial

and business services cluster in

the
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Amsterdamm region witnessed an unprecedented boom from 1993 onwards. At the
endd of the year 2000, 30 percent of the headquarters of Dutch top

100

corporationss were situated in Amsterdam, and another 20 percent in the rest of the
Amsterdamm region (Tordoir, 2003: 119).
So,, the definitive worldwide shift to an informational regime of economic
accumulationn during the 1990s was very beneficial for the city and region of
Amsterdam.. Next to the gradual growth in financial service industries, this
transitionn to a more knowledge based economy caused the growth of business
services,, especiallv the 'creative industries' in Amsterdam boomed (media and ICT
services).. Tordoir (2003: 117) argues that the high economic growth levels of the
Amsterdamm region during the 1990s were mainly due to airport related distribution
(thee airport complex), advanced producer services and the ICT sector. After 2000,
thee exuberant growth experienced by these sectors flattened out (Van der Vegt &
Bijvoet,, 2002).
Roughlyy speaking, the three main drivers of the local and regional economy
distinguishedd by Tordoir (2003) all have their own spatially concentrated clusters:
thee distribution complex is mainly situated at Schiphol Airport, Hoofddorp and
alternatee smaller and scattered suburban office and company locations along
automobilee infrastructure to and from Schiphol Airport (ranging from Almere to
Leiden);; the managerial cluster of service companies and headquarters of (inter)
nationall companies

is mainly situated at the southern

axis of

Amsterdam

(Amsterdamm Southeast, Buitenveldert, Amstelveen, the South Axis, increasingly
alsoo the western ring motorway and Westpoort and in the suburbs of Hoofddorp,
Almeree and Schiphol); and the cluster of the creative economy can be found at
variouss locations across the (inner) city of Amsterdam. This socially and spatially
selectivee territorialisation of capital between 1993 and 2003 caused the rise of a new
economicc landscape, which can be seen as a temporal spatial fix that is more fluid
thann it initially appears to be due to rapid economic and technological change.
WhereWhere did the CDB go? — The changing mode!for urbanisation
Thiss period of economic prosperity came at a moment in time when the ambitious
planss for the IJ-banks had just failed and it was clear that the historic inner city of
Amsterdamm had "ceased to be the region's economic [...] node that it was
throughoutt the century" (Salet, 2003: 179). It took some time but halfway the
1990ss municipal officials finally realised that a top office location at the IJ-banks in
thee inner city of Amsterdam proved impossible to realise and the grand ambitions
forr
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this area were
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accordingly.

Nevertheless, the

municipality
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Amsterdamm still wanted to create a top location for offices within its boundaries.
Alll real estate market indicators pointed in the direction of the southern part of the
ringg road as the most promising place: the advantageous infrastructural position of
thiss location had already been discovered by companies and developers w h o
investedd heavily in the location. This was noticed by the Economic Development
Departmentt of the city' of Amsterdam that pushed this so-called South Axis
forwardd as the one and only top office location in Amsterdam. After the municipal
plann makers (the Physical Planning Department) joined the group advocating the
Southh Axis, a strong lobby to create a European office location there came of the
groundd (Gemeente Amsterdam, 1996).
Quitee contrary to this idea, the compact city policy remained the building
blockk for urban development, as illustrated by the 1996 Structure Plan, 'Amsterdam
O p e nn City' (Amsterdam Open Stad). The main problem signalled by urban planners
wass scarcity of direct available land for new urban developments, because space for
neww development had been filled in rapidly in preceding years. The main task that
thee municipality gave itself in the 1996 Structure Plan was to establish the extent to
whichh the existing urban structure could provide room for densification. Especially
thee transitional zones in the city (zones that are located between two different
'urbann systems') were earmarked as potential development areas. A detailed 'vision
onn the desired spatial structure of the city', included in the structure plan, was a first
stepp in the process of identifying the development possibilities in these transitional
zones. .
Withh regard to space for economic development, the structure plan wanted
too facilitate Amsterdam's wish to improve its position on the national and
internationall office markets. In this regard, the structure plan stated the ambition to
preservee the offices in the so-called core areas in the historic inner city, so that the
innerr city would remain the main centre of employment in the region. The
developmentt of complementary specialised concentrations along the ring road of
Amsterdamm is seen in relation to these ambitions regarding the inner city. For the
firstfirst time, the southern ring road project, called South Axis, gained prominence
overr the inner city IJ-banks project that was formerly prioritised. Furthermore,
developmentss in the field of telecommunications and information

technology

inspiredd Amsterdam to propose a 'Amsterdam Teleport' at the western part of the

Illustrativee for the former municipal determination to push the IJ-banks as the top location is
thee fact that councillor Jonker was reprimanded by mayor Van Thijn in 1992 for pushing the
Southh Axis.
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city,, designated for office development already long ago, as a new office park for
thesee sectors.
TheThe South Axis as a CBD
F r o mm 1994 onwards, long and laborious development procedures and cautious
developerss stagnated the supply of offices. The developers were scared by the
stagnationn in the office market at the beginning of the 1990s, and for a long time
refusedd to work on their own risk. They only commenced developments with
securedd tenancies. These developments made vacancy levels drop below 1 % of the
stock,, and price levels rise, especially at the South Axis and Schiphol Airport.
Althoughh the rise of office development in neighbouring municipalities created
somee breathing space at the regional office market, the local market became
overheated.. Many companies that wanted to locate in Amsterdam, had to settle for
locationss in neighbouring Schiphol, Hoofddorp

or Almere. So, autonomous

growthh promoted scattered office development around the Amsterdam region.
Planss for a new 'top location' to replace the abolished IJ-banks plans were
onlyy in a starting phase. The municipal plan makers now wrere very cautious not to
makee the mistake of trying to 'guide the market' to a specific location, as it did in
thee IJ-banks plans. Halfway the 1990s the Mayor and Aldermen of Amsterdam
decidedd that the integral development of the whole South Axis would be beneficial
forr Amsterdam's economic structure, and institutional arrangements were put in
placee to realise the goal. This process was accelerated by the intention of national
governmentt to designate future high-speed train locations as nodes of urban
development,, and further support the development of these locations with large,
interdepartmentall designated budgets. These plans continued and expanded the
aforementionedd 'Key Projects' policy, in which urban regeneration in a limited
n u m b e rr of inner cities was heavily sponsored. For these new 'Key Projects' the
structuress and processes through which the national-local urban development
partnershipss could take on definitive form were stricdy defined (Schuiling &
Majoor,, 2001).
So,, a multi-level public-private South Axis coalition was formed in 1996, 8 in
orderr to work on a Masterplan for the South Axis. The Masterplan, which was
m o r ee of a development vision than a blueprint plan, comprised a development

Thee coalition existed of the following agencies: the municipality of Amsterdam, the city districts
off Buitenveldert, Zuid and Rivierenbuurt, the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Watermanagement,, the National Dutch Railroad Corporation, RAI International Fair Centre,
W T C ,, the Free University and the ABN Amro Bank.
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UrbanisticUrbanistic end-vision of'the South Axis
strategyy and an urban design to facilitate the development of a top location for the
officee market with 30,000 square meters of office production ever}- year for 20
years.. Additionally, 1,500 dwellings were planned, and three alternative models
weree proposed to reduce the space dedicated for infrastructure were proposed.
Inn the years following the Masterplan the vision for the South Axis gradually
changed.. The first idea to create an exclusive office location was extended into
planss for integral urban development, with a top office

location

including

increasingg numbers of dwellings, shopping facilities, and entertainment and leisure
functions.. Early 2000, the 'Concept Urban Development Vision for the South Axis'
{Concept{Concept stedenbouwkundige visie Zuidas) proposed a scheme, based on the covering of
alll infrastructure, in which 1,2 million square meters of office space (instead of the
initiall 600,000 square meters) were complemented with 4,500 dwellings. Instead of
aimingg to develop a top office location by creating scarcity at a location that is in
highh demand - a strategy advocated by those in the real estate development sector

99

The Dekmodel contains plans to cover all infrastructure, in the Dokmodel all infrastructure will be
broughtt under the ground, the Dijkmodel does not change much in the current situation, just
somee improvements on the tunnels under the banks that hold the infrastrucrure.
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--

the city officials chose to create a top location by investing in the urban

environment. .
OfficeOffice provision boom at the turn of the century
Inn the mean time, the pressure on the Amsterdam office market was heating up
quicklyy during the second half of the 1990s. Litde was added to the stock in 19961998,,

a response to low absorption of office space in the period between 1992-

1995.. This period especially caused caution amongst developers of rental offices
thatt only accounted for 7 percent of new office supply in the Amsterdam region in
1997.. However, the relative scarcity of new office space in Amsterdam caused
absorptionn to cautiously exceed supply in 1997. In 1998/99 the absorption was
evenn twice as much as supply, which caused explosive rent rises (Boer, Hartog,
Hooft,, 2000).
Developerss saw this and encouraged by the municipality, thev lost the
apprehensivenesss that had characterised their operations in earlier years. Also, the
municipalityy removed the clause of pre-leasing (the signing of a contract with a user
beforee the development is started), enabling the speculative development of offices.
Inn reaction to these changed circumstances, numerous office projects were being
plannedd amongst favourable economic circumstances. Many developers had already
obtainedd strategic land positions, in order to be able to start real development when
thee market demands were high enough. In this way, developers gained increasing
powerr over the Amsterdam office market, able to control supplv of offices as they
wished. .
Thee resulting b o o m in office development activities from 1999 onwards lead
too an upswing in real supply of offices from 2001 onwards, when the supply of
neww office floor space exceeded 200,000 square meters per year in 2000 and 2001,
andd almost 500,000 in 2002. This was a turning point on the local office market: a
periodd of undersupply in 1993-1998 was followed by a period of extreme
oversupply.. This oversupply was aggravated by an increasing number of new
officess built 'at risk' by developers, anticipating high user demand so that their
property-- would be rented quickly after completion. 10 By the end of the second
quarterr in 2002, the Amsterdam office market collapsed: enormous amounts of
neww offices were being brought onto the market, whereas the absorption dropped
dramatically.. Instantly, this lead to a jump in the vacancy rate from 2 percent in
1,11
Oversupply was strengthened even more because the supply boom was shortlv followed bv the
(international)) economic recession that made many companies decrease their size, so that supply
fromm the existing offices also grew.
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RecentRecent construction in Amsterdam Southeast

New construction at Sloterdijk

20011 to more than 10 percent by the end of 2002." Because in 2002 a great
numberr

of

offices

(approximatelyy

were

195,000

taken

in

construction

square meters)

without

the amount

being

of office

pre-leased

space

under

constructionn without a known user grew to 330,000 square meters, indicating that
thee recovery of the office market to 'normal' proportions could take a long time
(DRO,, 2003).
Thee trend signalled in the previous chapter of the diminishing centrality of
thee city centre as a location for offices, strengthened itself in the period from 1987
too 2000 (see table 6.2).12
OfficeOffice planning

revisited?

Thee explosion in office provision caused the definitive spatial shift of office
activitiess to large-scale office locations on the urban ring road and the urban
periphery.. Because of the cautious and time consuming developments

and

negotiationss at the South Axis, the first wave of office developments in the new
boom-periodd mainly settled down in the western part of the city: along the western
motorwayy ring and at Teleport, which was renamed as Westpoort. This latter
locationn had been planned as a concentration point for

telecommunications

companies,, and building requests were measured along these lines for a long time.
Thee low level of new development in the area during the mid-1990s was combined
withh unfavourable conditions on the office market. Only after the restriction was
liftedd prohibiting non-telecommunications related firms did interest grow, and in
thee years of massive supply, Westpoort was one of the locations that attracted most

"" Although the Municipality of Amsterdam calculated 7%, real estate brokers estimated higher
vacancyy levels at the end of 2002. Jones Lang LaSalle estimated 10.2%; Van Gool 11.2%, and
Cushmann and Wakefield Healy and Baker 15%.
122
Office stock at Schiphol: because the 1987 data for Schiphol were not collected, Schiphol was
nott taken up in this table. In 2000, Schiphol has 401,000 square meters of office space.
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Tablee 6.2 Offices in Amsterdam - 1987 and 2000 compared
1987 7

2000 0

%% of total
Stock k

Location n

Average e
Stock k

%% of total rentt (1)

Amsterdamm Centre

725,000 0

20% %

688,000 0

775,000 0

22% %

1,128,000 0

13% %
22%, ,

€224 4

Amsterdamm West
Amsterdamm Southeast

400,000 0

11% %

672,000 0

13% %

€€ 159

Amsterdamm South

500,000 0

14% %

635,000 0

12%. .

€295 5

Amsterdamm Buitenveldert

200,000 0

325,000 0

6% %

€255 5

Diemen n

230,000 0

6% %
6% %

315,000 0

6%, ,

€€ 156

Amstelveen n

300,000 0

8%: :

492,000 0

9%. .

Hoofddorp p

60,000 0

2% %

422,000 0

Other r

410,000 0

11%. .

557,000 0

8% %
11% %

Total l

3,600,000 0

100% %

5,234,000 0

100'/,. .

€€ 161

__
€€ 168
€€ 159

Source:Source: Boer, Hartog Hooft, several years
(1(1 )siverage rent is is measured over the transactions during the year 2000

neww investments. However, since most new offices were built for the market
duringg the period of oversupply, vacancies were considerable (12,7% in late 2002).
Otherr locations in the Amsterdam region with high vacancy levels were
Schipholl Rijk, Hoofddorp, Amsterdam Southeast and the western Garden Cities
(especiallyy

Riekerhaven/Riekerpolder).

Obviously,

these

were

the

locations

preferredd by investors w h o built for the market. However, because of this, they
weree also the most vulnerable to swings on the office market. Faced with the
massivee oversupply across a multitude of office locations in the region, the
municipalityy of Amsterdam felt obliged to rethink its strategy concerning land
issuance.. They had 'loosened u p ' their land strategy in earlier years, in order to
indulgee developers w h o were eager to build (but re-introduced the demand of 60%
pre-leasingg before a building permit was given). However, the oversupply was
perceivedd as a threat to the imagined 'top location' at the South Axis, even though
thee plans aimed to build a top location on the basis of a good urban environment
insteadd of scarcity. Thus, land issuance was delayed again, especially for locations
suchh as Riekerhaven/Riekerpolder at the western ring motorway that had only
beenn speeded up to please developers, but that had no strategic position in
Amsterdam'ss office structure.
Finally,, competing office locations, such as those being developed at
Schipholl and Hoofddorp, challenged the autonomous power which the central city
off Amsterdam always had in guiding office development by means of land
issuance.. So the municipality of Amsterdam had to act more strategically in these
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issues.. O n e example provides and illustration. Amsterdam owns shares

of

Schiphol,, which wants to privatise its operations. Amsterdam is willing to sell its
shares,, but wants land in the Schiphol area in return. Schiphol is afraid that
Amsterdamm will use these land holdings to further obstruct office development at
Schiphol,, simply by not developing the site.

6.44

Recent office planning in Amsterdam
SpatiallySpatially selective top location planning

Inn the current malaise on the office market, municipal planners remain focused on
creatingg a top office location at the South Axis. They wish to build a structure over
thee ring road, tram-, metro- and rail tracks in order to create a new urban
environmentt on top of this (the so-called Dokmodel), stated in the

urban

developmentt vision. To secure their vision, they still rely heavily on a select
numberr of public and private agents. Indispensable for the realisation of the offices
andd additional urban features at the South Axis is the guarantee by a consortium of
I N GG Bank, ABN A M R O Bank and N S Real Estate. These investors promised to
buyy or lease the space that is created by the covering structure, for a guaranteed
summ over a period of 25 years. This guarantee only holds if the infrastructure will
bee put under the ground. If a decision is made not to build the Dokmodel, the
consortiumm does not buy the land. For the realisation of this Dokmodel, financial
contributionss from the national government (Ministry of Transport, Public Works
andd Watermanagement

and Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and

the

Environment)) are indispensable. These contributions should cover the expenses of
infrastructuree

improvements

and

further

development

of

Railroad

station

Zuid/WTC, 1 33 in the core of the area. However, the economic malaise and the
downfalll in office demand laid bare the Achilles heel of Amsterdam's structure of
provisionn

and

regime

of

urbanisation:

because

the

financing

of

urban

developmentss has been taken over by private agents, times of economic decline
standd in the way of new development. The municipality recognised this problem,
andd in its Report on Investment Priorities it announced the delaying of further planning
forr many developments until 2010. This includes the top segment, projected on the
Southh Axis, and many locations in the middle segment, where oversupply is most

111
This railway station at the motorway ring of Amsterdam, and not the Central Station in the city
centree will become the end station of the international network of high speed trains
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pressing.. This phased development should downsize overproduction and limit
vacancies,, that is, if regional fine-tuning on this issue can be reached.
So,, for the development of a top office location nothing is certain yet, and
thee municipality is once again placed in a dependant role, waiting for decisions
madee by private agents and national state departments. Meanwhile, the vision o n
thee inner city as the top location in the region has faded away,14 and the
municipalityy seems increasingly willing to 'think regional', forced by lack of space at
itss own territory, and the fact that a wide range of actors outside the municipal
spheress of influence today decisively influence spatial developments. The R O A
(Amsterdam'ss variation of regional government) is currently working on a regional
developmentt strategy, but its boundaries are sub optimal, and other documents
weree alreadv published that reflect the 'new realism' of Amsterdam: the 'Spatialeconomicc vision for the Schiphol region', and the new structure plan

for

Amsterdam. .
Thee 'Spatial economic vision on the Schiphol region' is an official advisory
documentt made by the province of North Holland, the city of Amsterdam and the
municipalityy of Haarlemmermeer. It is a 'building block' for the regional plan of
thee province and the structure plans of Amsterdam and Haarlemmermeer (where
Schipholl airport is situated). Some important recommendations regarding spatial
economicc development were made in this document. Firstly, in the Schiphol area,
reall estate development should be approved as long as it is complementary to the
air-transportt function of the area. Secondly, the Schiphol area should be developed
ass the only international top location in the Randstad, and the various sites within
thiss area should be developed to build on the 'unique qualities of each separate
location'.. Thirdly,

Schiphol

and the

South

Axis should

be developed

to

complementt each other.
AA new structure plan — old discussions
T h ee new Structure Plan, Choosing for Urbanity (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2003) that
wass accepted by the City Council in April 2003 was more global and more strategic
thann the previous structure plans, although the main problems and points of
departuree remained the same. The preparations for the structure plan zigzagged
betweenn the necessity of creating a vision for the development of the metropolitan
144

Gentrification and pushing out of office activities increased again during the 1990s. The main
economicc developments in the inner city occurred in small scale New Media and ICT companies
andd tourism, culture and leisure. The developments at the IJ-embankments are currently taken up
again,, albeit piecemeal, with an emphasis on culture.
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regionn on the one hand

and the perceived need

to strengthen

the city's

independentt residential and economic function on the other. This led to the
developmentt of a plan caught between outright regionalism (which is perceived as
inevitable,, but unbeneficial for the fiscal position of Amsterdam) and stubborn
localism.. Not surprisingly, the compromise entailed a litde of both.
First,, the real driver of Amsterdam's future urbanisation path remained
consolidatedd urban development (hence the title: Choosing for Urbanity). The
politicall discussion in Amsterdam's City Council (implicitly as well as explicidy)
tookk place in completely built environment, in which the development of anything
'new'' had to replace something that already exists. In January 2003, this lead to the
echoo of an early 1980 discussion on the rezoning of business sites for residential
purposes:: the PvdA (Stadig's political party) proposed to re-zone several business
zoness

(Central Market halls, Amstel/AMC

and the Marine Complex)

into

residentiall areas, and to take up this idea in the Structure Plan, and PvdA's coalition
partnerr W D - whose Alderman Dales was in charge of economic affairs — was
vehementlyy turned against this initiative, which was backed by a (left-wing) political
majority77 in the City Council. However, the decision on such issues was pushed into
thee future.
Second,, the Structure Plan laid some analytical emphasis on the regional
levell (see also Bertolini & Salet, 2003). The vision on the city was based to a large
extentt on the spatial developments in the region. The central task that Amsterdam
formulatedd for itself in the new Structure Plan derived from the idea that the
centrall city is part of a regional network of cities. The vision on the city as put
forwardd aimed to strengthen the profile of Amsterdam within this network by
investingg in diverse milieus, improved accessibility and improved quality7 of water,
greenn space and public space. Relatedly, the spatial economic perspective was
primarilyy rooted at the regional level. The city defined as the region's primary goal
too extend its position as an internationally competitive urban living- and settiement
milieuu by creating a broad spectrum of settlement environments, creating space for
furtherr

development

of

Schiphol

and

the

sea

harbours,

improving

and

7

differentiatingg the accessibility of the region, and improving the quality of water,
greenn space and landscape.
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Tablee 6.3, The regime of urbanisation 1988-2003
ExpectedExpected regme of urbanisation
Market,Market, growth financial cluster — growth airport related cluster;
State,State, outgrowth of national urban growth coalition - local state led economic
developmentt politics - public private partnerships;
Space:Space: planned peripheral CBD development - planned development of secondary service
nodess for economic overspill — extension of main infrastructures — strategic regional
investmentss in residential structures — regional co-operation on competitiveness issues.
Realisedd regime of urbanisation
MarketMarket enormous economic boom - growth financial/services cluster - growth airport
relatedd cluster - growth knowledge based industries;
Stater,Stater, outgrowth of national urban growth coalition — local state led socio-economic
developmentt politics - public private partnerships - sympathy electorate for pro-growth
politics; ;
Space-,Space-, planned peripheral CBD development - planned development of secondary service
nodess for economic overspill - extension of main infrastructures - strategic complicated
locall investments in residential structures - regional economic competition - weak
regionall cooperation on competitiveness issues.
6.55

Analysis:

the

structure

of office

provision

and

the

regime

of

urbanisationn at the turn of the Millennium
Duringg the last decade considered in this analysis a regime shift occurred regarding
urbanisationn and economic development in Amsterdam. N o t completely contrary
too expectations, this shift was a combination of prolonged compact city politics
dwellingg on residential development, combined with a shift towards more proeconomicc growth oriented accumulation strategies. However, it took some time
beforee the logical spatial consequences of the choice for a combination of nogrowth,, residential development,

spatially selective (peripheral)

infrastructure

investments,, and spatial-economic planning in public private partnership were
found.. Although the political priorities for compact urbanisation that had left their
markss on urban development throughout the 1980s persisted during the 1990s, it
alsoo became clear that this 'dreamed compact urban landscape' was only a partial
answerr to the manifold urbanisation processes that challenged urban policy
makers.. In light of the socio-economic malaise of the 1980s, which persisted until
1993,, the powerful comeback of Amsterdam as an economic location was
confirmedd by a long period of (urban) economic prosperity from 1994 until 2001.
Thiss long period of economic upturn reflected itself in the strong revival of
Amsterdamm as an employment centre, especially in the financial and business
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TableTable 6.4, Urban development in in Amsterdam — some indicators
1989 9

2000 0

Inhabitants s

694,990 0

731,289 9

Dwellings s

332,853 3

369,180 0

Employment t

317,919 9

389,792 2

-- tertiary sector (1)

272,374 4

350,477 7

-- travellers

16,470,983 3

39,607,000 0

-- freight (tons)

604,458 8

1,222,600 0

Airr Traffic (1)

Source:Source: O+S, various years

servicess sector, that was played out in the new spaces of accumulation at the city's
edges. .
TheThe local structure of office provision
Thee growth of the investment-oriented structure of office provision that had set in
duringg the 1980s persevered during the 1990s, even whilst the cyclical behaviour of
officee development became very prominent in processes of urbanisation. Even so
muchh that they dictated how and where real urban economic development would
takee place.
Ass the share of foreign developers in real estate provision grew rapidly,
moneyy available for investments in real estate grew, and financial concerns and risk
avoidingg behaviour overtook the development process. As we witnessed already in
thee previous chapter, the inner city was perceived as a 'risky' investment area,
despitee its revitalisation in terms of economic activities during the course of the
1990s.. However, this revitalisation mainly took part in the small and medium sized
companiess in creative/innovative industries that generally do not require big box
officee development for their continued operations.
Thee pronounced cycle in office provision primarily established in less risky
areass that were already emerging during the 1980s. The ABN (southern ring
motorway)) and the N M B (southeast) decided to locate at office locations south of
thee centre, close to a large motorway, in spite of the pro-growth strategy for the IJbanks.. Following these big banks were many investors and project developers that
chosee on mass for the new office parks in the southeast (banking, financial
consultancy,, etc.) and office axes in the south (Apollolaan and surroundings for
financiall services) for new development. This process was accelerated by the
developmentt of plans for the South Axis top office location.
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Also,, along the western part of the motorway ring, with the office park
Teleportt at its northern edge, another concentration of new offices was planned
andd developed (of which a vast number are now plagued by vacancies), and a
n u m b e rr of high rise luxurious office buildings were constructed at Amstel Railway
stationn (De Omval), where Philips international headquarters is located.
Thee production of offices mainly took place in the locations that were
envisagedd as 'secondary centres' in the recent Structure Plans. Moreover, outside
Amsterdamm locations such as Schiphol and Hoofddorp gained importance. Indeed,
thesee 'secondary centres' remained secondary in the mind of planners for a long
time. .
Thee period of undersupply in the mid 1990s combined with high user
demandd in the financial and business services, ICT and New Media sectors
increasedd the pressure on the Amsterdam office market: available space was
absorbedd quickly, and new development was thus needed.
Byy the late 1990s, the local government had lain down the red carpet for
riskyy development. T h e pre-lease clause wTas removed in the late 1990s to kick start
supply,, and to indulge developers that were eager to build for the market. So, the
dampeningg

effect

on

the development

cycle that was exercised by public

interventionn disappeared. It was even reversed in the eyes of some developers, who
claimm that the municipality urged developers to build.
Thee combination of these factors lead to a classic textbook case of
overbuildingg (and the reintroduction of the pre-lease clause): all new developments
simultaneouslyy came to the market, vacancy rates rose, rents faltered and new
developmentt was postponed, although the pipeline effect caused new development
too keep coming to the market for some time. Currently, the peak in supply and the
falll in demand coincide, vacancy levels have risen sharply and rents fallen, and thus
investorss are leaving the property market.
SociospatialSociospatial regulation, planning processes and the struggles over spatial imaginaties
Ass indicated in section 6.4, the bigger cities of The Netherlands and national
governmentt found each other in a national urban socio-economic growth coalition
towardss the end of the 1980s. In the 1990s, this coalition used its hegemonic power
too redirect the overall management of money supply for large infrastructural
projectss in such a way that the main beneficiaries were the large cities. This spatial
selectivityy was carried through in all the main spending departments, so that funds
forr economic development, infrastructure provision, urban renewal and housing
provisionn (although the latter was liberalised, and budgets were toned down
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considerably)) were redirected towards the main cities in The Netherlands. This
entailedd a further reorientation of national spatial policy, and the 'compact city'
philosophyy (that was used in Amsterdam already since the 1970s) was finally
officiallyy introduced at the national level in the Vinex report.
However,, real spending by the city was hardly affected by the new policies.
Thee failure of the IJ-Embankments was extremely problematic for the local
governmentt that had finally attempted to back its vision on the inner city (a lively
andd culturally rich economic centre) with an accumulation and urbanisation
strategy.. The reliance on one major agent, NMB Bank (now called the ING-Bank),
provedd far too vulnerable. Although the interest of banking capital in the IJEmbankmentss had been sincere, the combination of a no-growth coalition for the
innerr city and a partial growth coalition inside the same geographical area proved to
bee too complicated and risky for investors (especially when investments in main
infrastructuress proved impracticable) that were only interested in steady long-term
returnss on their investments.
Byy shifting the priority from the inner city as a CBD towards the more
market-conformm prioritisation of urban nodes at the city's edge and periphery, the
rulingg elite tried to rescue its accumulation project in which the positioning of the
centrall city and the mainports remained the main focus.15
Thus,, despite the success of the national urban growth coalition directed on
sociall policies, and the recovery of the Amsterdam economy, the local processes of
sociall and spatial regulation were still far from coherent: the local growth coalition
wass partial and unstable, and the results of the public private partnerships at
variouss locations across the city and its edges varied considerably. It was clear that,
despitee the (international recovery of the economy, and the transition to a service
basedd economy, the processes of regulation at the urban level were diverging:
whereass the relations between business, labour and banking and finance were
rescalingg to regional and even international levels, local spatial economic
developmentt perspectives remained focused on the urban level as the central
steppingg stone for spatial economic development.
Thee absence of any kind of metropolitan development strategy implied
scatteredd flagship developments across the region, frictions on the local and

133
The national discussion on corridors or transport axes between metropolitan areas as possible
locationss for economic development that developed in the late 1990s (Van Duinen, forthcoming)
iss a good illustration of the scope of national urbanisation policy in The Netherlands. After long
deliberationss on corridors/transport axes as important carriers of the national economic
structure,, urbanisation along these corridors was refuted in national spatial policy.
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regionall housing markets, competition over land by social and economic agents
fromm

various scales and backgrounds, increasing burdening of the

regional

infrastructure,, but also increasing polarisation amongst those that profited from the
singular,, knowledge and real estate driven accumulation project and those that were
excludedd from it.
So,, during the last ten years, the scales at which the various regulatory forms
andd mechanisms operate diverged. First, the form and structure of the local state
remainedd the same, and initiatives for metropolitan or regional government or
governancee suffered from adversarial relationships between the central city7 and its
surroundingg municipalities. In the mean time, inter firm networks regionalised,
althoughh in the financial sector and the creative industries some concentrations of
activityy in the urban fabric could still be witnessed. Moreover, the processes of
officee

provision became increasingly dominated by international capital that

preferredd

risk-free

investments

in unproblematic

office

locations. As

only

headquarterss of (international corporations were inclined to locate at top office
locations,, this created room for the successful planning and development of smaller
andd less complicated office parks across the urban edge and periphery.
Thee current process of spatial regulation - that builds on a regulator} 7 system
orchestratedd by the state through the political project of compact urbanisation —
includess contradictions associated with spatial scale and associated spatial inequalities,
andd growth management. These issues will be discussed in chapter 10.

6.66

Conclusion: the regime of urbanisation

T h ee regime of urbanisation that was used to regulate the processes of urbanisation
inn Amsterdam during the 1990s fundamentally targeted the historic inner city of
Amsterdamm as the carrier of the main social and spatial relations in urban
development,, and thus remained another variation of the well-known compact city
approach.. The main adaptation was the re-interpretation of economic centrality
(thee C B D was now envisioned along the southern part of the ring motorway), and
thee idea that Amsterdam should benefit from its position in international networks,
byy exploiting the manifold characteristics of its region (see figure 6.2).
Thee spatial and social trends of accumulation during the 1990s demonstrate
thatt regional multi-nodalisation and a certain degree of economic specialisationwere
inevitablee in the Amsterdam region, and for that matter, in all urban regions.
Althoughh the national territorial project of compact city development and mainport
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2000 0

1988 8

Statee realm

-- National Compact City
politics s
-- Local politics of socioeconomicc growth

PeripheralPeripheral urban housing development
DenslflcationDenslflcation and urban renewal
LargeLarge scale infrastructure planning
PublicPublic private partnerships
PeripheralPeripheral ad hoc office location planning
Spacee 2000
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
Innerr city as a gentrified residential,
culture,, consumption
andd leisure space
•• Peripheral and suburban multinodall office concentrations
•• Western and Southeastern urban
extensionss as socio-economic
problemm containers
•• Built up urban landscape

Spacee 1988
•• Suburban residential landscape
•• Partially vacated inner city
•• Peripheral office concentrations
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
•• Urbanised immigrant residents
•• Built up urban landscape

Local peripheral influx national
Economicc realm
-- Re-industrialisation in knowledge
banking capital
sectorss
Localised peripheral influx speculative
-- Overall Economic Recovery
real estate capital-- Spatially selective rise of the
Culture and leisure investments in Inner city
servicee sector
Inner city investments by creative industries
-- Upturn transport cluster

........

FigureFigure 6.2, The regime of urbanisation in Amsterdam,

«<

1988-2000

policyy was spatially biased towards the big cities - and within these big cities
towardss urban transport nodes (such as the South Axis) - the agglomerative forces
off inter-firm networks increasingly took place on the regional scale. The Northern
Wingg of the Randstad (with for instance Amsterdam, Schiphol and Utrecht)
profitedd strongly from the period of economic change and growth and became the
recipientt of many international as well as local investments in the economy and
associatedd urban landscapes. Within this northern wing, Amsterdam recovered
fromm the economic crisis of the 1980s as the result of processes of local spatial
clusteringg within a wider regional network. The establishment of large parts of the
financiall sector in the southern area of Amsterdam indicated the spatial clustering
off headquarters inside the urban area, while the dispersion of back offices and
officee users outside the financial cluster along hubs and axes of metropolitan (interurban)) transport networks continued.
Att the various government levels, this led to a reorientation within the
planningg profession. At the conceptual level, urbanisation was rethought as an issue
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off regional and international nodes and flows. This is visible in national strategic
documents,, provincial policy documents, the local structure plans and intergovernmentall strategy documents. However, the jargon in the plans and policv
documentss did not lead to fundamentally different urbanisation and accumulation
strategiess at the local level.
Ass a continuation of the policy set in after the Fourth Memorandum on
Spatiall Policy, the city came to be seen as a 'central node' in the regional and
internationall networks. In this 'tradition' the central city' had to be strengthened, so
thatt it would

stay a competitive settlement milieu for both residents

and

companies.. The regulator)' focus upon spatial clustering in sub-regional urban hubs
iss a good example of spatial selectivity of the state that conceals the temporal
naturee of the spatial fixation of capital. As local clusters are necessarily embedded
inn regional (and international) functional networks, they are subject to increasing
dynamicss within multiscalar spatio-economic matrices, thus further diffusion is a
moree logical prospect rather than re-centralisation.
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77 FRANKFURT 1945-1977

Recoveryy from the war and the
economicc boom
7.11

Introduction

Inn the Second World War the inner city of Frankfurt was almost totally demolished
byy the massive bombing of the allied forces. The first scans were alarming. Most
inner-cityy neighbourhoods had over 50% demolition, and the neighbouring districts
upp to Bockenheim and Sachsenhausen were in not much better shape. So, just as in
Amsterdam,, but even more evidendy in Frankfurt, war recover}- was the main
challenge.. Since the city had been deprived of most of its financial resources,
inhabitants,, and businesses, there was an alarming lack of qualified workers and
capitall to undertake urban recovery. In the light of this study, the installation of the
W'est-Germann Central Bank in Frankfurt was an important first step towards
economicc recovery. Following the first years of post-war urban development that
hadd been characterised by ad hoc emergency measures, the extension of Frankfurt as
ann economic node came to the fore in order to speed up the process of clearing up
thee ruins and building the new city. This chapter reports the analysis of the
contingentt coupling of socio-spatial regulation and local accumulation into a
particularr regime of urbanisation.
Whatt might have been expected to happen, considering the point of
departuree in post-war Frankfurt, after the direct post-war sentiments had cooled
down?? Considering the industrial history of Frankfurt during the pre-NationalSocialistt era, the national origination of the social market economy and the
designationn of Frankfurt as the seat of the German Central Bank, one would expect
thee local process of accumulation to be characterised by export-based reindustrialisationn and the hesitant outgrowth of the city as one of the main regional
financiall centres in Germany. Just as in Amsterdam, one would expect interaction
processess at the level of the local state to be unproblematic, geared towards
economicc interests and private initiative, and based on accommodation and
extensivee urbanisation. The current chapter reports an analysis of the circumstances
inn which a regime of urbanisation developed that accommodated and facilitated fast
urbann and economic development, but ultimately led to heavy protests.
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Tablee 7.1, Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1945-1977
PointsPoints ofdeparture
Market,Market, demolished economic structure - pre-war industrial structure - decentralised
markets; ;
State:State: poor local government, dependence on private initiative - political urgency for
socio-economicc recovery;
Space,Space, abundance of greenfields on the outskirts of the municipality.
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation
MarketMarket extensive industrialisation — hesitant surfacing of a banking cluster
-- State: subordination electoralism to economic recovery - national macro-economic growth
politicss — private sector led urban development - local politics of accommodation;
Space,Space, urban ^industrialisation - extension of main auto-oriented infrastructures extensivee housing accommodation.
7.22

1945-1950: A city rising out of t h e ruins
AssessingAssessing the war damage and starting redevelopment

Inn the first post-war years urban development and urban planning practice in
Frankfurtt were completely dominated by the need to clean up the ruined inner
city,, to restore the demolished vital infrastructural nodes and axes, and to reflect
onn the future form and function of the city. The first two tasks, although
complicatedd because of practical difficulties, could be dealt with straightforwardly:
thee damage caused by the bombing had to be examined and the urgency of the
longg list of necessary recovery activities determined. Then, the question of how to
organisee the removal of debris and the subsequent rebuilding would have to be
addressedd in face of the difficulties of a diminished labour force, few financial
resourcess or raw materials, and little equipment. Urgent practical tasks in this
periodd thus stood in the way of providing a new and comprehensive plan useful for
buildingg a new city out of the ruins of the inner city, Bockenheim, and the parts of
Oberradd and Bornheim that had been destroyed. In this situation there was only a
smalll and uncertain basis on which planners could build their more long-term
strategies.. T h e day-to-day practice of urban planners was concerned with assessing
damagee and testing the legitimacy of requests for building permits made by private
developers.. T o achieve this aim, the 1930 land-use plan {Generalbebauungsplan) was
used. .

11
When this dissertation mentions the inner city, the area inside the Alkenring is referred to. The
historicc inner city - Altstadt - is just a small area inside this inner city, surrounded by the
WallanlagenWallanlagen (see figure 7.1).
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Sincee the financial position of local government was poor, development was
chieflyy dependent on private initiative. This private real-estate development and
redevelopmentt came rapidly off the ground, with many individual small-scale
projects.. Moreover, since most land was in private hands, the first public efforts
weree a complicated effort of finding the plots of land in the hands of the public
administrationn or public companies, and debates with other government tiers and
thee Allies on the financing of these operations.
Nextt to these practical issues that constrained planning, there was also the
issuee of the perceived improbability of future growth. As Müller-Raemisch (1998:
23)) observed, politicians and planners simply could not believe that a prosperous
metropoliss could rise out of the ruins of a destroyed, empty, and abandoned city.
Theyy envisaged a return to the size of the pre-war city; their calculations indicated
that,, with full use of the capacity available, this restoration would take at least 18
years.. Because the city was not expected to grow, no land was reserved to house
economicc functions. Plans made directly after the War concentrated on patching up
tradee and the Fair. Direcdy after the War Mayor Blaum warned against Utopian
ideass of a future metropolis, with growth in all directions. H e proposed that living
andd working should be kept together in spatial terms, and that sprawl was
undesirable.. These warnings, albeit inspired by the idea that growth was implausible
ratherr than undesirable, quickly became important when it became clear that the
piecemeall reconstruction went on much more quickly than expected and the need
forr a vision of the urban future grew.
TowardsTowards strategic planningfor an uncertain future
Nextt to the practicalities of basic recovery that diverted the attention of urban
plannerss away from strategic overall land use planning, the uncertainty concerning
Frankfurt'ss future as a city was a major handicap for those in charge of thinking
aboutt its future built form. This hesitancy had everything to do with the uncertainty
concerningg Frankfurt's future role in both political and economic terms.
First,, the future of Frankfurt in political terms was filled with doubts. After
thee War the Allies decided to impose federal structures on post-war Germany and
too deconcentrate its economy. In 1947 the British and American occupation zones
weree put together to function as one economic area. Frankfurt was chosen as the
seatt of its Bizone headquarters (Bi^onenvetwaltung)} Next to the fact that this

22

The hi^onenverwaltung was the post-war German Government until the Federal Republic of
Germanyy was founded in 1949.
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broughtt with it the first post-war large-scale urban development task 3 , it fed the
hopee amongst urban policy-makers that Frankfurt would be chosen as the seat for
thee West German government once the years of occupation were over.
Second,, urban

economic development in Frankfurt

was plagued

by an

unfavourablee point of departure and an uncertain future. The American occupying
powerr had destined Germany for agriculture 4 and industrial development was to be
banned,, giving Frankfurt, with its long history as a trade centre and relatively short
historyy as an industrial centre, not much on which to build its future. Furthermore,
afterr the War little remained of the economic structure of the citv: the Allies had
aggressivelyy dismantled the big chemical plants and major portions of the motor
industry,, so that only small and medium-sized companies remained. Also, the
imposedd decentralisation of the German economy removed the possibility of
Frankfurtt regaining its dominant position as a trade centre, because only Hesse
remainedd as its hinterland (Holtfrerich, 1999: 230).
Thee first few years after the War were mainly devoted to 'survival' and
economicc strategies remained a step too far. When in 1947 the need for strategy
formulationn became more acute, planners tried to pick up the pieces where thev
hadd been left before the War, following up on the 1930 Zoning Plan and the 1938
Economicc Plan, both by Ernst May.
However,, the recent pre-war history of economic planning in Frankfurt was
ambiguouss to say the least, so few clues remained for planners and politicians.
Mayorr Landmann, w h o wanted to develop Frankfurt into a south-German
industriall centre in the 1920s, had met with opposition from local guilds and tradebasedd commercial companies w h o were radically anti-industrialist; they wanted
urbann development to centre around their own needs. Helped by a large round of
annexationss that enlarged Frankfurt's territory exponentially in 1928, and which led
too the incorporation of Hoechst and Casella's suburban industrial sites into
Frankfurt'ss territory, Landmann, together with Ernst May, the socialist Master
Builderr of Frankfurt, was nevertheless able to back his ambitions with investments
inn infrastructure (Airport, Autobahn) and mass housing construction in the urban
peripheryy without unduly upsetting the liberal capital-labour elite. Ernst May's final
Thee settlement of the headquarters for the bi-zonal occupation power was accompanied by the
demandd for 2,600 office units and 1,000 houses. These houses could not be taken from the those
thatt had been made available for the inhabitants of Frankfurt, and therefore had to be new
construction,, with resources made available by the occupation powers. Since such a large
productionn was hard to take on within the existing arrangements, the Frankfurter Aufbau AG
wass founded, which could operate free from political constraints.
44
The Morgenthau-Plan
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overalll

urban

zoning plan

for

Frankfurt,

the

Flachenverteilungsplan of

1930

(Siedlungsamtt der Stadt Frankfurt a.M, 1930), was a vision rather than a detailed
description,,

and

as

such

was

more

concerned

with

dividing the

limited

metropolitann space over the various functions than with calculating exact future
spacee demand per function. However, the plan laid the basis for Frankfurt's future
urbann form, starting from the vision that the city would become a dominant
economicc node and projecting a ring of new commercial and residential areas. In
thiss economic climate, Frankfurt grew hesitantly as an industrial location, especially
inn the metalworking and chemical industries.
Thiss short episode of industrialisation was cut short abrupdy in the
National-Socialistt era in which Frankfurt was designated to become the city of
Germann handicraft and its historic urban centre was designated to become a tourist
attraction..

Consequently,

most

industrial

growth

stagnated,

except

for

the

automobilee industries (Ronneberger &c Keil, 1995).
Strategicc planning after the War immediately caused frictions to emerge
amongstt responsible policy-makers. The first post-war city councillor in charge of
urbann development was Miersch, and he set the tone as a proponent of practical,
well-managedd

planning

and

development.

Building

on

the

idea

that

the

redevelopmentt of the city should be organized along functional lines, he took
trafficc as the point of departure. Three points stand out (Miiller-Raemisch, 1998:
31): :
A quadrangle of highways for through traffic, in order to unburden the
cityy streets;
New solutions for east-west and north-south traffic through the inner

city; ;
Proposals

for

the

place

where

to

develop

new

settlements

accommodatee the possible future growth of Frankfurt, and to

to

fine-tune

trafficc solutions with these developments.
TheThe first signals of urban growth
Urbann planning and development was a complicated, but successful undertaking:
complicated,, because of all the constraints planners and developers had to contend
with;; nevertheless successful, because the inhabitants gave the planners carte blanche.
Thee urgency for the development of houses, schools, infrastructure and the like
wass so high, the citizens of Frankfurt accepted a 'detached' undemocratic and
pragmaticc planning style: all considerations on issues of urban

development
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planningg were made by technicians in the planning office, and kept out of the realm
off public debate. Initially, citizens were totally unconcerned: they saw practical
progress,, and that was considered a good thing (Muller-Raemisch, 1998: 166).
Becausee many of the civil servants who had already been in service before
thee War rejoined the planning office, this progress was logically inspired by the
urbann planning of the 1920s, when Frankfurt, under the auspices of Ernst May, had
developedd into the focal point of modern towrn planning and urbanism. Therefore,
inn contrast with the experiences in other German cities where totally new cities
weree developed, Frankfurt built on pre-war urbanism. Unsurprisingly, the two
planss from this era, the Elachenverteilungsplan of 1930 and the Wirtscbaftsplan of 1938
(Magistratt der Stadt Frankfurt a.M., 1938), were used as the backbone for the newplann the government of Hesse demanded. O f course, the overriding handicap in
writingg this future-oriented plan was the remaining uncertainty concerning future
growth. .
Somee clarity on Frankfurt's future emerged in 1948, when the currency
reformm with the creation of the D-Mark gave the local government some breathing
space,, the European Recovery Programme ("Marshall Plan") provided funds for
recovery,, and the political decision was made to establish the seat of the German
Centrall Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank) in Frankfurt. However, a year later, when the
decisionn was made to make Bonn and not Frankfurt the political capital city of the
Westt German Republic, the vision on future development again became obscure,
sincee only the label of 'economic capital' remained, and the German economy was
stilll in poor condition; the unstable foundation for future urbanisation remained.
Soo it is not surprising that the 1949 draft plan was quite ambivalent on this issue,
andd shied away from describing the future form and function of the city, limiting
itselff to determining the permissible building altitude. However, within one week of
thiss unfavourable decision for Frankfurt, Mayor Kolb formulated the new task for
thee city: to return to its true nature of a trade, banking, and industrial centre.

7.33

1950-1960: T h e transition to growth politics
TheThe 'Social Market Economy' ofEhrhard and Muller-A rmack

Inn 1949 the Federal Republic of Germany was constituted. Konrad Adenauer was
thee leader and he decided to develop the seat of the federal government in Bonn,
nott Frankfurt. The newly constituted government was facing the same tasks as
thosee described for Frankfurt: the country's economy was in ruins, and the means
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off production that had survived the War had been dismantled or taken away by the
Allies.. In order to come out of this situation, a middle way was found between
outrightt liberalism and extensive state control. This middle way was given the name
off the Social Market Economy by Andreas Muller-Armack (1947). A theorist of the
Freiburgg School, he developed this form of liberalism in conjunction with Walter
Eucken.. Muller-Armack became the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Trade
andd Commerce. Together with Ludwig Erhard, the Minister of Trade and
Commerce,, he became the founding father of German economic recover) 7 politics.
Inn the newly developing country it was possible to create and pass fundamental
lawss (such as the law against hindrances to competition and the law regulating the
Germann Bundesbank) to organise the state and the economy following the concept
off a socially responsive market economy based on free trade and private enterprise.
Thiss approach combined very well with the infusion of capital through the Marshall
Plan.. Full employment was reached by 1950 and was soon to be followed by the
Germann Economic Miracle (Wirtschaftswunder), which proved especially profitable
forr the city of Frankfurt.
FirstFirst economic growth in Frankfurt
Afterr the first period of city clearance and restoration had ended, Frankfurt could
redirectt its attention to future development. Mayor Kolb invested heavily in his
relationss with companies in order to promote the economic climate in the city, to
bringg out the development potential of local business, and to gain the commitment
off external businesses to the city (Balser, 1995: 193). T o realise these intentions, he
sett up a small interdisciplinary department for economic development promotion
inn December 1949, with people from the City Council and other professionals, in
orderr to strengthen the ties with the economic community and to create joint
initiativess for development, with the emphasis on the Fair, the Airport, the
motorway-network,, and housing construction {ibid).
Althoughh the emphasis on private initiative and the political priority of
makingg Frankfurt an economic capital was driven by the fact that there was simply
noo other option (Bonn had just been chosen as the political capital of West
Germany,, and public funds were too scarce to allow urban development to be
undertakenn without private involvement), the choice was fortunate. Frankfurt had
lostt its economic centrality in the final pre-war years, because the National-Socialist
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reignn prioritized other areas of development,"' and cut off the infrastructures to the
outsidee world (Eckardt, 2002). Nevertheless, economic recovery came quicklv.
First,, industrial recover)- came about more quickly than expected. The chemical
industriess in particular were growing rapidly, since they had suffered little war
damagee from which to recover, and could latch on to the German Wirtschafswunder
thatt was becoming established. Between 1950 and 1952 the factories of Casella,
Hoechst,, Kasana, and C H E M A G all re-started their activities in Frankfurt and its
outskirts,, and grew quickly (Balser, 1995: 194-195), as did other production
industriess that had characterised pre-war Frankfurt, such as food processing,
electronicc goods, and metal industries (Rautenstrauch, 1990, in Eckardt, 2002).
Inn response to the 1948 decision to set up the German National Bank in
Frankfurt,, Mayor Kolb's ambition to recreate the financial and trade centre
functionn of Frankfurt was only reluctantly supported by the return of German
bankss to Frankfurt. Until the Big Bank Act {Grofibankenge^et^ of 1952, the Allies
saww to it that the banking industry remained decentralised at federal state level, like
allall the other industries. After the Big Bank Act, structural scale enlargements were
carriedd out dividing West Germany into three banking districts, with Frankfurt
situatedd in the southern district. At that moment in time, Frankfurt was still a city
dominatedd by industry; the financial sector only employed 2 . 3 % of all workers in
thee city (6,931 persons), whereas industry accounted for 36% of total employment.
Thee main industrial branches were the chemical industry (with 18,000 employees),
thee light engineering and electrical engineering industry (with 27,000 employees),
thee clothing industry (10,000), and motor vehicle construction (8,000). The partial
recentralisationn of the banking sector did not immediately lead to the rise of
Frankfurtt as the financial centre: Diisseldorf, in the N o r t h

Rhine-Westphalia

bankingg district was a more important financial centre at that time (Holtfrerich,
1999). .
However,, the rise of Frankfurt's role as a financial centre took off from 1956
onwards,, when the Big Bank Act was nullified in favour of the complete
recentralisationn of the big banks under their old names in the Federal Republic. In
1957,, both the Deutsche Bank and the Dresdner Bank decided to choose Frankfurt
ass the main seat. N o t much later, smaller, regional banks were allowed to merge,
leadingg for instance to the merger of six regional banks for 'Gemeinwirtschaft' into

""" Berlin became the financial capital of Germany through the installation of the German National
Bankk (Reicbsbank), and other banks followed, thus leaving Frankfurt. Moreover, the Nazi ideology
causedd the flight and murder of most jews in Frankfurt; it was they who had formed the
backbonee of Frankfurt's trade culture (Eckardt, 2002).
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aa single Bank für Gemeinwirtschaft, which established its headquarters in Frankfurt in
1958..

As

Holtfrerich's

(1999:

253)

analysis

indicates,

the

years

of

the

'Wirtschaftswunder'' (1950-1961) were characterised in Frankfurt not only by steady
increasess in employment (from 296,403 to 486,496), but also with a structural
changee towards modern industrial sectors and services. As an outgrowth of the
developmentt of Frankfurt as West Germany's financial centre, many nationally
operatingg banks set up their headquarters in the city.
Sincee this development was exactly what politicians had envisaged, not the
slightestt obstacle was put in the way of the banks. Rather the contrary; the urban
expansionn that was the result of this economic growth was hardly regulated. Banks
weree more or less given carte blanche and urban development was led by economic
interestss rather than an urbanistic vision. Since nobody doubted, let alone
challengedd the necessity of unlimited economic growth, the main problem for
urbann development politics in this era shifted from clearance and recovery to
providingg a well-functioning infrastructure for economic production and daily life.
TheThe heyday of urban (re)development - infrastructure, housing, and the first office building
boom boom
Inn 1951, the Department of Traffic and Economic Development declared that
Frankfurtt was one of the cities of Germany with the lowest unemployment figures.
Moreover,, as we saw, the financial sector was growing rapidly, a development that
wentt hand in hand with a demand for offices. As a result, 25,000 construction
workerss were constantly employed in Frankfurt, and between 1947 and 1951 half a
billionn D M were invested in buildings with an economic function, such as offices,
industriall buildings, and retail, but also in houses (Muller-Raemisch, 1998: 52-53).
Threee main elements guided urban development during these years:
1.. Continuation of major infrastructure improvement and development;
2.. Large-scale development of housing sites in the urban periphery;
3.. Office development as a vehicle for inner city recover) 7 .
First,, the 1950s was the decade in which investments in infrastructure were
undertakenn with particular tenacity, because it was clear that a well-functioning
infrastructuree network was the backbone of the further development of Frankfurt.
Thee bridges over the river Main were restored (the Friedensbriicke in the inner city,
forr instance), and as the debris was removed in the inner city from 1950, tangential
andd radial streets quickly came back into use from 1953 onwards, together with the
developmentt of the multi-storey car parks that became indispensable when car
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usagee rose beyond all expectations. 6 The number of daily commuters also grew.
T h ee first multi-storey car park was opened in 1956, at the Hauptwacbe. Bigger
(national)) motorways were constructed in order to facilitate the fast exchange
betweenn national, regional, and local infrastructures, strengthening the supraregionall position of Frankfurt.

In 1956 for instance, the Frankfurter

Kreu^

Germany'ss biggest motorway intersection (where the east-west and north-south
mainn motorways intersect) was ready, followed in 1962 by the opening of the
H a m b u r gg - Frankfurt - Basel motorway.
Inn addition to the development of the infrastructure for private transport,
thee development of public transport was also undertaken with great vigour. After
thee re-development of the Central Railway Station (that was taken into use again in
D e c e m b e rr 1952), the recover) 7 and further development of the tram system was a
quickk success, and the planning of the metro-railway was undertaken in July 1961.
T h ee traffic department created in 1959 in order to overcome the piecemeal
restructuringg of the transport networks could not avoid a situation in which, soon
afterr every improvement, the newly-created traffic capacity7 overreached its own
boundaries.. The traffic-planning department, which had been situated inside the
planningg department, became independent in 1961 and developed a general traffic
schemee for Frankfurt, which was accepted by the City Council in November 1962.
T h ee scheme consisted of three fast 'city-rings', where the supra-local traffic could
bee assembled from the planned main city roads. Moreover, the scheme integrated
thee metro-plans and the street-tram structures in a technocratic plan.
Nextt to these developments, the planning and development of the Airport,
situatedd to the southwest of the city of Frankfurt, some 15 kilometres from the
innerr city, was taken up in this period. Because Frankfurt Airport was the first
operationall airport in Germany after the War, it had a competitive advantage over
otherr German airports. In December 1949, the second runway became operational
andd plans were quickly made to enlarge the small entrance building. Air traffic grew
rapidly,, so Frankfurt, as the main German airport, soon realised that it had to
developp

further.

Therefore,

Frankfurt/MainFrankfurt/Main

in

1954, the private company

F A G (Flughafen

Aktiengeselhchaft) was founded with the Land Hesse, the city of

Frankfurt,, and the German Federal Government as founders (and stockholders).
T h ee company was responsible for the maintenance and further development of the
airport..

66

This was supported by the development of new runways and the fast

Muller Raemisch (1998: 73) calculated that in 1953, Frankfurt accommodated 52,200 motor
vehicles,, and that this number rose to 120,000 by 1960.
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growthh of Lufthansa that was founded in 1955 and chose Frankfurt as its main base
(comparee Freund, 2002: 95).
Second,, the 1950s was also the decade of the characteristic large-scale
developmentt of new residential settlements in the urban periphery. Combined with
smallerr scale housing projects in the inner city, this peripheral development led to a
b o o mm in housing production in the early 1950s with over 5,000 new dwellings built
eachh year, primarily in greenfield construction areas at the edges of the city. New
constructionn was mainly carried out on land that was in the hands of the local
government,, or one of the many not-for-profit private housing associations. The
detailedd zoning plans made it clear to the housing authorities where
residentiall districts would be permitted. Supported by the acquirement

future
and

compulsoryy purchase laws of the Government of the State of Hesse, the housing
associationss were able to develop within the municipality of Frankfurt more than
500 new districts, varying in size from 500 to 1,500 dwellings and adjacent to
existingg built-up areas.
Despitee this enormous production, which resulted in a total of 185,000
dwellingss in the city of Frankfurt in 1956 (10,000 more than before the War), the
housingg shortage remained a big problem, since the city also had 70,000 inhabitants
moree than before the War (Stadt Frankfurt am Main, 2003). So grand housing
developmentt schemes remained a top priority for the Frankfurt City Council. As
Keill and Ronneberger (1994: 151) observed, this practice of ambitious large-scale
housingg development was carried out throughout the region near old village cores,
whichh caused the development of a multi-nodal metropolitan area, as opposed to
uniformm urban sprawl with the single-family-home ribbon development that is the
resultt of large-scale urban development in many American cities.
Thee exponent of all large-scale housing projects in Siedlungen was the
Nordweststadt,Nordweststadt, a new city district at the North-western edge of the municipality of
Frankfurtt that was also the last setdement of its kind. Space for large-scale
developmentt was becoming increasingly scarce, and two of the largest housing
authorities,,

in

cooperation

with

the

municipality

of

Frankfurt,

saw

the

Nordweststadtt as an opportunity to create a new city district, which would not be
fullyy dependent on Frankfurt for functions other than living. The plans were
unfoldedd in 1955, but protesting farmers held up the final building permits until
1959.. Within six years this new district was developed, and mass housing
constructionn came to an end. In the years up to 1965, 35,000 new dwellings were
builtt in Siedlungen and in the inner city, and the housing shortage had finally been
containedd (Gleininger-Neumann, 1988).
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Third,, there is the issue of office development. Although economic growth
andd the associated growing prosperity and employment was prioritised

and

welcomed,, it also had its downside. In the eyes of many, the urban development
practicess in Frankfurt became the model of all that could go wrong under the
pressuree of economic expansion combined with the prevailing functional zoning
logic.. This resulted in a functional separation of urban areas, rigorous conversion
off the traffic system for optimal automobile usage, and the growth of the office
economyy in the city centre and adjacent areas, which involved the pushing away of
thee residential population (Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 292). Although the resistance
too this type of development only became insurmountable towards the end of the
1960s,, the first office b o o m in the 1950s also met with opposition, and can be said
too be the forerunner of the developments in the 1960s, which are described in
sectionn 4.
Thee first high-rise office in the inner city of Frankfurt was built as early as
1949:: Hochhaus Slid, built by the Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse and rented by A E G that
establishedd its headquarters there. Although the building does not resemble the
skyscraperss of contemporary Frankfurt in any way, its 14 storeys towered over the
surroundingg built environment, and were a breakthrough in inner city planning and
developmentt practice. Encouraged by this development, towards the end of 1949 a
consortiumm presented its plans for a 25-storey office building close to the railway
station.. Although this project was cancelled by the City Council, because its size
andd function were considered out of balance with the existing structure and
functionn of the district, it gives a good indication of the high-rise fever that was
envelopingg Frankfurt at that time (cf. Freund, 2000). As discussed above, the
pressuree of office development on the built environment was initially not exerted
byy the big main banks, because of the economic decentralisation politics. It was
mainlyy the financial institutions that were assigned special tasks on a national scale
thatt took up the main offices from 1948 onwards {Deutsche Bau und Bodenbank AG,
DeutscheDeutsche Genossenschaftskasse, Deutsche ]/erkehrs-Kredit-Bank, et cetera)

(Holtfrerich,

1999:: 247-249). N o t quite as drastic as the proposal by the consortium in 1949, but
stilll making an enormous impact on Frankfurt's inner city, were the many smaller
high-risee offices that did obtain a building permit. Investors were mainly the old
landownerss who wanted to develop for their own benefit, which meant that they
builtt a new office on their premises and exploited it themselves. The first demand
b o o mm of 1952-1956 followed direcdy on the Big Bank Act of 1952. Moreover, until
19522 there were standard prices for land, which suppressed office development
somewhat,, because the landowners were understandably reluctant to sell their land
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iff it was not financially worthwhile. As a result there were not many big movements
onn the land market, which remained characterised by fragmented ownership.
Moreover,, the first office boom of 1952-1956 was characterised by the absence of
bigg investors: relatively high construction costs were hardly covered by low yields,
makingg office buildings less profitable investments than they became later from the
1960ss onwards, when the centralisation of banking business and the rise of
Frankfurtt as the financial centre of Germany set in.
Thee inner city was particularly popular among the financial institutions that
weree the main consumers of offices in Frankfurt. During this boom period, the
requestss for building permits for sites in the inner city followed each other thick
andd fast, which lead to complex deliberations on the future of the city. Since there
wass little public money available, the reconstruction of the inner city was
dependentt on private initiatives. This put the City Council in the difficult position
off having to find the right mix of economic and social functions in the inner city7,
integratee them into an attractive urban environment on the one hand, and appease
privatee initiative takers on the other.
Thee prevailing zoning plan (Baugebietsplan) for the area only permitted
buildingss up to five storeys, so each request for a building permit for a new office
buildingg led to new deliberations on whether or not an exception to the rules could
bee made, decisions that were repeatedly subject to debate. The discussions became
increasinglyy impassioned and soon involved more than just the usual political
spectrum.. A headline in a 1953 newspaper is illustrative: Frankfurt soil kein
ManhattanManhattan

werden (Frankfurt

should

not

become

a Manhattan)

(Frankfurter

Allgemeinee Zeitung, 28-2-1953). However, the City Council was generally inclined
too grant dispensation of the Bebauungsplan for the well-being of the local economy,
whilee the highrises never towered above the Medieval D o m e of 95 metres (Freund,
2000:: 50). The criticism that can be levelled at this practice of exemptions and
dispensationss was that, as a result, the banks and insurance companies were making
thee major choices regarding urban development and not the planning department
orr the City Council (Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 292).
N o tt surprisingly, the call for a vision on high-rise buildings in relation to
inner-cityy development became louder. In 1953, the planning department came
forwardd with such a vision, which had as a guiding principle that high-rise buildings
shouldd be concentrated on various important nodes in the city in order to prevent
thee development of monotonous streets dominated by high-rise buildings. In 1954
thee city-planning department redeveloped its 19th century Kon^ept %ur Bebauung der
WallanlagenWallanlagen (design for the development of the former city walls and its adjacent
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FigureFigure 7.1, The Wallanlagenplan (Kon^ept %ur hebauung der Wallanlagen)

greenfields).. The new plan aimed to preserve the Wallanlagen as a spacious green
areaa in the inner city, while at the same time making land available for office
development,, because the pressure of developers on the Wallanlagen was rising.
T h ee planning department decided to grant permission for the development of
officess in the green space surrounding the historic inner city as long as they were
builtt at right angles to the green space. The development of offices on the
Wallanlagenn in subsequent decades followed these prescriptions carefully except in
thee western part of the city7, where, at the Neue Mainzer StraBe, the Banking
Districtt and the Bankenklamm (Banking gorge) developed in due course (cf. figure
7.1). .
Inn the meantime building requests piled up in the planning department and
o n ee office building after another was completed at an unprecedented pace: for
m o s tt buildings, the time from first conception to completion did not exceed two
years.. Although, except for important parts of the Wallanlagen, planned office
developmentt proved to be an illusion for Frankfurt and the practice of exemptions
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TableTable 7.2 Spatially selective development of employment in in Frankfurt
Industry y

TBI I
1950 0

1960 0

1950 0

1960 0

Centrall City (1)

5,953 3

58,041 1

5,852 2

32,710 0

Rest t

46,952 2

50,364 4

92,836 6

142,322 2

Total l

52,912 2

108,405 5

98,688 8

175,032 2

Source:Source: Stöber, 1964; (I) Historic Inner city, Inner City, Bahnhofsviertel, parts of the
WestendWestend along the Bockenheimer Landstrafie.
andd dispensations went on as before, for some time vulnerable residential districts
weree saved from the pressure of economic development. However, after the office
developmentt boom ended somewhere around 1956 and inner city redevelopment
wass practically complete, leaving little open

space for development,

office

developmentt continued on a fairly large scale. When investors started intervening
relentlesslyy in residential areas to fulfil their development wishes, the resistance
amongstt residents grew, especially when uncontrolled

real-estate

speculation

intrudedd into the Westend area with the tacit approval of the City Council. That
episodee in Frankfurt's development history is elaborated in Section four.
A WW dimensions for planning
Thee German economic miracle had an enormous impact on Frankfurt — often
referredd to as Germany's economic miracle city — since economic optimism went
handd in hand with the development of new economic and urban spaces. Between
19500 and 1961, the number of inhabitants in the city grew by 150,000 persons to
683,000,, whereas the number of jobs grew by 190,000 to a total in 1961 of 486,000.
Tablee 7.2 shows the prevalence of employees in trade, banking, and insurance
(TBI)(TBI) especially in the city centre (where 94% of the personnel growth in these
branchess was realised), where the debris removal and new development proceeded
att an enormous pace during this period, and the growth of industry that was
concentratedd in the rest of the city (65% of the personnel growth).
Thee rapid growth of the city made itself evident mainly in commercial realestatee

based

inner

city

redevelopment,

the

Siedlungsbau, and

the

speedy

establishmentt of the Airport as Germany's main air traffic node. However, this
developmentt also meant a quick depletion of the open space available within the
municipall boundaries. Since the growth of the economy kept demanding more

Becausee of the lack of comparable data, the changes in the complete tertian' sector, or total
employmentt in the city could not be assessed (see: Stöber, 1964: 33)
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space,, as did the associated growth of residents and traffic, new solutions for urban
expansionn had to be found.
Thee new zoning plan, the first draft of which had already been presented to
thee City Council in 1949, may appear to have been a convenient vehicle for this
task,, but its ratification by the City Council, and later bv the state government of
Hesse,, was plagued by the complications that the shrinkage of the available space
broughtt to the fore. T h e makers of this plan, who set out to replace the existing
planss that dated from before the War, were confronted with the task of finding
spacee that was not really available. In contrast with earlier planning efforts, in
whichh lack of space had never been an obstacle, the new plan had to pay evenattentionn to spatial-functional fine-tuning. Also, local developers — backed by a
governmentt that was willing to let the interests of capital prevail — were speculating
onn new real-estate developments in residential areas. This situation put great
pressuree on planning efforts.
Thee complicated decisions concerning the distribution of the available space
overr residential and commercial use, as well as the re-zoning of residential
neighbourhoodss for commercial purposes, made the new plan a heavily debated
issuee in the City Council, because of the associated redefinition of property rights.
T h ee City Council did not ratify the plan and send it to the Regional government for
officiall confirmation until 1956. The decision to allow the conversion of the
W'estendW'estend into commercial (office) use was particularly decisive for the course of
urbann economic development in Frankfurt. The ease with which the interests of
residentss were reasoned away was typical of the way in which urban development
wass decided upon at that time: the residents who would be driven away by
commerciall development were supposed to find new homes in one of the new
SiedlungenSiedlungen that were projected on the edges of the citv.
Withh the ratification of the new zoning plan by the City Council of Frankfurt
inn 1956, the old plans that dated from before the War were terminated. However,
sincee official

confirmation

took until 1959, in the meantime planning and

developmentt was carried out without judicial backing. The everyday practices
triggeredd a chain of events that led inner city development issues to get out of
hand.. As we saw, real estate developers saw new profits in the Westend and started
too take up land positions, which was a new phenomenon in Frankfurt, where the
landownerss a n d / o r end-users of the real estate carried out most development until
thatt time.
Notwithstandingg the many decisions made in the new zoning plan, the real
issuee of deficient space for urban development was hardly overcome. It was clear
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thatt this problem could only be resolved in a supra-local, thus regional setting.
Thosee responsible for the further development of Frankfurt's metropolitan area
weree aware of this, and many ideas with respect to its implementation had already
beenn put forward in order to test the political and public reactions. Although
throughh the years there had been regional planning on several topics, the really
complicatedd subjects of regional land use planning, land policy, traffic planning,
andd investment planning had been avoided. Because of the tax system that
favouredd municipalities with many inhabitants and with many businesses within
theirr jurisdiction, municipalities were inclined to plan 'against' one another, entering
intoo competition over commercial and residential development. A practice arose in
whichh the municipalities in the region developed new real estate all over the region,
withoutt any coordination taking place. Most responsible agents agreed that this was
sub-optimal,, to say the least, and that mutual planning efforts were needed for the
sakee of the future of the region. However, the same reasons that had led to the
densee and uncontrolled urban landscape being built made the interests of all the
municipalitiess involved diverge, so that the search for an acceptable solution
becamee very complicated.
Thee prime minister of the State of Hesse, Binder, had already proposed
moree far-reaching regional cooperation in 1950. This proposal came to nothing,
becausee of the animosity between the municipalities of Frankfurt and Offenbach.
Butt the item remained on the political agenda and was given even higher priority by
Binder'ss successor, Bockelman, who announced in 1957 that regional cooperation
wass the most important task for the new government. Most parties agreed to that
objective,, but the size and form of the organisation could not be fully agreed,
mainlyy because such cooperation would interfere drastically with local sovereignty.
Becausee Siedlungsbau occurred not only in Frankfurt, but also in suburban
municipalities,, the whole region witnessed a remarkable growth during the 1950s.
Inn the early 1960s the city of Frankfurt had already become the centre of a very
densee metropolitan network, with a commuter percentage unequalled in other
Germann cities. Because of the general trend of industries moving to the outskirts,
thee suburban flight of former inner city residents, and service industries remaining
inn the inner city, a regional city was developing within an institutionally fragmented
framework.. However, new spaces for old style urban expansion (the development
off new construction on greenfield sites) were obstructed by the collapse of the
searchh for supra-local solutions. Regional planning in the Frankfurt metropolitan
areaa was considered one step too far by the municipalities concerned, so that the
regionall

solution

that was established

in

1965

{Regionale Planungsgemeinschaft
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Untermain)Untermain) suffered from authority problems, an inefficient scalar representation,
andd an overstated belief in demographic expansion (Freund, 2003: 131). The search
forr new regional planning solutions did not end with this regional solution, but real
planningg had to be undertaken within the fragmented frameworks.

7.44

1960-1969: From b o o m to bust — the end of the miracle
hconomichconomic crisis and nationalpolitical reorientation

T h ee early 1960s were the last years in which the German economy profited
optimallyy from the Wirtscbaftsivunder, German industry in particular profited from
thee combination of liberalism, peaceful labour relations through the system of codetermination,, and the rise of exports (especially after the creation of the European
Economicc Community in 1956). However, this favourable state of affairs ended in
1965,, when the first economic crisis after the War set in. Rising unemployment,
importedd inflation, and societal problems between trade unions and entrepreneurs
withh regard to the unequal distribution of wealth were the main characteristics of
thee crisis, leading to serious budgetary problems for the government, and the
closure/downsizingg of many German industries, which had an effect on Frankfurt.
O nn the national level, all this proved too much for the shaky coalition of
C D U / C S U - F D PP that was governing the country at that time.8 T h e economic
problemss forced the F D P to resign from the cabinet, followed not much later by
Erhard,, who had been the founder of the Social Market Economy and had stuck to
hiss principle of a free market economy to come out of the recession. He was
reproachedd for his passive attitude by the public at large, who demanded active
financiall and economic politics.
Erhard'ss resignation cleared the way for the formation of a new coalition
governmentt with the SPD under the leadership of Kurt Kiesinger in 1966. This
coalition,, with Karl Schiller of the S P D as the Minister for Economic Affairs,
introducedd Globalsteuerung (overall steering) of the economy as the way forward.
Thiss combination of a free market micro-initiative, negotiations between the
government,, employers, and employees on shared economic policies and strict
88

After the 1961 elections the absolute majority of CDU/CSU in the Bundestag came to an end,
andd power had to be shared with the liberal FDP. This coalition was very unstable and was
plaguedd by disputes on the political course that should be set. In 1963 political turmoil led to
Adenauer'ss resignation. Erhard succeeded him, and did well in the 1965 elections. However,
politicall problems within the CDU/CSU-FDP coalition remained concerning the future political
course. .
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macro-economicc steering through fiscal policy, monetary policy (the strengthening
off the D-Mark), income policy, and international economic policy was very
successfull in guiding the German economy out of the crisis in the 1966-1968
period.. The strengthening of the D-Mark proved particularly beneficial for
Frankfurtt as a financial centre.
OppositionOpposition to technocratic planning

Urbann planning in Frankfurt had already became complicated before the economic
crisiss of 1965. The urgency for urban expansion that had generally been felt by
Frankfurt'ss residents in the preceding period was gradually fading away. Frankfurt's
residentss became less appreciative of radical urban transformations and became
moree demanding. With urban space becoming scarcer, modern space-demanding
cityy planning therefore encountered problems. These were caused by many
interrelatedd processes. First, the growing demand for space by all urban functions,
rangingg from transport and the economy to housing, public facilities, and leisure
ledd to complex negotiations over the future use of space. The rapid physical
expansionn of the city made it clear that the boundaries of growth would soon be
reached,, so that the task of deliberating over various possible future uses of space
wouldd become more complicated, with various interests struggling for control.
Second,, the economic miracle had brought about a growing prosperity for many
inhabitantss of Frankfurt, the German city that had profited most from the rapid
expansionn of the German economy. Associated with this newfound prosperity were
neww ways of life, which included a disproportionate increase in car ownership and
associatedd increases in automobile usage and traffic congestion, a growing demand
forr suburban dwellings, and less willingness to accept the less favourable
developmentss demanded by the growing city. And within the existing city7, local
residentss contested plans more frequendy than in the preceding decades, because
theyy saw their quality of living being threatened by new developments.
Thee political dilemmas of a city growing out of its available territory were
aggravatedd when the rapid urban development of the 1950s switched to
suburbanisationn and commuting in the 1960s. Although the number of dwellings
increasedd to some extent during the 1960s, the number of inhabitants dropped,
andd because of the continuing growth of employment, especially in the tertiary

99

This decline brought the number of inhabitants per dwelling back from 3.9 in 1950 to 2.6 in
1970. .
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TableTable 7.3, Urban
det
elopmentelopment
in Frankfurt — some indicators
1950 0

1961 1

Inhabitants s

532,000 0

683,000 0

669,000 0

Duellings s

136,600 0

228,450 0

265,150 0

1970 0

Kmplovment t

269,400 0

486,500 0

538,500 0

-- tertian- sector (1)

131,650 0

274,900 0

332,100 0

Workk related commuters

70,550 0

128,000 0

179,500 0

Airr Traffic
-- travellers

195,300 0

2,172,500 0

9,401,800 0

-- freight

3,900 0

46,900 0

327,300 0

Source:Source: Kraufs, 1997; (1) Services, trade, banking and insurances, traffic

sector,, the number of commuters increased rapidly. The most

pronounced

developmentt during the 1960s was the explosion of air traffic and transport,
indicatingg the growing importance of the Airport as both a logistical node and a
centree of employment. In 1966, this growth of air traffic and transport led to the
firstt disputes over airport extension, when the national and state governments gave
thee green light to the building of an extra runway. This permit was rescinded in
1970,, when the administrative court of Hesse granted the appeal of local residents
againstt this extension. However, as the next chapter shows, the issue of the
expandingg Airport returned in the early 1980s.
Withh the first post-war economic recession hitting Germany, the Citv
Councill had to generate solutions to attract economic activities for the first time
sincee the lift-off of the German economic miracle in the early 1950s. At the same
timee the City Council had to deal with a lack of available urban space and the
growingg self-awareness of local residents. Moreover, the large-scale infrastructure
investmentss that had to make Frankfurt ready for the new economic era (such as
thee Untergmndbabn and the motorway ring) had been so expensive that the city's
budgetss were extremely cost-conscious. Consequentiy, since the tax on company
settlementt was the main source of income for the municipality, pressure on those
responsiblee for urban planning was building up: as many economic settlements as
possiblee had to be accommodated in order to fill the municipal coffers.
LessonsLessons learned in the Hol^hausenvkrtel
T h ee first episode of office planning in the 1960s is a good illustration of the new
typee of growth-oriented politics that arose. Because the pressure of

office

developerss on the inner city was taking o n enormous proportions, planners looked
forr both relief spaces and an ordering principle.
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Thee former were found in Biirostadt Niederrad (office citv Niederrad) to the
southwestt of the inner city. In 1961, planning started for this monofunctional
officee location for 12,000 to 15,000 employees, and in 1964, the area was provided
withh the basic infrastructure. Most plots of land were sold quickly to firms that
builtt offices for their own use, and who could not find spaces elsewhere in the city.
Inn 1969, the projected office city had already reached the boundaries of further
extension.. However, because of its poor internal accessibility, its monofunctional
nature,, and its isolated position in the urban fabric, internationally important
operatingg companies in the financial cluster were not interested in the location.
Theyy preferred the Taunusanlage and the Westend as a settlement location, and so
thee Biirostadt was unable to relieve the tension of the inner city areas. It became a
settiementt area for companies in industry, trade and transport, rather than finance
(Freund,, 2000: 54).
Thee search for an ordering principle was based on the General Traffic Plan of
1962. 100 The arteries of public and private transport were considered the most
importantt demarcations for economic development zones. The planning concept
thatt was developed was straightforward: along the trajectory of the city ring
motorway,, a zone of 80 metres was allocated

for the purpose

of

office

development,, with special attention for the areas where the motorway crossed the
U-Babn,U-Babn, that had radial arteries from the inner city outwards. These new high-rise
buildingss would serve a double purpose: they could accommodate the service
sectorr companies required, and they could serve as buffers preventing traffic noise
enteringg the residential neighbourhoods. But, in their drive to accommodate
economicc growth, the planners, officials and developers failed to notice social
reality7:: not all the residents who lived in the buildings in the 80-meter zone destined
forr office redevelopment were inclined to leave.
So,, while

city

officials

in

cooperation

with

investors

made

drastic

reconstructionn plans for the 80-meter zone, civic protests came to the fore. They
weree somewhat hesitant at first, but in the case of the plans for the Hol^hausenviertel
(cf.. figure 7.2) that were sent to the government of Hesse for approval in 1964, the
protestss became more structured and persistent. They focused mainly on the
unclearr planning process, where the coalition of political authorities with investors
wass hard for civilians to break. When the new plans for the city district were
presented,, it was clear that investors in the area had already bought up large
amountss of land in advance at prices applicable to the former residential use.

"'' For a more detailed account of these developments, see Miiller-Raemisch, 1998: 196-199.
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FigureFigure 7.2, Location of the Hol^hausenviertel and the W/estend in Frankfurt

Thesee practices rubbed the residents u p the wrong way,
emergedd

that

companies

were

deciding exclusively

on

since the impression
the

future

of

the

neighbourhood,, and that these investors could make excessive profits on the basis
off capital-sensitive and opaque political decision-making. Resident groups did not
acceptt the fact that the municipality had rezoned the neighbourhood after many
residentss had sold their premises to investors. The residents objected to the new
plans,, but their objections were overruled by the City Council. This rejection was
hardlyy controversial, but the indifference on the part of the City Council with
respectt to the trust and confidence of the residents was striking. It seemed that the
Cityy Council still believed that the residents would pack up and leave the area to
settlee down in die new Siedlungen elsewhere in the municipality and sell their
propertiess to private developers, who were waiting for the opportunity to make a
profit. .
Inn

1965,

the

government

of

Hesse

approved

the

plans

for

the

Hol^hausenviertel,Hol^hausenviertel, and the residents, who had formed a protest group, decided
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takee matters to court. What resulted was a complicated chain of individual
bargainingg between landowners and investors in which it emerged that the main
desiree of the residents was to sell their property at the highest possible price. The
finalfinal decision only came in 1968, but by then it was meaningless, because the
municipalityy and the protest group had already come to mutual agreements.
TheThe start of the 'Befreiungspraxis'
Inn the meantime, the planners had long decided to undertake delicate planning
issuess differendy. Because the decision on the future of the Hol^hausenviertel was
takenn to court, the planners and local politicians lost their influence on the future
off its development. N o n e too happy with these developments, the planners,
politicianss and developers engaged in strategies to avoid such lawsuits in the further
developmentt along the inner ring motorway, and the axes and nodes of the U-Babn.
Thesee strategies entailed an obscure game of manoeuvring between planners,
politicians,, investors, and inhabitants. The main goal of this game was to arrive at
officee development without having to lay the plans down in contestable official
documents.. The authorities were persistent in developing their spatial-economic
officee concept and, building-by-building, alterations were made to the design in the
originall permit. These alterations usually implied additional storeys and more
commerciall use.
Thiss approach to urban development is in line with Frankfurt's post-war
traditionn of the Befreiungspraxis. The pressure of capital on the built environment,
especiallyy of the Westend (cf. figure 7.2), was considerable. A 1962 municipal bill
formalisedd the Befreiungspraxis: this enabled a decision to be made for

the

developmentt of a piece of real-estate with a form or function that was outside the
scopee of the prevailing zoning plan, provided that the City Council approved the
plan.. This bill was enacted to create the possibility to be flexible with existing
zoningg plans when new and unforeseen development opportunities came in sight
withoutt having to cope with long and laborious processes to change the zoning
plann (Muller-Raemisch, 1998: 205). This instrument took away the legal power of
thee existing zoning plans and made the development of high-yield non-residential
officee buildings possible. According to Giese (1977, 120), the political reasons for
thiss Act were threefold: first, the German municipalities' dependence on company
taxes;; second, the intention to make secure the existing jobs for the highly
qualified,, and to attract more such jobs; and third, the intention to develop
Frankfurtt

as Germany's main economic location {Wirtschaftsmetropoli). So the
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BefreiungspraxisBefreiungspraxis was an important instrument for the City Council in its quest for
economicc dominance.
SpeculativeSpeculative real-estate based growth politics
Urbann change was fast and relentless in the early 1960s, and became even more so
inn the remainder of the decade. By 1965 urban change had reshaped the functional
andd spatial fabric of Frankfurt into an even more pronounced configuration than
thatt which had already developed during the 1950s. The former mixed use of the
innerr city had become even more dominated by economic functions, and slowly
thee inner citv became a commercial centre that could compete internationally as
welll as nationally.
Thiss rise of Frankfurt as a financial centre was an asset that the City Council
wass very- willing to accommodate, especially in the light of the poor financial
positionn of the municipality referred to above, which obliged it to raise the
companyy settlement taxes considerably between 1965 and 1967.
Inn the light of the upcoming recession of 1966-1968, the City Council was
inclinedd to join hands with banks and developers, despite the call for more
democraticc planning procedures by social groupings in the city that felt growing
uneasee with the existing hierarchical

and detached governing style of the

municipality. .
Thee city officials used the unrepresentative instrument of the Befreiungspraxis
withh increasing frequency, and the impression that city officials were acting at will
whenn it came to economic development planning encouraged the

agitation

amongstt the affected social groupings. Since the most popular location amongst
financiall institutions was the Westend neighbourhood, the pressure on the Westend
landd market was intensified and the urban development practices of planners and
politicianss were increasingly guided by the search of capital for speculative profits.
N o tt surprisingly, the growing unease came to a head there. The general plea for
openn and democratic urban politics that originated from the growing political
awarenesss amongst large parts of the population slowly developed into more
specificc civic protests initiated to put a stop to particular practices of political
manoeuvring. .
Accordingg

to

the

valid

zoning

plan, the

Westend was

a

residential

neighbourhoodd in which only four-storey buildings were allowed. However, it had
alreadyy stopped being a calm residential neighbourhood in the 1920s, when offices
firstfirst appeared on the scene. Bombing during the War demolished an important part
off the neighbourhood, but the Westend was not as severely damaged as many other
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innerr city districts. During the recovery period, the residential character was never
fullyy restored, because commercial functions entered the neighbourhood. This
changee made the existing 2oning plan obsolete. It therefore came as no surprise
thatt the new strategy, voiced in official documents drafted by the planning
departmentt in 1964, talked about the Westendas the most appropriate city district to
housee the further expansion of the service sector. Because the Westend was mostly
inn private hands, the City Council was exposed to the will of the market in order to
reachh these goals. By voicing their intentions, politicians backed capital in their wish
too engage in profitable commercial real-estate development. The rents on offices
weree considerably higher than those on dwellings, which made building new realestatee for residential purposes an unattractive option from a market-led perspective.
Politicianss and investors had already taken up the restructuring of the
WestendWestend before the 1964 pronouncement on the Westend. Both the existing
landownerss and the large real-estate developers were interested in investing in
commerciall real-estate, but since local small-scale landowners and real-estate
ownerss lacked the resources for such big projects, a coalition between big
institutionall investors and developers, backed by banks, estate agents, and
politicianss took the lead in this redevelopment.
Inn the tradition of land assembly - re-zoning that had guided the big housing
projectss in the post-war recovery period, the planning department waited for
developerss to assemble land (often including the real estate on it), before rezoning
thee plot. Anticipating a favourable decision, investors and developers started
assemblingg inner city land on an unprecedented scale with a view to making large
profits.. In 1963-1964, this purchasing behaviour went out of all proportion,
attractingg investors who were mainly interested in quick profits: they aimed to buy
thee land, demolish the existing buildings, develop a new piece of real-estate, and sell
it.. Existing landowners and new developers quickly understood the benefits of
workingg together, and started to calculate the profits that could be expected. Future
profitss resulting from this Befreiungspraxis were shared between the owner and the
buyer/developerr (Giese, 1977). It is not surprising that such tactics increased the
pressuree on the built environment and on the social fabric of the Westend,
particularlyy since this was the focal point of such practices (in 1965, offices already
occupiedd 50% of the space in apartment buildings).
Thesee private transactions often had negative consequences for the local
residents,, who were confronted with the wish of the new owners of their property
too tear down their apartment building in order to build new, more profitable,
commerciall spaces. Normally, these social consequences of urban development
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practicess are levelled out or controlled by the public sector. However, in the search
forr economic development led by real-estate development, planners were inclined
too work with private investors rather than stand up for local, residential interests.
T h ee City Council's apparent lack of interest in the confidence of the district led the
inhabitantss to move away, and the collaboration with private companies who were
ablee to make enormous profits at the expense of the residents fuelled the resistance
amongstt the social groupings concerned. A series of 'scandals' involving the
speculativee development of new offices succeeded each other. O n e example
amongstt many: the Rhein-Main-Center that was constructed on the Bockenheimer
LandstraBee in the Westend area in July 1968 turned out to have a height of 80.45
meterss instead of the 58.95 meters that had been allowed in the building permit
(KrauB,, 1997:215).

7.55

1969-1972: Planning the uncontrollable office b o o m
Kestlessyears Kestlessyears

T h ee end of the German economic miracle went hand in hand with the rise of
protestss against the activities of government at both the federal and municipal
levels.. Some restiess years ensued for both economic and urban politics, with
politicianss finding it difficult to respond adequately to claims from the civil society
forr a less authoritarian/technocratic attitude, and to maintain a more open and
responsivee attitude towards the electorate. At the federal level, the big coalition of
S P D - C D U / C S UU that was formed in 1966 had 468 of the total 518 seats in the
Bundestag,, which made governing easy for them, but which also fed the unease
andd mistrust in society. The left-wing students, intellectuals and artists who had
comprisedd the extra-parliamentary opposition that had been growing during the
1960ss were worried about the lack of a formal opposition that was associated with
thee ruling parties' huge political majority. In particular, when the coalition initiated
thee Notstandsgeset^e, a law that broadened the intervention possibilities of the
nationall government in cases of emergency (territorial defence, natural disasters,
andd internal riots), the extra-parliamentary opposition started to make itself heard.
Itt was concerned about the seemingly authoritarian features of the new law. After
thee protests culminated in 1968, an important part of the extra-parliamentary
oppositionn diffused into the political scene (SPD), in order to try and change it
fromm the inside. Another part of the protest movement remained outside the
parliamentaryy circuit and organised itself into action groups, peace movements,
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evenn revolutionary movements. The new SPD-FDP social liberal coalition that had
keptt the CDU outside government even though it was the largest party had
understoodd the message and fought for reform (liberalisation of the legal system,
extensionn of the social system, and improvement of the educational system), but
thiss reform was confronted by the CDU/CSU majority in the Bundesrat, who had to
agreee any amendments to the law. Of course, these difficulties only fed the unease
amongstt many social groupings, and the climate of protests against government
interventionn remained heated during the 1970s, especially when the government
provedd unable to turn the new economic crisis of 1974 around and unemployment
startedd to rise.
TheThe consequences of technocratic planning

Thee changed political scene was also felt in Frankfurt, which action groups made
thee focal point of many demonstrations. Urban planning and economic
developmentt policies were not spared from these protests. In fact, they were the
focall points.
Thee planners' main concept for Frankfurt's urban development throughout
thee 1950s and 1960s was only indicative,11 and took functional separation and
trafficc as the main planks of urban planning. So, while developing into the core city
off Germany, Frankfurt also developed into a city of functionally separated urban
realms,, with the central office district developing in the Westend being one of these,
intersectedd by an auto-oriented traffic system. The many impressive high-rise
buildingss that had been built left their mark on the existing residential
neighbourhoods.. For instance, the number of buildings more than eight storeys
highh grew from 50 to 150 in the years between 1965 and 1970, which led people to
calll Frankfurt 'Mainhattan' (Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 292) and 'Krankfurt am
Main'. .
Thee urbanistic principle that initially guided the redevelopment of the
Westendd was entitled 'offices in the park'. In order to avoid strings of offices,
opennesss was combined with high densities. The idea was to create as much open
greenn space as possible and include many residential buildings as well. In order to
repayy investors for the restrictions imposed on the use of their land, the limitation
onn building heights was cancelled. However, this urbanistic principle was mainly
architectonicallyy inspired, and was not really a planning-tool, since hardly any
attentionn was paid to zoning, building volumes, heights, and the like. Consequently,
1

'' The 'gegliederte und aufgelockerte Stadf, which means approximately: a city in which the different
functionss are untied and divided in an orderly fashion into different urban realms.
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thee first years of rapid office development in the Westend were unplanned and
dependentt on the place where investors had assembled enough land to make
developmentt possible (compare Giese, 1977).
Associatedd with this urban restructuring was the functional development of
Frankfurtt as a city of commerce, services, and finance. Industry was still dominant
throughoutt large parts of the region (with strong concentrations in Offenbach and
Rüsselsheim),, and services related to these industries, as well as the headquarters of
industriall companies settled in Frankfurt (compare Freund, 2002: 140). Politicians
consideredd this relative independence of second sector industrial capital to be an
asset,, especially when the economic growth based on mass production and
industrialisationn reached a plateau towards the end of the 1960s and made way for
thee first economic recession (Eckardt, 2002). So, despite protests against rigorous
functionall and physical change in the inner city, politicians were still inclined to
hostt offices there and to persist in the already controversial practice of speculative
developmentt in order to provide a strong infrastructure for economic development
(Ronnebergerr & Keil, 1995: 292).
Itt was not so much this prioritisation of economic development that fuelled
resistancee of the residents and other social groupings in the city of Frankfurt to the
city'ss planning policy; rather, it was the manner described above in which this
prioritisationn became evident in the daily planning and development practices that
madee inhabitants so wary of their politicians and civil servants. The results of such
planningg were criticised heavily, as was the lack of an integral concept for the rezoningg of the inner city. Taking note of the developments that were already taking
place,, the inhabitants feared that, without stronger government involvement, the
pressuree of capital would cause a chaotic and detrimental restructuring of the inner

city. .
TheThe 1969 Tingerplan
Inn 1968, at the highpoint of the office boom and under pressure to develop an
economicc land-use plan for the inner city, the politicians and the planners
developedd a new guiding principle for future urban development. This image of a
compact,, mixed use, urban city was translated into the Fingerplan (initially called
Grundsat^eGrundsat^e der Planung, 'Principles of Planning'), depicted in figure 7.3. It had two
mainn objectives.
First,, the massive speculative land acquisition by investors led to oddlyshapedd plots of building land, which made detailed spatial planning impossible. So
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FigureFigure 7.3, The 1969 Fingerplan

thee Fingerplan developed a general spatial concept of office axes from the inner city
outwardss (along the U-Bahti) along which office development was allowed to take
placee (Taunusanlage, Kettenhofweg, Bockenheimer LandstraBe and Oberlindau).
Thee idea behind this spatial clustering was to present a comprehensible urban form,
andd at the same time to redirect the pressure from the Westend to other areas. The
plann only introduced a basic ordering for future

development. The

actual

implementationn and development of individual pieces of real-estate was left to the
detailedd negotiations between the architects, the planning department, and the
buildingss inspectorate. The point of departure was that there were considerable
amountss of plots of land available in the Westend capable of facilitating the
expansionn of the financial district that had already led to the crossing of the
'border'' of the Wallanlagen (Stracke, 1980: 46, in Scholz, 1989). In fact, this meant
thatt the Westend was given over to tertiary functions, and consequently, land prices
explodedd to 1,713 D-Mark per square metre in 1970 (Schok, 1989: 55). In 1972,
nott a single remaining piece of real-estate had remained unaffected by the (partial)
transitionn process (Stracke, 1980: 67, in Scholz, 1989).
Second,, the plan introduced a tightening up of the Befreiungspraxis in order to
overcomee the questionable practices of investors and developers. The hope of the
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EarlyEarly Westend office buildings in former residential streets

plannerss was that, through the development of this plan, the development market
andd the practices on this market would become more structured, so that calm
wouldd return to the real-estate development scene. This calm was essential, because
inn the era of politicised urban development, the legitimisation of planning goals and
productss

was

becoming

ever

more

important,

especially

since

economic

developmentt politics remained a central element of City Council politics. So, the
ultimatee goal of the plan was to legitimise planning practice in order to facilitate the
Cityy Council's wish to "host 'global forces' in order to claim a place in the rising
interurbann competition" (Eckardt, 2002).
Becausee the City Council remained sympathetic to the interests of capital,
thee Befreiungspraxis was now employed to make possible real-estate development
thatt diverged from the planning principles set out in the Fingerplan. Moreover, the
practicess that the Fingerplan was designed to bring to an end remained the order of
thee day, even with the improved plan and planning instruments available. Investors
persistedd in buying residential real-estate, hoping to obtain a permit to tear
residentiall accommodation down in order to build offices on the same spot. With
thee new procedures in place, participation, protests and even demonstrations by
inhabitantss against the new plans caused considerable delays, which led investors to
housee new people temporarily in the deteriorating dwellings at high rents. All this
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tookk place, with the aim of eventual enormous profits, with the help of the City
Council. .
TheThe Aktionsgemeinschaft Westend
Locall inhabitants increasingly gained the impression that everything had to give
wayy to the needs of business. The pressure of the service sector on Frankfurt's
urbann structure, especially in the Westend, was increasing spectacularly, and the
seeminglyy lethargic attitude of the City Council upset many social groups. In 1969
thee anger in the local society was canalised by the establishment of the Action
CommunityCommunity Westend (Aktionsgemeinschaft Westend), which became the focal point of the
sociall groups. In 1970 it organised the first of a series of protest marches and
demonstrationss as a catalyst for discontent, and soon the developments were
unstoppable.. Protests became more militant; protesters occupied empty houses,
andd were willing to fight for their right to live in these dwellings. After some time
thee protests became more general, when extreme left groupings, who were driving
att the reorganisation of the total social order, joined the squatters in their protests
(Muller-Raemisch,, 1998: 219-220). So the social and political situation reached
highlyy inflammable proportions.
Thee government was neither able nor willing to respond to the demands
madee by these social groups, and the efforts made either remained unnoticed, or
weree labelled 'inadequate' by the protesters. What, then, were these efforts? Most
importantt for our analysis are obviously the attempts by the local politicians and
thee planning department to develop a new structure plan for the Westend district.
Thee spatial concept of the 1968 Fingerplan, in which planning professionals visioned
thee development of offices in orderly rows along main streets, had proven to be
ineffectivee in guiding the rapid expansion of the financial sector in the Westend. The
practicess discussed above at some length led to the intensification of commercial
andd high-rise real-estate at the expense of dwellings and open spaces. The newly
developedd structure plan received the tide lClusterplan\ because it proposed the
planned,, or at least ordered development of concentrations of high-rise buildings
interspersedd with zones of low-rise and high-density buildings necessary to
maintainn a certain level of identity in the urban structure of the Westend.
Urbann planners designated some streets (the Bockenheimer Landstrasse that
traversess the Westend, and the Main^er Landstrasse and the Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage that
formm the borders of the district) as axes of intensification; some areas were
designatedd as residential areas; some areas were designated as mixed areas,
separatingg the mono-functional office axes from the purely residential parts. There
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weree some difficulties associated with the plan (Müller-Raemisch, 1998: 222). First,
itt had a weak legal basis. Technically speaking, the plan was quite progressive,
becausee it proposed a new solution to the old problem of granting compensation to
peoplee who had been disadvantaged by planning decisions. This Planungswertausgkich
hadd been the subject of intensive debate in the national government, but it never
reachedd the status of official policy. Instead of this, the new plan required the
provisionn

of substitute dwellings when existing dwellings were

demolished.

Moreover,, a halt was put to the Befreiungspraxis; no more exceptions to the zoning
ordinancess would be allowed. However, both proposals, which were put forward
byy Mayor Moller as the first concessions to the local communitv, were defective in
aa legal sense, and the proposed model was hard to achieve.
Second,, there were complaints about the choices made in the plan.
Residents,, who were organised in the Aktionsgemeinschaft, complained about the
diminishingg amount of space for residential purposes. Then there were the
landownerss and houseowners, who complained that the limitation of two-storey
buildingss in parts of the residential zones made it impossible to build profitably.
T h ee dialogues between the planning professionals and the developers were highlv
complicated.. T h e latter had bought a lot of land in the Westend on areas designated
forr commercial use in the Fingerplan, or outside these areas, speculating on the
BefreiungspraxisBefreiungspraxis that had been put to an end in the new proposed plan.
So,, despite the quick administrative realisation of the plan and the quick
acceptancee by the Mayor and Aldermen, official acceptance of the new structure
plann for the Westend awaited the approval of the Ministrv for the Interior of Hesse
beforee the City Council could officially decide on the plan. However, the planners
att the state level voiced serious doubts about the legal underpinnings of the plan,
sincee the existing law did not make viable any compensation for disadvantageous
planningg decisions. Nevertheless, the City Council decided in favour of the
structuree plan in January 1971.
Thee structure plan laid out the main elements of future development in the
WestendWestend district. What it did not do was go into the details of street patterns, plot
sizes,, and the like. For this purpose, a Bebauungsplan (Building Plan) was prepared.
Thiss Bebauungsplan is the only legally binding plan in German planning law. Because
thee new Bebauungsplan did not become official until 1975, and the structure plan had
noo legal instruments to prevent speculative developments, there was litde change
forr the better in the Westend, Quite the contrary: from 1971 onwards, despite the
fadingg away of speculative land purchases between 1971-1974 (Kraufi, 1997: 224),
tenantss were evicted on a more massive scale from land that had previously been
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purchased,, and enormous profits were made by a small group of investors. Before
thee Bebauungsplan was officially established by the City Council in 1975, 150 objects
inn the Westend were granted dispensation from the existing plan, which meant that
insteadd of putting an end to unplanned development, which was the aim of
politicianss and planners when they drafted the structure plan, the Befreiungspraxis
hadd its heyday after the structure plan was made official (see Stracke, 1980 and
Giese,, 1977). These developments blew away whatever trust the inhabitants had
leftt in the activities of local politicians.
So,, the wish to restore the socio-political balance in the Westend and at the
samee time to bring speculation to an end backfired, and the residents thought of
thee structure plan as just another piece of evidence of the politics that they had
resistedd so hard. Politically, this failure caused a shift to the left on the City Council.
Afterr Kampffmeyer was asked to resign as alderman in charge of planning in late
1971,, because of his failure to put a stop to the bad practices in the Westend, the
SPDD put the demands of residents somewhat higher on the political agenda by
firmlyy voicing its new goal of preserving parts of the Westend as residential areas.
Thee SPD demanded a reversal in the Westend politics from the new alderman, Hans
Adriann,, whose first task was to develop the Bebauungsplan referred to above for the
Westend.Westend. Because the wishes of the SPD to preserve the residential function of the
WestendWestend were hard to reconcile with the promises that had already been made to the
investorss who wanted to develop offices, this was a tricky undertaking.
FromFrom Fingerplan to Regionalstadt-plan
Land-usee planning and office development became important political issues in the
earlyy 1970s, particularly when the inhabitants realised that the Fingerplan had
triggeredd no changes to the benefit of local residents, and the attitude of planners
andd politicians when dealing with urban development issues remained the same.
Ratherr the contrary was the case: in the light of the crisis in manufacturing, the
emphasiss in urban development shifted even more than before to the stimulation
off the service sector and associated inner city office development. Because of both
thee lack of space and environmental issues, the further development of industry
wass relocated to sites on the edges or even the periphery of the city of Frankfurt.
Thee ideas regarding the Regionalstadt (regional city) were in line with this
persistencee of traditional views on urban development. These ideas were developed
byy the urban planning department from 1968 onwards and promoted politically
underr the auspices of Mayor Walter Möller, who became Mayor of Frankfurt in
1970.. The Regionalstadt was presented as the answer to the problem of regional
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governmentt that had been debated unproductively in the Hesse parliament since
1965..

This long debate had been dominated by proposals from the CDU, who

envisagedd

the

partitioning

of

Hesse in uniform

regions

(Grosskmsse)

and

fundamentallyy enlarged municipalities. Moller used the idea of the regional city,
whichh he envisaged as a single institutional unit, following the example of Berlin
andd Hamburg. H e therefore brought forward Frankfurt's vision of the new
metropoliss in order to give Frankfurt new room for urban expansion. Practically,
thiss proposal entailed a substantially enlarged municipality of Frankfurt, subdivided
intoo five boroughs with substantial discretionary powers. Only the authority over
planningg and finance, so important for the further development of the region,
wouldd be placed under regional authority. This arrangement would provide more
freedomm for development planning and more revenue for the cosdy infrastructure
(Freund,, 2003: 132). O f course, this idea was confronted by harsh resistance from
thee surrounding municipalities and counties w h o saw that this reform would "imply
thee loss of proper tax revenues and no substantial profits" (ibid). Frankfurt's wish
too

form

a

Rfgionalstadt was

perceived

as

urban

imperialism.

Surrounding

municipalitiess and counties feared that Frankfurt, in its drive towards expansion,
wouldd swallow up their territory and competences and cast its dominating,
monofunctionall urban shadows over ever-bigger parts of its surrounding area.
Thee wish for a Kegionalstadt, as expressed by Möller, did not stand any chance
off being implemented. N o t only had spatial economic relations changed under the
influencee of both the changing regime of accumulation, the slowly emerging
internationalisationn and globalisation of the economy; but spatial political relations
hadd

also

changed,

influenced

by

several

interrelated

reasons.

First,

the

suburbanisationn of capital caused the self-confidence of suburban communities
withh regard to urban development politics to rise. Second, there was major distrust
onn the part of suburban municipalities and counties of the big municipality of
Frankfurt.. This distrust was pardy fuelled by the Finan^reform (financial reform) of
1965,, which had made municipal tax income more dependent on the number of
inhabitantss than before. Surely, the central city was not proposing the enlargement
off the Frankfurt-area out of pure altruism, neighbouring municipalities reasoned
(Miiller-Raemisch,, 1998: 293). Third, the changing local political climate, as
describedd in me previous chapter, fuelled the general distrust of the political elite
andd its inclination to stimulate and facilitate the demands of capital.
So,, unsurprisingly, the discussions on the subject in the Hesse parliament
weree long and laborious, dividing both the various regional political parties as well
ass the fractions within the parties. The S P D in Hesse, for instance, the party that
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heldd the majority of seats in parliament, disintegrated into a city-wing and a ruralwing.. On the other hand, local Frankfurt politicians stood firm behind their ideal of
aa strong regional city. However, in the end, this Regionalstadt did not come into
being.. In 1974, instead of this fundamental institutional reform, the Hesse
governmentt decided in favour of a softer form of regional government, the
Umlandverband.Umlandverband. The Umlandverband Frankfurt (UVF), which started its activities
thee beginning of 1975, was a multifunctional and obligatory alliance. Land-use
planningg was introduced with a concentration on transport, landscape, water
supply,, sewage disposal, and regional leisure institutions (Eckardt, 2002). Even
thoughh the UVF had the power to develop a Fldchennut^ungsplan, it was limited in its
instrumentss for intervening in regional development issues (compare Freund,
2003). .
Thee way in which Frankfurt's local politicians dealt with the question of
regionall reform is symptomatic of their lack of feeling for the electoral base in the
city.. As Eckardt (2002) observes, it was not only the resistance of the regional
neighbourss that wrecked the plan for the Regionalstadt. Just as importantiy, the
citizenss of Frankfurt had no sense of being a part of a 'world city region' and could
nott support Moller's idea. That is not to say that it was the promotion of the
RegionalstadtRegionalstadt as such that alienated the public at large from Frankfurt's politicians.
Rather,, the proposal was seen as a further proof of the course that the
policymakerss were taking, even after the problems in the Westend, and the first
signss of the collapse of the 'economic miracle'. This course was one of real-estate
drivenn speculation and economic urbanisation politics, continued from the past
twentyy years of economic progress, but heavily criticized towards the end of the
1960s. .

7.66

1972-1977: Stagnation, the SPD reign, and the Westend
TheThe first political V-turn: from Grofie Koalition to SPD

Ass we saw, as a result of its apparent failure to deal with the discontent that was
buildingg up in society, with the most visible example the turmoil in the Westend,
Frankfurt'ss SPD-CDU Grofie Koalition (big coalition) that had guided the city
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throughh the years of the War recovery and the Wirtscbaftn-under12 was subject to
oppositionn from both within and outside the political arena.
Thee city government was thus torn between the need to listen to the voices
off both the declining economy and the rapidly changing social fabric of the city.
Neitherr voice received proper attention, and the city government found it difficult
too balance on the tightrope of compromise between the two. The SPD was a
'centre'' oriented political party, with more affinity to centre-right wing politics than
too left-wing ideals. Also, it became the post-war political tradition that extraparliamentaryy opposition should not be invited to the political negotiation table.
Moreover,, the law was on the side of those who were in favour of economic
developmentt at the expense of the preservation of residential areas; since the
Germann planning system draws on a tight legal framework in favour of order and
justice,, the valid zoning plans, with their opportunities for Befreiungspraxis, could not
bee overruled.
So,, although the planning department seemingly tried to put an end to the
capital-ledd transformation of the inner city through the Yingerplan of 1968 and the
StructureStructure Plan Westend of 197'1, it was clear that: (1) both plans lacked the legal status
too do so; (2) the daily decisions that guided urban politics were still instrumental for
economicc growth through the stimulation of office-related activities.
Whilee retaining some sensitivity to the new demands of society, the city
governmentt did not wish to give in to the aggressive manner in which some parts
off the extra-parliamentary opposition had backed with force their claims for more
democracyy in urban development planning. This awkward situation fuelled the
oppositionn against the political establishment of the Grosse Koalition. Despite
achievingg only a small electoral gain (from 49.5% to 50.1% of the votes) in the
19722 elections for the City Council, the SPD won back the absolute majority it had
lostt in the 1968 elections. This cleared the way to the first post-war one-party reign,
whichh appealed to the leftist forces outside parliament. They backed the SPD, in
thee belief that things would change, and that politics would be reformed, just as the
S P DD had promised.
Consequentlyy the political landscape altered fundamentally, but Arndt, the
neww Mayor, was unable to change the mentality within the SPD, who had formed
thee ruling party for the whole post-war period. During this time it had continuously
sharedd power with the C D U , which meant that deliberations on important issues
'' Although the SPD had already won an absolute majority in Frankfurt during the period 19561968,, political responsibility was shared in those years with the CDU, on the basis of a longlastingg sense of mutual cooperation, to create a strong city out of the ruins of the old city.
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weree conducted between the two parties, and then the SPD had to speak with one
voice.. In the new situation, in which the SPD did not have to share power with any
otherr political party, the internal dialogue over issues became both more important
andd livelier (Balser, 1995: 339). It became clear that the opposing fractions within
thee SPD were hard to reconcile. Also, the claims of the political groupings
operatingg to the left of the SPD created a new source of conflict over important
issues. .
Thee most important issue that the S P D addressed was the democratic deficit
forr which urban politics had been accused in the previous decade. Mayor and
Aldermenn were persuaded to engage in more active dialogue with the public at
large,, who were more than willing to let their voices be heard. Platforms were
createdd to facilitate discussions on many issues concerning urban politics (Balser,
1995:: 342). However, as we saw in the previous paragraph, tied as it was to the
regulationss and practices of the past that cast their shadows on to the present, as
welll as the need to stimulate the local economy, the City Councillors remained
ambivalentt in their choice between 'new politics' and old habits.
Evenn before the elections, it was generally believed that the lack of an overall
visionn of the future of the city made it hard for the politicians to take action against
thee Befreiungspraxis. The Bauaufsicht (Building Inspectorate) had only the old and
oftenn outdated Bebauungplan for an area on which to base a decision on a building
request.. Each old Bebauungsplan included the opportunity to grant a developer
exceptionn from the guidelines in the plan, the Befreiungspraxis previouslv discussed.
Inn the new political climate, fewer deals, more transparent government, and more
democraticc planning were required. So these Bebauungsplans were unusable and no
longerr acceptable. It was believed that, in order to develop Bebauungsplans that were
moree accurate and up-to-date, an overall vision should first be developed. So
GesamtplanungGesamtplanung was re-introduced after a long period in which it had been considered
unworkable.. The development of a new overall structure plan for the inner city
begann in 1972. This plan was designed to divide the inner city into areas designated
forr offices

and areas designated

for residential purposes, pardy to

protect

residentiall areas from the increasing demand for offices, but again, mainly to put an
endd to the Befreiungspraxis.
Drawingg up the Structure Plan was an exercise in both 'democratic planning'
andd 'scientific planning'. Detailed surveys, analyses, prognoses, and feasibility'
studiess informed planners, who produced substantial documents in preparation for
thee structure plan. These documents could not be used in the communications with
thee public at large, and so the abstract documents were 'translated'

into
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'understandable'' summaries, and manv ways of communication were used to
engagee in a dialogue with the public (Miiller-Raemisch, 1998: 250). It became clear
thatt

the

ideas

of

the

technocrats/planners

and

the

inhabitants

diverged

considerably,, and the ultimate decisions on planning issues remained in the hands
off a small group of insiders in the political arena and the planning department.
Becausee the ideas of the inhabitants and other social groups were largely
dismissedd in the final plan and associated projects, all the solutions proposed to
overcomee housing shortages, the economic backlash and the like were countered
byy militant protests. So, in spite of the intentions of the new City Council to engage
withh society in a dialogue and overcome the democratic deficit in urban planning,
fromm 1973 onwards the City Council was compelled to suppress riots by violent
meanss and earn 7 out the house evictions of militant squatters (Pfotenhauer, 1988).
TheThe Westend again the bottleneck of urban politics
Att the same time the building of high-rise offices continued, but there was no
comprehensivee urban development process. Rather, there was a constant sequence
off project-based disputes; the building of every high-rise building could be the
themee of a lively story in itself (Balser, 1995: 347). When all such stories are
combined,, they hint at the rapid rise of a crisis in urban politics, urban planning,
andd urban development. This crisis became most apparent in February 1974. The
intentionn to build an office tower at the Bockenheimer Landstrasse 111 and 113, first
expressedd in April 1973, led to an illustrative chain of events. First, students and
squatterss occupied the vacant houses that stood on the land where these offices
weree to be built, in the direct vicinity of the university. This action was contrary to
thee agreement with the Wohnheim GmbH that did not allow temporary7 occupancy in
buildingss designated to be demolished for redevelopment purposes. In spite of a
distresss warrant to empty the premises before 31 October 1973, the squatters, w h o
weree backed by certain social groupings that fiercely opposed the political scene,
demandedd a revision of the politics of clearance and demolishment. However, with
theirr hands legally tied, and the moral commitment to the developers who they had
persuadedd to buy the land, the municipality decided to evacuate the premises on
Februaryy 21, 1974. By that time the squatters had barricaded the houses, so there
followedd serious street fights with the police (Balser, 1995: 347-348).
Thee planning department

was

still in the process of preparing

the

BebauungsplanBebauungsplan for the Westend. This was a complicated undertaking, because the
plannerss were caught in the middle of the conflicts between the City Council (that
wass o n the side of the local residents) and the Mayor and Aldermen (who were still
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inclinedd to concede to the demands of capital, in order to limit the losses of the
city).. Ultimately, the plan that was decided on in 1975 differed from the 1971
Structuree Plan on various vital points, reflecting the shift away from economic
determinismm and towards the interests of local residents. The number of residential
areass was raised at the expense of mixed zones, and limits to the quantity of highriserise buildings allowed in the commercial areas were included. Building societies and
investorss felt damaged by the new plan and went to court to secure their
investmentss that were now jeopardised by the new restrictions in the Bebauungsplan.
AA lengthy process ensued, which lasted until the early 1980s, when the final
conflictss were settled by the city's new administration. By that time, the political
climatee had already changed fundamentally, and the interest of social and political
agentss in the Westend had long faded away.
TheThe second U-turn on the political scene: from SPD to CDU
O ff course, the riots and the use of force by the City Council only fed the
dissatisfactionn in the electoral base of the SPD that had hoped for new political
attitudes,, a dismantling of the businesses-government ties, and more concern for
locall inhabitants. These violent events also awoke the political spirit within the
C D UU that had been moved to the opposition after the 1972 elections. After some
initiall hesitation, their attitude towards the SPD grew more critical. As we saw in
thee previous sections, the powers within the SPD that were oriented towards the
reformm of the old ways of regulating social conflict still used some of these old
habits,, such as making deals, Befreiungen, and the use of force. So defective legal
instrumentss and the need for acute crisis management obstructed the ideals of
'moree democracy' and 'culture for everyone'. The conservatives could easily
counterr this new SPD ideology by using statements such as 'ungovernability'
(Unregierbarkeif),(Unregierbarkeif), 'social disintegration', and 'urban crisis' (Prigge, 1997: 55).
Thee conservatives did not have to look far to underpin these statements.
Exampless could be found in all segments of government policy. As an example, the
deadlockk that planning had reached was clear. It had become an increasingly
complexx combination of abstract uncontroversial 'overall' structure planning and
thee

detailed,

highly

controversial

development

of

Stadtteikntri'icklungspldne

(Developmentt Plans for separate city districts). Moreover, there was the A.mt fur
KommunaleKommunale Gesamtentwicklung. This Amt
institutionalisee

scientific

planning.

Its

main

was initiated by the SPD in 1975 to
tasks were

the

preparation

interdepartmentall investigations of the housing market, employment

of

trends,

modelss of regional organisation, and the like. The plans and studies that this Amt
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TableTable 7.4, Results of the municipal elections 1946-1977
SPDD

CDU

41,0 0

1946 6
1948 8
1952 2
1956 6
1960 0
1964 4
1968 8
19^2 2
1977 7

FDP

Other

35,1 1

11,8 8

12,1 1

36,8 8

26,1 1

23,6 6

13,5 5

45,5 5

20,8 8

14,4 4

19,3 3

54,5 5

24,9 9

8,2 2

12,4 4

50,7 7

30,2 2

12,9 9

6,2 2

53,5 5

31,1 1

11,6 6

3,8 8

49,5 5

29,6 6

11,2 2

9,5 5

50,1 1

39,8 8

39,9 9

51,3 3

7

2,9 9

,2 2
6,0 0

2,7 7

:

Source:Source: Statistische )dhrbucb \ rankfurt am Wain, various years

producedd were based on statistical data and scientific methods and were far
removedd from the day-to-day practice of urban development. Its intended and also
practicedd clinical, a-political and technocratic attitude made it an easy target for
thosee w h o opposed SPD's manner of dealing with an urban crisis.
Inn the elections of 1977, the populist anti-establishment campaign of
Frankfurt'ss C D U leader Wallmann proved to be a success, and the second U-Turn
inn urban government in the 1970s became a reality with the CDU's unprecedented
victory;; for the first time since the War the C D U had won a majority on the City
Council.. This caused a revolution in the distribution of political power (see table
7.4),, but also in urban politics.

7.77

Analysis:

the

structure

of office

provision

and

the

regime

of

urbanisationn in a b o o m i n g city
Ass expected, the city government was willing to give economic agents considerable
leewayy in matters of urban development throughout the 1945-1978 period. This
stabilityy formed the foundation of urban development geared towards the demands
off capital, in particular finance capital. Although the tasks facing planners were
formidable,, and the accomplishments of post-war urban development planning
weree considerable, planners took a minimalist position with regard to the extension
off the unfolding metropolis. Urban aWelopment plans and public investments in
thee urban infrastructure were only presented to provide investment horizons for
privatee capital.
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Tablee 7.5, The regime of urbanisation 1945-1977
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation

Market:Market: extensive industrialisation - hesitant surfacing of a banking cluster
State,State, subordination of electoralism to economic recovery - national macro-economic
growthh politics - private sector led urban development - local politics of accommodation;
Space,Space, urban ^industrialisation — extension of main auto-oriented infrastructures extensivee housing accommodation.
RealisedRealised regime of urbanisation

MarketMarket peripheral industrialisation — exponential expansion of the inner city financial
cluster r
State:State: big all-encompassing political coalition and exclusion of extra-parliamentary
oppositionn — national social market economy and resulting economic miracle - private
sectorr led urban development — local Jaisse%faire politics - grand scheme planning;
Space:Space: extensive peripheral housing construction — intensive rebuilding of the inner city
residentiall district and subsequent service sector led conversion - overall extension autoorientedd infrastructures - intensification of office development in the western part of the
innerr city
Lesss expected, but a bonus for the unfolding growth coalition, was the
spectacularr extension of Frankfurt as a financial centre that connected well with the
politicss of infrastructure extension and laisse^faire. Through its investment-friendly
policiess and the rapid outgrowth of Frankfurt into West Germany's main economic
node,, the city government was able to incorporate local and national capital into a
public-privatee inner circle of place shapers from which the public at large was
excluded.. However, at the height of its success, the outgrowth of the inner city
CBDD began to hinder residents in the inner city, who opposed the inward-looking
urbanisationn politics that were directed by a small local elite. This challenge to the
regulator}'' regime shook the foundations of the long-term regime of urbanisation.
Thee years following the publication of the Fingerplan were characterised by
growingg polarisation, but not by the instigation of a new regulation-accumulation
coupling.. Land-use planning and office development were amongst the most
widelyy contested issues. The policy of incremental and capital-led urban change
thatt had been in place for decades was consolidated, albeit under a 'planned'
disguise,, communicating the message that the City Council was 'on top of things',
andd had an ear for inhabitants' needs. However, in the light of the economic
recessionn that was gradually setting in, the local state was not inclined to obstruct
capitall too much, in need as it was for the income (taxes) and new jobs created by
neww office development and the subsequent settlement of a company. Thus,
despitee the Fingerplan (and the Structure Plan Westend that was published later), the
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plannerss and city officials made room for office construction that fell outside the
scopee of the effective land-use plans more often than the public was willing to
accept,, thus shattering whatever remaining confidence the electorate had in the
rulingg elite.
TheThe local structure of office provision
F r o mm the early post-war years on, office provision in Frankfurt had hardly been
mediatedd by planning procedures. This situation was the result of the state of the
city,, which had been heavily bombed and was in need of investments because of
thee lack of public funds. Private initiatives were therefore welcomed and embraced.
W h e nn in 1948 the decision was made to set up the German Central Bank in
Frankfurt,, the city took its first steps towards becoming Germany's financial centre.
Inn subsequent years, most West German banks settled their headquarters in
Frankfurt,, and their settlement was welcomed as a vehicle for inner city recovery.
Durin gg the 1950s, these settlements led t o the first small office-development boom.
Becausee this was associated with high-rise fever, the first public discussions of
officee development had already come to the surface in 1953, when the fear of
Frankfurtt changing into a Manhattan-like urban structure first arose. However, the
ambitionss of planned office development on the nodes of the road and public
transportt network were smothered by the increasing pressure coming out of the
structuress of office provision.
Thesee structures were twofold. T h e main investors were banks, who built
theirr own premises. However, the development of the inner city of Frankfurt into
Germany'ss financial centre meant that developers expected high yields from office
investments.. Therefore, the office as an investment category was already hesitantly
introducedd in Frankfurt during the 1950s.
Inn the subsequent 1960s, the further rise of office demand, caused by the
risee of business services in Frankfurt, the growth of regional industry-related
headquarters,, scale enlargements in banks through centralisation and mergers, and
laterr by the growing international attraction of Frankfurt caused by the strong D Mark,, attracted more developers to Frankfurt. The growing concentration of big
internationall banks in the inner city also increased the demand for office space
exertedd by smaller financial

services

companies. This demand

triggered an

enormouss response from developers, w h o often undertook socially unacceptable
actionss in order to be able to engage in office development. Often, pieces of land
weree bought including real estate, which frequently had a residential function. The
planningg authority consistently allowed developers to build commercial buildings,
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evenn though the assembled land was designated with a residential function in the
prevailingg zoning plan.
Afterr 1965 the speculative assembly of land and the subsequent
developmentt of offices exploded, which caused increasing tensions on the land
market.. In this period these tensions heated up quickly and became politicised,
particularlyy because of the circumstances in the Westend, which was the most
popularr area for developers. The crowding out on the land market in specific urban
spacess intensified during the period between 1970-1975. This intensification led not
onlyy to the relocation of residents, but also to the overspill of back-offices to
locationss in the urban periphery (such as Niederrad), to the regional suburbs, and to
thee Airport. After 1975, the number of land purchases by developers in the Westend
districtt temporarily diminished, because of the uncertain economic situation and
alsoo the uncertain legal status of the recent structure plan and land-use plan.
However,, because of the pipeline effect, office construction intensified during the
secondd part of the 1970s.
Socio-spatialSocio-spatial regulation, planning processes and the struggles over spatial imaginaties

Thee role of land-use planning in the processes of urbanisation and spatial
regulationn in the 1945-1978 period can best be described as a transformation from
initiall loose guidance of redevelopment processes, via the rapid politicisation of
urbann development, and the subsequent ambition to act more as a strict guide, to
thee eventual demise of these ambitions.
Afterr the War ended in favour of the Allies, efforts were made to dismande
Germany'ss industrial backbone and decentralise economic life by introducing
separatee financial areas. It was therefore difficult for politicians in Frankfurt to
envisagee a future course of urbanisation. However, they did not have to think too
longg and hard, because actual developments overtook them. Within a relatively
shortt period, Frankfurt had developed into Western Germany's main economic
centree and profited enormously from the German economic miracle. The main
buildingg blocks of urban politics and urban planning that guided the city of
Frankfurtt through the 1945-1968 period were functional for the growth of the
economy:: extensive housing programs, large-scale infrastructure improvements, the
improvementt of the industrial structure, the functional separation of urban realms
andd private-sector based inner city development.
Onn the wings of favourable economic circumstances, and profiting from the
enormouss infrastructure improvements that had already been made before the War,
thee city developed into an (international financial centre. Of all the West German
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cities,, Frankfurt was the first to develop into a service-sector dominated citv: in
19600 over half the people employed in Frankfurt were in services (Ronnebergcr &
Keil,, 1995).
Whenn the recover}- period had ended, it soon became clear that further
developmentt of the city was not in the hands of the public planners, but rather in
thee hands of the banks and other investors. The political elite of the SPD and
C D U ,, the housing associations, and the big banks had formed a local growth
coalitionn that had a high degree of strategic coherence with national regulator)mechanismss with regards to the social market economy and the transition towards
aa m o r e service-based economy. This formation of a growth coalition was a result of
thee detrimental financial situation of the city directly after the War that had made
thee city dependent on private initiative for practically even' development issue, and
alsoo of the rapid rise of the banking sector in Frankfurt that attracted investors
searchingg for openings on the land market in order to make a profit. Because the
financialfinancial

cluster had chosen the western inner city as its focal point, the

developmentt of this part of the city was made subordinate to economic expansion.
T h ee fiscal structure laid down in national legislation also triggered economic
expansionn politics, because the main source of income for the municipality was the
companyy settlement tax.
Inn the 1960s, however, the first cracks became visible in the regulator}- fix.
T h ee growth of the financial cluster and the scale enlargements of office users led to
aa rapidly rising need for new office space in the inner citv; because the inner city of
Frankfurtt has only a limited surface area, offices soon appeared in the adjacent
residentiall neighbourhoods. This invasion led to the pushing away of local
residents.. The laissez-faire attitude of the local government towards the investors
madee these companies the forerunners of the inner-city transition of residential
neighbourhoodss into office districts. In this way, banks remained

somewhat

detachedd from these transition processes, although they were triggered by the
banks'' demand for office space.
O ff course, these developments had their repercussions for the residential
structuree of the city. Many residents were pushed out of the inner city, and the rise
inn Frankfurt's population came to a halt. Moreover, the selective growth in the
servicee industries led white-collar employment to become dominant in Frankfurt's
innerr city. These white-collar workers increasingly took up residence outside the
city,, in the developing suburban and peripheral countryside, so that the number of
commuterss quickly rose again. This put more pressure on the built-up structure,
becausee automobile traffic had to be facilitated in order to keep the inner city
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competitive.. The downside of these developments caused the rise of social
movementss that could not be incorporated into the regulatory system. So, now that
urbanisationn of poor immigrants and the pushing away of inner city residents by
thee advancing financial district were added to the regulatory mix, the growth
machinee encountered problems. N e w spaces for accumulation were hard to find.
T h ee development from 1969 onwards of the office city of Niederrad was an
attemptt to create peripheral spaces for accumulation that could compete with the
suburbann overspill locations now that the rezoning in the inner city met more
resistance,, and free available space for commercial development was very scarce in
thee city. However, Niederrad proved unattractive to the big financial headquarters.
Becausee the municipality's ultimate attempt to create space for development, the
introductionn of the Regionalstadt, was also unsuccessful, the political elite decided
too operate in the way to which it was accustomed.
N o tt surprisingly, the regulatory system then fell into a crisis; the main driver
wass the resistance to the growth coalition of government and capital. However, the
mainn carriers of the regulatory settlement, the developers and banks, remained in
chargee of urban development. Two reasons for this dominance stand out: first, the
legall power to overcome the pushing aside of residents in the inner city by
forbiddingg the transformation of houses into offices was limited. Second, the
traditionn of large-scale demolition and redevelopment was still running through the
veinss of both the ruling SPD and the urban planners, whereas the income
generatedd from new company setdements was also welcomed.
Thee ruling SPD was thus forced into contemplating a split between the
interestss of capital and those of local residents that were hard to reconcile. Largescalee labour-intensive planning processes were started that had to raise the
democraticc principles of urban planning by involving the public in the development
off new structure plans. At the same time, the processes of mass eviction, office
development,, and the pushing aside of the residential function by offices went on
ass before, and the police (instructed by the political leaders of the SPD) used force
too throw out militant squatters. O f course, this caused a legitimacy crisis for the
politicall regime that was now under attack from the previously supportive CDU
(seee Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 293). This attack even led to a historic electoral
victor) 77 for the CDU and the formation of new regulatory arrangements in
subsequentt years.
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1945 5

Statee realm

1978 8

......

-- Social Market economy
-- Poor local government, dependence
onn company settlement tax
-- Fragmented regional scene
-- SPD-CDU dominancy

HousingHousing development
InfrastructureInfrastructure provision
LaissezLaissez faire >

Spacee 1978
•• Suburban industrial landscape
•• Inner city national CBD,
peripherall economic overspill
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
•• Urbanised immigrant residents
•• Strong infrastructural network
•• Filled up urban landscape

Spacee 1945
Wrecked inner city
•• Pre-war infrastructures
•• Peripheral greenfields
•• Suburban greenfields

Economicc realm
-- Re-industrialisation
-- Rise of the service sector

RegionalRegional influx industrial capital
LocalLocal influx national banking capital
LocalisedLocalised influx speculative real estate capital

FigureFigure 7.4, The regime of urbanisation in Frankfurt, 1945-1978

7.88

Conclusion: the regime of urbanisation during the

Wirtschaftswunder

T h ee points of departure for the first post-war regime of urbanisation in Frankfurt
amm Main were twofold (cf. figure 7.4). First, the city, especially the Altstadt, lay in
ruins,, and bombing and destruction also heavily affected the adjacent inner-city
neighbourhoods.. Second, the local and regional economic structure was dismantled
andd destroyed, and the Allies enforced the deconcentration of the German
economy.. However, the regional infrastructure that was developed in the 1930s
formedd a strong backbone for recovery, as did the many peripheral and suburban
greenfields.. At the level of the state, the most important characteristic was the
emptyy government coffers on both the local and national levels, which made
developmentt dependent on private initiatives. The money that became available via
thee Marshall Plan gave some relief in this regard.
Thee regime of urbanisation that developed rested on the following pillars:
T h e national politics for the social market economy that emphasised private
initiative,, supported by social measures with regard to (for instance) housing
provision; ;
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The

extensive

infrastructure

and

Siedlungsbau

programmes;

The

designationn of Frankfurt as the seat for the Deutsche Bundesbank, the
introductionn of the D-Mark, and the subsequent gradual nullification of
thee policy of deconcentration of the German economy;
T h e quick re-industrialisation of Germany and the Frankfurt region and
thee gradual and early transition of the central city to a node of service and
bankingg capital;
T h e fiscal policies that made local authorities very dependent on tax
incomee from company settlement taxes and the associated local laisse^
fairefaire and even a stimulating attitude towards the influx of economic
investmentss in the urban fabric.
So,, during the 1950s and 1960s, the influx of investments in the urban structure
andd the greenfields of Frankfurt was very strong. This influx led to an enormous
risee of the number of residents, and also the development of a financial cluster in
thee western part of the inner city. Because the open spaces for development in this
innerr city were quickly filled in, the pressure of banking capital on the inner city
residentiall neighbourhood of the Westend in particular led to a process of rezoning
att the expense of residents and to the support of further accumulation. The
problemm of the growing scarcity of open plots of land ultimately led to the end of
thiss regime of urbanisation, because the struggles over property rights at the level
off the state led to the loss of legitimacy of the ruling SPD elite. The SPD was faced
withh an enormous growth on a limited territory. The initiatives to enlarge the urban
territoryy through the introduction of a Regionalstadt were shattered, which made
futuree intra-municipal deconcentration impossible. Because the inter-municipal
suburbanisationn of capital was not an option from a fiscal point of view, and
becausee the law did not forbid the crowding out of residents by commercial real
estate,, the SPD saw no alternative to its politics of rezoning. This alternative had to
bee provided by the succeeding CDU, from 1977 onwards.
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88 FRANKFURT 1977 - 1989

Culture-basedd city-marketing and
inter-urbann competition
8.11

Introduction

Thee main challenge for the new Wallmann administration elected in 1977 was to
overcomee not only the crisis in political management that had affected public
administrationn in Frankfurt in the 1970s, but also the concurrent

economic

stagnation.. Since the detailed and scientific planning for the city districts previously
introducedd by the SPD had encountered so much opposition, the expectation is
thatt the C D U would revert to more schematic planning, planning in which the
electoratee will have more say. Moreover, structural economic stagnation will call for
furtherr economic expansion politics. However, the preceding struggles in the
Westendd will call for compensation through, for instance, (social) housing projects:
aa middle way, with integrated plan-development combining economic expansion
andd social politics. This chapter describes in detail this political project, the
discussionss this entailed, and the outcomes in both political and spatial economic
terms. .
Tablee 8.1, Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1977-1989
PointsPoints of departure

--

Market strengthened D-Mark - decentralised industrialisation - national financial cluster growingg macro-economic problems;
State,State, local government dependent on income from company taxes - struggles between
proponentss and adversaries of unbridled economic expansion;
Space,Space, greenfields in the suburbs — Frankfurt built-up urban structure.

ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation

--

Market, stagnation of the industrial and the service sectors, consolidation of die financial
district; ;
State:State: growing importance of die electorate for urban development politics — national
economicc recovery politics - public-private integrated plan making - local social housing
politicss and advanced politics of accommodation;
Spacer,Spacer, urban de-industrialisation - extension of the main auto-oriented infrastructures integratedd solutions for housing and office development.
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8.22

T h e n e w political landscape
JnternationalisationJnternationalisation of capital markets and neo-liberal ideologies

T h ee world economic crises of 1973 and 1978, aggravated by the collapse in 1973 of
thee Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates that follow the US Dollar, led to
significantt problems for the national West German politics of Clobalstemrung, which
hadd been advocated from 1966 onwards. As an export countrv the competitive
positionn of West Germany was relatively good, so that the economic crises of the
1970ss did not hit the West German economy as hard as they did elsewhere, but
theyy nevertheless did bring about a decrease of G D P , a rise in inflation, rising
unemployment,, and additional state debts. In 1982, after important disputes within
thee S P D - F D P coalition on the future of economic and social policy (compare
Berndt,, 2003: 288), the coalition broke up and the CDU joined the F D P in a new
coalitionn government. Helmut Kohl became the new political leader of Germany.
Thiss
abandonmentt

neo-conservative
of

Keynesian

turnaround

in

German

full employment/social

politics

led

to

the

redistribution/economic

growthh politics (Brenner, 1999d), in favour of a supply-side policy with the goal of
"improvingg profitability by means of lowering costs (that is, wages), increasing
productivity,, reducing business taxes, decreasing social expenditures, diminuating
labourr protection laws, wage structures and generally making more

flexible

conditionss and hours of work" (Schlupp, 1992, in Brenner, 1999d: 16). These
policies,, deployed to promote the position of West German capital in the world
economy,, had neo-liberal tendencies, in that they disseminated a belief in open,
competitive,, and unregulated markets, but in a more moderate form, combined
withh neo-conservative fiscal policies and economic and social policy (Brenner,
1997;; Brenner, 1999d; Brenner & Theodore, 2002).
Thee national neo-conservative turnaround in politics that emphasised the
marketplacee in the social market economy, together with the developments on the
internationall financial markets that increasingly became the drivers of the economy,
hadd important consequences for the city of Frankfurt. Although its development as
aa financial centre had been fast and relentiess during the 1960s and early 1970s, it
wass mainly a domestic affair. During the 1960s, Frankfurt definitely surpassed
Düsseldorff as the leading national financial centre. As a result of the deregulation
off national financial markets during the 1980s, the quest for hegemony amongst
financiall centres had to be fought out on a European level. Frankfurt had a
favourablee point of departure in this regard. In the second half of the 1970s, the
Brettonn Woods system collapsed and the member states of the European Union
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subsequentlyy constructed their own currency system (the European Monetary
System,, created in 1979); that made the D-Mark the guiding currency for Europe.
Unsurprisingly,, the role of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange grew in relation to
foreignn stock exchanges, and the internationalisation of Frankfurt as a financial
centree rose rapidly, with the increasing presence of international banks in the city7
(Grote,, 1998, Schamp, 1999). This new development stage in the formation of the
financiall district of Frankfurt obviously put enormous pressure on the built
environment,, and was one of the foundations of the new urban policies during the
Wallmannn years.
UrbanUrban politics: the changing of the tides

Thee period we refer to as the Wallmann years began in 1977. As soon as the ballot
boxess had been opened and checked on March 20, 1977, it was clear that the City
Councill would soon undergo radical change. As we saw in the previous paragraph,
thee CDU gained an unprecedented electoral victory, jumping from 38 to 50 seats,
whilee the SPD's fortunes fell from 48 to 38 seats. Why did this change occur?
Balserr (1995: 383) lists the explanations that the parties involved put
forward.. The immediate first reaction seems somewhat feeble: after 31 years of the
SPDD in power, the last four years without its post-war coalition partner the CDU,
peoplee just wanted a change of leadership. The trudi of this statement is
undeniable,, but the question remains why this change of heart took place exactly at
thatt moment in time, and not 4 years later, as was the case nationally. Balser speaks
off SPD 'arrogance' after 31 years in charge of the city. This arrogance had grown
upp after the 1972 elections, when the SPD became the sole responsible party. Their
overconfidencee backfired during the years in which society had changed, and the
SPDD found adaptation difficult. Instead, the SPD went on securing their grip on
societyy by claiming pivotal positions in political committees and public companies.
Moreover,, the image of the SPD was damaged by several incidents, the most
conspicuouss being the alleged corruption affair involving Mayor Arndt.
AA second explanation was given by Ronneberger and Keil (1995: 294), who
arguee that the political change did not indicate that the CDU had conducted a
brilliantt campaign, but rather that the SPD had proven to be politically bankrupt.
Inn the preceding four years the SPD had failed to adapt to the new circumstances
thatt were a combination of low economic growth, a more demanding electorate,
andd the need to pursue urban economic development in an almost completely
built-upp urban environment. All these changes demanded more complex solutions
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forr urban development than those to which the SPD had grown accustomed
duringg the previous 31 vears.
Whatt issues did the C D U raise? Their campaign focused on safety and
crime;; criminality levels had increased in the previous 5 years (Balser, 1995: 383).
Theyy further emphasised the undeniable problems in the city bv speaking of an
urbann crisis. The C D U used the failed attempts of the SPD in previous years to
comee to more democratic planning to emphasise the growing 'ungovernability' of
thee city through the current regulator}' arrangements (Prigge, 1995), and proposed
thatt a strong and decisive state-led urban management program would bring
Frankfurtt new prosperity.
Whetherr out of annoyance with the SPD, or fuelled by a strong belief in the
C D UU program, the political turnaround came about. The press and the politicians
builtt up the pressure on the S P D Mayor Arndt even on the election night. He was
onlyy halfway through his term of office, but it was thought that he should make
wayy for Wallmann, the leader of the winning C D U (Balser, 1995: 379). Two and a
halff months after the elections Wallmann indeed succeeded Arndt as Mayor. Arndt
wentt into the opposition, as did the rest of the SPD, and the CDU became
politicallyy responsible for the well-being of the city of Frankfurt. However, five out
off six Cabinet members

with whom Wallmann had to work in the City Cabinet

weree still from the SPD. Most of these SPD senior councillors, moreover, had just
recentlyy been elected, and their terms of office had only just begun. Wallmann had
learnedd from the SPD arrogance of recent years, and did not seek to replace these
councillorss with C D U politicians.
Soo Wallmann accepted that he had been lumbered with an SPD-dominated
politicall elite, and tried his best to set urban politics on a new course. This was
mostlyy concerned with building a positive image of Frankfurt as an urban centre of
internationall economic and cultural allure.
OldOld ideas, new wrappings: culture and image
Ass noted above, Wallmann emphasised the 'urban crisis' in the electoral campaign
againstt the SPD. In his quest to deal with this crisis, the new Mayor deployed
'urbanity'' as the solution (Prigge, 1995). When in power, Wallmann, together with
hiss new SPD dominated Cabinet, had to operationalise this rather abstract concept.
T oo achieve this aim, the words 'identity' and 'culture' were emphasised, although
thesee concepts remained ambiguous and open to many interpretations, so the
translationn into real action was therefore a contested undertaking, and the image
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politicss of later years have by no means been the result of strategically planned
consistentt policies (Scholz, 1989: 15).
Inn the 1970s, the idea had grown up that Frankfurt was a city without a real
heart,, where economic functions were thriving, but 'urban life' was fading. In
responsee to this disparity', the Mayor connected economic growth with his
interpretationn of 'urbanity': in 1979 he voiced the wish to develop Frankfurt into a
Europeann financial and economic metropolis. To become such a metropolis, he
argued,, the city's allure should be raised, and the cultural scene could play an
importantt part in this respect.
Too a large extent, nothing much changed in the content of urban policies
andd urban projects. Wallmann continued the promotion of the real-estate based
growthh of the financial sector, by permitting banks to build offices in Frankfurt's
built-upp area, and by providing the infrastructure for capital circulation, including
roads,, the Airport, and the Frankfurt Fair. In order to make these politics
acceptablee to the public at large, Wallmann, backed by cabinet members Hoffman
(Culture)) and Haverkampf (Construction), both SPD, introduced the politics of the
re-urbanisationn of culture: infusing the inner city of Frankfurt with the traditional
institutionss of high culture that had been destroyed during the war (Alte Oper,
Komerberg,Komerberg, Museums to be created at the banks of the River Main). Together, the
strategiess were captured in the phrase Cultural Metropolis (Prigge, 1995: 56).
Councillorss

Hoffmann

and

Haverkampf

realignmentt of urban politics. Even before

were central

1977 Hoffmann

figures

in

this

was promoting

Frankfurt'ss cultural allure, and although his work went practically unnoticed, the
FrankfurterFrankfurter Neue Presse labelled it a Culture Offensive, from which the city had
benefitedd enormously during the last few years before the recent elections (Balser,
1995:: 391). Wallmann recognised the benefits for Frankfurt's image that could stem
fromm this culture offensive, and gave Hoffmann an almost free hand in continuing
andd intensifying his work for Frankfurt's cultural scene. Furthermore, Hoffmann's
workk became one of the showpieces of the new 'conservative-populist' (Prigge,
1995:: 55) politics of the CDU.
Accordingg to Prigge's analysis (1995: 56-59), the new urbanity adopted by
Wallmannn and the new city government was a 'stripped-down' version of the
comprehensivee

ideological

social

critique

on

German

cities, as voiced

by

Mitscherlichh (1965). In his electoral campaign, Wallmann had adopted this critique
onn urbanity, and now had to operationalise Mitscherlich's complicated sociological
statementss that concentrated on the synergy between the human and urban
environmentss and that can be either uplifting and mutually enforcing, or alienating
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andd causing degeneration, or anything in between. Mitscherlich had argued that,
ideally,, the city proyides a space for specific forms of communication and social
relationss from which a certain urban atmosphere, or shared consciousness derives
thatt provides a community spirit and a sense of individual freedom. In his vision,
thee synergy between the individual and the urban environment had eroded in the
post-warr period, because the function of the city as a social platform on which
libertyy and togetherness could thrive had disappeared in modern urbanisation. His
advicee to urban politicians was to find ways to restore the opportunities for
buildingg social relationships in the urban environment so as to re-establish amongst
thee inhabitants a sense of freedom and togetherness. From this sociological exposé,
Wallmannn touched on an important element of urban aesthetics: urban policy
shouldd provide architectonically rich urban centres. He proposed a policy of
(re)developingg the old inner city through the creation of cultural spaces, using
historicall architecture.
Consequentlyy

Wallmann

diyerted

the

radical

social-psychological

and

politico-economicc anti-establishment critique of the 1970s into image-politics with
regardss to urban history, culture, aesthetics, and management. Even' element was
workedd out into a number of very visible projects with which the electorate could
identifyy (Scholz, 1989: 73-103):
History: Aite Oper— Römerberg,
Culture: Museum waterfront — Kulturschirm am Kömerberg,
Aesthetics: Fair - Skyline;
M a n a g e m e n t : Public private partnerships - Public efficiency - Public
Relationss and advertisement of plans.
Thesee new policies had an advantageous start. The Westend tumults cooled off, just
ass the whole ideology7 of anti-capitalist and pro-residential planning in Frankfurt
hadd slowly faded away. O n the contrary: while previously the offices in the Westend
hadd been seen as a threat to urbanity and as objects sucking the life out of the city
off Frankfurt, in the final years of the 1970s the press began to report positively
aboutt the high-rise office buildings. T h e Frankfurter Neue Presse featured an
articlee entitled: 'Life under the silver towers' (Das heben unter Silbertiirmen), to reflect
thee change of image that was taking place in Frankfurt (Balser, 1995: 393). People
weree inclined to identify more with the city than they had previously done, and so
thee politics of culture and image had a fruitful base to start from. However, the
economyy of Frankfurt had suffered some decline, which had its consequences for
thee office market. In 1977, no less than 520 office objects with a total floor area of
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800,0000

square

metres

were

vacant.. A m o n g them were

16

high-risee towers of at least 10,000
squaree meters each. This was of
coursee

a cynical

afterr

years

(Friedemann,,

establishment
of

struggle

1992:

92),

and

causedd an office development dip
inn subsequent years.
Becausee of the slump in
thee office
1980s,,

market in the early

developers

temporarily

developedd new plans on a smaller
scalee than in the first half of the
1970s.. The pipeline effect caused
somee

turmoil

enforcementt

of

with
old

associatedd with land
andd

the

planned

the
plans

purchases

evictions

of

OfficeOffice of the Deutsche Rank, constructed between 1979-1984

tenants.. In May and June 1980,

thee last skirmishes at the Westend resulting from evictions took place (KrauB, 1997:
230).. Because of the final determination of the Bebauungsplan, the legal status of the
zoningg ordinances was now clear, and new land purchases could rest on sound legal
underpinnings.. When the legal status became clear, the piecemeal land purchases
weree continued, albeit in the first instance on a somewhat smaller scale, and with
betterr alternatives for the existing inhabitants.
N o ww that 'building big' was no longer the natural enemy of Frankfurt
citizens,, the politics of real-estate-based cultural boosterism and image politics
couldd be employed without further hesitation. In their politics, the CDU used the
formulaa of what Wallmann referred to as 'Kontinuitat und Wandel (continuity and
change);; Wallmann realised that there were not many opportunities for the C D U to
changee urban politics radically from those that had already been advanced by the
SPDD in recent years, so he emphasised the details by which the new politics
differedd from the old (image politics and the advancement of traditional culture in
additionn to the usual real-estate based economic policies).
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WallmannWallmann wins again
Forr the C D U , who wanted to leave a visible mark on the city of Frankfurt within a
shortt time, the inner city provided a good showcase. Much of this part of the city
hadd remained in ruins while other city districts were redeveloped. In the eyes of
many,, the gaping holes in the fabric of the historic inner city had been a blemish on
thee city, and already in 1978 the CDU was energetically developing plans, granting
buildingg permits, and making funds available for the establishment of museums and
thee reconstruction of buildings such as the Karmelitenkirche and the east side of the
KömerbergKömerberg that belonged to Frankfurt's cultural heritage. Most of the development
planss adopted by the C D U in their first years, plans in which they invested a great
deall of public funds, had already been under preparation for a long time during the
S P DD period in office. For example: the rebuilding of the Alte Operwzs begun soon
afterr the 1977 elections and completed in 1981, just before the next elections; SPD
planss to make the historic inner city car free were continued, beginning with the
developmentt of the pedestrian area; plans to create a museum waterfront were
madee more definite by the acquisition of land in order to prevent land speculation;
andd progress was made in planning procedures for the Film Museum, the
Architecturee Museum, and the Museum of Modern Art (Balser, 1995: 394).
Wallmann'ss tactics worked wonders for the electoral success of the CDU.
Becausee the S P D found it difficult to adjust to their role as the main opposition
partyy on the city council, the C D U encountered no rigorous opposition, and the
culture-basedd image politics soon showed the first results in the historic inner city,
wheree

a

museum

cityscape

was

becoming

increasingly

evident.

These

accomplishmentss were played out during the electoral campaign for the 1981 city
councill elections, and the opposition could not bring to the fore their worries
aboutt the high costs of the politics of culture in a way that made another political
turnaroundd possible. O n the contrary: the C D U gained even more seats on the city
councill (rising from 50 to 53), while the SPD dropped to a historic low of 34 (a
dropp from 38), and the F D P even failed to pass the 5 % threshold and disappeared
fromm the city council until 1997. A new party7 on the city council was the Green
Party:: Die Griinen gained 6 seats o n the city council, marking the beginning of their
longg journey to political power. But, in spite of the victory of the environmentalist
Greenn Party, the elections had been a vindication of C D U policies: Wallmann was
givenn a new mandate to continue his conservative, populist, and highly expensive
policiess of culture, economic promotion, and identity7.
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8.33

Urban management CDU style: the unfolding of world-city strategies

Noww that the CDU had consolidated its power base on the Frankfurt city council,
thee reorientation of urban politics was pursued with even greater vigour than
before.. The absolute majority had been consolidated and even expanded, and the
SPDD and the Green Party were left competing for the same voters, so it was clear
thatt the politics of culture had caught on amongst the electorate, and that the CDU
hadd a mandate to build up these policies.
Inn the new four-year electoral period, CDU politics were increasingly geared
towardss making Frankfurt a first-class location for the investment of international
capitall and in which to settle, creating the grandeur of a world-class city. The
electoratee had indicated their acceptance and support for the policies of culture
promotionn through real-estate investments, even though this cultural turnaround
wass made increasingly instrumental to economic policies. It was believed that the
presencee of a highly developed cultural scene was indispensable to an international
economicc metropolis; so the image politics were now deployed to promote the city
off Frankfurt internationally, responding to the opening up of financial markets,
whichh posed new challenges for urban financial nodes. To facilitate the move from
aa national financial centre to an international node, urban land-use planning was
madee more flexible and instrumental to the notions of (international) capital
(Ronnebergerr & Keil, 1995: 294-295).
Thee three main components of the economic expansion policies in
Frankfurtt are the International Fair, the Airport, and the Central City Banking
District.. Lieser and Keil (1995) refer to them as the "magic triangle" supporting the
economicc advancement of Frankfurt in the 1980s. Together, the conservative city
government,, the Fair directorate, the Airport management (Flughafen AG), the
Railwayy company (Bundesbahn), public-private development companies such as
FrankfurterFrankfurter Aufbau AC, and some big planning and architectural bureaus such as
Speera.no.Speera.no. Unger (Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 295) formed a variety of partnership
combinationss to make plans and guide investments. These were to transform
Frankfurtt into a competitive world city through the adoption of the visible place
politicss that started with the refurbishing of the historic inner city and were now
beingg continued in the economic realm. Together, these three 'world city citadels'
(Friedmannn & Wolff, 1982) were responsible for the advancement of Frankfurt as
ann international financial metropolis.
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TheThe international fair
T h ee first new goal that Mayor Wallmann set after the 1982 elections was the
modernisationn of the Fair, for which he was the chairperson. Architecturally
appealingg extensions were planned in order to create an internationally competitive
andd even leading fair location. For this to become a reality, the relationships
betweenn the city council and Frankfurt's top architectural firms such as Ungers and
Speerr became closer. In the preceding years, the planning department, led by
Haverkampf,, had already strengthened the ties with the city's top architecture and
urbann planning bureaus during the development of the plans for the museum
waterfront.. Bureau Speer had developed an urbanised plan for the waterfronts, and
commissionss for the designs for the separate buildings had been given to world
famouss international architects such as Richard Meier and Josef Paul Kleihues.
Haverkampff spoke proudly of Frankfurt as a city with top-of-the-range modern
architecturee (Balser, 1995: 410).
Thee development of Frankfurt into an important exhibition centre was taken
upp energetically. This planning for the Frankfurt Fair had already progressed
noticeablyy since 1978, when the Messe und Ausstellungs-GmbH

asked the Bureau

Speerr to develop an overall vision for the future of the Fair area. The presence of
thee Fair was the basis of Frankfurt's image as a city of trade, but the city had never
paidd much attention to the fair area itself; it had been subject to expansions based
onn

functional

considerations derived from

narrow economic motives. What

resultedd was a fair area that lacked coherence and allure, a situation that the Fair
Directoratee wanted to change. The plan proposed by Speer in 1981 divided the
spacee into three development areas connected by public streets and an internal
person-conveyorr belt. T h e planning of the public grounds between the main
buildingss was undertaken. In 1982, the ensuing plans were approved by the city
council,, albeit in a slightly trimmed-down version. The further, more detailed
designn and specification was passed on to the Unger architectural firm and several
privatee developers.
AirportAirport expansion
AA second new main goal for urban politics was the realisation of the Startbahn West
extensionn of the Airport; plans for this had precipitated a major dispute after the
administrativee Court of Justice in Kassei came up with an unclear solution on the
subjectt in 1979. T h e extension of the Airport was more a federal and state (Hesse)
issuee than a local matter, since legally air traffic is a national concern, and
Frankfurt'ss local residents were barely affected by most of the airport's expansion.
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Whenn in October 1980 all the legal obstacles to the development of the western
runwayy had been overcome, the first activities at the location were met with nonviolentt resistance, soon followed by a demonstration involving 15,000 participants.
O n ee year later the actual start of the building of the runway led to early clashes that
escalatedd into the massive riots of 1980 and 1981 between the authorities and the
opponentss of unbridled airport expansion.
TheThe Banking District and the skyline
Ass mentioned above, the creation of the European Monetary System (EMS) in
19799 made the stable D-Mark Europe's pilot currency. Although the Bundesbank
wass not responsible for the economic stability of other member states, this
developmentt transformed the Bundesbank into a European Central Bank avant la
lettre,lettre, other European currencies were linked to the D-Mark and followed with it
thee fluctuations against the dollar and the yen (Holtfrerich, 1999: 242). This role of
thee D-Mark as a key currency brought more foreign exchange business to
Frankfurt,, which heightened its attractiveness as a financial centre: "By the mid
1980s,, 40 of the world's 50 largest banks had a presence in Frankfurt, and 80 % of
alll foreign banks active on German soil had chosen Frankfurt as their location"
{ibid).{ibid). This space-demanding further extension of the financial district of Frankfurt
putt pressure on the urban management that had to facilitate this growth. In the
nextt section, the planning and management processes that were developed is
consideredd in more detail.

8.44

Planning the world city in times of e c o n o m i c decline

Thee new grand schemes for urban development advocated by the second Wallman
cityy government and its private sector allies required planning choices. Even
thoughh planning as a discipline was regarded with some suspicion, now that it had
becomee apparent that all the prognoses on which the old strategic plans had been
basedd were incorrect, in March 1982 the decision was taken to work on a new
strategicc plan. In its favour a number of recent developments were articulated.
First,, the structural changes in the international economy caused a structural
declinee in traditional industries, which led to many job losses and low-profile
intermediatee uses of large, old industrial sites in the inner city of Frankfurt.
However,, the problems of these redundant inner city sites had a positive side
effect,, because they provided the city with the room to grow and thereby cope with
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TableTable 8.2, Urban development in Frankfurt - some indicators
Inhabitantss

19700

1987

669,000

618,300

Dwellingss

265,150

310,750

Employmentt

538,500

558,850

-- tertian-sector (1)

332,100

42"7,150

Workk related commuters

179,500

258,500

9,401,800

23,305,600

327,300

950,700

Airr Traffic
-passengerss
-- freight

Source,Source, Krauff 1997; (1) Services, trade, banking and insurance, traffic

thee increasing demand for space. These industrial spaces had been developed for
industryy in times when planning was guided by a belief in the separation of urban
functions.. They were therefore separate, monofunctional islands within the urban
fabric.. The planning department and the politicians still operated in this manner,
evenn though industry was fading away and open land for new7 urbanisation was
scarce.. The source of inner city urban land that the old industrial sites represented
hadd been neglected for a long time. Moreover, planning law was based on city
expansionn and greenfield

development, and in the preceding decades urban

plannerss had adapted their practices to meet these regulations (Speer, 1984: 55).
Withinn a short time span, urban areas such as the Adlerwerke, Mouson, Kaxos Union
andd the East and West Harbours were vacated, and either filled with low-profile
intermediatee uses, or left vacant. Investors speculating on the possibility of high
yieldss when new development started took up positions on these industrial sites,
therebyy causing high costs and complicating the restructuring process.
Second,, urbanisation in the 1960s and 1970s had created an extended spatial
fixx that reached the boundaries of the municipality. More important in the eyes of
plannerss was the 'unbalanced' development of the city. While the western part had
experiencedd a b o o m through the heavy pressure exerted by real-estate investors and
financiall services industries, the eastern part, with its poor accessibility, had
remainedd relatively untouched by the processes of urbanisation. As a result, the
easternn part lagged behind in economic, physical, and social respects. The urban
plannerss feared that, without public intervention, the eastern part of the city would
falll into an era of further disinvestment, paralleled by increasing investments in the
westernn part, much of which would then become a monotonous office area
(Mainzerr LandstraBe, Westend, Gallusviertel, Messe-University district).
Strategicc long-term planning and public intervention to guide the processes
off urbanisation, urban investment, and economic concentration were considered
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vital.. In planners jargon, 'balancing the west-east gradient of the city' was presented
ass the main goal of this operation, because politicians were concerned about the
positivee economic effects of intervention and the negative side-effects of nonintervention. .
O nn the positive side, in spite of the economic backlog, much was expected of
economicc development planning for the goal of raising Frankfurt up to be a
European,, even world level, financial economic centre. Moreover, both the
plannerss and the city council finally acknowledged the strategic potential of the
vacatedd or re-used industrial sites in the inner city-. They wanted to create an
instrumentt that could guide investments to these and other preferred places, while
onn the other hand diverting them away from the 'wrong' places.
O nn the negative side, the necessary reduction in public expenditures, after
yearss of exhausting the city's budget for building the cultural metropolis, made the
cityy more dependent on private investment. If private investors were able to pursue
theirr own needs and priorities, a growing concentration in the already strong
westernn part of the city would ensue, where the large superstructures of the
economicc landscape would overpower and crowd out the small-scale city fabric. In
thiss way, the market processes would emphasise the spatial separation of urban
functionss and the contrasts between the eastern and western parts of the city. The
slumpp in office space absorption of the 1977-1980 period led developers to be
moree cautious in taking new offices into development. Because of the pipeline
effect,, this decline in new development was only visible from 1982 onwards. The
cityy council, who wanted to develop Frankfurt into a financial metropolis, were
encouragedd to intervene even more in future urban development.
Inn the light of all this, the City Council requested Büro Speer, who in the
recentt past had developed the plan for the Museum Waterfront for the city council,
too develop a draft heitplan für die Frankfurter Innenstadt (Strategic Plan for the inner
cityy of Frankfurt). T w o main overall goals were stated: one functional, one spatial.
Alll further lines of future development for Frankfurt were derived from these two
goals.. Functionally, the goal was to boost Frankfurt's position in the network of
Europeann

and

German

metropolises,

and

urban

development

was

to

be

instrumentall in this respect. Spatially, the central goal was to neutralise the
functionall and substantial quality gap that had grown up between the eastern and
westernn parts of the city. The combined strategy for functional and spatial
developmentt concentrated on the upgrading of the eastern part of the city through
investmentss in housing, infrastructure (17- and S-Bahn and the ring motorway) and
economicc spaces, and the identification of economic development areas in the city
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FigureFigure 8.1, The 1983 City Feitplan

ass a whole in order to guide investments. To guide investments spatially, Hiiro Speer
returnedd to the development axes of the 1968 Fingerplan. These had in the
meantimee been filled up with offices and their density could not be further
increased.. The places destined for dense office development were therefore new
axess used by Hiiro Speer as a structuring principle. These main development areas
weree located on old industrial sites situated alongside infrastructure, adjacent to the
innerr city: extensions of the axes in the old Fingerplan, the Mainzer LandstraBe and
thee Theodor Heuss Allee, as well as a new axis in the eastern part of the city, the
Hanauerr LandstraBe (Speer, 1984: 54). I n 1983, the City Feitplan was presented to
cityy council and it was accepted with very few amendments (cf. figure 8.1).
T oo secure development along the lines set out in this plan, the City Council
emphasisedd the importance of mutual cooperation between the departments
involvedd in urban development, including the planning and economic development
departments..

Furthermore,

public interventions

were

undertaken

to

trigger

investmentss in the 'right' places: the main examples were interventions on the land
markett and the development of detailed plans for strategic sites. T w o of these
planningg efforts with the most relevance for office development were those for the
Main^erMain^er LandstraJSe and the Hanauer Fandstrafie. Both are considered further below.
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Thee Marnier Landstrafe was one of the densification axes indicated in the
Leitplan.Leitplan. The city street was the western exit road, leading from the inner city to the
Airport,, running alongside the Westend banking district, the locations of the Fair,
thee University, and the Railway Station. This spatial situation and the highly
developedd infrastructure position in the centre of the public and private transit
systemss made the area very popular with investors. The fact that the Main^er
LandstrafleLandstrafle was not only located amidst popular and heavily used functions such as
thee Fair, the banking district, and the University, but was also paralleled by obsolete
industriall sites made the street ready for intensive office development in the eyes of
thee planning department, who commissioned the Bureau Speer to develop a
detailedd urban landscape vision for its redevelopment. In the urban landscape
visionn that was delivered in 1986 after extensive consultations, room was created
forr 120,000 square metres of office floor space

to relieve the pressure on the

Westendd and to create an impressive skyline for Frankfurt. The Main^er Landsfrafa
wass divided into four realms, each with a different

functional, urban, and

architectonicc design, into which new developments could be fitted.
T oo a certain extent, this vision limited the development freedom

for

investors.. There was no such limitation in the planning for the Hanauer Lands/rafle
thatt was carried out simultaneously. Situated in the eastern part of Frankfurt, this
HanauerHanauer Landstrafe was the only 'development axis' that had not already been
mentionedd in the 1968 Fingerplan. This omission is hardly surprising, since at that
timee the area was still an extensive harbour-related industrial district. From the late
1960ss onwards the industries left the harbour. The vacated spaces were occupied
byy small-scale trade and service companies, or they remained empty. This change
impliedd an under-utilisation of the area, which fell into an economically downward
spiral.. In the Lettp/an for Frankfurt, the aim was therefore set to bring about a
reversall of this downward trend by nominating the Hanauer Handstrafie as a
developmentt axis as a counterpart of the Main^er Landstrafe in the western part of
Frankfurt.. Consequently, Bureau Speer was asked to develop a Leitbi/d Hanauer
LandsfrafleLandsfrafle in order to spell out the aims of the ljeitplan in specific detail. In
Septemberr 1984 this plan was presented; it was more cautious in setting boundaries
forr development than was the plan for the Main^er Landstrafe. This caution is not
surprising,, since in the eastern part of the city the main concern was to trigger
developmentt into the unpopular area. In contrast with the western part, where the
developmentt potential was so high it had to be diverted to adjacent new locations,
thee Hanauer Landstrafa was in need of special policies directed towards raising the
appeall of the location for investors and users from the service sector. These
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WesternWestern urban core: dense officification in the Bankenviertel

policiess mainly included infrastructure investments. The Leitbild aimed to function
ass the catalyst of positivism towards potential users and investors as well as to
currentt landowners.
EconomicEconomic and spatial restructuring in World City Frankfurt
Ass we saw above, the overall erosion of the industrial sector and the rise of the
(financial)) sendees sector led to a turnaround in Frankfurt's fortunes as an
economicc location. Because of the boom in the Frankfurt financial complex, the
cityy turned out to be a 'winner' in the processes of economic and spatial
restructuring,, since the

financial

sector filled the gaps (physically as well as

functionally)) in the urban structure that the disappearing industries had left behind
(Lanz,, 1996: 104). The continuous growth of the financial complex and the
growingg attraction of Frankfurt as an international financial node had consequences
forr the spatial needs of companies. As we saw in the previous section, the western
urbann core remained the central area designated for the financial complex, while it
alsoo maintained and reinforced its magnetism for the leading companies in this
industry. .
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19811

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

FigureFigure 8.2, New office construction in square meters in Frankfurt 1981-1989 (Source: Bulwien AG)

Fromm 1985 onwards there was a new
wavee of plans for office towers. In
comparisonn with the offices provided
duringg the 1970-1985 period, the new
planss entailed a leap in height. During
thee former period, the altitude of the
highestt offices was between 100 and
1700 metres. The Doppeltiirme (double
towers))

of

the

Deutsche

Bank

—

completedd in 1984 - were 155 meters
high,, and were the final expression of
II

the office generation of the 1970s. The
newlv-plannedd

"" 256.5

metres,

offices

(Messeturm

-

Kronenhaus/Westend

Centree - 208 metres — Trianon — 186
metres,, Commerzbank — 258.7 metres)
weree often higher than 200 metres, and
TheThe Messeturm

builtt in higher densities in the Westend

andd the Bankenviertel. These plans marked the onset of a second highrise fever
(Bartetzko,, 2001: 72) that was comparable to that of the 1970s. The Messeturm,
developedd with substantial backing by the city of Frankfurt, was a signal sent out by
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thee city officials to developers to trigger new investment in the tight office market
inn Frankfurt, where the former vacancies were quickly filled and the expected yearly
demandd for new offices varied between 150,000 and 240,000 square metres (Lieser
&& Keil, 1988: 2123). The new drift in the office provision scene caused a new wave
off intensification within the existing built-up structure, mainly in the Bankenviertel
andd along the Mainzer Landstrafk, situated at the edge of the Westend Area,
towardss the Messe.
RegionalRegional developments
T h ee expansion of the headquarters district in the inner citv of Frankfurt also had
somee consequences for the whole region. Keil and Ronneberger (1994: 148) speak
off the housing and back-office needs of the growing urban core that influenced the
developmentt of more peripheral areas. According to them, these "have virtually
beenn 'flood-control' devices for the booming inner city economy, sites of back
officess and routine functions of banks and other businesses located in the core.
(...)) Some communities, especially those along the booming Taunus periphery
have,, in the wake of such tremendous pressure, given up virtually all individual
pathss of development, situating themselves solely in relationship to the demands
generatedd by the downtown."
Inn the course of the 1980s, the character of the investments in suburban
officee parks changed. Initially, the back offices of the growing inner city companies
setdedd mainly in the periphery. However, the growth of speculative investments in
officess initiated the development of new types of office park. Investors sought
profitss in the suburbs and built 'flexible office cities' with 'signature architecture'
closee to the main motorways, the airport, and the Frankfurter Kreu% in areas with low
companyy settlement taxes and land prices. In a ring surrounding the urban core,
investorss initiated the expansion of a growing belt of luxurious, monumental office
citiess such as Niederrad (in Frankfurt), Eschborn and Kaiserlei (in the suburbs),
partiallyy imitating the urban core in order to attract possible tenants (Noller &
Ronneberger,, 1995; Noller, 1994). Increasingly, these flexible spaces started to
replacee the low-profile industrial parks, which in turn sought new spaces even
furtherr out into the periphery (Ronneberger, Lanz & J a h n , 1999: 57).
Thee dynamics in the periphery took on their own logic and were more
independentt of the developments in the urban core. The strongest autonomous
triggerr of developments outside the urban core was the Airport. In 1988, 25 million
passengerss made use of the Airport, and the 'city next to the city' (Lieser & Keil,
1988:: 2127) housed over 45,000 employees in its numerous offices, hotels, and
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airport-relatedd businesses. Although the culture offensive in Frankfurt had attracted
attentionn during the 1980s, planned investments in the airport surpassed those put
intoo culture: while 1 billion D-Marks have been invested in culture since 1970, 5.3
billionss were planned for investment in the Airport up to 2000 (Lieser & Keil,
1988). .
Inn the meantime, airport-related activities started to diffuse

to other

locationss in the urban periphery, especially those "activities that have little to do
withh the workings of the Airport itself, yet which need to be located close to it for
logisticall reasons," such as the software and data-processing industries that have
beenn settling down in the area between Rodgau to the east and the Taunus hills to
thee west of Frankfurt (Keil & Ronneberger, 1994: 149). Furthermore, in supply and
transportt logistics, the growth of flexible production led to a growing need for
regionall distribution centres.
Despitee this proliferation of various urbanisation processes throughout the
Frankfurtt metropolitan region, the coordination of political and administrative
activitiess on a supra-local scale remained problematic, even though the 1985
regionall land-use plan of the UVF came into force in 1987. Although this very
extensivee and detailed plan gave widespread prestige to the joint authority, it never
becamee successful, because of its strange shape, lack of local acceptance, the
primacyy of municipalities in land-use planning, and remaining intra-regional
conflictingg interests resulting from the form of the local revenue taxes (Freund,
2003:: 132-137).

8.55

T h e collapse of the C D U government

Inn 1987, Wolfram Brück succeeded Walter Wallmann, who had then been Mayor
forr nine years. Wallmann, w h o was invited to become Minister President of Hesse,
followingg Holger Börn of the SPD, left at a time when the City Council could no
longerr continue the prestigious and expensive investments made in the city',
becausee of the troubling state of the city's budget. So Briick could not fall back on
thee 'glamour' of these big, impressive, world-level city investments. Instead, the
mainn political projects entailed down-to-earth everyday matters (Balser, 1995: 435).
Inn contrast with earlier years, when the citadels of the world city strengthened the
positionn of Wallmann and the CDU, the downside of 11 years of 'world city'
policies'' became ever more apparent in the city of Frankfurt. The years of urban
policiess for world city formation had left an indelible mark on the city. The 'world
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cityy citadels' in the form of the Fair, the Airport, and the banking district were not
thee only consequences of the particularly commercial real-estate driven urban
politicss (housing policies were gradually being dismantled); the social consequences
weree also evident. Social integration had been the orphan of urban politics during
thee

Wallmann

regime,

which

had

addressed

social

problems

of

growing

unemploymentt and the lack of integration of ethnic minorities by using such
'visible'' symbolic policies as the creation of spectacular buildings and clearing the
drugg addicts and prostitutes out of the inner city and the metro-stations (Eckhardt,
2002).. However, since two thirds of the population had not been adversely affected
byy the social marginalisation that was correlated with these world city policies, the
supportt was vast during almost the entire era, and therefore the disintegration only
begann when these image policies began to overshadow the comfortable lives of the
supporterss of the conservative regime. The 'illusion' of the world citv and the
politicss deriving from it, Ronneberger and Keil (1995: 297) argue, had an
annihilatingg effect on both the social and ecological structures of Frankfurt, and
thesee could no longer be disguised bv the ruling elite.
Becausee the opposition had become better acquainted with the skills of
aggressivelyy pointing out these downsides, the CDU was increasingly pushed into
defensivee manoeuvrings. Their image as the absolute leader of the citv became
hollow.. In defence of the trend taken, Brück emphasised the accomplishments of
thee

CDU

government

with

regards

to

the

inner

city

and

the

cultural

transformation,, which he thought had earned for Frankfurt the tide of Cultural
Metropolis.Metropolis. Moreover, he expressed his optimism with respect to the future of the
city,, emphasising the city's further economic development as the Mainmetropole with
aa growing base of banks and service sector companies.
Fromm 1987 onwards, as a consequence of the plans developed from 1984,
officee development again reached a high peak and the development axes proposed
inn the Leitplan were slowly filled with plans for a new generation of prestigious
high-risee office buildings. For instance, the plan for the skyline determining the
Messe-Turmm was put before the city council in 1986. However, in spite of the
recover)'' of the office market during the second half of the 1980s, the CDU
prognosiss of a need for 100,000 new square meters office space per year was
grosslyy overstated.
Inn 1987, the protests against further densification of the inner city began to
buildd up again. First, there were protests against the densification of the officelandscapee in the Westend now that the planning of two large office buildings on
thee Main^er Landstrafie was to be realised. Second, there were protests against the
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TableTable 8.3, Percentages ofobtainedobtained
votes
mainmain
by the political parties
duringduring Municipal elections from 1977 —
19891989
Frankfurt
in
Frankfurt
a.M. a.M.
SPD D

CDU U

Greenn Part)

FDP P

Other r

1977 7

39.9 9

51.3 3

--

6.0 0

2.7 7

1981 1

34.0 0

54.2 2

6.4 4

4.3 3

1.3 3

1985 5

38.6 6

49.6 6

8.0 0

2.6 6

1.3 3

1989 9

40.1 1

36.6 6

10.2 2

4.8 8

8.3 3

Source:Source: Statistisches Jahrbucb Frankfurt am Main, various years

developmentt of two public buildings in the historic inner city, on a spot that was of
enormouss

significance

for Frankfurt's Jewish heritage: the Borneplat^. When

constructionn workers discovered the foundations of the former Jewish buildings,
thee public at large was of the opinion that construction should be stopped. Mayor
Brückk could not however be persuaded: construction was to be continued and,
whenn protesters occupied the premises, he sent in the police. These demonstrations
weree against the politics of modernisation, which were perceived to fail to take
non-economicc motives into account. The protests were some of the most serious
factorss leading to the electoral losses of the C D U in 1989 (Balser, 1995: 438).
However,, it was the ill-chosen anti-Cohn Bendit campaign that ultimately
tippedtipped the political scales towards the left again. Cohn Bendit, who had been an
activee opponent of the regime during the Westend riots of the late 1960s and the
earlyy 1970s, had been a member of the Green Party since the early 1980s, and by
19899 had become party leader. The nationalist CDU campaign, partly directed
againstt Cohn Bendit, had important anti-Semitic elements (Ronneberger & Keil,
1995:: 297), which the public held against the CDU. Moreover, the careful politics
off consensus that had made Wallmann so successful gradually slid into political
polarisationn — a tendency from which not only the left profited. After 17 years of
absence,, the N P D (an ultra nationalist party), to the political right of the C D U , was
re-electedd with 7 seats on the city council. After election night on March 12 1989,
itt had become clear that an end had come to 12 years of conservative city politics
andd city governance. The C D U lost 17 seats and dropped to 36, while the SPD
gainedd 6 and climbed to 40. Together with the Green Party (from 6 to 10), they
couldd now form the city government with SPD leader Volker Hauff as the Mayor.
Thiss change of representation implied the radical turn in urban politics and
governancee that is discussed in the next chapter.
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Tablee 8.4, Regime of urbanisation, 1977-1989
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation
Market,Market, stagnation of the industrial and service sectors, consolidation of the financial
district; ;
State-,State-, growing importance of the electorate in urban development policies - national
economicc recovery policies — public-private integrated plan making — local social housing
politicss and advanced politics of accommodation;
Space,Space, urban de-industrialisation - extension of main auto-oriented infrastructures —
integratedd solutions for housing and office development..
RealisedRealised regme of urbanisation
MarketMarket stagnation of the industrial sector - growth of the financial cluster
State,State, dominance of economic interests in setting the local policy agenda - neo-liberal
turnaroundd in economic policies - public-private partnerships - place marketing/image
politics/culturall turn
Space,Space, urban de-industrialisation — extension of main auto-oriented infrastructures —
flagshipp developments for culture - extension of Fair, Airport, Banking cluster - further
officificationn in the western inner city
8.66

Analysis of the regime of urbanisation and structure of provision

T h ee planning practices of the 1970s, in which democratic planning on a small, subcityy scale had become customary, had produced an abundance of district zoning
andd development plans. The consequence of this reorientation of planning to the
sub-cityy level was that no overall plans were conceived. The

conservative

governmentt wanted to change this state of affairs, because it was in need of an
appealingg and attractive new image for the future city that could unite strategically
importantt factions of Frankfurt's population behind the socio-spatially selective
politicss of world-city extension.
Inn contrast with what might be expected, the electorate was kept at a
distancee from urban planning and the decisions on the provision of space, and
sociall policy disappeared fundamentally into the background. Instead, urban
developmentt planning became a public-private undertaking within a small circle of
placee shapers, and the public at large was pacified by flagship investments in culture
andd image.
BüroBüro Speer, which the city council had adopted as the strategic planning
agencyy for the city,1 was commissioned to develop a plan to guide

future

investments.. The resulting Leitplan für die Frankfurter 1'nnenstadt was approved by the
Cityy Council without questioning either of the starting points: the densification of
11

Even to the extent that the planning department became demoted to the level of a mere
executorr of the plans developed by Büro Speer (see Balser, 1995: 439)
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thee high-rise landscape in the western part of the inner city; balancing the east-west
gradientt of the city. This latter idea seemed to be a cosmetic operation, and
confirmedd the view that planners have a spatial way of looking at the city on maps,
lookingg for a balance that may only be visible, or even felt, on such maps.
However,, many of the considerations expressed by the city council and the
planningg department did not concern ideas derived from 'urban design'. Their
concernn was with the overwhelming pressure of the office market on the western
partt of the city together with the disinvestment from the eastern part of the city,
whichh had become increasingly peripheral in an economic sense.
However,, the capital government elite was spatially selective towards the
westernn part of the city7, socially selective to the gentrified new urban middle class,
andd functionally selective towards economic interests. Such selectivity finally
backfiredd into electoral losses and the necessary reorientation of the urbanisation
regime. .
TheThe local structure of office provision
Inn the 1980s it became clear that the developer-oriented structure of provision had,
too some extent, survived its own economic success, despite its inherent social
contradictionss of insensitive speculation and the associated eviction of residents.
Thee new era of grand scheme planning, which culminated in the 1983 City Teitplan,
gavee developers very clear investment certainty in parts of the Westend, but also
alongg newly designated axes. In this plan, the developer-oriented structure of
provisionn found many footholds for further development. However, speculative
officee building was toned down during the early 1980s. In the second half of the
1980s,, it was the big banks with their plans for new headquarters offices that
triggeredd new zest into Frankfurt's office markets. The big banks commissioned the
constructionn of a new type of office building that was much higher than those of
earlierr generations.
Itt became increasingly clear in the 1980s that not only did the inner city area
profitt from the popularity of Frankfurt as a financial centre, but also office
locationss in the urban periphery were increasingly becoming interesting setdement
areass for companies in the services sector, and consequently for developers. The
developmentt

of office

parks

and

data-processing areas in small

suburban

communitiess became increasingly speculative. While the office city Niederrad could
largelyy be typified as a central city spin-off location (Noiler & Ronneberger, 1995:
58),, many new developments across the region had their own development
dynamics,, related to the growth of data-processing industries, software industries,
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ICT,, flexible production and distribution. The suburban office cities also profited
fromm the further development of the headquarters economy, providing space for
industriall headquarters.

Socio-spatialSocio-spatial regulation, planning processes, and the conflicts concerning spatial imaginaties
T h ee regulator)' processes that were developed during the CDU term of office were
aa departure from the former regulatory processes, but in the meantime there was
quitee heavy dependence on trends set in the 1960s and 1970s. Since it had become
clearr that the rise of the service sector in the advanced western world was
becomingg dominant, and that Frankfurt was favourably situated in terms of basic
economicc structure, the local economic politics became geared towards third sector
intensification.. So, instead of opposing the restructuring of the inner city as an
officee district, this process was supported, and its detrimental consequences were
compensatedd by heavy investments in the city's cultural environment (cultural
metropolis).metropolis). T h e new urban management adopted an aggressive style of place politics
thatt built on the formative idea of an international metropolis that could rise from
thee strong, but up to that time relatively small and nationally-oriented city. The
urbann middle class was persuaded to back this image of the new Frankfurt, and
urbann development plans were all geared towards the achievement of this task.
Thee local growth coalition that consequently

developed built on the

connectionss between the urban management and the Fair, the Airport, the Railway
Company,, public-private

development

companies, and major

architects

and

planningg agencies. Together, these agents advanced the extension of the pillars of
thee world city they had envisaged: the CBD, the Airport, and the Fair. Through
strategicc plans and development schemes, investments were guided towards these
'worldd city citadels'. T h e rise of Frankfurt as a world city was supported by the
recoveryy of the world market, the associated further rise of the financial sector in
thee city, and the fading away of the protest movements.
Duringg

the

1980s,

the

mutually

strengthening

processes

of

the

peripheralisationn of the centre and the centralisation of the periphery were
becomingg evident in Frankfurt. In this process, the growth of the urban core and
itss offshoots in the periphery was increasingly paralleled by self-sustained peripheral
expansion.. However, urbanisation politics built o n the traditional view of the
relationshipp

between

city

and

periphery,

and

consequently

defined

urban

p h e n o m e n aa from the point of view of the core that needed the periphery as a
compensatoryy

space

(Keil & Ronneberger,

1994). Although

the

tendencies

describedd indicate the end of the classic relationship between the city and the
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periphery,, the planning policies of the Wallmann regime gave the political answer
too the demands associated with the growing importance of Frankfurt as an
internationall economic centre by emphasising the classic core periphery model.
T oo a large extent, the core-periphery model was still being emphasised
duringg the 1980s. As we saw, the Wallmann-elite projected its locational policies
mainlyy on the urban scale in order to incorporate the increasingly global capital
flowss in a central urban space: the western part of the inner city. This district thus
increasinglyy became the spatial manifestation of the global dynamics in a local
space,, while other areas inside the city of Frankfurt have remained relatively
untouchedd by the highly selective international capital flows. O n the other hand,
suburbann municipalities were also averse to the 'big city' of Frankfurt, so that the
regionall cooperation that was envisaged with the creation of the Umlandverband
neverr became a reality.
Thee white-collar employees were looked after carefully in Frankfurt's new
urbann politics, because they were the foundation of the legitimisation of the new
regime.. They found jobs in the world city, superb homes in the urban periphery
andd the suburbs as well as in the gentrified parts of the inner city, and culture in the
restoredd historic inner city and along the Museumsufer. Immigrants, however, were
nott included in the regulatory processes. Their position on the labour market
deteriorated,, because it became increasingly knowledge intensive; their position also
deterioratedd

on the regional housing market, where housing projects

were

threatenedd by conversion into offices, while the development of new social housing
wass neglected.
Thee social problems of the development of the world city were accompanied
byy ecological problems that became the centre of conflict during the whole CDU
era.. Arguments were concentrated on the development of Startbahn West, the
expansionn of the Airport. For almost a decade, this outgrowth of the Airport was
contestedd by peaceful and more militant protesters alike, both from the region and
fromm the city of Frankfurt, who challenged the relentless priority of economic
growthh over ecological preservation.
Ass the analysis reveals, the local growth coalition was cut short in 1989 by
thee electoral victory of the SPD and the Green Party. The CDU was punished for
itss ill-chosen campaign, the enormous financial problems of the city, and the
neglectt of both social and ecological development. The new political scene was
moree polarised, with a large left-wing block led by the SPD, as well as an
unprecedentedd right wing growth of the N P D . The question remains whether the
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1978 8

1989 9

Statee realm
-- National neoconservative liberalism
•• Dependence on company
settlementt tax
•• Local CDU dominancy
•• Adversary regional relations

InvestmentsInvestments in cultural infrastructure
AdAd hoc large scale economic planning
InfrastructureInfrastructure provision
AirportAirport investments
LaissezLaissez faire
PublicPublic Private Partnerships

Spacee 1989
•• Suburban office landscape southernn corridor development
•• Peripheral industrial landscapes
•• Inner city European CBD
•• Redeveloped historic inner city Museumm waterfront
•• Growing Airport cluster
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
•• Gentrification
•• Urbanised poor immigrant residents
•• Strong infrastructural network
•• Vacated large scale urban industrial sites

Spacee 1978
•• Suburban industrial landscape
•• Inner city national CBD,
peripherall economic overspill
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
•• Urbanised immigrant residents
•• Strong infrastructural network
•• Filled up urban landscape

Economicc realm

SuburbanSuburban influx high tech capital
LocalLocal influx international banking capital
RegionalRegional Influx service capital
RegionalRegional influx speculative real estate capital

-- Rise of the service sector
-- Rise of high tech industry
-- Decline of industry

FigureFigure 8.3, The regime of urbanisation in Frankfurt, 1978-1989

collapsee of the conservative

urban politics of the C D U

caused

regulatorv

mechanismss to falter, or just led to putting old wine in new bottles.

8.77

Conclusion: the regime of urbanisation during the Wallman era

T h ee regime of urbanisation (see figure 8.3) during the period in which the C D U
wass the leading political party in the city of Frankfurt can be characterised as
unbridledd economic expansion politics, combined with culture-based identity
politicss and the clearing up of the public and private spaces in the inner city that
hadd come under the influence of petty street crime. The elite growth machine of
Conservativee

Government,

Airport, and

Fair Directorate

and

CBD

capital

developedd a practice of ad hoc economic development planning (in which the
privatee planning agency Speer played a central part) and continued its laisse^ faire
politicss with regard to inner city office development. Social politics on the other
hand,, especially housing policy, were toned down considerably. They were made
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subordinatee to the extension of the 'superstructures' of the expanding world city
andd the related expensive cultural offensive.
Thee national neo-conservative liberal policies supported the local growth
regime.. The fierce confrontations that the national government was willing to face
upp to for the extension of the Airport, the pivotal position of private initiative in
thee neo-conservative regime, together with the strengthening of the D-Mark
convenientlyy combined with the local growth regime into a socio-spatially selective
regimee of urbanisation: the spatial demands that derived from structural economic
changee were translated straightforwardly into local urbanisation and accumulation
projects. .
Suchh a neat translation cannot be said to have occurred at the regional level,
wheree fragmentation, ill will, and adversarial economic development strategies
dominatedd metropolitan urbanisation. The UVF possessed neither the legal basis
norr the legitimacy to turn these relationships around. This lack of regional
institutionall unity was beneficial for economic interests and developers, who were
welcomedd and supported in both Frankfurt and the many suburban municipalities.
Thee relendess economic expansion, the poor financial position of the
Frankfurtt city council after years of investments in culture, the selective exclusion
off important parts of the urban middle and lower class households, and the
politicall polarisation that put the CDU up against both the growing Green Party',
thee ultra-nationalist N P D and the rejuvenated SPD initiated a new change in the
politicall regime, which is described in the next chapter.
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Thee bumpy road towards the regional
metropolis s
9.11

Introduction

Thee 1990s were a period of rapid social change for Germany and Frankfurt. After
thee opening of the border between East and West Berlin on November 9 th , 1989,
andd the reunification of Germany on 3 October 1990, the realignment of a unified
Germanyy was very7 demanding on the regulator)' processes and caused a drastic rescalingg and reshaping of both political and economic life.
Sincee it was clear that the office development potential in the inner city of
Frankfurtt had not dried up after 30 years of intensive office production, and
internationall real-estate investors had entered Frankfurt, the expectation for the
realignmentt of the regime of urbanisation was that the pressure on the urban
environmentt would only increase. This expectation was all the more so, because
thee designation of Frankfurt as the seat of the European Central Bank in
Novemberr 1990 further strengthened Frankfurt's position as a global city. Since
accommodationn and laisse^faire towards economic interests has dominated spatial
regulationn throughout the post-war era, and no institutional changes in the fiscal
structuress had been made, the expectations were that these practices would
continue.. However, the tendency of multi-centrism, peripheral/nodal development,
andd the regionalisation of the financial cluster that had already started in the 1980s
wouldd have its impact on political manoeuvring, either by increased inter-regional
competitionn or by the strengthening of regional cooperation and increased finetuning.. The past regimes of urbanisation pointed in the direction of the former.
Thiss chapter comprises a description of the urbanisation tendencies, policies,
andd interventions on the office market that have enabled Frankfurt to develop into
itss present form.
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Tablee 9.1, Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1977-1989
PointsPoints of departure
Market,Market, growing international financial cluster - growth of business services - growth air
traffic; ;
State,State, local government dependent on income from company taxes - conflicts between die
proponentss and adversaries of unbridled economic expansion;
Space,Space, built up urban structure Frankfurt — available economic locations in the suburbs
ExpectedExpected regme of urbanisation
Market,Market, growth of the financial sector - regional influx of investment capital — further rise
tertiaryy sector
State,State, inter-regional competition for investments - public-private plan making - local
politicss of accommodation;
Space,Space, priority of urban office development over residential development — scattered office
developmentt - multi-nodalisation
9.22

1989-1993: social ecological reform politics
^unification^unification and national euphoria

T h ee reform politics in the former Soviet Union and other Eastern European
nationss (most importantly Hungary) led to the fall of the East German political
regime.. The Berlin Wall was opened up in the evening of November 9, 1989. T h e
reunificationn of Germany became a fact on October 3rd, 1990. Even before that
date,, on May 18 1990, the economic, monetary, and social union of the Federal
Republicc of Germany (FRG) and the German Democratic Republic (GDR) had
beenn brought together in a treaty.
Thiss sudden reunification brought with it a "collective feeling of national
euphoriaa

and

strength,"

temporarily

obscuring

the

neo-liberal

view

and

strengtheningg the belief in the German approach to the social market economy.
(Berndt,, 2003: 288). So, during the first half of the 1990s, the neo-liberal range of
ideass fell into the background. However, when a second German economic miracle
failedd to materialise, the tide changed again in the second half of the 1990s.
AA new political coalition, new political ideals: banks and green belts
Att the municipal level, Frankfurt's conservative growth coalition had fallen apart in
19899 and a political coalition of SPD and the Green Party had taken over the
politicall responsibility of Frankfurt. Consequently, new political ideals were voiced.
T h ee conservative growth coalition of the 1980s had striven for 'world city-ness'
throughh

the implementation

of real-estate driven image-politics, the

further

developmentt of the Airport and the Fair, and the adoption of a cooperative attitude
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towardss international investors in office real-estate. During this conservative era,
Priggee (1997: 59) observes, the socialist SPD had presented itself as the modern
partyy for the service sector. At the same time the Green Party was led by a
moderatee fraction that promoted the idea of urban compensation (a middle way
betweenn fundamentalist fractions in the Green Party and conservative politics).
Noww that the Green Party and the SPD had won the 1989 elections for the City
Council,, they promised the voters reform. The red-green coalition therefore
introducedd social and ecological priorities for urban development. Both issues had
beenn overlooked by the conservative regime, but now that the city had grown into
aa world city, the time was ripe to come to grips with the problems that this process
hadd caused.
However,, the main priorities of the new City Council did not diverge very
muchh from the ideals of the preceding conservative city government: the
developmentt of Frankfurt into a 'European Metropolis' (Herterich, 1988), and the
'economicc centre of the European mainland' (Ronneberger & Keil, 1994).
Economicc growth remained the single most important theme for urban politics.
Thee main 'citadels' of the world city (the Airport, the Fair, and the banking district)
weree still pushed forward as the strategic elements of urban politics. Just as the
CDUU had used 'culture' to sell its economic expansion policies, the new
governmentt sought an 'image' component that could support the continuation of
'boosterist'' urban politics that had caused many negative side-effects. These had
provokedd ever-growing discontent amongst the urban middle- and working classes.
Duringg the 1980s, Frankfurt had grown into Germany's most expensive city in
whichh to live, while the numbers of those excluded from the prospering global city
weree growing rapidly; this disparity had detrimental effects on social justice in the
city,, in particular in combination with the drastic cuts and restrictions in the social
benefitss for these people (Eckhardt, 2002). Moreover, most of the people who
benefitedd from CBD-related employment chose residence in the luxurious
periphery,, where they did not have to cope with the downside of urban economic
expansion.. In an effort to commit the urban lower-middle class, whose priorities
hadd been neglected by the conservative city government, the new political regime
addedd some new elements to the mode of regulation. The main aim was to 'reclaim'
thee city for its inhabitants. Thus, in contrast with the economic mega-projects that
hadd changed the image and structure of the city during the 1980s, but that had not
beenn beneficial to the urban lower-middle class, the new city government set up
somee social and ecological mega-projects designed to re-commit Frankfurt's
citizenss to urban politics.
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Thiss strategy to counter possible protests was presented under the name of
KeformpolitikKeformpolitik (the politics of reform). Although new projects were proposed that
resembledd the projects put forward

by the conservative government in the

precedingg years, some social and ecological projects were proposed to serve as
compensation.. The main elements of these reform politics, other than economic
development,, were geared to the transformation of the image of Frankfurt. In
responsee to the image of the cold and inhospitable global city that grew in the
1980s,, the new City Council wanted to communicate the image of an urban space
inn which people could experience the positive aspects of metropolitan life. T o
reachh these goals, the mega-projects for office development on the edge of the city
weree accompanied by social housing projects in the inner city (Wohnen am F/uss), the
restructuringg of deprived neighbourhoods, and the development of the Frankfurt
Greenbeltt {GrünGürtet).
Anotherr favourite topic of the S P D was re-introduced in order to re-involve
thee public with urban politics: the democratisation of planning practice. This
conceptt had failed in the 1970s and was abolished by the conservative government
inn the 1980s. N o w , the green-red coalition put it on the agenda once again, in order
too

transform

planning into the 'management of space' instead of a mere

'administrativee process' (Lanz, 1996: 131). This management of space entailed the
activee participation of various interest groups in planning procedures, better
mediationn between these various groups, more planning power for sub-local
authorities,, public-private partnerships, modern project management, and the like.
AA new planning culture not only entailed the wish to create better cross
fertilisationn between the wishes and demands of local inhabitants, politicians, and
planners,, but also the need to open up pathways towards regional planning. As we
saww in the previous chapter, during the 1980s new nodes of service industry
expansionn were increasingly found in the locations in the urban periphery — the
suburbss and even the metropolitan periphery — where the development of
monofunctionall and complex office locations took off. In the early 1990s, the pace
off the developments in these locations became even faster, with the quick rise of
thee technologically advanced industrial companies and the distribution complex
thatt joined up with the steady rise of the headquarters economy and the services
sector,, which caused the growing potential for self-induced peripheral economic
growth.. In 1994, for instance, the Rhine-Main region housed 2,300 high tech firms,
inn which 260,000 people were employed (Noiler & Ronneberger, 1995).
N o ww that concrete evidence was piling up about the occurrence

of

urbanisationn on a metropolitan scale, city officials and planners realised that new
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zoningg concepts had to be adopted. However, despite the fact that planners
increasinglyy placed urban and economic development in a regional context, the
searchh by the city of Frankfurt for solutions to stretch its sphere of influence in
orderr to incorporate the more peripheral development potential was fruitless. The
Rhine-Mainn region remained institutionally fragmented, which made the creation of
ann overall economic development policy a ven' laborious, if not impossible task,
especiallyy since the city of Frankfurt and its surrounding municipalities had
divergingg interests in this regard. This divergence will become clear in the next
sections,, where the various economic and extra-economic development projects
thatt were undertaken under the flag of the reform politics are described.
TheThe 'green' in the R£formpolitik: the GrünGürtelproject

Althoughh the regionalisation of urban development was increasingly viewed as
inevitable,, most urban planning policies remained focused on the Frankfurt
territory.. The Frankfurt GrünGürtel Project is an important example of this local
focus.. The long period of economic expansion had led to large-scale densification
off important parts of the inner city, and also the filling up of the open spaces
betweenn the city of Frankfurt and its suburban neighbours. Responding to these
tendenciess that in the eyes of the new City Council were detrimental to Frankfurt's
imagee as a metropolis, the government declared its wish to protect these remaining
openn and green spaces. This intention was in line with the overall trend of
ecologicall planning, and it became the ideological pivot of the green-red politics
thatt promised democratic, social, and ecological renewal.
Too protect the vulnerable open spaces, the City Council took up the ideas
concerningg the Frankfurt Greenbelt as Ernst May proposed them in the 1920s.
Mayy had envisaged a ring of more or less coherent and connected open spaces
surroundingg Frankfurt, covering 80 square kilometres, a third of the municipal
territoryy at that time. The City Council had already started the formulation of the
ideass concerning the GrünGürtel'in the coalition negotiations in 1989, and had sent
thee project proposal to the City Council in 1991. The proposal was accepted
unanimouslyy in November, and 300 million D-Marks were reserved to pursue the
objectivee of the Green Belt. The Frankfurt Chamber of Commerce praised the city
governmentt for its green belt initiative, indicating that ecological elements could
alsoo be viewed as positive locational details that could bind the managerial class to
thee city. The increased importance attributed to attracting and keeping high quality
labourr attached to the city had made the soft 'quality of life' factors some of the
mostt important elements in interurban competitiveness.
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Thee core idea behind the greenbelt project was to foster, enlarge, and protect
Frankfurt'ss green belt. A central feature of the project is the development of a
bindingg legal instrument to protect the areas depicted as the green belt from being
subjectt to urbanisation. Supportive of this core element of the project was the
developmentt of more concrete spatial plans: one plan that set the boundaries of the
greenn belt, another plan for the protection of the surface area of the green belt, and
aa development plan. For the actual implementation of the project, the City Council
createdd a private project bureau called GriinGUriel Frankfurt GmbH. This project
bureauu was assigned the task of developing the plans through a dialogue with
publicc and private interests in the city, in order to step away from the practice of
undemocratic,, administrative planning. However, this handing over of tasks to a
privatee project bureau also led the responsibility for the project's progress to
becomee 'anonymous' (Gather & Unterwerner, 1992).
So,, the GrünGürtel project is a clear example of ecological politics pursued
outt of strategic considerations rather than Green convictions. The reasons for its
politicall acceptance and quick prioritisation were not primarily inspired by concerns
forr the ecosystem. The SPD and the Green Party realised that the project would be
supportivee of the more important strategic effort to overcome the ideological crisis
off economic politics. As Gather and Unterwerner (1992) observe, the new City
Council,, in search for speedily effective, successful, and mollifying solutions for
complexx social problems hoped that ecological politics would become for the
1990ss what the culture politics had been for the 1980s: the catalyst of economic
developmentt and the source of popularity amongst the urban middle class.
Briefly,, the GrünGürtel project comprised many aspects. First, it was
'ecologicall compensation' for the continued world-city politics. Second, it was one
off the pillars of the Standortpolitik (locational politics) for Frankfurt. Third, and
importandy,, the project was the first real test for Green-Red politics in Germany.
Thee consequence was that, since the whole of Germany was looking over the
shoulderr of the city government of Frankfurt, a quick political success was needed.
So,, although it was widely realised that environmental and greenbelt planning was
ann issue that surpassed the local scale, the important but complicated and time
consumingg issue of regionalism was avoided, and the GrünGürtel was projected
completelyy onto Frankfurt's municipal surface area.
ManagementManagement and extension of the financial metropolis

Itt was clear that the new city government was no proponent of a radical
realignmentt of the urban politics that had been dominated since the 1980s by the
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developmentt of the economically-competitive world-city. This realisation also had
itss consequences for the types of economic project proposed. Increasingly, plans
forr purely office locations in the inner city, such as City West, Galluspark, and Batelle
weree interspersed with houses and public spaces (Keil & Ronneberger, 1994: 147).
Duringg the 1980s, commercial development had taken less notice of the
19833 City Leitplan than the planners had anticipated. Christoph Mackler, a
Frankfurt-basedd architect, saw that this lack of interest threatened the functional
structuree of the inner city, and in 1987 developed a vision of the city's high-rise
buildingg structure that reverted to the urban development concepts from the 1953
Hochhauserplan.Hochhauserplan. This vision, which became known as the Frankfurt-Projekt, sought to
developp the city as a Gesamtkunstwerk^ an 'aggregated piece of art'. Starting from his
wishh to revitalise the historic inner city, particularly the Wallanlagen, he used the
Alleenring,Alleenring, the boundary of the 19th century urban structure, as the visible 'frame' of
thiss area, marked by offices separated by 250 metres. The offices were envisaged at
thee intersections of the Alleenring with the radial streets coming out of the city
centre.. This Utopian vision was only influential in a marginal way, in that it helped
pavee the way for higher office buildings. The idea of an office ring around the city
wass never taken seriously, mainly because the landownership was too fragmented
forr such rigorous steering of development.
Thee new city government was installed in a transitional period on the urban
officee market. Flierl (2000) characterises the late 1980s as the period in which the
shiftt was made from

the second

to the third stage in Frankfurt's

office

development.. From 1985 onwards, he argues, the locational preferences

of

developerss changed, and the height of the average office building increased to
approximatelyy

150-250

metres,

which

increased

the

'Americanisation'

of

Frankfurt'ss skyline. Planners were willing to give the investors considerable leeway
inn developing new offices, but the wish was also put forward to create a 'European'
cityy in form and function, so that the particular extra qualities of Frankfurt's
economicc location would not be destroyed by a relendess development fever.
Duringg the office b o o m of the early 1990s, in which 4.2 million square
metress (50% of the existing total) of inner city office floor space was being
planned,, developed, or even completed, this third generation of office buildings
wass emerging (in plans, or already in the actual built environment), accompanied by
aa considerable western expansion and a densification of the economic districts in
thee inner city. More than ever before, enormous construction sites dominated the
innerr city. As witness to these trends stand the plans, approvals, and design
competitionss that were set up in the 1990 — 1991 period for Kronenhaus and Trianon
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att the Mainzer LandstraBe, Kastor
&& Pollux at the Friedrich-EbertAnlage,, and the Japan-centre, MainTower,Tower, and

Eurotheum

in

the

Bankingg district, as well as the
intentionn

voiced

by

the

Commer^bankCommer^bank in March 1990 to
developp

a

new

building..

The

only

headquarters
skyscraper

thatt failed to proceed past the
planningg

stages

was

Campanile,Campanile, that was
TheThe Commer^bank office towering over the Altstadt

the
confronted

°J Hanelore Krauss, the owner
off

the

land

adjacent

to

the

projectedd Campanile, w h o successfully went to court in 1989 to fight the decision of
thee City Council to approve the building plans: in January 1990, the new City
Councill prohibited the start of the first preparations. This obstruction was, as has
beenn said, only a minor setback on the office market. The developments followed
eachh other so quickly, that the guidance of office investments through the 1983 City
l^eitplanl^eitplan soon proved to be unable to cope. The eastern expansion never amounted
too anything, and development on the western-oriented axes virtually exploded
whenn office construction increased again (compare figure 9.1).
Consequently,, the pressure on the urban fabric in the popular western part
off the city was building up. The City Council developed a preservation protocol
thatt became effective in February 1990 in order to protect the social fabric of the
Westend,, where the process of commercialisation had become more dominant than
everr before. In this district, just as in the late 1960s and early 1970s, commercial
developerss

crowded

out

the

small neighbourhood

shops

and

the

original

inhabitants.. This protocol was not very successful, because the only legal
instrumentt associated with it was the withholding of permits for rebuilding or
functionn

change.

The

protocol

could

not

prevent

rent

increases,

rent

discontinuations,, the sale of land and real-estate to developers, or the transition
intoo residence-offices (KrauB, 1997: 245). As a result, the transition of the Westend
continued,, as did the growth of the financial sector in the rest of Global City
Frankfurt.. This growth reached an even more rapid pace after the seat of the
Europeann Central Bank had been allocated to Frankfurt. Under the pressure of
thesee commercial developments and associated rising rent levels, more and more
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FigureFigure 9.1, Office construction in square meters in Frankfurt, 1989-1993 (Source: Bulnien AG)

shopss in the Westend closed their doors (KrauB, 1997: 248), making room for
furtherr office development.
Theree was a need for new and more realistic guiding plans. For this reason,
thee planning department asked Novotny Maimer und Asso^ierte to develop a new
overalll plan for the Banking District. The result was the Bankenplan of 1990. This
plan,, similar to the ideas voiced by Mackler, was an effort by the planners to
protectt the green spaces in the inner city, and to preserve the relatively welldevelopedd functional integration of the banking district with the lively streets and
functionss of the rest of the inner city. At the same time the plan was designed to
providee a framework for the further densification of the Banking district itself. This
districtt was allowed to grow by one-third of the existing office floor space, an
additionn that would bring 5,000 new workers into this already intensively used area.
TheThe regional dimension

Thee trend of offices pushing other economic functions away from the core city
noww also expressed itself in the urban periphery. During the decades of the

Wirtschaftswunder,Wirtschaftswunder, this periphery' had been a 'problem container', the place where th
lesss favourable manufacturing industries that were pushed out of the central city
foundd a place. During the 1970s, it also became a place where growing inner-city
service-industriess sought room for expansion. In the 1980s, however, the periphery
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hadd witnessed a revival in the sense that it had now developed its own, partly
independentt growth dynamics, unrelated to the expansion of the urban core, and
specialisedd in data processing and software development. However, during the early
1990s,, the globally-oriented financial conglomerates began to expand into the
periphery,, using it as extra space for their office expansions, and pushing further
awayy the old industries that had already been forced out of the core city of
Frankfurtt in earlier decades

(Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 301-307). So, in a ring

aroundd the city7 of Frankfurt, several office parks, which had been developing over
thee decades, now became important self-sustaining locations for economic growth.
Somee of these locations, such as Eschborn, were close to Frankfurt's city- borders.
O t h e r ss were located within the city itself, Niederrad being the most important
example,, but also the Merton-Viertel and the western inner city. These outer city
developmentss amplified the pull that suburban communities exerted on big
financiall companies. A major example of this pull is the 1990 relocation of the
ChaseChase Manhattan Bank from the inner city Taunusanlage to the district of Rödelheim,
withh excellent access to the Airport, the Autobahn, and public transport (Kraufi,
1997:247). .
TheThe crisis of the reform model
Alreadyy during its first four years, the Red-Green

Cabinet of Mayor

and

Councillorss with portfolios suffered from a combination of circumstances that
madee its continuation all but self-evident: the upcoming recession, the seriously
p o o rr fiscal position, the lack of an electoral base for full scale reform politics,
internall disputes within the S P D (where the traditional fraction did not want to
givee up the practice of corporatism and did not want to be concerned with the
sociall problems, while the modernist fraction was a fierce proponent of third sector
intensificationn and internationalisation of the city), and disputes between the
aldermann responsible for planning (Wentz) and the alderman responsible for the
environmentt (Koenigs). These disputes

were illustrative of the re-birth of the

strugglee between the proponents of social policies and those of ecological policies
ass compensation for the increasing internationalisation and commercialisation of
thee city.
Althoughh the inhabitants of Frankfurt could broadly understand and support
thee more abstract underlying assumptions of the Reformprojekt (the keywords being
'diversityy and mixed usage', Vitality and contrast', 'open spaces', 'culture'), their
realisationn in actual projects encountered unexpectedly fierce resistance. The plans
andd projects proposed entailed reservations for the accommodation of housing,
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economicc functions, open spaces, and traffic flows. Naturally, these projects
affectedd many inhabitants, and not always to their immediate benefit or with their
enthusiasm.. The City Council had not expected such resistance to these plans, but
theyy did not proceed to adapt or abolish them. Convinced of the need for city
restructuring,, the planners were even more committed to finding ways of carrying
outt the renewal plans quickly. Ideologically, this search was accompanied by a
returnn to the conservative centre-oriented vision of urbanisation that had prevailed
duringg the CDU years, and which did not give the urban periphery as much
considerationn as it did the urban core. The movement of the slaughterhouse is
illustrative;; it was displaced to the urban periphery from a city district because of
redevelopment.. All the commotion associated with this move influenced the
resignationn of Mayor Hauff in March 1991 (Ronneberger & Keil, 1995: 336). All in
all,, although communicated as a new turn in Frankfurt's urban development, the
Red-Greenn Cabinet was continuing the urban policies of the conservative
governmentt it had succeeded, but with fewer funds.
So,, the forging of new coalitions to underpin the political programme of
culturall and social policy, economic and ecological policy was thus a difficult
undertaking.. It became even more difficult with the declining economy that laid
baree the social schisms inside the city. Fordist Frankfurt had mainly housed solid
middle-classs households. In the new social structure, the urban middle-class was
underr pressure from both the working classes, whose presence on the city streets
wass increasing, and the gentrified neo-urbanites, who controlled the cultural politics
off the 1980s and took over many of the former middle-class residential
neighbourhoodss (Keil & Ronneberger, 1994: 153).
Ann associated problem for the reform politics was that the above-mentioned
middle-classs on whom the Red-Green Cabinet wanted to base its policies was not
thee undifferentiated social group the politicians thought it was. The most persistent
causee of its internal segmentation was the difference in lifestyle and associated
preferencess between suburbanites and inner city dwellers. Although most of the
suburbanites,, neo-rurals in the words of Keil and Ronneberger (1994: 152), were
economicallyy dependent on the central city, they positioned themselves as an extraurbann group. In their suburban municipalities, they fiercely opposed the perceived
negativee effects on their living environment by the development of metropolis
Frankfurt.. In contrast with the ecological and 'growth-critical' protest movements
off the 1970s, these suburban dwellers were mainly concerned with their own
privatee interests: they wanted peripheral urbanisation to combine the advantages of
city-likee functionality and countryside-like aesthetics (Keil & Ronneberger, 1994:
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152).. The inner city elite (neo-urbans), on the other hand, felt no 'connection'
whatsoeverr with the people living outside the central city of Frankfurt. As noted
above,, their vision of urbanity derived from the conception of the city as a central
place:: the 19 th century metropolis. In this view there is no place for the interests of
thee inhabitants of peripheral areas. So, in the view of the neo-rural elite,
suburbanitess were not entitled to have any influence on issues concerning the
furtherr development of Frankfurt.
However,, this lack of support did not lead to the reform model's total
dismissall when, in the 1993 City Council elections, it was up for its first test. The
questionn was whether the new political regime had left its mark on urban politics in
suchh a way that the public at large could relate to it. The results of the election were
ambivalentt in this respect. However big the troubles were that confronted the
SPD-Greenn Party City Council, the elections in March 1993 did not lead to the
dismantlingg of the coalition: it received just enough votes to maintain its majority
onn the City Council. However, the CDU again became the biggest party, and an
evenn clearer signal of the discontent amongst certain groups in society was the
enormouss rise of the extreme right that gained 1 3 % of the votes, mostly from
middle-classs traditional workers.

9.33

1993 — present: liberal growth politics and fragmenting landscapes of
power r
IdeationalIdeational politics and new regionalism

Duringg the 1990s, the flagging German economy influenced the political debate.
Excessivee wage costs and high tax rates were said to create a cost problem in trade
andd to limit Germany's attractiveness for foreign capital. Moreover, Germany's
stakeholderr capitalism consisted of too many outmoded industrial giants (Berndt,
2003:: 289). The 1993 recession and the disappointing investment and employment
performancee since 1995 (Lindlar & Scheremet, 1998) tempered the enthusiasm and
optimismm of the post-unification years that had reinvigorated the social market
economy.. T h e enthusiasm now turned to calls for reform of what was referred to
ass the outmoded, corporatist, inward-looking, protective national policies that had
beenn cultivated by three subsequent Kohl administrations. These calls for a neoliberal,, international, and open economic policy had an important influence on the
developmentt policies of the late 1990s (Berndt, 2003: 290). The new left Schroder
administrationn that came to power in 1998 introduced policies that
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Germanyy gradually towards the Anglo-American counterparts, taking up a middle
wayy between Germany's traditional social market model and Anglo-American
capitalismm {ibid).
Associatedd with this change was the re-introduction during the 1990s of the
politicss

of

endogenous

growth

that

lay

the

responsibility

for

economic

developmentt increasingly at decentralised levels of government, by introducing the
issuee of local and regional competitiveness. The ideal of institutional change
associatedd with this policy of endogenous growth was also voiced from 1995
onwards.. The region was re-introduced as the most relevant economic space,
usuallyy of a sub-Land and supra-municipal scale. However, instead of emphasizing
thee specific issue of city-suburban financial relations, the new round of regionalism
wass introduced under the abstract and weaker theme of the regional coordination
off locational politics (Brenner, 1999), which could not unite the region. So, in the
Rhine-Mainn region, the new forms of governance remained relatively weak, just as
forr

the U V F

and

its 2001

successor,

the Planungsverband

Ballungsraum

Frankfurt// RheinMain (see also Freund, 2003).
FiscalFiscalproblems and pragmatic politics
Inn the city of Frankfurt, fiscal problems obstructed the continuation of the reform
project.. By the time the second electoral term of the Red-Green Cabinet began in
19933 the total debt of the city had risen to a spectacular 8 billion D-Marks.
Enormouss public expenditures had been made for the creation of a world city, with
thee assumption that revenues would flow back into the city's coffers once the
statuss of world city started to pay off. However, the opposite happened: the
incomee from

the Gewerbesteuer dropped because of the changes in the tax

regulationss and a disappointing company settlement ratio. At the same time, the
sociall expenditures of the city rose quickly, putting the budget even more out of
balance. .
Inn order to control public expenditures more closely, the budget was placed
underr the supervision of the regional government. Nearly even' sector of public
administrationn was adversely affected by the fiscal crisis. However, the liberal
growthh politics that emphasised service sector expansion and centre-oriented
commerciall development remained the main political thrust, at the expense of the
sociall housing projects that had been proposed earlier.
Neww developments were already in advanced stages of development; most
planss dated from the conservative Wallmann years. In October 1994, Airportterminall 2 and the Messe Frankfurt Congress Centre were both opened. One month
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earlier,, the building of the Commer^bank and the japan Centre (two icons of the
emergingg world city) had been started. New projects, albeit somewhat more modest
thann the grand schemes of earlier years, were also emerging. First, in October 1993,
afterr two decades of reciprocal obstruction, Frankfurt and Offenbach reached an
agreementt on the future development of Kaiserlei. The city administrations agreed
onn the mutual development of a mixed-use area with one-third located on
Frankfurt'ss

eastern

edge,

and

two-thirds

on

Offenbach's

territory.

After

(re)development,, the area would accommodate 4,000 inhabitants and 8,000 office
workers.. Second, in February 1994, the Rebstock fintwicklungsgesellschaft, a publicprivatee partnership, was created with two investors to develop a citv district for
11,0000 inhabitants and 6,000 office workers to the west of Frankfurt, close to the
West-Kreu^.West-Kreu^. And third, in N o v e m b e r of the same year, contracts were signed for the
WesthafenWesthafen Projektentwicklungsgesellscbaft, also a public-private partnership, to create an
exclusivee residential location on the banks of the River Main.
Whilee these projects came off the ground very hesitantly, mainly because of
theirr complicated mixed-use character, b u t also the awkward financial position of
thee municipality of Frankfurt, activities o n the office markets outside the citv of
Frankfurtt quickly became more intense. Rental offices with ostentatious names and
evenn more ostentatious architecture were built in the monofunctional office parks
off Niederrad (that was enlarged now that new demand was surfacing), Eschborn,
andd the Taunus Hills. However, the situation in the city of Frankfurt also changed
ass a consequence of the worldwide economic growth and associated office boom.
O nn the back of these developments, the skyline of Frankfurt gradually changed in
thee second half of the 1990s. Although r o o m for new developments was becoming
increasinglyy scarce, many new office development projects were started. Some
spacee was found on sites that had been vacated by government agencies, many of
whichh had departed from the inner city. Also, many parking facilities and multistoreyy car parks were sacrificed for n e w development, and many offices built
duringg the 1950s and 1960s had already become obsolete in the eyes of the
developers. .
TheThe comeback of the CDU— a fragmenting political scene
T h ee elections of 1997 and 2001 both revealed a further fragmentation of power on
thee political scene. A new political landscape developed at the cost of the green-red
coalition.. This coalition fell apart mainly because of the electoral losses of the SPD
afterr 1989. In 1997, after 8 years in opposition, the C D U once more became the
biggestt political party, with 3 6 % of the votes. They were therefore asked to lead the
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TableTable 9.2, Statistics on the economic development of Frankfurt am Main
Ï9877

2000

Inhabitants s

618,300 0

650,705 5

Dwellings s

310,750 0

340,462 2

Employment t

558,850 0

588,200 0

-- tertian' sector (1)

427,150 0

504,400 0

Workk related commuters

258,500 0

318,023 3

23,305,600 0

49,369,429 9

950,700 0

1,589,428 8

Airr Traffic
-- passengers
-- freight

Source,Source, 1987: Kraufi, (1997), 2000: Statistisches Jahrbuch Frankfurt am Main 2002; (1) Services, trade,
bankingbanking and insurances, traffic.

Cityy Council. Because the electoral outcomes of 1997 failed to produce a clear
preferencee for a left-wing or right-wing urban government, the political situation in
Frankfurtt became uncertain. The SPD fell to 29% of the votes, but the Green Party
greww slighdy to 16% (see table 9.3 on page 247 below). The extremist right-wing
partiess forfeited many of their votes. The City Council was now formed by a broad
coalitionn of CDU, SPD, the Green Party7, and the FDP. The latter party had
returnedd to the political arena after a long period of absence.
Thee ideological underpinnings of the green-red coalition that had already
beenn eroded during its second tenure of office quickly lost political priority now
thatt a new coalition was in power. Even during the first period of the SPD-Grünen
Cityy Council, it became clear that the Green Belt (which had been transformed into
aa regional project) and social housing would fade into the background, and that
economicc development policies would regain priority. In the new political
constellation,, as with most post-war city governments, the priorities were geared
towardss attracting companies and investors to the city7 in order to continue the
developmentt of Frankfurt a.M. as a tertiary node (see table 9.2).
Fromm 2000 onwards a new office development boom period took place.
Commonn behaviour during such office development booms involves the rise of
riskyy investments: the development of new offices for the market, without the preleasee to a future tenant. During this period, the investments were distributed over
manyy locations in the Frankfurt metropolitan region. Next to the inner-city banking
district,, locations such as the office cities Niederrad and Eschborn were enlarged, and
thee extensions were filled completely with new investments. Now that the demand
forr land that could be developed for office purposes had risen dramatically, these
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officee cities boomed. T h e somewhat cynical observation can be made that the
planningg concept of the monofunctional office city had been declared outdated not
soo long before. Recent policies had aimed for integrated solutions for offices,
residentiall functions, and leisure facilities connected to the inner city. The best
examplee of these new ideas in office development planning was the planning for
CityCity West, the location close to the Westend that had to be renovated.
Inn addition to the two peripheral office cities mentioned above, a whole
regionall ring of office locations had developed during the 1980s. The main
economicc clusters that settled in this ring were data-processing and software,
chemicall companies, and business services. Typical of the locations were the
settlementt of the European or German headquarters of such firms as A E G ,
Nixdorf,, Olivetti, IBM, Commodore (Niederrad), Alcam (Eschborn), DuPont,
Packard,, Northern Telecom (Kronberg) and so forth. At the height of the office
b o o mm of the late 1990s, the autonomous development of these sectors in these
areass was matched by investments by banks and financial services that had been
concentratedd in the inner city of Frankfurt until that time. Besides the widespread
back-officee activities, smaller scale office parks developed to the west of Frankfurt.
Forr some time, these villages on the Taunus hills (Kronberg, Schwalbach, Bad
H o m b u r g ,, Oberursel, Bad Soden, and Liederbach) had provided spaces

for

companiess that wanted to relocate entirely or in part from the inner city of
Frankfurtt to more peripheral locations. Gradually, the villages also developed as
locationss for the headquarters of international companies in telecommunications,
chemicals,, retail, and energy, as well as locations for the back-offices and training
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centress of banks and insurance companies. The most prominent names here are
Dupont,, Hewlett Packard, Norsk Data, Mazda, Samsung, and Procter &c Gamble.
Duringg the 1990s, these locations developed into strong independent office
locationss that offered a high-grade alternative to the central city of Frankfurt. To an
evenn greater extent, the same can be said of the planned office city Eschborn, just
acrosss the western municipal border of Frankfurt. Because of its favourable
locationn and lower land prices, developers invested heavily during the boom in the
latee 1990s and the office city developed into a centre for ICT and the headquarters
off companies in wholesale trade and industry. The big companies in Eschborn
includee Deutsche Bank (data processing centre), Philips, Grundig, Shell, Arthur
Anderson,, Deutsche Telekom, and Alcan. In addition to Niederrad, a number of
officee locations within the city7 of Frankfurt were developed during the 1990s,
althoughh the scale was comparatively modest. Examples are the Mertonviertel (big
companyy settlements in owner-occupied offices such as KPMG, Price Waterhouse,
andd Deutsche ICI), Nieder Eschbach with software and engineering companies, and
SachsenhausenSachsenhausen with advertising agencies, business services, and legal services.
TheThe Cluster plan and beyond
Soo planners in Frankfurt were once again confronted with the dominance of
market-ledd development processes that steered urban development, in particular
withh regard to office production and location choice. Although they had long come
too terms with the dominance of banks and developers in shaping Frankfurt,
politicianss and planners alike thought that, in a time of both internationalisation
andd regionalisation, balancing urban developments had become extremely
important.. As a result, a call for more strategic public intervention than piecemeal
planningg in the city districts was heard again, and the private Profektbüro Architektur
undund Stadtebau fourdan und Muller was asked to develop a new plan that could canalize
thee unrestrained office developments. Towards the end of 1998 the bureau made
publicc its tiochhausentwicklungsplan Frankfurt 2000; it was accepted unanimously by
thee City Council on March 18, 1999. No remarkable new proposals were contained
inn the plan; it continued the long tradition in Frankfurt of strategic planning led by
officee development. Just as in previous plans, areas were designated where further
densificationn of the office landscape should be stimulated, with certain other areas
identifiedd where office development should be avoided. The latter areas included
greenn open spaces, the historic inner city, and residential areas. However, where
previouss plans were mainly developed in order to combat unbridled office
developmentt and to preserve neighbourhoods, the main challenge set out in the
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neww plan was to search for possible densification in a small number of clusters.
Thiss was possible, because high densities were now perceived to be desirable both
architectonicallyy and from a town planning perspective. The designated clusters
weree

areas where offices

were already quite dominant, and where

cluster

developmentt had already started: the Bankenviertel, the Messeviertel, and the Parkviertel
att the centra] railway station. Densification in these areas was taken seriously, since
thee plan envisioned no less than 19 new office towers, four of which would be of a
heightt exceeding 200 metres. Furthermore, at 365 metres, the Millenium-Tower at the
MesseviertelMesseviertelwaswas planned to be the highest office tower in Europe.
Despitee all the good intentions, the power soon surfaced again of private
companiess (especially investors, developers, and banks) to decide on matters of
formm and function of Frankfurt's inner city. In 1999, for instance, Philip Holzmann
A.G.. and the Dresdner Bank published their plan to develop two office towers (150
andd 136 metres

high) at a location outside the designated clusters (Flierl, 2000:

148).. N o t much later, in July 1999, the Deutsche hank submitted a proposal to the
Cityy Council for the development of Messestadt. The Bank wanted to invest 6 billion
D-Markss in the Giiterbahnhojdistrict and adjacent areas, and had already developed a
masterr plan for the area that was 300 metres wide and two kilometres long. The
masterr plan foresaw a 'city in the city', with offices, theatres, exhibition buildings,
museums,, a park, stadiums, and houses at the edges.
Thee Planning Agency AS&P,

however, had already developed a draft plan

forr the area for a consortium consisting of the City Council, EIM, Stella AG 1 , and
HisenbahnimmobilienmanagementHisenbahnimmobilienmanagement G.m.bM." This Rahmenplan was made
itt featured the Fair, housing, employment, and green as the most important
elements.. In the following months, these global plans were worked out in greater
detaill and in June 1999 the plan was presented for public consultation. The
Deutschee Bank, taken by surprise by the mature stage of the plan, had already
commissionedd the architect Jahn (the designer of the Messeturm) to develop a plan.
T h ee result was the Messestadt-P\a.n that completely ignored the municipal plan for
thee Huropaviertel. The city, somewhat taken aback by the prestigious Messestadt plan,
wass n o t pleased; the Fair Directorate also had problems with it. N o t only had the
plann ignored the municipal plan-making, but also some of the political decisions
thatt lay at its foundations. T h e City' Council was therefore obliged to turn down the

11

Stella AG was interested in using the projected Urban Entertainment Centre as a Musical
Theatree for the performance of Disney Musicals.
22

A full branch of the Deutsche Bahn AG.
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elections
TableTable 9.3, Percentages of votes obtained
FrankfurtinFrankfurt
a.M., a.M.,
1989-2001 1989-2001
the MunicipalMunicipal
thein
SPD D

CDU U

Greenn Party

FDP P

REP P

Other r

19899

40.1

36.6 6

10.2 2

4.8 8

--

8.3 3

19933

32.0

33.4 4

14.0 0

4.4 4

9.3 3

6.8 8

19977

29.2

36.3 3

16.9 9

5.6 6

6.2 2

5.9 9

20011

30.5

38.5 5

14.1 1

4.6 6

2.7 7

9.6 6

Source:Source: Statistisches jahrbuch Frankfurt am Main, 2002

Deutschee

Bank plan

(for a detailed

account

of the plan-making

for

the

Messestadt/Europaviertel,Messestadt/Europaviertel, see: Langhagen-Rohrbach, 2003: 144-167). For the
being,, nothing has happened at the Güterbahnhof area; it still lies derelict in the city
centre. .
Thee 2001 elections brought little change to the political scene. The C D U
remainedd the biggest political party in Frankfurt, the Green Party experienced their
firstt setback since they began their electoral advance in 1981, the SPD strengthened
itss position somewhat, and the extreme right petered out to 2.7 % of the votes.
Thiss electoral result did not disturb the political landscape, but led to the
continuationn of the broad coalition of CDU, SPD, the Green Party, and F D P (see
tablee 9.2).
Thiss coalition is currendy faced with some of the problems that have been at
thee heart of urban politics in Frankfurt for decades, but now ask for quick
solutions:: the question of the city7 in its region, and the question of the future of
Frankfurtt as a financial centre. These issues are addressed in chapter 10.

9.44

Analysis of the regime of urbanisation and structure of provision

Ass was expected, just as in earlier decades, during the 1990s the city of Frankfurt
laidd down a red carpet for investors who wanted to invest in office space in the
innerr city. Moreover, the suburbanisation of service sector capital was taken to
unprecedentedd heights, even to the extent that the difference in sectoral economic
structuree between the city of Frankfurt and its metropolitan suburban hinterland
begann to dissolve somewhat, since banking capital and business services began to
crowdd out other productive activities during the 1990s.
Althoughh both the 1990 Bankenplan and the 2000 Clusterplan resided in the
traditionn of plans that pretend to put a check on further uninhibited

office

developmentt in the inner city, in the event not the slightest obstacle was put in the
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Tablee 9.4, Set of hypotheses regarding the regime of urbanisation 1989-2000
ExpectedExpected regime of urbanisation

Market,Market, growth financial sector — regional influx of investment capital — further rise of the
tertiaryy sector
State,State, inter-regional competition for investments - public-private plan making - local
politicss of accommodation;
Spacer,Spacer, priority of urban office development over residential development — scattered office
developmentt — multi-nodalisation
Realisedd regime of urbanisation
MarketMarket booming financial sector — influx of investment capital — booming tertiary sector growthh of the knowledge based economy — growth of the transport cluster
State,State, inter-regional competition for investments - private plan making/public
accommodation n
Space.Space. Scattered office development - suburbanisation of the whole tertiary sector decentralisationn of banking capital - multi-nodalisation - suburban crowding out of nontertiaryy capital
wavv of capital when aiming to develop an office in the inner city. The only
obstacless that occurred were associated with fragmented landownership that could
nott be bought out, such as we saw in the examples of the Campanile and the plans
off the Deutsche hank, for the Giiterbahnhof.
Thee multi-nodalisation that has also acquired an increasingly tight grip on
thee financial services sector has led planners and politicians to search for new office
developmentt concepts: comprehensive and large scale urban development projects
onn big vacated sites, or reconstruction areas in the inner city. Moreover, the already
heavilyy built-up Bankenviertel was designated for further densification. All these
effortss were made in order to retain the centrality of Frankfurt's inner city in the
globalizingg capital flows, and to make functional and spatial landscape regional. The
questionn is whether these urbanisation and accumulation strategies resulted from a
structurallyy coherent process of regulation, or whether the multiple superimposing
processess of regulator)' conduct from both the private and public sector were crisis
ridden,, and in need of new regulatory underpinnings.
TheThe local structure of office provision

T h ee b o o m in the office market in both the early 1990s and the late 1990s led to an
unprecedentedd wave of new office construction in the inner city of Frankfurt, as
welll as along the urban fringe office locations during the years following the boom.
T h ee structure of provision had not changed much since the 1970s, although the
financierss were more international. Fundamentally, the inner city office market was
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stilll dominated by the big banks that were the main end users of office space,
particularlyy in the inner-city banking district and its offshoots into the Westend and
alongg the corridors leading to the western periphery. The big banks' demand
triggeredd the physical process of provision. The changed types of office building
theyy demanded influenced this process, because the latest generation of office
buildingss for big banks has been bigger than any buildings of earlier generadons.
Thee impact on the urban structure was therefore greater then before. However,
landd acquisition was less problematic than before, both because of the availability
off large-scale, vacated spaces for office construction and the trouble-free land
acquisitionn along the corridors and in the Westend, because old parking lots as well
ass 1950s and 1960s offices were up for reconstruction. As an offshoot of the
interestt of banks in the inner city, the developers leading the structure of provision
weree also interested in this area. However, this interest did not lead to the
deplorablee eviction practices of the 1970s and early 1980s. Nevertheless, during the
1990s,, the transformation of the Westend was proceeding even faster than during
thee 1970s, because small shops and residential building were still being bought out
pushedd out big capital. At the height of the office boom, the developer-oriented
structuree of provision sought for quick returns in relatively safe environments, and
thereforee the more peripheral office cities, but also many spots in the inner city,
closee to the banking district, were filled quickly with offices that were built
predominantlyy at risk. N o t surprisingly, at the height of the office boom, vacancies
rosee enormously in Frankfurt.
Socio-spatialSocio-spatial regulation, the process of planning, and the struggles over spatial imaginaries
Thee dominant industry-based regime of accumulation had declined during the
1970s,, and a world-wide transition was made to a service and knowledge-based
accumulationn regime during the 1980s. As we saw, Frankfurt profited from this
transitionn and quickly developed into a knowledge and finance-based service-sector
metropolis.. However, the internationalisation of capital flows, the increasingly
internationall origin of capital invested in the built environment, and the growing
reachh of the urban sphere of influence caused a complex urban landscape to
emergee during the 1980s, which demanded a transition in regulatory- modes (Keil &
Ronneberger,, 1994: 163). The accumulation and urbanisation strategies of the
conservativee government, although relatively successful for a short period, had not
ledd to a mode of regulation that combined well with the glocal regime of
accumulationn that was now developing. As we saw in the previous chapter, this was
too a large extent the result of the conservative urban imaginary of the Wallmann
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regime,, which still took the classical view of core-periphery as its point of
departure,, while in practice this hierarchical model of the urban landscape was
becomingg increasingly obsolete: insular configurations challenged the Fordist,
centre-peripheryy oriented concepts of zoning that underlay the urban development
pathss of the post-war era (Ronneberger & Keil, 1994: 151).
Thee SPD and the Green Party, w h o won the 1989 elections, put forward a
neww imaginary: they envisaged further economic expansion in a regional setting.
Becausee urbanisation and economic development had become

multi-centred,

nodal,, flexible, and global, this vision demanded a complex process of aligning
cooperatingg and competing forces that originated from scales diverging from the
globall to the sub-local {ibid). Both parties had understood that the city had left the
phasee of the formation of the world city and had reached the phase in which this
worldd city had to be regulated.
Thee new 'urban management' (Lanz, 1996), however, was less of a departure
fromm the old strategies than might have been expected. Although urban planning
andd development was characterised by the historical priorities of the new coalition
partnerss (the S P D advocated social justice, while the Green Party was a fierce
proponentt of ecological justice), the good intentions to alter urban development
practicess were not actually seen through. The 'world city' remained the single most
importantt urban imaginary, and the green belt was an attempt to freshen its image
underr the label 'green world city' (Gather & Unterwerner,

1992). So, the

dominancee of the economic narratives in urban politics were further strengthened,
andd ecological projects were made instrumental to the further development of
Frankfurt'ss attraction to investors and companies in the service sector. The new
politicall compromise, labelled 'the coalition of banks and grass' by Ronneberger
andd Keil (1995: 333), aimed to use the mutually strengthening mixture of economy
andd ecology to make the continuation of world-city politics into a political success.
However,, a growing polarisation soon occurred amongst the political elite and the
urbann society. Because the City Council based its ambitious political project
(economyy and ecology, culture and society) on the goodwill of the tolerant urban
middle-class,, its political project was bound to collapse, since this middle-class was
hardlyy the unambiguous group that would be thrilled to see the plans of the new
Cityy

Council

materialise.

The

conflicting

interests

of

the

urban

and

suburban/peripherall middle-class led t o conflicts between different urban elites
"overr territorial control of the city or its important parts, in order to put their
specificc stamp on the structured coherence of this particular urban region" (Keil &
Ronneberger,, 1994: 151).
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Withh the collapse of the Red-Green Cabinet, the ongoing multi-nodalisation
inn the Frankfurt metropolitan region, the booming economy, the exploding realestatee markets and the problem of regional government, the new City Council,
whichh consisted of a broad coalition of all main parties under the leadership of the
CDU,, continued the politics of financial service sector based accumulation and
urbanisation.. The changes in the urban structure of the inner city of Frankfurt have
neverr been so fast or formidable as in recent years, and the end is not yet in sight.
Thee further development of Frankfurt as a world city is still uncertain, because of
thee structural changes in the banking sector and the growing inter-urban
competitionn from smaller office locations. The regime of urbanisation that has
guidedd Frankfurt's development throughout the post-war era, albeit with some
ideologicall shifts, is now confronted by its most severe challenge so far: the gradual
losss of centrality and gravitational pull of the inner city CBD. The question is how
thee challenge of regionalism will be taken up in order to maintain the central world
cityy into which Frankfurt has developed.

9.55

Conclusion: the regime of urbanisation at a cross-roads

Thee German reunification, the rise of endogenous growth and competitiveness
policies,, the definitive regionalisation of the service sector, and the rise of
Frankfurt'ss financial district towards global city status defined the developments in
thee 1990s. During these years, urban expansion politics remained central, and the
compensationn in the various development plans came from ecological and social
investments,, first on a grand scale, and later on a more ad hoc basis.
Thee three citadels of city expansion (the banking district, the Airport, the
Fair)) has remained central in the development policies of first the Red-Green
Cabinett and the big coalition since 1997. Increasingly, new urban development
plans,, usually developed in public-private partnerships, are integrated solutions,
interspersedd with offices, retail functions, residential developments, leisure facilities,
andd public spaces. Because the completion of such dense inner-urban districts is
madee subject to narrow investment objectives, the influence of economic
accumulationn on the urban process has intensified during the 1990s. This is
particularlyy so in the western part of the inner city, which has been taken over by
real-estatee developers: the economic poles inside the city were assigned for further
economicc densification.
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1989 9

2000 0

Statee realm

-- National competitiveness policies
-- Local dependence on company
settlementt tax
-- Green-Red followed by Big Coalition
-- Adversary regional relations

InvestmentsInvestments in social/ecological projects
AdAd hoc large-scale integrated
developmentdevelopment plans
AirportAirport investments
Laissez-faire-Laissez-fairePublic-PrivatePublic-Private Partnerships

Spacee 1989
•• Suburban office landscape southernn corridor development
•• Peripheral industrial landscapes
•• Inner city European CBD
•• Redeveloped historic inner city Museumm waterfront
•• Growing Airport cluster
•• Suburbanised white collar
residentiall landscape
•• Gentrification
•• Urbanised poor immigrant residents
•• Strong infrastructural network
•• Vacated large scale urban industrial sites

Spacee 2000
•• Extensive suburban office landscape southernn corridor development
•• Peripheral industrial landscapes
•• Inner city and extensions European CBD
•• Historic inner city as leisure environment
•• Suburban Airport cluster
•• Multi-nodal white-collar
residentiall landscape
•• Urbanised poor immigrant residents
•• Strong infrastructural network
•• Partly Redeveloped large-scale
urbann industrial sites

Economicc realm
Suburban influx of high tech capital'
-Globalisationn of financial Markets
Local in flux of international banking capitah
-- Boom of hightech industry
Suburban overspill of banking capital-- Marginalisation of traditional
Regional influx service capitalindustriess
Regional influx of speculative real-estate capital *
-- Growth in business services

FigureFigure 9.5, The regime of urbanisation in Frankfurt, 1989-2000

Att the same time, the lack of a regional institutional coherency and the
remainingg competition between the city and the suburbs for economic investments
remainss unaltered, despite incentives designed for the opposite effect. The regional
agencyy U V F was dissolved and replaced by a Flanungsverband that has even fewer
discretionaryy powers. Thus, coordinated regional economic development remains a
distantt ideal. N o w that the future centrality of Frankfurt as a financial centre
appearss less sure than it was, the question can be asked whether the laisse^Jaire
attitudee that has led to a plethora of monofunctional economic islands across the
metropolitann era will meet the requirements of the future.
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Locall socio-spatial regulation in a
globalisingg world
10.11

Introduction

Thiss dissertation has shown that the fate of a city is not predestined on a global
chessboard,, but that, in essence, cities are produced through locally-grounded
sociall relations. Globalisation is not a distant, untraceable process that falls down
onn cities out of the ether. Importantiy, cities are still able to chart their own futures.
Thiss final chapter gives flesh and blood to this statement by addressing the main
researchh question in more detail, making use of the data gathered in the two
historicall case studies. First, in section 10.2 the guiding theoretical considerations
off this dissertation are recapitulated. Then, section 10.3 summarizes the findings in
thee two case studies by giving an overview of the ebb and flow of regime formation
inn both Amsterdam and Frankfurt, describing the formative elements and events
forr each city7 and regime. Third, sections 10.4 and 10.5 report the theoretical debate
onn the anatomy of socio-spatial regulation and struggle, contrasting the two cases,
analysingg the empirical consequences of these findings, and setting the theoretical
notionss from the first three chapters against the findings in the case studies.
Fourth,, and finally, section 10.6 consists of an epilogue, in which the consequences
off these findings for future regulation, urbanisation, and office provision are put
forwardd as hypotheses. The question whether there is a future for socio-spatial
regulationn at the urban level is addressed, and some important issues for further
investigationn and debate are raised.

10.22

T h e social relations in locally dependent processes of urbanisation

Thiss section recapitulates the theoretical assumptions that were introduced in the
firstt three chapters. As we saw in chapter two, the line of reasoning amongst many
observerss of recent processes of urbanisation refers to the global transition from an
industriall to a post-industrial society', in which the importance of knowledgeintensivee service production gains importance. In line with this, the literature
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summarizedd in chapter 2 characterized successful post-industrial cities in part as
citiess with proliferating office landscapes. However, there is no single best path that
leadss to an economic nirvana for cities or metropolitan regions. As we saw, that
factt is obscured in most urban research, in which the fundamentally

differing

trajectoriess that successful cities follow are not expressed in terms of problems or
goals,, and the question why such different trajectories emerge is rarely asked. The
theoreticall contributions that do emphasize place specificity fall along a range of
growthh coalition, urban regime, and governance approaches. These approaches
havee shifted the agenda of urban research and urban politics towards local progrowthh

politics

by

emphasising the

opportunities

for

local

socio-political

interventionn in the urban economic structure through public-private constellations
thatt include locally dependent capital.
Inn this dissertation, I have attempted to give dynamism to the interpretation
off such emerging local coalitions, starting from

the premise that economic

globalisationn is neither a singular process that predetermines urban development
trajectories,, nor a processs that can be directed locally to achieve development goals.
Insteadd of developing ideal intervention types, or main coalition possibilities, the
contingentt emergence of regulatory complexes around urbanisation and office
provisionn in Amsterdam and Frankfurt has been placed centre stage. It has become
obviouss that the parameters for successful, enduring regulation have changed
duringg the post-war period, in particular because of the evolution of what is
consideredd to be economic regulation into its current form characterized by the
omnipresencee of economic globalisation. However, it has also become clear that
thee provision of an economic landscape for global economic flows is locally
embeddedd and that locally-grounded regimes of urbanisation decisively influence
thee regulation of urban economic change. Through complex regulator)' processes,
differentt urban development pathways emerge that could all be of benefit to a city's
economicc evolution. This is the abstract and partial answer to the questions with
whichh this dissertation commenced, which were the following:
HowHow can the co-evolution of the economic, political, and spatial systems be characterised in both
AmsterdamAmsterdam and Frankfurt?
WhatWhat was the influence of these patterns of socio-spatial regulation on the successive generations of
officeoffice landscapes in Amsterdam and Frankfurt during the periodfrom 1945 to the present time?
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Thiss question was the foundation underlying the partly theoretical, partly empirical
researchh of the locally-embedded regulation of spatial economic change. Making
usee of the concepts derived from the regulation approach, an analytical framework
thatt was bound together through the concept of a regime of urbanisation was
describedd in the theoretical chapters. This regime of urbanisation was defined as a
periodd of prolonged stability in the configuration of social relations that condition
urbann development. The concrete provision of the built environment

(the

urbanisationn of capital), it was argued, delicately interweaves processes in the
economicc and the state realms, because the provision of space represents not only a
momentt in the accumulation of capital, but also an intervention in the urban context
withh effects that surpass this accumulation process. Public conflicts can therefore
occurr over space provision. We have argued that these structural realms are
intertwinedd in and through incremental deliberations that are selective in spatial and
temporall terms.
So,, in the provision of urban economic space, path-dependent place-specific
complexess of regulation and accumulation emerge that condition the urban
developmentt pathway. This interpretation of place-specific urban development
embracess the idea that local processes matter in the evolution of urban capital
accumulation.. This interpretation therefore moves away from those that reduce, for
instance,, growth coalitions, urban regimes, collaborative planning frameworks, and
governancee mechanisms to mere tools, instrumental for purposeful, goal-oriented,
linearr urban development. This research has built on the regulation approach, with
itss more open and dynamic interpretation of capital accumulation and regulation,
focusingg on the mutual co-evolution and mutual co-determination of processes at
thee level of the state and the economy. In the development of the analysis
framework,, the aim of this dissertation was to enrich the policy analysis stance that
dominatess most third generation regulationist work with a feeling for the essential
importancee of processes that occur outside the state realm. Moreover, in using the
regulationn approach, the research moved away from the idea that these local
processess are determined in the last instance by economic processes. We made 'the
economy'' a tangible construct by connecting it to urbanisation and the provision of
officee space. This strategy has helped in the construction of an analytical
frameworkk suitable for the interpretation of urbanisation processes. So, the spatiotemporall ebb and flow of regime formation, adaptation, and destruction were
investigatedd in the cases of Amsterdam and Frankfurt within this interpretative
framework.. These regimes of urbanisation, we argued, emerge and evolve over
time,time, because of time- and place-specific and path-dependent changes in the social
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relationss defining the regime of accumulation and the mode of regulation, which come
togetherr in the social processes guiding the urbanisation of capital. Throughout this
dissertation,, the specific network of relations associated with the provision of
particularr types of building at specific points in time - the structure of provision - is the
lesss abstract vehicle of urbanisation: it is the concretisation of the regulatory fix as
itt is abstractiy defined in the regime of urbanisation.
Thee following summary of the two case studies interprets the evolution of
thee regime of urbanisation along these lines. In contrast with the case studies
themselves,, this summary emphasizes structural relations and polity over short term
solutionssolutions and policy.

10.33

L o o k i n g back at the post-war regimes of urbanisation in Amsterdam
andd Frankfurt a m M a i n

Althoughh contrasting the cities of Amsterdam and Frankfurt on the issue of office
provisionn and practices of socio-spatial regulation was not the main challenge of
thiss dissertation, the differences between the two cities, brought to the fore in the
lightt of some striking similarities, can bring life to the following summary of both
casee studies.
Thee similarities begin with size and morphology, as summarized in the first
chapter.. Other similarities were presented in the six case-study chapters. In brief,
Amsterdamm and Frankfurt both prospered during the decades in which the
transitionn was made from industrial to post-industrial social relations. Both cities
becamee their country's financial capital, which not only involved a crucial role in
thee

post-industrial,

service-oriented regime

of

accumulation,

but

also

put

considerablee pressure o n the inner cities o f them both. In both cities, a commercial
capital-ledd transition process took place from the 1950s onwards and, in both cities,
thee conflicts over space put pressure on the existing regime of urbanisation.
Butt here the similarities end. In Frankfurt, these conflicts were disputes in
thee margins of regime formation and, for several reasons explored in the remainder
off this chapter, the process of urbanisation was one of unchanging boom. The
resultt was a city that developed into a successful post-modern financial centre that
enteredd the lists with such global cities as London, Paris, and N e w York, but
remainedd at the same time plagued by poverty, socio-spatial segregation, and
polarizedd

centre-periphery

relations.

In

Amsterdam,

on

the

other

hand,

complicatedd socio-spatial conflicts that were interesting theoretically as well as
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factuallyy

affected

regime

formation

in

a fundamental

way: they led to a

reorientationn of priorities and a reversal of the regime of urbanisation. Despite the
reorientationn of motives away from economic development and towards social
welfare,, the city has developed into an important, national and international,
economicc and cultural node, although perhaps not quite in the same league as the
globall cities mentioned above. Although the city includes an above average number
off unemployed and marginalized groups, the contradictions and disparities of the
globall city that characterize today's Frankfurt are not as prominent in Amsterdam,
whichh still possesses a relative degree of equity.
Recendy,, both cities have been engaged in a transformation process that has
becomee evident in all the social domains characterized above. The summaries of
thee evolution of regime formation in the two cities that are presented in the next
twoo sections have been written in the light of these similarities and differences.
FirstFirst empirical summary: regime formation and transition in Amsterdam
T h ee first regime of urbanisation — The hegemonic spatial imaginary underlying
thee first post-war regime of urbanisation in Amsterdam was based on the scientific prewarr vision of the city laid down in the General Extension Plan for Amsterdam. The
plann contained three main pillars: extensive industrialisation; greenfield

urban

expansion;; the separation of urban realms. Underlying the regime of urbanisation
wass a local mode of regulation that was dominated by corporatist

backroom

arrangementss between the City Council and local capital (the harbour industrialists,
thee Chamber of Commerce, the locally-based banks). This course was followed in
orderr to provide all middle-class households with their basic needs (housing, work,
fundss for private transportation). This "Beefsteak Socialism" as it was called
promotedd a spatial imaginary of spatially-extensive, labour-intensive economic
development.. Also underlying the extensive regime of urbanisation was a local regime
ofof accumulation that was dominated by industrialisation (although the rise of industry
wass not as spectacular as had been expected) and the rise of Amsterdam as a
financiall centre that together brought about full employment and rising prosperity
amongstt the electorate. The provision of urban space was a technical rather than a
politicall undertaking in this period, because both national and local governments
hadd carte blanche from the electorate to carry out the recover)' from the war damage.
So,, corporatist deal-making with the users of economic spaces (such as banks and
harbourr capital) dominated the local structure of provision.
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TableTable 10.1 Shifting regimes of urbanisation in Amsterdam
Locall E c o n o m y

State e

Combinationn of laisse^Jaire
1945-1968:: extensive Risee of the tertian'
economyy
—
inn
the existing cm" &
urbanisation urbanisation
disappointingg growth of planned d
residentiall /industrial
industry y
expansion n
Public-sectorr led
1968-1988:: compact Overalll economic
decline
e
urbanisationn — urban
socialsocial urban
residential/sociall politics containmentcontainment politics
preservationn - peripheral
laisse^jaml laisse^jaml
accommodationn of the
tertiaryy sector
1988-2003:: compact Economicc upturn — rise Nationall urban growth
off the tertian sector —
coalitionn - public-private
regulatedregulated growth
riserise of the airport clusterpartnershipss — sociopolitics politics
&& knowledge industry
economicc development
politics s

Space e
Innerr city' CBD overspill —
urbann extensions underusedd industrial
infrastructure e
Economicc relocation &
decentralisationn vacated/decayingg inner city
CBDD - renovated densified
residentiall neighbourhoods —
nodall peripheral economic
development t
Peripherall CBD development
-- suburbanisanon of the
tertian'' sector - renovated
formerr CBD - extended
accessibilityy of peripheral
locations s

Thee second regime of urbanisation - During the 1960s, the foundations of the
regimee of urbanisation described were challenged by changes in the nature of both
accumulationn and regulation. Provision of urban space inside a corporatist structure
off provision was refuted by extra-parliamentary groupings. These groupings
respondedd to the spatially selective growth of the financial cluster in the historic
innerr city. Instead of the envisaged gradual development of an appealing mix of
culture,, retail, offices, and housing in this under-regulated part of the city, the
location'ss existing socio-spatial fabric was undermined by creative destruction and
rapidd conversion instigated by capital expansion. The continuing corporatist dealmakingg in favour of capital infuriated the social groups affected, and the
foundationss of beefsteak socialism were challenged. The historic inner city thus
becamee the arena for fierce conflicts between competing interest groups. In
additionn to the protests against large-scale office provision inside the historic inner
citycity that increasingly attracted attention from the late 1960s onwards, residential
oppositionn against the planned traffic breakthroughs that were demanded by capital
inn order to improve the inner city's accessibility took centre stage in the early 1970s.
So,, the provision of urban space became politicized. However, planners and public
administrationn formalized the old regime of urbanisation by introducing the
'deconcentratedd urban region', and the claim of capital on inner city urban space
remainedd relendess.
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Surprisingly,, however, a reshuffling of the local mode of regulation had a huge
impactt on Amsterdam's regime of urbanisation, despite these path-dependent
forcess behind inner-city capital accumulation. In contrast with former decades, the
locallocal regime of urbanisation during the 1970s and 1980s was dominated by social
welfaree in preference to economic development motives and can be summarized as
aa housing-led social-welfare regime. Under impulses from the extra-parliamentary
opposition,, which soon acquired political representation in Amsterdam, urban
politicss swung from beefsteak socialism, with its extensive economic urban
developmentt programmes, to 'new left politics', while at the same time the practice
off proportional representation of all political parties in the City Council was left
behind.. In its place came programme-councils: coalition governments, governing
thee city following a negotiated, politically inspired, programme accord. The spatial
imaginaryy of the new left programme council was combined with intensive socialist
urban-renewall programmes with guided large-scale deconcentration of population
andd the demise of accessibility policies for the inner city. The wishes of capital were
thuss dismissed in an unprecedented way and important parts of the morphology of
thee historic inner city were frozen, while both businesses and families had to
relocatee towards the edges of the city and to new towns. In combination with the
nationall law on individual rent subsidy that was passed in 1975, and the economic
crisiss that grew worse in 1978, the vigour and magnitude of earlier suburbanisation
processess were amplified.
Thee rise of social motives and the marginalisation of economic motives in
urbann development politics set in at a time of full employment and sustained
economicc growth. However, when the worldwide crisis in accumulation set in
duringg the late 1970s, the effects of these politics rebounded on Amsterdam. First,
althoughh Amsterdam, with its important financial cluster, was favourably
positionedd in the new post-industrial economic sectors, the points of departure for
thee local regime of accumulation drained away, because of the deteriorating settlement
climatee in the historic inner city, which was post-industrial capital's favoured
locality.. As a result, the local structure ofprovision was partly reshuffled. Corporatism
becamee laisse^faire, but only in peripheral planned office locations, which provided
roomm for speculative real-estate investments by the new investors who had taken
overr an important share of capital investment in the city.
Second,, the deconcentration of businesses and families developed into a
suburbann flight during the late 1970s and the city fell into a deep functional and
sociall crisis. The long-term extension-based spatial imaginary underlying
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urbanisationn became contested. Amsterdam sought its response during the 1980s in
aa compact-city approach.
T h ee third regime of urbanisation - T h e final regime of urbanisation, lasting from
thee late 1980s onwards, came to the fore in a period during which both business
andd public administrators felt and responded to the implications of the changed
worldwidee regime of accumulation. Slowly, pro-growth politics were paid some lip
sendeee in the political arena, and economic-development planning appeared as an
issuee on the City Council. Such politics acquired more emphasis in the 1988
nationall spatial planning memorandum that designated Amsterdam as a growth
engine. .
Withinn the local mode of regulation, processes were diverging: the relations
betweenn business, labour, money, and finance became re-scaled and repositioned in
territoriall respects on regional and even international levels. Remarkably, however,
spatiall economic development perspectives at both local and national levels have
remainedd focused on the urban level as the central stepping-stone to spatial
economicc development. In line with past experience, and steeped in national
budgetss and investments, grand scheme planning was used in Amsterdam to
addresss both the structural economic change towards a services economy and the
precedingg hollowing out of the historic inner city's economic fabric. As was the
casee with large-scale housing provision, economic development was perceived as
somethingg that could be planned by physical measures. These grand-scheme
planning-measuress were instrumental in the structure of provision that had finally
crystallized,, and in which investors and commercial developers dominated instead
off local capital. Because by chance the contingent development path

had

positionedd Amsterdam beneficially in the economic sectors that experienced a
b o o mm during the 1990s (the airport cluster, financial services, creative industries),
thee city was an interesting location for risk-avoiding investors. These people have
ann interest in low-risk playing fields, and so the contingent co-evolution of
accumulation,, regulation, and urban form led to an unpredictably long international
economicc upturn during the 1990s, which reversed the socio-economic fate of
Amsterdamm from that of a flagging city into that of a forerunner.
Recendy,, it has become clear that the position of Amsterdam in the global
service-basedd

economy makes it very susceptible to international

fluctuations.fluctuations.

economic

This susceptibility necessitates a rethinking of the relationship between

economicc fluctuations, institutional armatures, spatial planning, and urbanisation.
W ee return to this issue in section 10.5.
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TableTable 10.2 Shifting regimes of urbanisation in Frankfurt a.M.
Economy y
Industrialisationn Expandingg financial cluster
urbanisation urbanisation
-- Expanding tertiancluster r

1945-1977:: expansive

1977-1989:: culture

Stagnationn of industry —

State e

Public-Privatee growth

Expandingg financial cluster coalitionn - culture-based
basedbased expansion politics
r
-- growth of the tertiansector r

1989-2003:: global a%

publicc intcn ention imagee politics - publicprivatee partnerships structuree planning

Boomingg financial sector — Interregionall economic
competitionn — Publicbasedd industry - growth of privatee urban development
thee transport cluster
-- ad hoc planning

growthh of knowledgeexpansionexpansion politics

Space e

Sociall Market Economy — Extensionn CBD —
1Misser-faire1Misser-faire & grand
suburban n
schemee accommodation
industrialisationn —
planningg - Infrastructure
centrall city economic
development t
boomm - rise of extensive
infrastructuree network
Urbann deindustrialisationn Extensionn of central city
financiall cluster overspilll of the tertian'
sector—— suburban multinodalisationn (Airport
relatedd businesses,
industn) )
Extensionn of the central
city-- financial cluster Suburbanisationn of the
financiall cluster Suburbann crowding out
off industry and trade —
Multi-nodalisation n
(transportt cluster,
knowledge-based d
cluster) )

SecondSecond empirical summary: regime formation and transition in Frankfurt
T h ee first regime of urbanisation — Although the history of urban office planning
inn Frankfurt was described from 1945 onwards, regime formation only came off
thee ground from 1949 onwards when the West-German government (FRG) was
installed,, and war sentiments had settled down somewhat. The spatial imaginary
underlyingg the regime of urbanisation in Frankfurt during the 1950s was characterized
byy extensive infrastructure- and Siedlungsbau-progr^xnme.s, rc-industrialisation on the
backk of the German economic miracle, and the first office b o o m in the 1950s. At
thatt time, lack of space did not hinder urban development, so it was characterized
byy infrastructure development and large-scale modernist urban extensions on
greenfieldd sites.
Thee local mode of regulation was characterized by the politics of growth. For an
importantt period during the recovery and boom periods, Frankfurt was governed
byy the 'big coalirion' of C D U / S C U and SPD (and also briefly the FDP). This
coalitionn was evidence of a sense of unity amongst the electorate, who saw that the
locall government did the things that had to be done to strengthen the city's socio-
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economicc fabric. This cooperation combined well with the local regime of accumulation,
whichh profited from both worldwide economic progress and national policies for
thee social market economy. However, the designation of Frankfurt as the seat of
thee Bank Deutsche Lander was crucial; the city became one of the financial nodes in
thee decentralized German economy, competing with Cologne and

Düsseldorf.

Officee development in the 1950s in Frankfurt was a result of this early surfacing of
thee

service-sector

decentralisationn
Frankfurt'ss

of

and

headquarters

the German

economy

in

Frankfurt.

economy was gradually

allowed

When
full

the
flow,

centrality grew. During the 1970s, Frankfurt established itself as

Germany'ss leading financial centre, and because the D-Mark developed into a
strongg European currency, the Frankfurt Exchange was boosted; the financial
clusterr developed at a rapid pace, increasing the demand for space.
Thee combination of accumulation and regulation impacted on the local
structurestructure of provision. A highly controversial ensemble of government-endorsed
speculativee office development gathered inside the urban fabric. The municipal
attitudee towards C B D expansion within the existing urban fabric was characterized
byy deal-making and laisse^faire. In parts of the inner city, important parts of the
locall population were pushed away by capital in order to create room

for

commerciall (office) development. Ultimately, this ejection led to mass protests
duringg the 1970s. Mass eviction and subsequent redevelopment were considered
sociallyy unacceptable, but the SPD (who gained an absolute majority in 1972, and
begann a problematic one-party reign in that year) saw few (legal) possibilities to
overcomee these practices. The SPD could find no opportunity to alter its
restructuringg plans in favour of residents and social renewal, and commercial
reconstructionn was pushed through at all costs, sometimes even with force. N o t
surprisingly,, this attitude of the SPD influenced the party's image amongst the
electoratee in a negative way.
T h ee s e c o n d regime of urbanisation — After the 1977 City Council elections the
politicall scene shifted fundamentally from SPD to C D U dominancy. In a wellchosenn

anti-establishment

campaign, the C D U

had positioned itself as an

alternativee to the S P D who, in the words of C D U leader Wallmann, had produced
ann 'ungovernable' and 'socially disintegrated' city that was 'in crisis'. Although no
reall changes in urban politics were made by the C D U , the unrest in society and the
protestss against economic extension within the existing urban fabric disappeared
almostt instantaneously. This state if affairs was remarkable in view of the evolved
locallocal regime of accumulation that
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developmentss and the neo-liberal turnaround in economic politics in the early
1980s,, which had boosted Frankfurt's status and function as an international
financiall centre. The D-Mark acquired the function of a 'leading' currency, while
financiall markets were internationalised and deregulated. So, after the influx of
nationall financial institutions, Frankfurt's inner city became inundated with
internationall financial corporations setting up their businesses in the city, which
dampedd down the effect of the international economic crisis in Frankfurt.
Thee local mode of regulation that developed at that time was in line with this
economicc boom: an elite growth machine developed, comprising a conservative
government,, the Airport, the Fair Directorate, CBD capital, and planning and
pivotall architectural agencies. A practice of ad hoc public-private economicdevelopmentt planning emerged. The spatial demands that derived from structural
economicc change were translated straightforwardly into local urbanisation and
accumulationn projects. The structure of provision in Frankfurt at that time was
characterizedd by big banks developing ever-larger and ever-more palatial
headquarterss in the central city CBD, without being hindered in any way by
regulations.. The main difference from previous SPD politics, which had
encouragedd electoral approval of the new politics, was the 'image' communicated
byy the CDU. While the SPD had alienated its electorate by communicating the
messagee that giving the economy a higher priority than the electorate was
unavoidable,, CDU policies were directed at appealing to the electorate and
enrichingg the city's spatial fabric, despite maintaining rigidly economic urban
developmentt politics. The resulting regime of urbanisation combined unbridled
economicc expansion politics with highly-visible culture-based identity politics (the
restructuringg of the historic inner city, development of a museum waterfront) and
thee cleanup of public and private spaces in the inner city that had been largely taken
overr by criminal elements. This culture-and-image offensive was part and parcel of
thee new accumulation strategy that was geared towards the development of
Frankfurtt into a more cosmopolitan city. Economic development politics were
thereforee not toned down, but rather strengthened, and geared towards the
'superstructures'' of the expanding world city: Airport, Fair, and CBD.
Thee third regime of urbanisation - The SPD and the Green Party won the 1989
electionss and took over the city government. With the support of the electorate, the
conservativee regime had transformed Frankfurt into a world city, but had
overlookedd the social and ecological pillars of urban development. This omission
hadd led to regional socio-demographic and socio-economic schisms and the neglect
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off ecological structures. The C D U was punished for these omissions in the 1989
elections,, but as a result of the strong and dominant capital-led urbanisation, the
followingg city governments found new footholds for urban development difficult
too find, particularly because the 1990s were a period of renewed accumulation in
Frankfurt.. In addition to the further intensification of the financial cluster, the local
regimeregime of accumulation was situated favourably with regard to the structural transition
towardss a knowledge-intensive service-based post-industrial economy. Important
neww businesses in logistics, knowledge-intensive sectors, and business services had
sett up national and European headquarters in the region. So, while path-dependent
C B D // Fair/ Airport

based

economic

expansion,

identity

politics, and

office

developmentt remained the main pillars of the regime of urbanisation, a remarkable
changee occurred in urban development. The mode of regulation that has developed
sincee 1989 shows the unfolding of regulator)- mechanisms characteristic of a citv
strugglingg to make the transition from the building of a world city into the
managementt and maintenance of world-city status. Initially, the economic megaprojectss that had changed the image and structure of the city during the 1980s were
combinedd

with

such

social and ecological

mega-projects

as the

Frankfurt

Greenbelt,, urban restructuring, and big social housing projects. These projects were
nott a success, however, and in the course of the 1990s no political party could
proposee a radically new way forward. T h e priorities were geared towards binding
companiess and investors to the city so as to continue the development of Frankfurt
ass a tertian' node: inner city CBD densification, complicated

public-private

integratedd plans, and interurban competition were amongst the main political
priorities. .
Together,, the mode of regulation and the regime of accumulation led the
locallocal structure of provision to change. In the city, manv owner-occupied office buildings
weree witness to a new leap upwards in the scale of office development. The new
officess were often higher than 200 meters, impacting heavily on the skyline of the
city.. T h e new knowledge-intensive office-dependent sectors were not, however,
dependentt on a location inside the CBD. Their offices were built at risk by
developerss so that, consequently, the number of square metres of office space at
monofunctionall suburban office parks grew remarkably.
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10.44

Urban development and the market

Thee same 'struggle over space' was played out in Amsterdam and Frankfurt, but in
twoo fundamentally different historic spatial, morphological, and institutional
settings.. These differences have strongly influenced the frameworks for economic
andd political manoeuvring and caused two distinct frames for capital-government
interactionn to develop. This section explores this structurally-inspired placespecificity77 through an analysis of the state-capital interaction in the two cities.
Thiss dissertation started from the premise that spatial/urban planning exists
onn the cutting edge of the economy and the state. A fundamental question remains:
iss it perhaps not just the market-driven private enactment of spatial-economic
preferencess that ultimately dominates urban development?
Exampless of such market processes abound in both case studies. In
Amsterdam,, the first political rebuttals of economic expansion in the historic inner
cityy occurred halfway through the 1960s (the conflicts concerning the ABN-Bank
inn the Vijzelstraat and similar projects in the historic inner city). These rebuttals
madee location or expansion by economic functions in the historic inner city more
difficultt and went logically hand in hand with an unplanned, southward drift of
businessess in the financial and business sendees industry. Ultimately, this drift led
too the functional relocation of the financial cluster from the inner city outwards
towardss the southern edge of the city. In the early 1990s, urban planners were
alarmedd by the economically drained historic inner city and proposed the
developmentt of a new top office location on the inner city IJ-Embankments. As we
saw,, however, the companies that had left had already acquired an important
criticall mass in the urban periphery, so that capital was discouraged from locating
inn the historic inner city. Companies invested further in locations on the southern
partt of the motorway ring, where new top office locations began to appear in leaps
andd bounds. At the same time, the political urgency of a further exodus beyond the
municipall boundaries was felt and after the disintegration of the public-private
partnershipp for the IJ-Embankments, plans were made for a top office location on
thee southern motorway ring, just as capital had wished.
Inn Frankfurt and its metropolitan region, economic development was
characterisedd by a continuous boom from the 1950s onwards. Temporary setbacks
hadd a cyclical rather than a structural nature. Frankfurt's territory filled up quickly.
Weakerr economic functions such as manufacturing, industry, small-scale
neighbourhoodd shops and even housing were pushed away from the economic
coree to the western part of the inner city and the service sector (mosdy banking)
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tookk over their spaces. This functional change went hand in hand with speculative
behaviourr and detrimental social excesses. Initially, during the 1950s and 1960s, the
industriess that were pushed away from the inner city took up residence in business
parkss in the suburbs and the urban periphery. Eventually, however, when this
urbann periphery benefited from growth in new, cleaner, and more profitable
industriall branches that were not bound to the inner citv C B D , the traditional
industriess were pushed away again. Most recentiy, the spectacular outgrowth of the
financiall sector in the C B D has also flooded into the suburbs and periphery. All
thesee spatial dynamics were relatively detached from what was taking place in the
planningg department in Frankfurt. The authors of the various structural plans
spokee of clustered and controlled spatial economic development, onlv to find that
furtherr functional change and economic expansion was taking place outside the
preferredd locations.
What,, then, is there to say about urban development, other than that it was
thee resolve of capital that decided the urban future, despite all the plans? In
answeringg this question, we must first relate the findings to our theoretical points
off departure, which we must then refine. In this dissertation, urban planning is
perceivedd as an emerging process rather than as an instrument of change. Within
thee regulation approach, urban development is not interpreted as a conscious
government-ledd process of change. It would, however, be a step too far to consider
urbann development as the mere result of the goal-oriented actions of private agents,
ass suggested above. Rather, as we said in the theoretical chapters, it is in the
processess of struggle and change on multiple superimposing and overlapping state
andd market platforms that planning emerges as a process.
Ass we have said, to argue that it is the economy that determines urban
developmentt in the last instance would be a mistake. The processes in Amsterdam
andd Frankfurt described above are only one side of the story. The same examples
lookedd at from a different angle show us that there is neither a first nor a final
determiningg factor in urban development. The basic spatio-economic points of
departuree were similar in both cities. In both, banking capital preferred the inner
cityy for CBD development. In Frankfurt, however, the pressure of service-sector
capitall caused other inner city functions to be pushed out, whereas in Amsterdam
commerciall capital itself was pushed out of the inner city. O f course, one could
pointt out the poor accessibility of the historic inner city of Amsterdam and argue
thatt the lagging adaptation of this infrastructure network pushed capital away. But
thenn
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developmentt is determined in the last instance by the market, infrastructures would
inn the event have been made available in Amsterdam's historic inner city.
No.. The reasons for this remarkable difference are not to be found in sheer
markett rationality, nor can these fundamental differences in development paths be
dismissedd as mere situation-dependent peculiarities, or the lagging adaptations to
structurall spatio-economic processes. To treat them as such would deny the actual
forcess that were shaping both cities, because specific urban development takes
placee for a locally-grounded interaction that guides the place-specific co-evolution
off economic, political, and spatial institutional armatures as much as it does in
market-drivenn rationality and short cyclical or long structural waves.
Wee should look at urban development through this lens, because then the
processess described above take on a different form. Urban development becomes
moree than the locational deliberations of a private company. Such deliberations
becomee grounded and embedded; individual entrepreneurs who choose to enact
theirr spatial preferences on the platform of the market will engage in competition
overr a desired plot of land. Such competition will be reflected in the price of the
plott of land, and in a market-rational world, the party that can afford to pay the
highestt price (because its use of the land will produce the highest yields) will outbid
thee competing parties and prevail, while the losing parties will have to exit from the
scene. .
Fromm a state-centred perspective, however, it is not the price mechanism
thatt prevails on the land market, but the mechanism of political dominance. In
competitionn over space, it may not be economic dominance, but political
dominancee that determines future investment possibilities. This perspective alters
thee range of options for a capitalist with an interest in a plot of land in such a way
thatt it includes the instrument of voice.
Thee choice between exodus and voice is related to the relative local
dependencee of a company as well as the opportunities to use voice effectively.
Voicee can be directed either at the political arena, or to the public administration.
Likee competition through the use of money, competition through the use of voice
iss biased by the structure of the 'battlefield' (the state) and the relative positions and
availablee instruments for each competitor in this struggle.
Forr instance, in this process of expressing voice, the publication of a spatial
plann is nothing more than the formal outing by a specific part of the public
administrationn of its particular preferred spatial imaginary. However, as we saw,
variouss agents located both inside and outside the public administration have
differentt spatial and urban imaginaries. The state is the platform of struggle over
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suchh competing imaginaries and the publication of a spatial plan is a moment in
thatt struggle. It is part of the strategy of one of the agents, struggling for
dominance,, in order to define the hegemonic urban imaginary.
Individuall

businesses

are not

always organized

effectively,

and

their

collectivee voice is therefore not always heard in the public struggle on the platform
off the state. However, businesses often use voice effectively in relationships with
memberss of the public administration (individual lobbying by big corporations,
voicee expressed by leading local companies or branch organisations, companies
engagedd in public-private growth coalitions). The nature of individual relations
betweenn representatives of capital and representatives of government (and the
relativee power positions of these persons inside their respective organisations) is
builtt up through face-to-face contact and involves individual character strengths
andd flaws. And these relations are in part decisive in such use of voice.
Thee use of voice also has an important structural component. The strategic
usee of voice by agents in the office development arena, for instance, is influenced by the
structuree of building provision in which relations of power and dependence are
formed.. This structure of provision is defined in the realms of both the market and
thee state, and therefore the structure of the local state as well as the structural
componentss of the local regime of accumulation are intertwined and decisive. In
Amsterdam,, a 'developers market' prevailed throughout the post-war period
describedd in this dissertation. This development was connected with the local
regimee of accumulation in which business sen-ices, which are usually managed by
officee tenants rather than office owners, occupy an important part of the office
userr market. As we noted, developers and investors are 'followers' rather than
pioneers,, looking for safe investments in secure environments that will attract
officee users now and in the future. Therefore, investors and developers show a
greatt deal of risk-avoiding behaviour. They tend to invest in areas that have proved
themselvess as stable office environments, so that the future exploitation of these
officess is guaranteed as much as possible, as are the yields from the offices. This
reassurancee is the reason why monofunctional office cities are so popular amongst
developerss and investors. This popularity gives the local state (through spatial
planningg guidelines) an important say in future office development and a strong
positionn in the structure of office provision. In Frankfurt, developers dominate the
structuree of provision to a lesser extent, although the popularity of rental offices
amongstt business services is similar to Amsterdam. In Frankfurt, however, the
numberr of banks is many times bigger than in Amsterdam. Banks are amongst the
feww office users who prefer to own the premises in which they reside. Therefore, a
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developmentt decision (which involves the location decision) does not involve a
decisionn about the marketability of the office on the rental market, but only
involvess corporate-internal considerations. These banks have continued to develop
solitaryy buildings throughout the Frankfurt banking district, without depending on
governmentt master-plans or planning guidelines other than the timely availability of
aa plot of land with the right zoning guidelines.

10.55

T h e rhythm and movement of place shaping through the state

T h ee particular structure of the local state makes the voice of capital more likely to
bee heard. In this dissertation, the state has been put back in the core of the package
off social relations that define urban development. Throughout the post-war
recoveryy and economic boom years, both Amsterdam (from 1945) and Frankfurt
(fromm 1949) were governed by coalitions dominated by the Social Democrat parties
(PvdAA in Amsterdam and SPD in Frankfurt). Traditionally, urban reform and a
certainn amount of utopianism are associated with such social democrat parties, and
thee urban planning practices in both cities during that time are witness to this. In
bothh cities, pre-war urban development plans (the GEP for Amsterdam and the
planss of Ernst May in Frankfurt) which were based on urban extension on
greenfields,, served as the basis for urban development procedures. Extensive
urbanisation,,
facilitationn

functional
of

separation,

industrialisation,

the

large-scale

laissez-faire towards

supply

of

housing,

the

CBD

development

and

infrastructuree investments were the building blocks of early post-war

urban

planningg in both cities. For the social democrat political elite in both cities this
underpinningg was close to their Utopian ideals of work, a home, and a car for every
family. .
Ass we saw, in the 1960s urban development and expansion politics led to the
risee of civic protests in both cities. During the 1970s, extra-parliamentary groups
thatt opposed the political regime brought urban development issues to centre
stage.. Although left-wing anarchist anti-establishment movements questioned the
politicall situation in both cities, the fundamental content of the opposition differed
betweenn Amsterdam and Frankfurt very much, as did the consequences for sociospatiall regulation, the resulting regimes of urbanisation, and thus the specific
anatomyy of socio-spatial struggle.
Thiss rise and fall of regulatory complexes has to do with the ebb and flow of
bothh the market and political stability and polarisation. Sharp political turns
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implicatee by definition the abolition of one political regime with its specific
philosophyy and the erection of another political regime. Such breaks have
implicationss for the nature of political priorities, and thus for the nature of sociospatiall regulation.
So,, next to the cyclical a n d / o r structural economic fluctuations that emerge
fromm the rhythm of capital accumulation and individual decision-making, the rhythm
andand movement of the political landscape has had profound

implications

for

the

developmentt path of both Amsterdam and Frankfurt and for the nature of sociospatiall regulation. As a site of struggle, w e argued above, the platform of the state is
characterisedd

bv

place-specific

institutional

armatures

that

define

collective

decision-making.. Differences refer to the functional/spatial morphology of both
citiess and the institutional characteristics of the state that decisively influence the
marginss for policy adaptations, or even political switches. These are taxation,
intergovernmental/interregional/intraregionall interrelations and electoral issues.
Taxation Taxation
Inn Frankfurt, government—company relations have been the linking thread running
throughh urban development, whereas in Amsterdam this linking thread was formed
byy the strong interrelations between the government and the social housing
advocates.. In Frankfurt, the income from the Gewerbesteuer (company settlement
tax)) makes capital investment in the city a necessity. This dependence on the
settlementt of companies influences government-capital relations decisively. The
dependencee is reflected in the successive economic structural plans for the city.
Althoughh the structural visions and spatial representations of future Frankfurt refer
too the concentration of companies in well-defined spatial axes or clusters, and
implicitlyy refer to restrictions placed on company settlement outside these areas,
thee legal foundations of the spatial planning framework in the city have always been
gearedd towards the possible adaptation of plans towards the wishes of capital. AH
plans,, ranging from the Wallanlagenplan, via the Yingerplan, to the recent Clusterplan
emphasizee such spatial clustering of the economic fabric, but none of the plans
involvee legal instruments to enforce the upholding of these economic contours.
T h ee dependence on capital investment in the city and the related legal framework
forr urban planning therefore make it difficult for a governing regime to alter its
attitudee towards company settlement essentially. Despite two fundamental regime
changess in the post-war period, this attitude has remained unaltered.
Inn Amsterdam, the tax-base structure involved much less necessity to attract
companiess to its territory. Rather, the strong national-local state interrelations were
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thee basis for a system in which the income of Dutch municipalities was largely
relatedd to the number of inhabitants/dwellings during the post-war period. The
redistributivee task of local government does however make it sensitive to a high
unemploymentt rate. For a long period, companies and residents could both be
accommodatedd without much mutual struggle, but when the struggle over space
emergedd in the 1970s, the direct link between companies and the political regime
wass cut short and planning for the residential landscape in the city and region stole
thee limelight. At the same time, space was offered to companies on the outskirts of
thee city and, as we saw, a mass deconcentration occurred of the office sector from
thee inner city outwards. After the last regime change, economic development
planningg regained some priority, but the planning system is still geared towards
residentiall densification.
MorphologyMorphology and institutional

regionalism

Inn both Amsterdam and Frankfurt, the inner city became the unintended
battlegroundd for the conflicts between the political regime and its opposition.
However,, the historic inner city in Amsterdam is many times bigger than the
historicc inner city in Frankfurt. To make the comparison clear: the CBD in
Amsterdamm took up a small part of the historic inner city, whereas in Frankfurt, the
historicc inner city took up a small part of the CBD. In Frankfurt, CBD
developmentt mainly affected lower-class inner-city residential areas, whereas it
direcdyy affected the monumental historic inner city in Amsterdam.
Becausee the built environment is a territorial manifestation and a carrier of
constellationss of interest, the character of the opposition to inner-city urban
extensionn and CBD development by extra-parliamentary social groupings differed
fundamentallyy in Amsterdam and Frankfurt. The socio-demographic and spatiomorphologicall characteristics in both urban realms are amongst the causes of these
differences.. CBD extension led to the abolition of monumental urban structures in
Amsterdamm and the mass eviction of tenants in Frankfurt, in particular in the Westend.
Inn Amsterdam, a strong inner-city lobby of the local bourgeoisie emerged to defend
thee architectural and urban qualities of the city's heritage . Later, opposition to the
large-scalee housing policies of demolition and redevelopment in the historic inner
cityy fuelled resistance from various neighbourhood movements. The opposition to
thee ruling political elite therefore had a broad entrenchment in anarchist antiestablishmentt groupings, squatters, an inner-city bourgeoisie conservationist elite,
neighbourhoodd movements, and conservative groupings. In Frankfurt, on the other
hand,, the protests related directly to the social malpractices in the speculation271 1
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infectedd Westend that were perceived to be excesses of elitist arrogance. As a result,
protestss remained

sharply centred around anti-eviction batdes by the anti-

establishmentt movements, squatters, and direcdy affected residents.
Stretchingg the issue of morphology and its influence on the content of
conflictss over urbanisation beyond the issue of inner city CBD development makes
itt clear that there are direct interrelations with the issue of institutional regionalism.
T h ee conflicts over the regional question have profound implications for the
formationn and consolidation of regimes of urbanisation. Surprisingly, in the light of
thee fundamentally different tax bases, both Amsterdam and Frankfurt have tried to
playy the inside game with regard to regionalism: that is to say, to have a large enough
territoryy in order to have a level playing field for urban extensions. Both cities have
recentlyy been forced into an outside game. For a period after the war, the greenfield
sitess could provide such a level playing field and urbanisation occurred within the
city'ss territory. However, the quick infill of the available land soon caused
urbanisationn to cross municipal boundaries.
Inn b o o m t o w n Frankfurt, this suburbanisation was unrelenting and marketled.. Small affluent suburbs grew rapidly in a ring surrounding Frankfurt, absorbing
white-collarr workers from the central city, causing an upsurge in commuting
percentages,, and increasing the socio-economic polarisation of the central city and
suburbs.. The towns in the north and the western Taunus in particular received
manyy of these would-be suburban households, while many of these towns were
alsoo successful in attracting new economic sectors such as data-processing and
softwaree

development companies, and transportation and logistics firms. In

responsee to these trends, and in an attempt to be able to keep playing the inside
gamee in urbanisation, the municipality of Frankfurt developed the idea of the
Regionalstadt,Regionalstadt, but as we saw, this plan backfired on the polarized electorates of the
centrall city and the suburbs. T h e regional government that did arise was a less
encompassing,, minimalist, and rather weak cooperative structure.
Inn Amsterdam on the other hand, the national urbanisation policy of guided
deconcentrationn was designed to overcome unbridled suburbanisation. In a nonpolarizedd regional landscape, where urban growth was less encompassing and
relentlesss than in b o o m t o w n Frankfurt, a housing-led national urbanisation model
arosee in which the central city acquired important extra-territorial influence on the
housingg development in several new towns and growth-centres (one could say that
thiss was a form of 'partial annexation'). During the 1970s and into the 1980s,
Amsterdamm was therefore able to play the inside game with regard to urbanisation.
T h r o u g hh a coalition with the national government, the municipality' of Amsterdam
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hadd direct and decisive influence on the housing production and allocation in extraterritoriall areas in growth centres and new-towns such as Purmerend and Almere,
butt also on its own new greenfield sites in the south-eastern part of the city.
Therefore,, it was not only the more prosperous households who left the city of
Amsterdam,,

but

also

the

middle-income

groups.

The

deconcentration

of

companiess to these growth centres and new-towns was less rapid than that of the
inhabitants.. The only economic deconcentration of any magnitude in Amsterdam
occurredd on Amsterdam's municipal territory: from the historic inner city towards
thee southern and south-eastern urban edge. So, because of a multitude of centralstatee induced inter-governmental ties, the urgency of institutional regionalism was
nott felt in the Amsterdam region, and not surprisingly the type of regional
governmentt that arose was just as weak and partial as that in Frankfurt.
Duringg the 1970s and early 1980s, Frankfurt's market-led suburbanisation
andd Amsterdam's guided deconcentration both had the same implications: the
urbann population quickly became smaller, because affluent and middle-income
householdss left the city, and the population that remained was relatively poor and
hadd fewer qualifications

than the Dutch average, whereas

the wealth

and

qualificationss of the suburban population were above average. So, when the
economicc recession started, the central city was hit disproportionately hard.
Inn the 1980s, this situation led to a reversal of the dominant urban imaginary
forr Amsterdam to that of the compact city, in which new residential areas were to
bee developed inside Amsterdam's municipal boundaries in order to

attract

importantt volumes of households to the city again. During the late 1980s,
economicc development planning resurfaced. The secondary centres along the
motorwayy ring were now intentionally put on the political agenda as important
economicc

nodes

and

the

planning

of

monofunctional

office

cities

inside

Amsterdam'ss urban fabric commenced. In the main, this compact-city urban
imaginaryy has remained dominant until the present day.
Suchh a reversal of the urban imaginary did not occur in Frankfurt, but the
dispersionn of households and companies over the region prevented renewed
interestt and consensus with respect to a strong regional government. Urbanisation
remainedd a process that was guided by the market, and the gap between the
affluentt suburbs and the less fortunate central city with regards to demographic
characteristicss has remained wide until the present day, while the market-led
developmentt of offices and office complexes in the central city has remained the
guidingg principle.
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PoliticalPolitical representation
Inn both Amsterdam and Frankfurt, extra-parliamentary opposition brought about
somee unrest in the political party that was closest to the range of ideas of the social
groupingss engaged in the protests. In both cities the foundations of the ruling
sociall democratic party were put to the test by the left-wing extra-parliamentary
opposition.. However, in Amsterdam the electoral system had a very low threshold
off 2.22% (for 1 seat on a City Council with a total of 45 seats), which
predeterminedd the necessary reaction from the ruling elite. The growth of the leftwingg opposition was translated directly into the political arena, where

the

7

KabouterpartijKabouterpartij and the like w ere elected to the City Council. The ruling PvdA was
tornn internally into opposing wings. T h e more conservative wing wanted to
preservee the traditional beefsteak socialism with its associated expansion politics. But a
left-wingg

fraction

of the PvdA was sympathetic

to the

extra-parliamentary

opposition.. When, in the 1970s, the presence of the former extra-parliamentary
oppositionn on the City Council grew, it became part of the local government for a
limitedd period. This most extreme left coalition ever to rule Amsterdam did not last
long,, but it helped steer urban politics away from economic development issues,
regionalism,, and expansion and towards social welfare and compact-city- politics,
andd in 1978 the batde of the factions in the local PvdA was decided in favour of
thee left-wing group. As a result of this representation, the political switch was
gradual.. The larger political parties were confronted with the new society élan and
hadd to reflect it in their political programmes if they were not to lose left-wing
votes. .
Inn Frankfurt o n the other hand, the 5% threshold made the political system
lesss prone to direct stimulation from outside forces. The opportunity for extraparliamentaryy opposition to enter quickly into the political arena with a small
politicall fraction was sealed off. New political movements in Frankfurt therefore
hadd a longer incubation period outside the political arena. O n the one hand, this
distancee between the informal opposition and the political arena made the
establishedd parties less prone to redirect their political course. O n the other hand, a
politicall switch became more definite. I n the 1970s, the ruling SPD's fall from
gracee brought to power the C D U (from the opposite end of the political spectrum).
Durin gg the 1980s, after a long period of incubation, a new left-wing party - the
Greenn Party — grew out of the extra-parliamentary opposition. Once it had left the
5 %% threshold behind them, the Greens became a political entity to be reckoned
with.. Towards the end of the 1980s the CDU also fell out of favour,
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togetherr with the electoral success of the Greens, brought about a political turn to
thee new left in 1989.
Thee difference between Amsterdam and Frankfurt with regard to the tax
basee and representation made political regime formation, evolution, and change
remarkablyy different in the two cities. In Amsterdam, new political movements
withh ideals that opposed the priorities of capital accumulation were represented on
thee city council soon after their inception. An existing political party with a
programmee reflecting principles similar to the ideals of a new political movement
wouldd adjust its programme to include as many of them as possible in order not to
losee votes unnecessarily. So, inside the existing regime, political programmes
evolvedd rationally, and regime change had a long incubation time. Therefore it was
gradual,, rather than abrupt. Moreover, the local tax base in Amsterdam did not
dependd on company settlements, so that a drift of political priorities from capital
towardss social-mobilising motives had no direct fiscal consequences. As indicated,
thee situation in Frankfurt was somewhat different. Because of the relatively high
thresholdd imposed on new political groupings seeking to enter the formal political
scenee in Frankfurt, the parties in power were less directly challenged by new
emergingg political themes. Moreover, the dependence on company taxes made
politicall reorientation

towards

capital less likely. However,

such

avoidance

7

behaviourr towards the increasing restlessness in society ultimately led to sharper
politicall turns of direction throughout the post-war period (but without any sharp
consequencess for the regimes of urbanisation).

10.66

Epilogue. Spatial fixity in the post-modern economy: the fate of cities
NewNew economic spaces and new spaces of regulation

Wee started this final chapter with the assertion that, even in a glocalized world,
urbanisationn is a locally-produced process embedded in path-dependent, coevolving,, institutional frameworks of economic, political, and spatial relations. This
findingg challenges contemporary thinking about the economic globalisation that is
saidd to work its way into the socio-spatial development of cities. In contrast, we
foundd that, even for two such internationally-oriented cities as the global city of
Frankfurtt and the European centre of Amsterdam, a carefully chosen local postindustriall development policy could make a difference

in the international

economicc arena of cross information, products, and people exchange. However,
noww that the urbanisation process is played out on multiple

superimposing
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chessboards,, the conditions

for urban planning have fundamentally

altered,

necessitatingg a different planning style. More than ever before, planning is an
activityy carried out in uncertainty.
Thee concept of post-industrialism, however, is not simple, but is in fact
complexx and debatable. Consequently, not just any local development strategy that
includess such post-industrial elements as 'contemporary office environments' will
sufficee to set a city- on course to a prosperous future. The new economic reality symbolizedd by the worldwide glocal regime of accumulation — is grounded in and
producedd

through

multiple

processes

of accumulation

and

temporality,, spatiality, and content of these processes changed

regulation.

The

fundamentally

throughh glocalisation; the environment for socio-spatial regulation was also radically
altered.. In this new economic reality, capital is searching for new interconnections
att new spatial scales, a state of affairs that has radical implications for capital's
spatiality,, and for a locality's potential to attract capital investment and retain such
investmentss in the future.
Capital'ss fixity in space has become less absolute than it was during previous
regimess of accumulation when this fixity was already ven- volatile. As post-war
experiencee has shown, in the long-term fixed capital (real-estate) is extremely
mobile,, because relocation is always an option. So, spatial fixity in the current era is
differentt from spatial fixity- in past decades. The concept of 'home entrepreneur',
forr instance, has eroded: the capital 'behind' companies is increasingly international,
replacingg the old concept of 'family capital'. In contrast with families, stockholders
havee no loyalty to a particular place. So, the temporary nature of local dependence
hass come to the fore more than in previous decades. Many branches of industry
thatt use offices have become increasingly mobile, making urban development more
sensitivee to the cyclical behaviour of both 'the economy' and the related behaviour
onn local, regional, national, and even international real-estate markets, with their
everr shorter boom-bust cycles.
T h ee above has implications for the temporality of any spatial fix. Although it
iss still unclear how radical (in terms of a shorter spatial fix) these changes will be, it
isis clear that, in this period of economic reorientation, newly-built offices will have
ann increasingly limited time horizon. Our analysis of fifty7 years of office planning
showedd that the. fundamental nature of this change has yet to register in the minds of
plannerss and politicians at the local level, who have merely adapted the content of
theirr policies while a structural

reorientation

of their position in

multiple

superimposingg processes of regulation was called for. Local politicians herald
competitivenesss policies that are embellished with plans for new CBDs, science
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parks,, and culture waterfronts, but often fail to pay proper attention to the
increasinglyy temporary nature of capital's fixity in said CBDs, science parks, and
waterfronts.. The answer to the incremental, but none-the-less

revolutionary

deconcentrationn of capital throughout the last few decades is not to be found in
territoriall approaches to planning, with their development plans characterized by
rigidlyy appointed development zones, but rather in new institutional approaches to
integrated,, flexible urban development that appreciate the complex and changeable
socio-economicc dynamics with their metropolitan de-territorialisation and reterritorialisationn tendencies.
Itt is important to understand that the fundamental shifts described demand
nott only the re-scaling of local government, but also the reinterpretation of the
governingg of local space. That is to say, in order to be able to determine a city's
future,, an important question for future research is how, and to what extent, central
cityy governments appreciate the new interconnectedness of the economy, and the
re-scaledd and increasingly temporary and flexible spatiality of urbanisation. This
questionn leads us on to further questions: What is the dominant urban imaginary
throughoutt the various market platforms? T o what extent does it surpass the local,
cityy scale? And is it rearranging itself on both a metropolitan and an international
level? ?
Inn short: the regime of accumulation has fundamentally changed, as the
territorialisationn of capital has done. T h e resulting urbanisation process and
associatedd regulatory processes challenge the structure of government intervention
inn a more fundamental way than is realized in the political arena. As indicated
above,, the future regulation of the urbanisation of capital originates from glocal
public-privatee networks. And as we saw in the case studies, the spatial facilitation of
thesee new connections is a difficult undertaking that challenges those who are
engagedd in master-plan making. Traditional master plans presume a certain amount
off relative stability and predictability that is absent in current glocal networks, in
whichh territorial competition and territorial coordination, de-territorialisation, and
re-territorialisationn coexist, the time-frame of any spatial fix is limited, and the
illusionn of a superior socio-economic 'balance' for any city has faded. What remains
iss the flexible regulation of urban space and the governance of networks. Through
thiss urban meta-governance the market's self-regulator)' forces combine with state
intervention.. What is emerging is a fundamental contradiction, because capital (as
welll as other social forces) needs a predictable spatial fix, but this spatial fix is
becomingg impossible to plan and is hollowed out by trends in accumulation and
de-- and re-territorialisation.
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Throughh these processes, a new regime of urbanisation might emerge in
whichh a new attitude toward investments in the secondary circuit of capital (the
builtt environment) is central. Instead of directing office investments to certain
areas,, spatio-economic planning must seek connections within economic networks
off provision and determine the best flexible layout and design of metropolitan
setdement.. Spatio-economic planning footholds in this required new planning
culturee will reside mainly in investments in infrastructure and culture, through
whichh the socio-cultural and economic potentials of certain urban areas can be
upgraded:: the creation of potential urban nodes. In this way, investment barriers
cann be overcome by public intervention

and creative public-private

capital

investmentt strategies can be teased out.
Thee funding of such public investments in infrastructure upgrading is
increasinglyy becoming a matter of governance rather than government: local
governmentt cannot rely on national funds to be passed on, but has to engage in
non-hierarchicall public and private networks. Within the system of public
interrelations,, for instance, opportunities for local governments are to be found in
thee European Union, where many urban development funds are available. These,
however,, are not traditionally 'passed o n ' through hierarchical gateways, but must
bee actively pursued by regional-local public-private networks. It is in the light of all
thesee considerations that this dissertation ends with a short 'window on the future'
off socio-spatial regulation in Amsterdam and Frankfurt.
QuestionsQuestions regarding socio-spatial regulation in future Amsterdam
Withinn the city-region of Amsterdam, the dampening effect of structural localnationall interdependence has evaporated now that the region has adapted to the
demandss of the global economy. In times of economic boom, the region therefore
profitss above average, but in times of economic downturn, the 'safety-net' of the
local-nationall coalition is less strong. So, the office markets show ever-increasing
sensitivityy to cyclical fluctuations, the divide between the well-to-do and the longtermm deprived becomes ever wider, the housing market is overheated and in a
productionn crisis, and the region's transport system is reaching the bounds of its
capacity.. The appropriate mechanisms to overcome these crisis-prone elements of
thee process of uneven development are still absent in the region of Amsterdam.
T h ee further economic outgrowth of the city-region of Amsterdam on the wave of
thee international accumulative forces needs a strategy that takes a step beyond that
usedd so far: a strategy that has relied heavily on national-local growth politics and
associatedd regulatory mechanisms.
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Althoughh the regional level has long been recognised by politicians as a
diversifiedd and complete setdement environment that gives room for the demands
off a varied social pallet of households and economic activities, the state-led part of
thee contemporary regulatory process is still biased towards the central city of
Amsterdam,, even though

the processes

of urbanisation

crossed these

city

boundariess decades ago. This bias, however, has a limited remaining lifetime.
Thee attempts to manage the processes of growth in the region break down
halfway,, because of the path-dependent local state institutions. For the time being,
attemptss to regionalise the thinking about urban development remain abstract and
tentative,, and other network approaches to urbanism are still to be developed. The
institutionall armature at the local level leads logically to a development path in
whichh the management of urban growth is mainly considered in problematic
respectss as a local/urban affair. O n the one hand, the legitimacy of local state
projectss as well as the political elite's electoral success is often best served by innercityy housing projects. O n the other hand, the economic structure of the city, the
wishh to remain the country's top economic location, together with the income
generatedd from commercial land development, are the drivers of commercial
development.. Not surprisingly, in this light the public part of the growth coalition
forr Amsterdam is mainly focused on a tightly-drawn South Axis. As indicated, in
reactionn to capital's expressed wish to create a spatial fix on the southern motorway
ring,, the urban planners of the municipality of Amsterdam situated the top office
locationn South Axis exclusively on the territory of the municipality of Amsterdam,
inn order to call a halt to developments at Schiphol and Hoofddorp.
Inn addition, complex, expensive, and often controversial

development

projectss in the existing built-up structure (urban renewal), or on newly-developed
landd (IJburg) are planned in order to stay competitive. It is only a matter of time,
though,, before the temporal nature of capital's fixity into these new urban spaces
willl again cause de-territorialisation and re-territorialisation, and today's megaprojects,, if they fail to take account of this flexible use of space, might have lifecycless that turn out to be shorter than expected.
Itt is in this light that we should look at current economic development
planningg in the city of Amsterdam. An important question is how the city will cope
withh future quick switches from over-accumulation to under-accumulation in the
secondaryy circuit of capital (for example, a switch from the oversupply of offices
andd a tense land market to a situation in which plans are downsized and the land
markett is again relaxed). Recent trends indicate the growing sensitivity of the
developmentt of Amsterdam's urban economic structure to international economic
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fluctuations.fluctuations.

In the light of this heightened sensibility to international upturns and

downswings,, long-term master plans without a foothold in economic preferences
seemm increasingly vulnerable, because thev mav be hit bv such cycles many times
duringg realisation. T h e planning of the South Axis is a reaction to capital's stated
preferences.. So, unsurprisingly, until now it has hardly been hit by the recent
downturn.. However, with regard to size and scheme, the South Axis plan is a plan
typicall for a boom-period, and despite the recent protection against a downturn,
thee question remains whether this location will be filled in the uncertain future, on
whatt scale increases might come to an end, and whether offices might take on
completelyy different shapes and sizes.
Forr the present, however, the relative immunity of the South Axis to cyclical
behaviourr on the office markets is in sharp contrast with the planned secondary
centres,, which were developed quickly in order to profit from the previous boomperiod,, but that are now faced with growing vacancies. Smaller, more flexible plans
withh

a shorter

time horizon

seem

best suited

to overcome

such

cyclical

developments.. At the same time, a number of small surrounding municipalities also
havee large quantities of urban land available for flexible office location plans. They
weree recendy able to absorb important quantities of investments in urban space,
butt now they have also been hit by the economic downturn and the vacancy level
hass risen. Nevertheless, it remains the case that economic space does not end at the
cityy boundaries, especially not in the Netherlands, where company settlement taxes
playy a relatively unimportant role.
QuestionsQuestions regarding sociospatial regulation in future Frankfurt
Evenn more than Amsterdam, the city region of Frankfurt is struck by dualities. The
citadelss of the world city have strengthened their position during the recent years in
whichh many commercial real-estate projects have left their mark on the city-, but at
thee same time the number of people living in marginal social groups has risen, the
city's'' financial situation is poor, and because of socio-political conflicts, city and
countrysidee have turned their backs on each other. Important for the future of
Frankfurtt is the answer to the returning problem of the relationship between (city)
centree and periphery (the suburbs, other cities, and the countryside). The city
governmentt is aware of the consequences of Frankfurt's rise as a world city that
largelyy exceed the boundaries of the city. During the first four years of the current
broadd coalition, office employment in Frankfurt grew remarkably, but not as
remarkablyy as the growth in the more peripheral and extra-urban locations.
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Whereass in the past the non centre-oriented functions decentralized into the
periphery,, recent years have shown that suburban and peripheral nodes have
succeededd in attracting a growing share of the financial services economy. We have
alreadyy mentioned that this development, together with the enormous growth in
highh tech companies and data-processing industries during the worldwide ICT
boom,, caused a sudden increase in the countryside-based economy, which led to
thee quick development of monofunctional office parks.
Althoughh the finite limits of space for offices in the inner city were already
acknowledgedd during the first office boom in the 1950s, the moment when there is
noo space left for inner city office development has not yet arrived. The rapid deindustrialisationn that set in during the 1970s in particular caused large inner city
locationss such as the Giiterbahnhoj'and Bockenheim Slid to become free for new uses.
Inn addition, the redevelopment of offices that were built during the 1950s and
1960ss also gave the inner city some breathing space.
Thee enduring trends towards multi-nodalisation, regionalisation, and a
competitivee peripheral economy are unmistakable. They alarm policy makers, who
becamee increasingly engaged in efforts to retain Frankfurt's world city status and
createdd space for new offices wherever it was halfway possible, but also became
moree involved at the regional level in institutional reforms. These were perceived to
bee urgently needed by all the municipalities and economic development agencies
involved,, but the old problem of smaller municipalities fearing domination by bigcityy Frankfurt has resurfaced.
Anotherr important issue is
thee

future

economic

status

of

Frankfurt.. At first glance, worldcityy

status

secure,,

would

seem

especially

to

be

since

the

Europeann Central Bank has settled
theree and in past years Frankfurt
hass

been

shown

to

exert

a

gravitationall force on international
_,, _

.,

,„

,

11 he European Central Hank

banks. The city has proven itself to
J

L

bee the most important continental
Europeann financial centre, positioned just behind London. However, this position
iss less stable than might seem. First, Frankfurt is a trading centre rather than a trader
centre,, meaning that the actual presence of traders remains meagre compared with
London;; second, a new wave of mergers and take-overs in the financial world o n
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ann international scale lies ahead. This wave could turn out to be unfavourable for
Germany:: the exchange value of German banks is low, because their emphasis is
onn social rather than economic returns on their investments. This is an outcome of
thee Social Market Economy, which made German banks big shareholders in the
n o ww less strong German industry, and makes German Banks susceptible to foreign
take-overs.. Moreover, the fact that Frankfurt has never occupied a strong position
inn the w<orld of investment banking might be avenged in the future. London has
beenn the specialized European centre of investment banking, which has become
thee strongest sector in the financial world. In the Anglo-Saxon banking world,
individuall banks contain both investment and commercial branches. If mergers and
takeoverss lead to the incorporation of commercial banks in large conglomerates,
thee subsequent centralisation is most likely to occur in London, because of its
competitivee advantage on the stock market. The question then remains, what
wouldd happen to Frankfurt as a financial centre.
Althoughh this question is being asked in Frankfurt, the city has long been a
b o o m t o w nn and all the successive regimes of urbanisation have been dominated by
thee behaviour of the big banks and the investors and developers on the commercial
propertyy markets; the city has grown accustomed to cyclical urbanisation patterns.
T h ee question therefore remains, what the effect might be of a new scalar leap in the
urbanisationn of capital, which might entail the re-territorialisation of parts of the
traditionall CBD towards other nodes in the metropolitan network, on the
processess of spatial regulation in the Rhine-Main region, and on the processes of
planningg in the city of Frankfurt. For the present, the possible detrimental effects
off scalar re-organisation and the more cyclical nature of new spatial fixes are
certainlyy not yet visible in the urban structure. The opposite could be said: the
excessess of the most recent office-market boom are now? affecting the market.
Althoughh the economy has fallen into a slight recession, and most of the new
officess recendy built for the market have not yet been let, the new offices thrust the
skylinee of Frankfurt into the image of a world city that matches the old label of
Mainhattan. Mainhattan.
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Samenvatting g

Ruimtelijkee regulering en
kantoorontwikkelingg in Amsterdam en
Frankfurtt am Main
Ditt proefschrift, Regulating urban office provision, zoekt antwoord op de vraag op welke
manierr kantoren gedurende de naoorlogse periode een plek hebben weten te
veroverenn in steden. In de studie staan de economische, ruimtelijke en politieke
processenn centraal die een rol spelen in de ontwikkeling van kantoren en
kantoorlocaties.. Hierbij wordt extra aandacht besteed aan de manieren waarop de
lokalee overheid, door ruimtelijke planning, invloed uit kan oefenen.
D ee volgende twee vragen staan centraal in dit onderzoek:
HoeHoe kan de co-evolutie van economische, politieke en ruimtelijke systemen worden gekarakteriseerd
inin %owel Amsterdam als Frankfurt?
WelkeWelke invloed hadden de^e patronen van sociaal-ruimtelijke regulatie op de opeenvolgende
generatiesgeneraties kantoorlandschappen in Amsterdam en Frankfurt gedurende de periode van 1945 tot
nu? nu?
Aann de hand van een theoretisch kader gebaseerd op de regulatiebenadering wordt
inn twee case studies antwoord gezocht op deze twee vragen.
D ee opmars van het kantoor in de stad
Hett gebruik van kantoren is na de Tweede Wereldoorlog explosief gegroeid. In de
naoorlogsee periode heeft het kantoor geleidelijk aan de fabriek vervangen als
voornaamstee symbool van economische voorspoed. D e steeds

nadrukkelijker

aanwezigheidd van kantoren in steden is daarmee een illustratie van de fundamentele
economischee omslag van de productie van goederen naar de productie van
diensten.. Snelle schaalvergroting binnen de dienstensector, gecombineerd met de
behoeftee aan ruimtelijke concentratie binnen met name de financiële sector, zorgde
voorr het ontstaan van een hiërarchie in kantorencentra, eerst op nationaal, later
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steedss meer op internationaal niveau. Zowel Amsterdam en Frankfurt am Main
wistt in eigen land al snel te profiteren van de behoefte aan ruimtelijke concentratie
inn de financiële dienstensector: ze profileerden

2ich als nationaal

financieel

centrum. .
Omdatt financiële diensten lange tijd de enige centrumzoekende
waren,, terwijl
opzochten,,

de bevolking, winkels en industrie
omarmden

de

meeste

steeds

meer de

stadsbesturen

functie
periferie

binnenstedelijke

kantoorontwikkelingg met graagte. Geleidelijk aan nam hierdoor in beide steden de
drukk van kantoorontwikkeling op de bestaande ruimtelijke structuur toe, vooral
toenn ontwikkelaars in beide steden in de loop van de jaren zestig het kantoor
ontdektenn als investeringsobject. Er ontstond toen een kantorenmarkt met eveli
vann over- en onderaanbod. Als gevolg van deze ontwikkelingen groeide met de
drukk van kantoren en kantoorontwikkeling op de bestaande stad, in beide steden
ookk

de

weerzin

onder

kantoorontwikkeling..

de

stedelijke

Kantoorontwikkeling

bevolking
en

tegen

-planning

grootschalige

raakte

daarmee

gepolitiseerd. .
Doell van dit proefschrift is om te laten zien hoe de gelijktijdige evolutie van
dergelijkee processen in economie, maatschappij

en ruimte zich uiten in de

processenn van verstedelijking. O m deze processen te kunnen onderzoeken, is
gebruikk

gemaakt

van

een

theoretisch

raamwerk

dat

zich

baseert

op

de

regulatiebenadering. .
Regulatiee e n urbanisatie: steden als knooppunten van accumulatie
Hett analytisch raamwerk dat de basis vormt voor dit onderzoek baseert zich op de
regulatiebenadering.. Deze benadering ontstond eind jaren zeventig in Parijs, waar
eenn groep onderzoekers zich begon af te vragen waarom de werkelijkheid zich toch
altijdd zo slecht verhield tot de abstracte economische modellen die binnen de
economischee wetenschap werden ontwikkeld. Het antwoord was tweeledig. (1) 'De
economie'' als zodanig bestaat niet: er bestaat geen economische ruimte die
duidelijkk onderscheiden

kan worden van andere sociale ruimten, en waarin

economischee relaties een eenduidig pad naar een evenwichtssituatie volgen. (2)
Rationeell handelende, optimaliserende individuen zijn eerder een uitzondering dan
dee regel op een gemiddelde markt. Ergo, als de economie in afzondering zou
bestaan,, zou eindeloze crisis onafwendbaar zijn, een race to the bottom zou het gevolg
zijn.. D a t deze crisis vaak lange tijd wordt uitgesteld, zo stellen regulationisten, heeft
tee maken met de tijd- en plaatsspecifieke koppeling van het proces van accumulatie
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mett processen van regulatie, die hun oorsprong zowel binnen als buiten de
economiee vinden.
Kernn van de nieuwe weg die de regulationisten insloegen was de observatie
datt 'de economie' niet meer is dan een technische afbakening binnen een complexe
socialee werkelijkheid, en dat processen buiten de strikt economische afbakening
(politiek,, recht, onderwijs, familie, om er een paar te noemen), een grote autonome
invloedd hebben op het gedrag binnen markten.
Ontwikkelingenn binnen markten, kort gezegd, kunnen dus niet verklaard
wordenn door slechts te kijken naar de elementen waaruit deze markt in strikt
economischee zin bestaat. Een veranderlijke sociale omgeving (bestaande uit onder
anderee institutionele structuren, politieke en maatschappelijke processen en
culturelee veranderingen) is nauw verbonden met 'de economie', en verklaart
daaromm mede de plaatsspecifieke ontwikkeling van kapitalistische accumulatie.
Watt betekent dit voor kantoorontwikkeling? Ten eerste dat 'de
kantorenmarkt'' niet bestaat, maar op zijn minst is opgedeeld in een groot aantal
geografischh gescheiden en kantorenmarkten met verschillende mechanismen. En
tenn tweede dat elk van deze kantorenmarkten nauw verbonden is met praktijken in
anderee sociale ruimten, zowel binnen als buiten 'de economische ruimte', zoals de
regionaall economische ontwikkeling, demografische ontwikkeling, sociale
voorzieningenn en bijvoorbeeld planningregimes. Een kantoor is namelijk een
veelheidd aan dingen. Bijvoorbeeld: (1) voor de gebruiker is het een
productiemiddel,, (2) voor de investeerder is het een melkkoe, (3) voor overige
ruimtevragendee functies is het een object in een ruimte, die plaats inneemt die in
principee ook door een andere functie zou kunnen worden ingenomen, en die
bovendienn zorgt voor maatschappelijke bijeffecten als extra verkeersdruk,
verdringingg van andere functies, aantasting van het bestaande karakter van de
stedelijkee omgeving, enzovoort. Stedelijke ontwikkeling is dus het gevolg van
processenn van accumulatie en regulatie die zo sterk met elkaar verbonden zijn, dat
zee niet afzonderlijk bestudeerd kunnen worden.
Omdatt elk van de bovenstaande definities een belang vertegenwoordigt dat
samenhangtt met de positie van een individu in een bepaalde ruimtelijke (in de
directee nabijheid of juist niet) of institutionele (investeerder, bewoner,
monumentenlobby,, kantoorgebruiker, belastinginner, groenlobby, etc.) omgeving,
iss er een toneel (de staat) waar dergelijke belangentegenstellingen met elkaar kunnen
wordenn geconfronteerd. Soms komen de ruimtelijke en
functionele
toekomstbeeldenn van organisaties en individuen met uiteenlopende achtergronden
samen,, en kunnen de tegenstellingen voor langere tijd worden begraven. Stedelijke
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ontwikkelingg volgt dan een tijdlang een breed gedeelde koers. Zo'n situatie wordt in
ditt proefschrift een urbanisatieregiem genoemd: een periode van stabiliteit in de
configuratiee van sociale relaties die stedelijke ontwikkeling conditioneren. D e
opkomstt en ondergang van dergelijke urbanisatieregiems zijn onderzocht in zowel
Amsterdamm als Frankfurt. Een korte impressie.
Urbanisatieregiemss in Amsterdam e n Frankfurt
Zowell

in

Amsterdam

als

Frankfurt

hebben

drie

urbanisatieregiems

elkaar

afgewisseldd in de naoorlogse periode. Beide steden passeren kort de revue.
Dee periode 1945-1968 werd in Amsterdam gekenmerkt door een extensief

urbanisatieregiem.urbanisatieregiem. D e stad Amsterdam werkte samen met de rijksoverheid en he
lokalee bedrijfsleven aan grootschalige stadsuitbreidingen om in de woningbehoefte
tee voorzien, waarbij tevens veel aandacht was voor verkeersdoorbraken, openbaar
vervoer,, en extensieve havenexpansie ten behoeve van de industrie. D e groei van
dee industrie in Amsterdam nam echter niet zo'n hoge vlucht als gehoopt, terwijl in
dee binnenstad de financiële sector geleidelijk aan groeide. Deze binnenstedelijke
economischee groei in de vorm van kantoren werd aanvankelijk niets in de weg
gelegd,, maar riep vanwege haar ruim te vretende karakter steeds meer weerstand op
uitt de maatschappij.
Dezee weerstand leidde begin jaren zeventig tot een opzienbarende omslag
vann het urbanisatieregiem. In de eerste plaats kantelden de politieke denkbeelden,
waarr oud links het moest afleggen tegen nieuw links. Gesteund door gunstige
groeiscenario'ss en groeiende welvaart werd besloten de extensieve binnenstedelijke
economischee groei en verkeersdoorbraken vaarwel te zeggen, en in te zetten op
regionaleregionale verstedelijking gebaseerd op sociale huisvesting, stadsvernieuwing en overloop. Dit
zorgdee voor een sterke ommekeer in de benadering van

kantoorhoudende

bedrijven,, die vanaf dat moment uit de binnenstad geweerd werden, en hun heil
moestenn zoeken aan de rand van de stad. Deze trek naar het zuiden had zich
gedurendee de jaren zestig al voorzichtig aangediend, maar veranderde door het
restrictievee beleid in de historische binnenstad vanaf eind jaren zeventig in een
regelrechtee vlucht. In de periferie werd nieuwe kantoorontwikkeling niets in de weg
gelegd,, en grote aantallen kantoorhoudende bedrijven verplaatsten zich naar
Amsterdamm Z u i d / B u i ten veldert en Amsterdam Zuidoost. Omdat deze omslag
samenviell met de crisis in de industrie en de decentralisatie van de bevolking sterk
aansloeg,, versterkte deze politiek de uitholling van de binnenstad.
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Inn samenspraak met het rijk werd de overloop daarom medio jaren tachtig
weerr losgelaten ten faveure van de compacte stad, en de puur op sociale huisvesting
gerichtee verstedelijking werd aangevuld met het idee van economische groeipolitiek,
waarbinnenn de grote steden een knooppuntfunctie kregen toegewezen. Binnen de
stadd werd getracht de CBD-functie van de historische binnenstad middels een
megaprojectt in publiek private samenwerking, de IJ-oevers, weer op te lappen,
maarr de decentralisatie van de kantorensector was al zover doorgevoerd dat andere
zwaartepuntenn op eigen kracht waren ontstaan aan de rand van de stad en in de
regio.. Gedurende de jaren negentig werd door Rijk en gemeente dan ook ingezet
opp het ontwikkelen van een perifeer in de stad gelegen toplocatie (de Zuidas),
terwijll aanhoudende economische voorspoed, gecombineerd met grootschalige
risicodragenderisicodragende investeringen en de groei van de binnenstadseconomie Amsterdam
err weer bovenop hielpen. Kantoorlocaties langs de ring raakten in snel tempo
opgevuld,, terwijl bedrijfjes in bijvoorbeeld ICT en nieuwe media, maar ook
commerciëlee dienstverlening, alsmede gentrification de historische binnenstad uit het
slopp trokken.
Nogg meer dan in Amsterdam droeg het eerste naoorlogse urbanisatieregiem
inn Frankfurt am Main de kenmerken van een stad, economie en maatschappij in
wederopbouw.. Grote delen van de stad lagen na de oorlog in puin, de stad was
ontvolktt en de economische structuur ontmanteld. Gesteund door het succesvolle
corporatistischee federale beleid van de Sociale Marktwirtschaft en het daarmee
samenhangendee snelle herstel van de economie, wist ook de stad Frankfurt zich
onderr leiding van een brede politieke coalitie (politieke oppositie bestond met name
inn de eerste naoorlogse decennia nauwelijks in de stad) snel te herpakken. Frankfurt
wordtt wel de hoofdstad van het Duitse economische wonder van de jaren vijftig en
zestigg genoemd. Extensieve verstedelijking^ enorme bevolkingsaanwas, grootschalige
infrastructuurverbeteringen,, herstel van de industriële sector en explosieve groei
vann de binnenstedelijke kantooreconomie rond de Duitse Centrale Bank zorgden
hiervoor. .
Dee enorme groei van de financiële sector, gesteund door de breed gedragen
economischee groeipolitiek zorgde voor enorme druk op de binnenstedelijke
structuur.. Kantoorontwikkeling werd niets in de weg gelegd, en langzaamaan werd
dee bevolking uit de westelijke binnenstad verdreven. De grote winsten die met
kantoorproductiee te behalen waren zorgden voor grootschalige speculatie en
daarmeee samenhangende maatschappelijke wantoestanden: op grote schaal werden
woningenn door speculanten opgekocht. Bewoners werd de huur opgezegd, en het
beheerr van woningen die nog niet direct voor sloop op de rol stonden, werd
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verwaarloosd..

De

politiek

ondernam

hier

niets

tegen.

Sterker, de

sociaal

democratischee S P D , die begin jaren zeventig een absolute meerderheid had behaald
enn had besloten alleen te regeren, was geneigd ontwikkelaars te helpen bij het
realiserenn

van

hun

kantoorplan, ook

op

plaatsen

in

de

stad

waar

het

bestemmingsplann geen kantoorontwikkeling toestond. Hier zorgde de zogenaamde
BefreiungspraxisBefreiungspraxis dat er uitzonderingen op deze bestemming konden worden gemaakt,
enn kantoorontwikkeling doorgang kon vinden.
Natuurlijkk zorgde deze houding voor veel onvrede onder de burgers, die zich
uittenn in vele rellen. D e SPD werd dan ook afgestraft voor haar houding. In 1977
behaaldee

de

conservatieve

CDU

onder

leiding

van

W'allman

de

absolute

meerderheid,, o p basis van een goedgekozen campagne, waarin de onrust in de
maatschappijj slim gebruikt werd om het politieke programma van de CDU aan de
mann

te

brengen.

In

vastgoedontwikkelingg

dit

programma

gebaseerd

vormden

cultuuroffensief,

imagopolitiek,
en

het

een

tegengaan

op
van

kleinschaligee criminaliteit genoeg tegenwicht voor onafgebroken groei van de
binnenstedelijkee kantorenmassa. Een opzienbarende ommekeer in de publieke
opiniee tegenover de economische groeipolitiek was het gevolg. D e verkantorisering
vann het westelijk deel van de binnenstad ging onverminderd door, maar de
protestenn ebden langzaam weg. Frankfurt had zich op de vleugels van een sterke
Duitsee

Mark

en

de

internationale

financiële

liberalisering

ontwikkeld

tot

internationaall financieel centrum, en een nieuwe vloedgolf aan kantoorprojecten
overspoeldee de stad gedurende de jaren tachtig. D e ondernemende cultuur van de
C D UU

uitte

zich

ook

in

een

publiek

private

groeicoalitie

rond

de

megaontwikkelingenn op het vliegveld, in de binnenstad en de beurs.
Dezee uitgekiende urbanisatie- en accumulatiestrategie hield stand tot 1989,
toenn de C D U werd afgerekend voor het miskennen van de sociale misstanden in de
stad,, waar veel kansarme allochtone gezinnen zich hadden verzameld, terwijl de
welgesteldenn in steeds grotere getale in de omliggende dorpen en steden gingen
wonen.. De S P D wist hier slim een punt van te maken, terwijl de Griinen hun op
ecologiee gebaseerde opmars ook bekroond zagen. Gezamenlijk starten deze twee
partijenn een weinig succesvolle sociaal-ecologische groeipolitiek, die in 1997, toen de SPD
enn de Grünen in de gemeenteraad gezelschap kregen van de CDU en F D P , echter al
langg weer was verlaten. Politieke omwentelingen of niet: wederom veranderde er
weinigg in de relatie tussen politiek en bedrijven: publiek private grootschalige
ontwikkelingsprojectenn

werden opgestart om de beurs, het vliegveld en de

binnenstadd te versterken, en de rode loper werd nog steeds gastvrij uitgelegd voor
bedrijvenn die geïnteresseerd waren zich in de stad te vestigen. Dat waren er veel,
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wantt de centrumfunctie van de stad had zich steeds meer verstevigd na de Duitse
eenwording,, en vooral na verdergaande de Europese integratie.
Tegelijkertijdd vernieuwde de locale economische structuur zich. In de regio
trokk de 'nieuwe economie' in rap tempo aan. Rond Frankfurt ontwikkelde zich in
stormachtigg tempo een ring van perifere op risico gebouwde monofunctionele
kantoorlocaties.. In de binnenstad veranderde weinig: de bouw van nieuwe
kantoorkolossenn voor alle banken en aanverwante bedrijven in de financiële sector,
nuu vaak hoger dan 200 meter, ging onverminderd door.
Conclusie e
ZowTell Amsterdam als Frankfurt heeft geprofiteerd van de economische transitie
vann industriële naar postindustriële verstedelijking. Deze transitie is veel besproken
inn de literatuur. Doorgaans op generiek niveau, waarbij het groeiende belang van
bijvoorbeeldd kantoren voor stedelijke ontwikkeling benoemd wordt, maar waarbij
dee

plaatsspecifieke

ontwikkelingspaden

van

onderling

sterk

verschillende

postindustriëlee steden vaak onderbelicht blijven. Dit onderzoek in Amsterdam en
Frankfurtt is een poging om deze plaatsspecifieke ontwikkelingspaden te duiden aan
dee hand van de evolutie van stedelijke regulatiecomplexen. We zagen dat, aan de
oppervlakte,, beide steden een zelfde soort ontwikkeling hebben doorgemaakt, maar
datt de wezenlijke patronen van verstedelijking en economische ontwikkeling danig
afweken.. Beide steden werden het financiële centrum in hun land, en hierdoor
ontstondd in beide steden een aanzienlijke druk op de binnenstad. In zowel
Amsterdamm als Frankfurt kwam vanaf de jaren vijftig een transitieproces van de
grondd die zorgden voor grote conflicten over de invulling van toekomstige
verstedelijking. .
Hierr houden de overeenkomsten op. In Frankfurt waren de conflicten
slechtss schermutselingen in de marge van doorgaande economische groei en
vastgoedinvesteringenn in de binnenstad. Frankfurt's binnenstad ontwikkelde zich
tott een C B D dat zich kan meten met global cities als Londen, Parijs en New York.
Tegelijkertijdd is de regio Frankfurt niet gespaard gebleven van sociaal-ruimtelijke
segregatie,, armoede en gepolariseerde relaties tussen de stad en zijn periferie.
Inn Amsterdam werd het urbanisatieregiem onder invloed van de conflicten in
dee jaren zeventig radicaal omgebogen. Ondanks de toenmalige heroriëntatie, weg
vann economische groeipolitiek en richting sociale huisvestingsmotieven, heeft de
stadd zich inmiddels ontwikkeld tot een belangrijke internationale economisch en
cultureell centrum, hoewel het de economische aansluiting met bovengenoemde
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globalglobal cities heeft verloren. D e stad herbergt een bovengemiddeld aantal sociaal
economischh zwakke huishoudens, maar de contradicties en ongelijkheden zoals die
inn Frankfurt zichtbaar zijn, zijn in Amsterdam lang niet zo prominent aanwezig.
Kortom:: steden hebben de keuze, als het gaat om hun sociaal-economische,
maarr ook ruimtelijke toekomst. Hoewel de invloed van met name economische
globaliseringg zich steeds meer doet gelden, en investeringen in steden daardoor
beïnvloedd worden, is globalisering niet een ongrijpbaar proces dat vanuit de hemel
opp een stad neervalt. Afwegingen met betrekking tot vestiging of investering
wordenn door individuele bedrijven in een sociaal-ruimtelijke context gemaakt, en
o pp die manier wordt globalisering van onderaf opgebouwd. Hierin tekenen zich
nieuwee patronen af. Daarbij dient een onderscheid te worden gemaakt in (1)
vestigingsgedragg van bedrijven, (2) ruimtelijke investeringen door beleggers en
investeerderss

en

(3)

maatschappelijke

mobilisering

via

de

staat.

Het

vestigingsgedragg van bedrijven, in de eerste plaats, laat op macroniveau steeds meer
spreidingg zien. D e economie richt zich niet meer op één centrale plek, maar
bedrijvenn kiezen optimale locaties binnen verschillende regio's. Daarbij speelt een
belangrijkee rol dat het fenomeen home entrepreneur niet meer bestaat, waarmee de
emotionelee of historische band tussen bedrijf en stad/regio verdwijnt. In de tweede
plaatss zijn er beleggers en investeerders, die hun vastgoedinvesteringen het liefst
mett zo weinig risico op de markt zetten. Daarbij hoort de samenballing van
economischee functies o p één locatie, of binnen een relatief smal afgebakend gebied.
Z o ' nn afbakening, liefst gepaard aan restrictief beleid in andere locaties, vergroot de
afzetkansenn van hun vastgoed, en daarmee de beleggingswaarde. Hier liggen
natuurlijkk de aanknopingspunten voor locale overheden. Ondanks het feit dat de
economiee zich reorganiseert o p bovenlokaal niveau, is een institutioneel antwoord
nogg niet noodzakelijk gebleken, omdat de behoefte binnen de investeerdersmarkt
aann

duidelijke,

stabiele,

strak

omschreven

locaties

voor

toekomstige

kantorenontwikkelingg lokale overheden de mogelijkheid bood op de vertrouwde
manierr door te gaan. Hierbij wordt zowel door de overheden, als (in mindere mate)
doorr de investeerders, voorbij gegaan aan de vraag wat de levensduur zal zijn van
veell van de kantoren die nu worden neergezet. Fundamentele veranderingen in
productieprocessen,, vestigingskeuzen, om niet te spreken van demografische trends
enn groeiende mobiliteit, maken dat het huidige ruimtebeslag door economische
functiess in toenemende mate door trends onderuit zal worden gehaald, waardoor
dee vandaag voorziene masterplanning toch steeds meer kenmerken van planning in
onzekerheidd zal dragen.
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D o o rr het samenvallen van de doelen van stadsbesturen en de behoeften van
investeerderss zijn steden nu nog steeds in staat hun eigen toekomst uit te stippelen,
off tenminste doelbewust te structureren. Als we echter kritisch kijken naar de
dynamiekk die voortkomt uit marktprocessen, ruimtelijke processen en politieke
processen,, is duidelijk dat een fundamentele omslag in verstedelijkingstrends
nakendee is, waarop institutioneel nog geen antwoord is. Het derde element,
maatschappelijkee mobilisering door de staat, staat aan de vooravond van een
gedwongenn

heroriëntatie.

Deze

omslag

heeft

zijn

oorsprong

in

ontwikkelingsprocessenn op een veelheid van overlappende schaalniveaus, waardoor
sturingg in de toekomst steeds meer een beroep zal doen op het vermogen van
plannerss om rekenschap te nemen van de vele netwerken en relaties tussen die
verschillendee arena's en

schaalniveaus. Planning is dan het verbinden

van

ruimtelijkee investeringen met economische, politieke en ruimtelijke processen op
velee schaalniveaus. En dit proces, zo leert deze dissertatie, meet zich in elke
stedelijkee regio een andere vorm aan.
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Dankwoord d
O pp de dag af zes jaar na mijn eerste dag als promovendus begin ik nu aan wat
onderr vrienden en familie waarschijnlijk het best gelezen stuk van dit proefschrift
zall worden: het dankwoord.
Zess jaar geleden werd ik door Willem Salet gevraagd een proefschrift te
komenn schrijven bij onderzoeksinstituut AME, aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam.
Ikk wil hem, en via hem het A M E , op deze plaats bedanken voor het vertrouwen dat
err toen in mij was. Ik heb dat blijvende vertrouwen altijd als een warme deken
ervaren.. Samen met Jacques van de Ven (is er in Amsterdam ooit iets gebeurd wat
jee niet weet?) gaf Willem mij de ruimte mijn eigen weg te vinden, ruimte waarin ik al
diee tijd blij heb rondgescharreld. Het bespreken van al die verschillende versies was
eenn fijn ritueel, waar ik van heb leren genieten. Willem, de intuïtieve uitdager,
Jacques,, de doorwrochte inspirator. Willem en Jacques, bedankt voor zes mooie
jaren. .
Onderr de bezielende leiding van Julie Lawson startte binnen het A M E in
19999 de themagroep "Instituties en Planning." D e theoretische basis van mijn
proefschriftt had er zeker anders uitgezien zonder de soms kritische, soms zeikerige,
maarr altijd blijmoedige commentaren van mijn medepromovendi en collega's. Ik
will naast Julie Lianne van Duinen, David Evers, Luis Arribas, Stan Majoor, Leonie
Janssen-Jansenn en Enrico Gualini bedanken voor al die inspirerende gesprekken
overr structuren en individuen. Ook al werden we er soms collectief gestoord van.
Frankfurtt is een fascinerende stad, die ik op een wel zeer fijne manier van
binnenuitt heb leren kennen. Professor Bodo Freund, gewapend met fototoestel,
aanstekelijkk enthousiasme en (niet onbelangrijk) een ruim bemeten auto, leidde mij
opp onnavolgbare wijze langs Frankfurt's kantoorlocaties. Een zeer fijne ervaring, en
ikk

ben

blij

dat

professor

Freund

zitting

heeft

willen

promotiecommissie.. Daarnaast wil ik ook dr. Christian

nemen

in

mijn

Langhagen-Rohrbach

bedanken.. Met grote precisie heeft hij mijn hoofdstukken over Frankfurt van zijn
commentaarr voorzien.
Eenn proefschrift schrijven is één ding, het afmaken een ander. In de eindfase
hebb ik kunnen profiteren van de ruimte die mij door mijn nieuwe werkgever, het
Ontwikkelingsbedrijff

Gemeente

Amsterdam,

werd

gelaten

voor

allerhande

afspraken.. In de persoon van Keimpe Reitsma wil ik met name de afdeling Beleid
enn Strategie hiervoor bedanken.
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D ee afwerking van het boek was een klus die alleen geklaard kon worden
doorr de bereidwillige medewerking van velen. UvA Kaartenmakers wil ik bedanken
voorr de prachtige figuren die ze op korte termijn konden leveren. UvA Vertalers en
Annee Hawkins van Spells wil ik bedanken voor hun efficiënte werkwijze gedurende
hett editing proces. Julie Lawson verdient een extra pluim voor al die uren werk die
zee met de Amsterdamse hoofdstukken heeft gehad. Julie, geweldig. Zo'n pluim
verdientt ook Wim Bosboom, die het omslagontwerp maakte. D e presentatie is het
halvee werk, zei je me ooit, en ik moest maar eens bellen als het proefschrift af was.
Ikk was het niet vergeten, maar jij ook niet. Geweldig.
Allee academische inspanningen ten spijt weet ik nu al dat als ik later oud en
gerimpeldd ben, en terugkijk op mijn jaren als promovendus, het de vriendschap is
diee me het meest is bijgebleven. Ik denk dan aan mijn kamergenoten door de jaren
heen.. Eerst Enrico, die kon typen als een repeteergeweer, en voor wie Tolkien geen
geheimenn kent. Daarna waren er Lianne en Jaap. Beiden wil ik bedanken voor heel
veell fijne gesprekken, meestal niet over onderzoek. Jaap, ook bedankt voor al die
'laarzen';; het waren mooie tijden o p de Nieuwmarkt. Tenslotte waren er Cordula,
diee zo confronterend energiek was, Karin en Frans, die mijn laatste stuiptrekkingen
opp de universiteit hebben meegemaakt. Ook Stefan, met zijn rondjes om de tafel,
Els,, die steeds vaker even binnenliep, en Frank, de Haarlemmerolie van de
lunchclub,, wil ik hier noemen. Jullie waren welkome pseudo-kamergenoten.
Bass en Sander zijn mijn vrienden van het eerste Amsterdamse uur. Hen
bedankk ik gewoon voor hun vriendschap. Als je samen naar zoveel slechte
wedstrijdenn van Ajax hebt zitten koekeloeren, dan verdien je toch minstens een
zinnetjee in een voorwoord en een plaatsje aan mijn zijde als paranimf. Jammer
alleenn dat Sander tijdens mijn verdediging ergens aan de Cote d'Azur zit. Verschil
moett er zijn.
Tenslottee wil ik diegenen bedanken die mij het meest dierbaar zijn. Marjon,
Christaa en Herman, Lex en Mirjam, pap en mam. Mijn lieve Marjon, die vond dat
"datt schrift" nu eindelijk maar eens af moest, gaf me net dat beetje energie dat ik
nodigg had. Die energie moest van ver komen, want makkelijk hebben we het niet,
dee laatste tijd. We hebben elkaar met zijn allen juist nu zo heel hard nodig. Ik ben
blijj dat jullie er altijd weer zijn en mij een basis geven waar ik altijd op kan
terugvallen. .
Aann pap en mam draag ik dit boek op. Voor alles.
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R E G U L A T I N GG U R B A N
O F F I C EE P R O V I S I O N
AA study of the ebb and (low of regimes of urbanisation in
Amsterdamm and Frankfurt a m M a i n , 1 9 4 5 - 2 0 0 0

Thiss dissertation examines the relationship bet we _
accumulationn of capital through investments in the.
environment,, and the ebb and flow of urbanisation. It it assumed
thatt this relationship is mediated by processes of socio-spatial
regulation,, on the platform of both the state and the econo—
Ann understanding is required of three phenomena: office
development,, socio-spatial regulation, and urbanisation.
Bringingg the institutional dynamics that steer the processes of
urbann change to centre stage, it is argued that economic,
political,, and spatial relationships co-evolve in a path-dependent
manner.. This process is brought to the fore by the use of the
conceptt of a "regime of urbanization*. The ebb and flow of such
ss is set out in two historic case studies: Amsterdam and
'' am Main.
cities,, over 5 0 years of office planning and office
sionn is analysed, and conclusions are put forward ab
turall reorientations inside both multi-scalar urban
lopmentt arenas. It if concluded that, even in a global
world,, urbanisation is a locally-produced process. Despite
factt that the conditions for urban planning have altered
fundamentally,, necessitating a different planning style, a
carefullyy chosen local post-industrial development policy
j!

"erencee in the international economic arena of
ngee of capital, information, products, and pe

